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CHAPTER I. 

.· ·INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Scope and Intention. 

Twana (or, Skokomish) is a Salish language, spoken until the early 
years of the present century .along the Hood Ganal, on the Olympic Peninsula, 
in the State of Washington_ 

This thesis is concerned with explaining a basis for a 'Phonology 
of Twana. 1 However, pending the publication of a-full-scale Grammar, a very 
briel: characterization of traditional Amerindian type is here given. 

The inventory of surface contrasts contains the following segmentals. 1 
t,. ' • ~ I/ ') -,_ 'W W J. W W :, V l 2 W W 2 2 V 
p p t ·t C. C C C ~ I{. k k k 'l q q q S S X X ~ ~- h b d (-,) (J) 

(g) (gw) (ri\) (m) ch) WW y y { l : e fl: 8 a O .) > bracketed segments {probably) 
only occurring in loan words from European, or other Salish (particularly 
Puget Sound) languages. 

As is cormnon in Salish, multi-membered consonant-clusters are toler-
ated in Twana, partly consequent on the existence of many morphemes entering 
into composition with the shapes C, CC. The cluster-resolving status of the 
'pepet vowel' (shwa) will be discussed, as will also the li~ht thrown on 
cluster-limitations by a study of reduplication. 

Three degrees of stress (primary, secondary, and 'zero') are found 
in surface forms. 3 Pitch is not contrastive within lexica.1 items: the 
syntactical function of pitch is bad.ly understood as yet. 

From the point of view of syntactic behavior, the m~jor word-
classes of Twana are Nouns, Verba and particles. However, the same roots 

1See Figs. 5, 6, Chap. I, sec. 3.3.3 for surface-contrast grid and 
Distinctive Feature matrix. 

2x is of unce1;tain status (but see esp. p. 89 ). 1b/r>1 , 1d/d? occur, 
but only as sequences (see Fig. 48, Chap. IV, sec. 1.1 for data). 

3Although, for dictionary items, only eriroarJ!'. stress (and its posi-
tion) need be indicated. 

1 
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so often partake in Noun and Verb stems that it might well be held that the 
roots of the language are unmarked for subclass, insofar as roots m.~y be 

dictionary· entries. The most important morphological processes arc compound-
ing, affixation, reduplication, and accent-shift. 

Grami~atical categories marked in both Noun and Verb are Augmentative 

and Attenuativc. In the Noun, possession is also marked. In the Verb, 

major and minor (subordinate) predication are distinguished: in addition, 

prefixes mark certain aspects and determiners (including agreement for 

gender and proximity). Suffixes mark inchoative aspect, transitivity 

(inherent or derived), reflexive, reciprocal, imperative, causative and 
desiderative, and acto.r and goal referents. 

Especially noteworthy is a set of lexical suffixes (essentially, 

'incorporated' object nouns), common throughout Salish, which may be re-
interpreted as 'classifying pronominnls.' 

Particles include interjections, conjunctions, articles and dc-
1monstratives, and 'free' pronouns. 

A characteristically 'Coast Salish I trait is that many adverbs 

behave as auxiliary verbs, preposed to the main verb. 2 

The remainder of this chapter presents the background for the study 

of the Twana language~ and concludes with some remarks on the Phonological 

Component of a Grannnar, together with a discussion of the Inventory of 

segments. 

Chapters II and III present the arguments for the basis fo~ a 

generative phonology of Twana. The taxonomic inventory assumed in the 

present chapter is re-interpreted in the light of an examination of various 

crucial aspects of Twana morphology. In particular, an attempt is made 

ta explj.rate certain problems which recur in other Salish langu.:iges. Such 
Qre the behavior of the voiced obstrucnts b,d, in relation to the glottaliza-

tion of consonants; the role of the laryngeals h,?, in connection with so-

called vowel-length, with the derivation of the mid-vowels, and with glot-

talization generally; the role of accent-shift, aad its relation to vowel-

loss; and the special status of shwa. 

1See Appendix I, sec. 5.2. Grammatical Morphemes. 

2compare Reichard (1958-60), sec. 12.l, on the stability of certain 
aspects of Salish structure. 
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Chapter IV considers the Distinctive Features, ba~ed on the definitions of 

Chomsky-Halle (1968), in the light of the definition of Twana segments, the 

shapes of Twana morphemes, and the rules of Twana phonology so far estab-

lished. Some important implications of the tlotion 1 neutral speech-tract' 1 

for the definition of Distinctive Features are discussed. 

I.2. Background 

1.2,l. Location, Population, Culture Area, and Chronology 

The language known as Twana or Skokomish (transcribed as Too-an-
hooch/To-an-hooch, Sko-ko-mish in the Treaty of 18552) was at the time of 

the first attested white contac ts 3 spoken over the whole of the drainage 

area of the Hood Canal on the Olympic Peninsula in the State of Washington. 

Although this constitutes a total area of approximately 750 square miles, 4 

the number of speakers, at least since the end of the eighteenth century, 
5 was probably not more than some 500. 

Moreover, as Elmendorf points out, we must distinguish the summer 

from the winter-distribution of the Twana: in winter, the populati.on was 

concentrated into some nine 1winter village communities, 1 four along the 

West bank of the Canal, three along the Skokomish River, and tw-o on the 

11 shall elsewhere show that this notion must be elaborated within 
a more general account of the Basis of Articulation. In the present con-
text, see Chap, IV, secs. 3.3.1 (the speech-neutral tract) and 3.7.1.2/3 
(on the velum). 

2Treaty of Point No Point (1855). 'Twana' has no satisfactory 
etymology. 

3Vancouver (1789), Elm~ndorf (1960). 

4F,rom the point of view of linguistic contact, such a figure is 
seriously misleading. As Elmendorf explains. it i.s import,mt to note that 
'ethnic acquaintance' depended not on mere distance but, because of the 
terrain and mode of transport, on the river drainage systems and on the 
existence of trails crossing low watershed areas. 

5Elmendorf (1960) gives the l'wana population for mid-nineteenth 
century as about 1,000, of whom about 011.e-half lived in the Skokomish River 
drainage area. There are some 500 on the Skokomish Roll today, very many of 
whom do not live on the Reservation. Cf. p. 6. fn. 2. 

http:populati.on
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South arm of the Canal: 1 in the summer, on the other hand, mixed grolips from 
the various ;,;inter-v~llages inhabited different sites at different times, 

but most groups found themselves along the Canal at tha~ time, or at their 

favorite berry-picking grounds. The culture in questio~, it is to be re-
membered, was 'food-gathering'; 2 that is, hunting, fishing, and berry-
picking were its main means of-subsistence. 

Comment. on the possibility of recovering at least hi.nts on certain 
dialect diversity \.rithin T-wana will be found in the discussion of the 
corpora (Chap, I, sec. 2.4). At this point, suffice to say that what dU-

fcrences there probably were between the dialects of (say) Quilcene in the 
. 3North, Skokomish upJ:iver from Annas Bay, and Duhlelap to the South-East,  

were levelled progressively from 1859, when all Twana speakers found them~  
selves on the Skokornish Reservation.  
,fj11:onology of the Twana cul tu-re area  

1785-1800 Exploration of NW Coast. Nootka Sound trade-center. 
1790's-1850's Trad1;1 with Hudson's Bay Co. at Ft. Nisqtially. 

1790 Voyage of Vancouver. First account of Twana. 
1800-1810 Founding of Duhlele.p winter village. S-ee Fig. l, site 9. 

18H Foundation of Astoria, on the Columbia River. 
1800-1840 Spread of Chinook Jargon to Tw,ma through trade, via Lower 

Chehalis and Satsop. 

Smallpox epidemics, via same route, affect Twana; thence to 
Clallam and northwards. 

1see Fig. 1, p. 5. Figs. l & 2 a.re taken from Elmendorf (1960). 
2This accords with the characteristics of the culture-area includ-

ing California, the Basin, the Plateau, and the North-West. 
3 . . 
Elmendorf's (1960) informant told him that the Duhl.elap settlement 

was founded by people from the Skokomish River, probably no earlier than the 
1810 1 s. The likelihood of considetable dialect divergence (apart from the 
'interfer~nce' from the now-adjacent Squaxon village of Allyn) b~cween 1810 
and 18S9 is small. However• the Duhle lap did _resist fusion for a while by 
settling at Potlatch in che 1 r~moval 1 period, There may' be a link petween 
this fact and the reference to 1Hoodsport talk' by Mrs. Pulsifer (see Chap. 
I, ~ec~ 2.5). · 

Note that the-name Dublelap has no Twana etymology, imd is. known to . . w 
th~ Skokomisb.by the name tx lelap. This look like a Common Puge~ Sound 
compound (cp. Nisqually; lel I far, I -ap Common SaUsh bound pTonomtna l. 'end') .w ' Twana 1 far1 is le'ei, and the prefix would in .Twana be dx· -. 
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185_3 Washington Territo~y becomes Washington S~ate.. White settlea 
ment in full· flood. Predominance of American_ traders. 

1850's Short-lived Catholic Mission among Twana. 
1855 Treaty of Point No Point, with Clallam, Twana, and Chemakum. 
1859 All Twana, remnant Chemakum 1 some· Squaxori settled on Skokom'i:sh 

Reservation. ·  

Relocation of Twana Winter-villages along Lowe_r Skokomish River  
and along Canal shore inside Reservation.  

1860-1870° Sporadic missions, Method_ist and Methodist-Episcopalian.  
1870 1 s Reservation School and Protestant mission.  
1s74.:1ss4 The Rev, Myron Eels, ardent and inde.fatigable, missionary at  

Skokomish Reservation.·  

_Death and 'resurrectioni of John Slocum~  

Foundation of Indian Shaker faith at Squaxon Island. This  
represented the last attempt at cultural re-integration. 

1886-1897 Period of Boas-Teit field work on Salish lists, etc. 
1887 Break-up of i:he Reservation into allotments. 

21890-1940 	 Period of cultural disintegration, though (largely through 
the faith inspired by its healing function) Shakerism survives. 

I. 2.2. Linguistic Affiliations an~ Areal Features 

It i~ important to note that, although the Salish languages have been 

undisputedly grouped as such eve~ since the first word lists taken by Boas 
and Teit, 3 and that the grossest sound correspondences have been sketched out 
since Boas-Haeberlin, 4 no thorough-going reconstruction of Proto-Salish has 

1rt is 1881 in Mooney (1892-93); 1 1882 in Eells, 1 says Mooney (ibid.). 
2-Elmendorf (1960). Today, the only activities carried out by the 

Skok_omish as a tribal unit are actions at law. concerning fishing rights, and 
inter~tribal baseball. Concern-to rewain on the Roll of the tribe, similarly, 
is almost entirely inspired by considerations of land-inheritance and law,-
suits over Government-acquired timber. 

3ror the languages in contact with Twana, at least in the nineteenth 
century, the lexical simiiarities are so patent that (e.g.) Eels is clear ab6ut 
the affinity between Twa~a. ·claflam and Nisqua lly, while noting cthat Chernak.um 
(a Wakashan language) is unrelated to these. -Eels' silence for the case of 
Spokane, an Interior Sa_lish language, bespeaks the gap beti,.,een the two divisions 
of Salish. See Reichard (1960) par. 10, for impressionistic views on mutual 
comprehensibility. 

4Boas-Haeberlin 	_(1927). 

http:Chernak.um
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yet been undertaken. Taking the Boas-Haeberlin paper referred to 1 it ~s to 

be noted that even the.major iss~gloeses k/'/,, x/i, and i/a show serious 
i.nconsistencies as between individual lexical items, and that no attempt is 
made either to account for these exc~ptions or t.o reconstruct whole mprphemes 

wre re these segments do i.n fact match, 

All the same, Boas-Haeberlin were pioneering inside .a language 

family where the very phonetic nature of the data is generally considered 

particularly intractable, 1 and it is reasonable t~ suppose that the majar 
cleavage into 1 Coast • as against 1 ln~erior' languages will stand. 

The glottochronologica 1 assessment of Swade.sh, 2 whatever i!:s 

the0rf0tical status, 3 still confirmed t:he hypothesized Coast/ inland 

cleavage, refining the picture only to the extent of separating off 

both Bella Coola (British Columbia) and Tillamook (Oregon). 

The -reworking of the glot:tochronological data by Suttles-Elmendort4 

con£ irms Swade sh I s branch classification, but modifies his sub-groupings. 

In particular, Suttles-Elmendorf integrate Twana within Coast SQlish in a 

chain including North-Georgia, South-,Georgia, Puget Sound, ·Twana, and Olympic: 5 

Bella Coola and Tillamook remain (though detached) members 6£ the same North-

South chain. 
The. evidence for sub-grouping from comparative gratm11a1;·, sparse as it 

is, again at least partly confirms the Coast-Inland cleavage; but little 
work has been done on sub-grouping> 6 which mL1st await the publ ica ti.on of 

descripti6ns of far mer~ languages than we yet possess. It is sufficient 

to re.calL 1 as an example, that Swadesh classified Tillamook as an inde-
pendent division, w~ile Reichard suggested a special relationship between 

Tillamook and Interior Salish. 

l Comp,are remarks in Swade sh (1952), par. 2. 

2swadesb (1950), repeated in ·swa.desh (l9S2). 

JCf. Bergsl~nd and Vogt (1962). 4suttles and Eimendorf (1962). 
'j
Challenged in Dyen (1962).buc re-affirmed by Elmendorf (l96B). 

6The dangers of working with tiny are~s of structure, as well as with 
di.verse techniques is we.ll ilLustrated in Elmeridorf's study of the Salish 
numerals; his 'chain' he.re changes its internal ordering to: Tillamool,{, 
Twana, Puget Sound, Olympic. On the other hand, Suttles' analysis of pronominal-
usages shows the most distin.ctive systems to belong respectively to Belh Coola, 
Tillamook, and Kalispel/Coe1,1r d'Alene, the language areas which are (at least 
today) most marginal to the family. 

http:Swade.sh
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In view of the paucity of our knowledge of the internal histcr i 
of Salish, any -discussion of wider affiliations, whether within 1Mosan' 
or even 'Mos~n-Algonkian 11 must t;o a. 'large extent be fruitless at this 
time. Beypnd cataloguing the fact that such hypotheses exist, this 
thesis can have nothing to say on such a topic. 

On the other hand, it is important to point 01it th.at the languages 
of the Pacific North-West constitute an e:xtemely interesting Sprachbund. 
To cite only phonologic~l evidence, 2 we note that Jacobs (1951) includes 
the following commonalties (a 11 found in Twana) as characteristic of the 

3 area. 

1, Mid-palatal as well as velar stops and contin~ants, both 
rounded and unrounded, 

2. 	 At least two late1·als. 1 and L Some add 
. 

~-
~ 

.  
• • • ' 'w .. . '  3. At least 	p,t,c,~,k, in addition to 'plain' counterparts. 

'I> ' l4. _The glottalized resonants y,w,I. 

5. Lack of interdental or labio-dental continuants. 
6. Tolerance of complex consonantal c_lusters. 
7. Variation of vowel-quality co_rrela ting with stress. 

As"will be recalled (see Chap. I, sec, l) Jacobs' points 4 
and 7 are of special interest for Tuana. The question of clusters is_ 
also to be dealt with. 

1.2.3. Contact Languages 

As has been shown above, little can be said of possible earlier group-

ings within Salish which might correlate with any putative Twana U'r-Heimat. 4 . 
We confine ourselves, therefore, to two kinds of contact-language situa-
tion: the ·_immediately adjacent language areas; and the influx of European 

l Swadesh (1953), for earlier references to these larger groupings, 
see Boas (1911), Prachtenberg (1920), Sapir (1929) and Andrade (1933). 

2For morphology, consider Reichard (1958-60). 12.1, Newma.n (1968), 
Hamp (1968). 

3 .
Passing over special exceptions, S1,JCh as the lac~ of labials 

(saving only~) in Tillamook. 

4For a putative Salish Ur-Heimat, see Jacobs (1937), .aml 
Elmendorf (1962). 
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1oans (perhaps largely) thr,ough the Chinook Jargon, the l.ingua franca of 
the area for some 100 yeat·s. 

As will ·be seen fre>m the.. accompanying sketch-map (Fig . 2) Twana 
was a.butted to the North a~d North;.v!es~ by Clallam and Chemakum, to ·tli.e 
East and South-East by 'Puget Sound', and to the South-West by Satsop, a 

. ldial~ct of Chehalis . Of these, all but Chemakum are Salish, althbugh none 
. 2would be intelligible t o a monolingual Twana-speaker. Apart from the 

possibility of some Hood 1 s .Canal place-names proving ultimately to be of 
Chemakum origin, no immedia t~ l y obvious influence of Chemakum is appai-ent 

3
in Twan.a. 

I.2.3.1. Clallam 

Eels (1887) asserts that no CLa°Ilam (save only criminals, and 
then only for a short period~) were sent to ~he Skokomish Reservation, 
despite the terms of the Treaty. 4 On the other hand, Eels (1886) mentions 
Clallam as one of the four languag~s spoken on ~he Reservation, while 
Elme~dorf (1960) ci_tes the bo?:rowi.ng of the secret-society ritual as .well 
as (perhaps) some of the main elements of their large-scale ; inter-tribal 
give-away feast as ~v:i.dence of an intimacy of long standing between the 
two tribes. Inter-marriage and visiting were common by 1850 and it is im-
portant to note, from the p~i~t of view of possible linguistic borrowing, 
that the Clallam were the more prestigious. 

I.2.3.2. Puget Sound 
Puget Sound Salish. comprises a chain of mutually intelligiole 

dialects flanking Puget Sound to the North-East , East and South-East , 

1Chemakum is of Chemakuan stock, with Quileute as the second member. 
2A personal opinion, based on observation: ~Y main informant 

spoke Nisqually to a Nisqually once in my presence; the Nisqually, how-
ever, w~s unable to understand more than occasional single words of Twana. 
There were probably few Twana who re~ ined mono-lingual. 

3By 1859 (founding ·of the Skokomish Reservation) the Chemakum 
were .practically extinct, as a result of wars, though the remnant did 
manage to £Lee to the Skokomish Reservation. 

4The Treaty (of Point No Point) provided specifically foi- Clallam, 
Chemakum, Twana, and Skokomish. It is entitled 'Treaty with the S'Klallam, 
1855. ,· 

http:bo?:rowi.ng
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within a line drawn from Mt. Baker southward to Mt. Rainier then West and 

Nor;th-West to Olympia and Shelton, 1 and flanking Western Puget Sound to the 
East of the Twana area: The dialects of immediate interest as contacting 
Twana are Sahewamish (location of modern Shelton), Squaxon,, and Suquamish. 2 

While there is no special genetic relationship between Twana and 
3Puget So,und, it is noted that some thirty SquaXOt'\ speakers moved onto the 

reservation at its formation; moreover, the Squaxon were su.fficiently close 
and intimate, partly no doubt through the proximity of (Squaxon) Allyn to 

(Twana) Duhlelap, 4 to partake in the most intimate .of the intercommunity 
activ1t'. ' i es, t he eating contest. 5 

1.2.3.3. Satsop and Lower Chehalis 
To the West, the Olympic Range presented a barrier apparently not 

permitting more than casual (hunting-party) contact with the Quinault. To 

the South-West, however, an overland trail must have existed from pre-
contact times via the Satsop and Chehalis Rivers to Grays Harbor and the 
Pacific coast. While intermarriage also occurre~ between the Twana and the 
Lower Chehalis (though 1 imited to upper-class families), pait'icipation in 

the eating co'ntests as well as intermarriage characterized the Satsop-Twana 
6relationship as particularly close. There remaining no speakers of Satsop, 

only close comparative study between Twana, Uppet' Chehalis and Lower 
Chehalis will throw any light on possible Satsop influence on the Twana 
language. 

1Hess (1966). 
2As Elmendorf (1960) points out, it is interesting that the name 

Suquamish admits of an etymology in Twana but not in Suquamish, 

lsquaxonites, speakini Nisqually. 1 See Eels (1886). Puget Sound has 
(1965) perhaps four speakers. 

4At least since the early nineteenth century when it was probably 
founded as. a Skokomish 'colony. 1 

5 ' Elmendorf (1960), Table 4, p. 303, 

61 Satsop was a minot' dialect situated geographically and 
linguistically medially between Upper and Lower Chehalis.•, Kincade (1963-
64). 
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In the light of the foregoing, it is not difficult to see that cul~ 

tutal and linguistic factors conspired. to force Twana speakers to learn at 

least one, perhaps two or even three 'foreign' languages, l quite apart from 

the question of the chronology of the spread of English. In the I880's the 

missionary Myron Eels preached in Chinook, while it is clear from present-day 
informants that "everyone knew the Nisqually language, but they spoke to the 

'Pastads' (white people) in Chinook, the older ones who didn 1 t know 1 Pastad1 

(English) . 11 

Multi-lingualism t>eing thus the norm for such a culture-area, 
rates of diffusion of loan material, whether lexical or morphological, 
might well be considerable. 2 

On the other hand, the circumstances making for diffusion can hardly 
at the same time be responsible for what amounts to an opposite trend, viz. 

the widely-commented-upon lexical diversity between Salish languages. 3 

I.2.3.4. The Chinook Jargon 

There is some evidence that Twana fa'miliarity with the lingua franca 

of the North-West coast, the Chinook Jargon, was in the first place by 

direct contact of Twana traders, via the Satsop Trail mentioned above. 

Elmendorf's informant suggests that such trading visits to the Columbia 
River were 'either post-~hite in date or stimulated largely by white trade.' 

If this is true, we can d:ate the influx of European (and other Chinook-

1rt is interesting to note that 'No one from outside ever learned 
Twana. Everyone said it was too hard' (informant comment). Cp. also 
Elmendorf's informant (1960). 

2For an extension of this argument to the whole of the Pacific 
North-West Sprachbund, see Jacobs (1951). Elmendorf (1951) suggests 
name-taboo as an important source of lexical replacement in Twa~a. How-
ever, he offers but one convincing example, the replacement of cltas 
'stone' by qWale?las 'cooking stone.' Even in this case, Elmendorf con-
fesses that the taboo was qotextensively agreed to. In any event; the 
pre·sent writer's main informant retains the 'original I form, and did not 
recall a taboo on this word, · 

3 rn contrast to the supposed stability of the grammar--a supposi-
tion which we can hardly claim has been very thoroughly substantiated, 
despite Reichard's list of features already referred to. 
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mediated) .. loans into Twana .. 1u1 beginning in the late eighteenth century. 
On the other han:d, Eels (1887) tells. us that of the Reservation popula-
tion, 1Elll bu~ the very old ,and the very .young speak Chinook. 1 .This sugN 

gests that Chinook had gained widespread use in ·Twana ten~tory only by the 

1820's o~ 1830 1 s. 2 

Mention has already been made :{see Prefatory Note)'· of the ncm-
native segmental phonemes involved, and further discussion. wi;l follc;>:v,' 

in the· phonological analysis, Some ioteresting c:ases oc~ur of _loan words 

containing .!,!!lassimilated non-native segments yet exhibiting complete assirnUa-
. 	 ' 3 

!:ion to native mo1:phological patterning. 

I.~.4. Previous Study of Tw~na 

In cles~ribin~ a language no longer via.ble, and moreover a language 

with ofily two or 'three living speakers, one welcomes any source of mate-
rial~ fl:om which to detet:mine how far the present: informa11ts I speech is 

idiosyncratic in· any important respect, 
In the present case, six such sources exist. 4  

1. Eele 1877,.1881, 1.887, 1889.  

2. Boas-Teit l890's (?):(B) Boas-Haeberlin 1927.  
3. Gunther 1945.  
4. 	 Elmendorf 1946, 1951, 1954, 1960, 196l(A), 196l(B), 1962(A), 1962(B), 

5. 	 Swadesh 1951, 1952. 
6, 	 What in effect cons5itutes a sixth source of d:ata i.s the existence 

of a tape reQording ·of the speech of Liza Purdy, th~ (d~ceased) 
mother of one of the living speakers. We sra .11 refer to this 
material as Corpus 6. · 

1F'I"Om the point of view of geographical proximity> tonne via Upper 
Chehalis are likely to be pre~ent. 

2conversely, this ~lso suggest$ the rate at which English wa.s be-
coming ,the 'nativet language of the Skokomish Twana. Mrs.. Pulsifer (tbe main 
informant), though multi-lingual (Chap. I, sec. 2.5) knows hut little Chinook 
Jargofi. · · · 

3 · See Chap.· IV. esp. secs. 3.7.· 3.8.  

4For full X'eferencesJ see bibliography.  

5Generouijl; made available f.or cqpying ,by Mr. Leoµ v. Metcalf of  
Seat'tl'a, wa·shington (1963), 
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·we bete charatt•tize the.contents of each sou.re, in-a .very geneFd ·-' 
f~shion. 

We first emit. f-rom dtscu~sto.n part of Corpus 2. This ¢ons~st~ of 
lists of lexical .items," gathered by the authors in t.he course· of field-wo):'.k~ 
aQ.d potentially of ·g1:e,t in~erest buj; not .ava Hable t;o toe at ~he time of 
wdting. . SOmt;! of t.he items of Cprpus 2 are reproduced ·as examples in Boas-

Haeberlin (1927). We shall refer to tbts latter 'corpus' as Co:rpus 2(:B). 

Corpus 5 (1951) is likewise no·t available. It consists of 200 Sdish 

cognate sets! a s,;tmple :~f which appear in Swl!ldesh (1952), This sample wi.11 
be teferred to·as Corpus 5. 

Corpu.s 1 designates the W9rd-lists scattered th_fo1,1gh Eels I publ j.ca-
tions on the 'Twana, It is of :tnt'ereat as containing items (such· as month~ 

names) no longer rememberf,!(11 by spe,*ers even at the time of El~nd.orf's ,. . . .. . 
field work (rq.a.inly 1939,-40), al.t~.oug~ Eels' .(?rthograpby p:resents· condder-
able. diff.icu1:ties. A feature ~iqµe_ to this co~pus :!.1:1- tha,t it contains_ 
(18~1) a ·~r~mmar o:I: ~na. 1. Although ~nfortunately Ol)ly two p;1ges in . . . . . .. . . "~ 

length, thi~ Gralrimar ~<;>ntains a number of points o! intere·st. Aga:i..n despite 
orthographi~, problems, three ·short Hymns in Twana (Eels, 1889) are of great 
interest. 

Corpu·s 3 coµtains. botanical terms, some. of interest morphologic~ll:y, 
although here again orthography is.a probl!a!m,

• ·' 1 • 

Corpus 4 consis~s of seve-ral }lundredfi! ot word,, togethe1; w.ith a· 

number of phl;-ases and sentences a~d. a few song-texts, ,scattered through the 

publications pf Elmendorf. Elmendorf· disc~oes a single lexical f!Uffix 
(1960, p. 129); he also cites rb9und· forms' .ind sµppletives in numerals 
1-10 (1962B). 

Only SWadesh (1952) and Elmendo1:f (unpublished) make any attempt 
. ' . 2 

at phonologi~l analysis> but both stop short having sr;at:ed the inventory 
of phonemes. Differences in phoneme i.nventory between the two will be dis-

cussed under Segment Inventory {Chap. I, sec. 3.3). Neith~r 4 not 5 con-
tains any ~ystematic discussion of ~orphology. 

1some·month~names were recalled by Mrs. Pulsifer ~heri read to her 
from this l_ist. 

2 . . -
Eels (1881) does give 'th.e letters of Twana.' His transcription 

and the interest in h-is forms ·genera;ll.y will be discussed in an.Qther place. 
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I. 2. 5. Field Situation .and Info,rmante 
On the Reservation itself, Twana has long ceasod to be a ianguage in 

daily use, and the number of very ,old people who remember even single wor<ls 

is progreeysively diminishing with thei~ death. What is wotse, almost all the 
.very few speakers are either involved in or intimidated by the waning but 

still practiced Indian Shaker faith, the practitioners of which are reso-

lutely opposed to the disclosure of what am for them I the secrets of the 
tribe. 12 

The extreme case of ?ecrncy is exemplified by Lee Cush, the, Shaker 

mi.nister (73 years old), whom I have heard pn1ying,. (196!1-1965) in Skokomish 
as well as in the Chinook Jargon 1 but who refused to allow recordings or 
even to discuss the language. His attitude is part;icularly regrettable in 

3 ' that his father had been among the last residents at Quilcene, and it.is 
possible th11t his speech may contain elements of interest for Twana dia.-
lectology. 

The only Reservation informant comparatively uninfluenced by the 
~hakers is Archie Adams (79 years old). However, he proved to be unable 
to recall more than a very few single words, and even theri offered 'Pt~yallup- 1 

(better, Puget Sound) forms much of the time. 

Sickness, accompanied by an inability to concentrate for usefully 
long period~ of time, made Mrs. Emily Miller (73 years old) a less than 
invaluable informant;. Her involvement in the Shake1.- faith wills no doubt 
(thout1 never overtly so) ari additional factor in her seeming unwillingness 

to act as an informant. Only single words were elicited ftom her directly. 
On the other hand; by a dramatic stroke of good fortune--the circumstances 

l Two or three words (sex reference::; 1 and the word Past;,,d 'white 
man')ore still current, even among very young children. 

2Di££icult as it is to assess, one must not overlook the influ-
ence of missionaries here. Feelings of shame at supposedly heather wicked-
nesnea were no doubt partly responsible for a reluct<1nce to recount myths 
other than those already adapted to missionizing purposes, of which the 
legend of the Flood is tha most notable. 

3Elmendorf (1960) ma de a very limited use of Lee Cush' s father 
(Charley). We note that the impediment then, too, was the presence of 
the son Lee> who was already a Shaker minister. 
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~i,ng her fecogriition pf ~he voi_~e ·on the 1 L~za Purdy 1 ~ai,e-racord~g _ 
(Cqrpu.s ·6) ae ·that 9·f her own .~ther,.~it wa• pi?esiol~ to gioss a_n4 at . . 1 
leist·par~ly ana~yze th1:-~e valu.abl~. texts . 

. The ui4"in ·informant was Mrs·. Louise Pulsif~r (S(ye~rs old}. 
Badly cdppled, toC?thJess, almost totally bl-ind. and in ¢6~stant pa~n, Mrs, 
Pulsifer sl'?Wl1 (over. three su~rs, i?63-t965) remeinb.,ired her b'ii~age. 
Though multi'-lingua.1 (speaking Clallam. Puget Sound,. Skokomish, and English) 

she. was always scru.pulous ·in disting~ishing I the genuin~ old Skokon,ish 
language' from ct.her speech, even to the point of chu:act~rizing 1't(s. Millc.r 

{for. examrle) .·as I froni Hoodsport 1-~a c'tlaraCrtet'ization which may thrJ?W some 

light .on the dialect of J?Uhlelap. Despite infi.rmities aµd _contipual hat·-

nssment (thr1:1ugh jealousy as well as t~e tribal pride m,eni:iorie.d abpVe), 
' , 

Mr~: Pulsifer _dictatel ~onus and tape-record~ and aurally checke·c!, .texts 

for as m~ny as . $ix bour.s a day. Let it be a· tribute ·to ·her· th,t it is very 
. . ·2 

largely blr data that enable us to reconstruct, however ro~ghly, th~ phonology 

of the Skokomt,sh language. 
One hundred-word (Swadesh-t.ype} lists were elii:ited from:ap.d tape-

rec.ox~ed by·th~ following further informants. 
. . . 3

1. Eddie_Bea~tie (77 years old) at Tacoma. M~. Bcatti~ has been 
in contact with Puget Sound for s.o many years that he has la1:gely ~onfused 

bis nattve S~okomish with it. 
2. Mrs~ Hat.tie Ctoss (70 years· old) at Puyallup. Mrs. Cross is the 

dau,ght.er of Henry Allen (main informant of Elmendord [19~0]), but has lived 
at. Puyallup (Puget Sound s~e~king) slnce she was fourteen ye·ars otd. She 
remembers single words of Skokomish, but confuses Skokomish with Puget 

Sound. 
3. Mrs. Irene Teoh/Baptist (50('Z] years old) at ·Wapato, Yakima. 
4Rel!utedly speaking Sk.qkom:lsh fluently, she nevert:heiess proved ~poniblc 

1,
To b~., discuss,d elsewhu.:!, 

. 2 . 
Henceforth, 'main corpus 1 (or 'corpus') refer$·to Mrs~ Pulsifer. 

Othe.r Co:rpora will 'be referred. to specifically, where apprppriate .. 

3Lat~r, at Puyallup (1965). 

4Testimony of Mrs. Pulsifer. 

http:dau,ght.er
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1Io work with (19,64) bec,'.wse of the be,lligercnt a,ttitude of her husband. 

I..2.6. Character of the Main Corpus 

The main corpu~ consists of (a) word-lists and sentences, all also 

tape-recorded, together with paradiST!ls, some tape-recorded; {b) text~, all 

tape-reco;ded (~ut not all transcribe9). 

I.2.6.1. The Word Lists 

The field work for this thesis was supported by the Surve_y of 
Northwest Languages, financed by the National Science Foundation, administered 

(1%3-65) by the University of Washington. This project has a double aim. Lt 

seeks first to furnish fuli descriptions of a number of stategically-chosen 
Salish languages, of which Skokornish Twana is one. It then proposes to 
attempt the reconstruction of Proto-Salish on the basis of these descrip-
tions~ To the latter end (that is, to ensure the comparability of ma-
terials from the languages to be descdbed), a basic· l ist 2 of some 700 

lexical items a.nd morphological features was selected, all likely to be 

reproducible in atl the language.s concerned. This list is entitled 1The 

Nor·thwest Word List, 1 and its content constitutes the core of the vocabulary 

list~. It wa~ sup~lemented by items found in texts, elicited during the 

analysis of texts or general discuss'ion of the. culture, or simply vol-
unteered by the informant. The field situation made it unt.1is.e to 

spend much time in systematically constructing a dictionary of Skokomish. 
Some three thousand lexical items are filed, in add it ion to which there 

1Mrs. Baptist, having separated from her husband, later (1965) 
lived at Toppenish, Yakima. It is hoped to wor~ with her in the future; 
she is likely to prove an important source, especially since 'interfer-
ence' from Yakima languages (non-Salish) should be minimal and easily 
screened out. 

2The list is in fact ·divided into two parts: 1 Short Northwest 
word list, 1 and 'Word li.st 2.' The first contains 350 items selected ft-om 
the semantic fields of qua,ntity, people and kin, body parts, colors, na-
tural. phenomena, directions, animal life, plant life, materials and food, 
adjectives, and operatio.ns. 

The second part of the list contains less 1 basi,c 1 items, and in-
cludes terms for objects and phenomena particular to the area and the 
culture, e.g., name.s of berries known to be used as food, words con-
nected with canoe transportation, etc. · 

Both parts of the list· are at present under revisiotl (1968). 

http:operatio.ns
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were re-elic,ted the 179 place~names in Elmendorf (196d), to~ether with 
related items. 

Within the li~itations ~mpoped by the language 1 ·arid the ~atience 
of the informants, paradigms were elicited wherr.?v~r possible. Al though this 

thesis makes use of o~ly a few paradigm types, it is worthwhile to comment. 

briefly on their importance generally for the establishment of appropriate 
uriderlying morpheme-shapes. 

Crucial are details of pronominal reference and relation of the syntax 
of 'free'objects to that of the corresponding embedded pronominali:i:ations 

of objects (the so-called lexical or 'field' suffixes). 

Other important ways in which p.:iradign'ls are e.ssential are, e.g., 

In the determination of the position of pronouns with adverbs, and (most 
perplexing) the elucidation of the transitivity system, 2 

So far as elicited forms ate concerned, there is inconsistent treat-
ment of subject and possessor gende~.as marked in the determiner (article 
and demonstrative) systems; this may be du.e to genuine loss of the distinc-

tion--we find this loss of distinctio.n in non-human animate noun fcrri,s--but 
it may equally have arisen in the corpus through confusion in eliciting. 

In ·the c.ircumstances, little more has been done with the syntax of 

Twana than to taxonomize the surface coqstructions found in texts and cita-

tion utterances. The deep semanto-syntax, with its problems of l,exical 
selection, etc., is for the moment ~eyond our reach. In any case, this 

thesis h~s only incidantal remarks to make on syntax, in the disc~~sion 
3of phonological boundary markers. 

1The universal difficulty in obtaining paradigms for certain cru-
cial parts of Salish morphology has been noted by many workers (e.g., Thomp-
son, personal·communication). The problem is acute for the aspectual and 
subject-object relationships. The more that1 ordinary burden which this 
places on text-collection is not aided by the impossibility of recording 
even a single .conversation in Twana. The I cleanest I texts (i.e. I tho·se 
clearest of false starts, hesitattons 1 etc.) are those concernin* Myths 
and Fables; ·but these are precise-ly the texts which it proved impossible 
to use as jumping-off points in the paradigm quest, since they are .in a 
sense 'canonized' in the informant's memory. 

2ct. Hess (19~7) for important insights on this as well as on 
aspect and. reference·.'· 

3the important and c~~plex problem of stress asdgnment in 

http:gende~.as
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1.2.6.2. The Texts 

In the light of the imminent e,d:inction of the Skokomish language, 

it was considered expedient to tape-record as many texts as possible, even 

though it was not feasible to trjnscrib~ and check even the maj6rity of 

them before leaving the field (1965). Here it ii sufficient to char-

acte~ize the text corpus for its content and its importance to a linguistic 

analysis of Skokornish. 

The types of content are: Myth and legend, ethnography and fables, 

everyday narrative, biography and aut.obiography, and songs. 1 Although 

have overheard conversations in Skokomish between Hrs. Pulsifer and Mrs. 

Millir, it nevei proved potsible to transcrib~ or ~ven tapo-record any piece 
of dialogue in Skokomish. The Myth of The Flood I was able to record on two 

separate occasions; I shall comment elsewhere on the degree of consistency 

bet¼!een the two versions. For the moment, it is to be noted that the 

comparatively 1fixed' status of such a text suggests we may recover archaic 

forms from it; conversely, the same fact makes it all the more important 

to possess day-to-day narratives against which to measure the arcbai~ms, 

whether of lexicon or of grammar. 

Texts were elicited in various ways: by free recall, for the Myths, 

ethnography, biography and autobiography; for some legends and fables in 

Elm~ndorf (1961B) not previously known to Mrs. Pulsfer, by reading thci 
2story to the informant in English, followed by free recall; and by read-

ing the Skokomish transcript, and reconstitution of the text as a joint 

en~eavor, in the case only of .Eels' (1889) Skokomish hymns, An attempt 

to cdntrol the· content of the recall more closely by telling a story 

sentence by·sentence resulted only in very obvious syntactical calques, 

a 1though the text rema i.ns of some value for its unusual lexica 1 content. 3 

complex forms, such as thdse with bound pronominal classifiers, i~ thus 
only partially solved; it is hoped to elucidate this problem when the 
syntax has been further studied. 

Note that Quileute shows similar problems (Hamp, personal com-
munication). This is probably an areal phenomenon. 

11 managed to elicit only one song in Twana. Elmendorf (1960) 
offer.s an explanation for the lack of Twana song-words. 

2Mrs. Puh;ifer is quite illiterate. 

3 ~he War of the Animals with the South Wind.' 

l 
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No pl~ce is to be found in this thesis for any literary or ~thnographic 
discussion of the texts, 1 although the ana.lysis of the contet!,t,. stylhtics 
and.manner of story-telling here must some day be compared with Elmendorf 1 s 
account of· the same and similar texts dict!lltEl:d in English. 2 

On the other hand> there are severa~ purely linguistic features of 
these texts that must be noted, 

First, the texts contain many hesitations, repetitions and even 
acknowledged 'errors. 1 lt is difficult to be certain of the status of some 
of these •err~rs 1 ; there is more than a suspicion that, as the informant 
became more sophisticated in one sense, she also acquired a new notion 
of correctness, and condemned some of her earlier (and perfectly 'well-
.formed') contractions and other alternations. 

Second, the gTossly-overlength vowels and very rich intonation 

patt4;!rns in. these texts, some of which are deliveTed with a surprising 
amount of subtle var.iation in speed and rhythm_~ is often completely at 

odd.s with the concept·ion of stress and str;ess-alt.ernation gained in the 
eliciting of sin:gle. words and simple ph~ases. 3 

I.3. The Phonological Comeonent 

I. 3.1. General 

Within a generative ftamework, the Phonologieal (P) Compoqent 
of a gtammar is that part o·f the tQtal grammar which sssoc:iates the 
surface syntactic: structure of utterances with their phonetic repre-

4sentation. 

1But see the brief comments of this type accompanying the Tale 
(Appendix I, .sec. 2). 

2Elmendorf (1961 B), esp. pp. 5-7 • 

. 3No systematic treatment is given Qf the additional (or alterna-
tive) rules required to generate the sandhi variations due to speed of 
utterance, though sporandic remarks will be found in the Commentary 
to the Tale (Appendix I, sec. 5). Again, Quileute shows remarkable 
similarity (Hamp, personal communication). 

4Chomsky (1965) et al. 
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We are here concerned with that part of the P-compoqent of Twana 
having as its input and output strings of segments I labelled and bracketed 
to show thei,r Immediate Constituent structure; each string represents a 

morpheme of T:wan.i, bounded by suitable markers, and each individual segment 

is represented not by an indivisible alphabetic symbol, but by a w.;1 trb: of 

b . f eature spec1'f' ·inary- 1ca.t1ons. l 

We accept tlte view that the gener.'.ll conditions under which particular 

morphem~s may be said to belong to .a ~anguagc arc a proper part of the dc-

script ion of the competency of a speaker of that language; nevertheless it 

is rleithcr desirable nor feasible to introduce those conditions int.a the 
? 

descripti.on i.n the shape L1[ 'morphcme-i;;tructurc n1les' in the P-component. -

Thus, it is assumed that, both in the dictionary and ar,, entering the P-

component, all segnent matr,ices are fully specified for all binary features 

relevarit to the phonological rules of·Twana as a wnole, Such an assumption 

auto:n2tically rende.rs impossfble certain devices which have been shown to 

11.ro<luce: illusory cconomh,s, either the dictiouury entries or in the rL1les 

themselves. 

Segment strings thus fully specified are conceived of as submitted 
to a set of rules which may perform certain operations on them. Those rules 

may ;i.dd,. delete,, or permute segments; or they may change the bit1ary values 

of specified features within given segments. 

In classical phonemic theor·y, which strictly separated the 

level;; of phonetics and phonemics, all the rules relating each 'level to th(! 

next ~ere necessarily applied sim~ltaneously. We ~dept the contrary view, 

that the prohibition against the mixlng of levels n.ot only has no theoretical 

Justification, bat that the simultan.eous application of rules in fact de-

tracts fr.om their e:-:planatory power, and may even lead to absurdities. 

Consider the following simple example from Tw1ma. That s-norninal 

assLmilatea its p(,int of articulation to a following palatal clear from 

1Despite scepticism (cp. Ladefoged (1965]), it is generally assumed 
th@t 'na:n:ower' phonetic specification is to be gained through the use of 
rmn-biruuy valtic·:s assi.gned to distinctive features; i'or other views, cp. 
Obrn:rn (1966) on co-articulation, and Kirn (1966). See also p 196, fn. 4 

2Stanley (1965, 1967). Compare Halle (1959) for the earlier (and 
contr1n·y) view. 

http:descripti.on
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the_ forms: S•tah 1when 1; .!,•cob1 1 crabMapple 1; butI,:,tlb~b 1gift. 1 

An extremely simple rule handles the i::4!1se; say, for simJ?licityt 

s - I in env /- & t ... 
However, takfog the stem de~ 'grazet scratch' we derive the . , ... - .. 

stative unaugrnented form . 1.i-s-de~, but ,ai-~,-de~ with Augment~ Clearly,
' ~ a clust;er·-simpl ification rule operating on. las-d!-d€c precede~ the rule 

for assimilation .of s-no:minal (see cluster-simplification Chap, 11, sec, 7 

for discussiop.). NoticJ now that any attempt to frame the original rule 

<IS applying simultaneouili forces US to amena it as foll(.)WS: 
t,) 

s ~ l in env. -& (d) t 
But al though this formula.tion guarantees the cot't'ect output>.& cannot 

¥pl~usibly be sa:id to be an env:i.-ronment in which .! becomes s. Thus a 
phonology which pi:iz~s e_x;phnatory power cann9·t in principle consist of 
a set of unord~red rules, 

It is tJ,Ot only through the principle of ordering that a generative 

phQnolo.gy gains its explanatory powei:. The adopti<>n of :ex.planatory power 

as a criterion also affe_cts radically the choice of the featut'e-composition . . 
of the segments to be distinguished from each other. Again; a simple ex-

ampl~ from Twana will clarify the point at issue. 
We shall sugge'st that glottal stops are in certain cases lost when 

adjacent: to!£,.!!. in 'native' morphe~es but not i.n 1non-na:1tive 1 morphemes. 
To distinguish these situations, we ~hall not: set up 1 M/N 1 a'nd 1m/n,,' ,,.rhic;h 

. 1 
c_an fairly be characterized as an unrevealing analysis; rather, we shal.1 

attempt to justify the view t.hat we.have to do with voiced non-obstruents 

which become voiced abstruents, as against voice~ rion-obstruents which 

remain so. This question is discussed at length in the text (Chap. -Il, sec. 

8). 
Finally, 2 it must be. ppinted out that an even stron,ger claim has 

1.f?or .a 'pre-generative' insistence on plausibility of explanation 
as against me-re inventory~economy, see Bazell (1954). Here, we shall not. 
say 'the Morphophonemes M/N become b/d in certain environments, otherwise 
m/n; the Motphophonemes m/n always become m/n. 1 The morphophoneme, thus 
used, has predictive power, but no explanatory power. 

2 . . 
Further remarks concerning the structure of the P-component 

will be found in the text and foot.notes ~irn. The impact of 1 mad:.irag I 
on phonological theory, and the implications for tbe analysis of data 
such as that handled by this thesis are not yet clear ~nough to warrant 
fm:ther discussion here, · 

http:phQnolo.gy
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b_een made than the simple ,;enunciation of the separation of levels in.-

phonology:· this is the eounter-clai~·that phonology is not an autonomous 
part of the grammar of a language. On the contrary, i.t has been shown 
that the pro.per formulati-011 of the rules of the P-c.ornponent- presupposes a 

knowledge .of the kind and amount of constituent structure falling within 

the domain of particular rules. 
This in::iight c.oncernlr\g the nature of phonology is formali;rnd io 

three ways. First, in the ·annotation of rules to indicate their domain 

in terms of the ranks of boundaries; for example~ while Twana Nasals become 

obstruents> they may retain a nasal ()ngl ide in •word-initial I position. 

Similarly, rules may be marke<l to apply only at stem boundaries, etc. 

Second, many rules are limited in their applicati.on to certcd.n morphological 

categories; in Twana, the Joss of a morpheme-initial vowel (Rule 4, Rule 
Summa-:;y 6) occurs only in the Attenuative formation. 

Third, we must consider the notion that rules are to be applied 
cyclically 1(i.e., as a block, to ever~larger amounts of constituent struc-
ture). There is some indic:ation that Twana rules ·Operate cyclically 
(Chap. II, sec. 20), but a 'riche:i; analysis of surface constituent struc-

tures «nd their derivation will no doubt clarify this 1m1tter. 

1.3,2. The Data To Be Utilized 
Chapters II and 111 present the -argurne:ntcS which will motivate the 

final selection of the total roster of binary fcntures to be used for the 
phonology of Twana, thot is, those feattires t.o ba used in both dictionary 

representations ~nd rules. 
l have chosen to explicate in detail the. •productive' aspects of 

two important morphological processes in Twana> viz., those of the Augment:. 
2amllt,rn Atten11at1ve· 1 t 1te motive· f or c 100s1.ng I· t hcse partilcu ar p1:oces;!;leB 

being as follows. 
The morphophonemics of the Augment presents a suitable mass of 

----~-....----·---'-----------· 
1chomsky, Halle, Lukoff (19.56) contains the earliest account of 

the notion and its application t:o English. Cf. Chomsky-Halle (1968) Chap. III. 

21for instance, we do not discuss the phonology of .some small 
classes of suppletive •augments' and 1 attenuetives 1 only referring to 
these insofar as we 1:1hall suggest in principle how the dictionary is 
marked· to handl~ them. 
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consistent and controllable data, from which it is possible ·to explain the 
sources of a large proportion of the occurrences of glottal stop in asso-
ciation with 1, w, y fo.und in Twana. forms, as well as the alternati()ns in 

the position of theE!e glottal stops in the segment-strings concey;ned, The 
same body of data.also enables us to explain nnd formulate rulc1i 'for three 
important types of cluster-resolution in Twana, viz., metathesis, simplificJA 

tion, and glide-insertion. 
This main topic, the Augment, together with the discussion of other 

related ph~nomena {su6h as stress-alternation) also found elsewhere in 
l~ana morphophonemics, will occupy the whole of Chapter II, which thus 

largely defines the consonants of '..t'wana. 

Chaptt:!r III, tri turn, deals with the morphophonemics of the 

Attenuative. This will enable us to develop in a motivated manner the 
proper specification of the voweh of Twana; in particular, plausible 

sources1 will be suggested for the vowels~ and~·, as well as such al-
1 '> ~· 4?.2ternations as e/e ......, ~ E, i ; and o "':> ::I' J J However,. the derivation 

of these alternations is intimately hound up with the behavior of h and 
glottal stop. We shall thus deal first with the phenomena of ifi1-affect ion 
and vowel~.assimilation, integrating the rules we develop into the set al-

ready established for the Augment, and then relate the rules as a whole 
to the problems of the Attenuative. 

Chapter IV will then attempt to integrate the understanuing gained 

on the behavior of Twana segments. and will take certain cru.cial i.--ules as 
examples before finally summarizing the characterization of Twana seg-
ments in Distinctive Features. 

l In the present context, '.source 1 is simply a short-hand for •under-
1.ying representation recove:t"able through the existence of alternations 
governed by rules.of the grammar.' There· is no implication of 'historical 
source,' although neither is this in principle denied: compare Bloomfield 
(1939). 

2rt is thus a convenient, although not in the least mislead 
simplification, to omit from consideration in Chap. II (The Augment:) the 
very few forms in which€. and ::I' must be treated. 1n this way, we avoid 
r:he disjointedness which would result from a partial dis"Cus.sion of, the 
Twana vowels at this point, and accordingly relegate chat topic to the 
Introduction to Chap. Ill (!he Attenuative). 

For the moment, it is recalled that the vowel phonemes.of Twana, 
defined in terms of surface contrasts~ are ~' ~,a_~ t'; E,, and l!.· 

http:phonemes.of
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I. 3,3~ · The Segm~nt Inventoty 

I 3.3.l. Swadesh's Inventory 

Taking the phoneme chart of Twedde111 as a base, Swadesh coi:nment:s~ 
1 If one omits the voiced ~ 'S <J~ from the S1i.oqualmie table, one gets the 

system found in Twana. 1 Swadcsh's i.m,i.'lysis hm:c is thus based entirely on 
1 various MSS in the lJoas collection of the American Philosop_hical Society, 

especially Boas• Comparative Salishan vocabularies (ca. 192.5), •2 since no 

large-scale. work on Twana had been published at that time. 3 

~ 1 ~ ,w 
\ 

~ 

p t ~' C' k kw q q 7 

kw w p t ~ C k q q~ 

gw]b d [ '3 ! 

(rn) 

1 s X X X xwf w 

w 1 y 

ll i a 

Fig. 3. --Swadesh 1s version of Snoqualmie Segments 
(with modifications fox Twana) 

Swadesh has cor~ectly seen that the voiced obstruents 

are found only in loan words. It -is also easy to.understand the inclusion 

of the affricate~, which in fact only occurs (a) as a rare free (ill-
understood) variant of !, and (b) far t + l at morpheme boundaries. 

1 . )Tweddell (1950), p. 3 (consonants.), p. 9 (vowels . 

2swadesh (1952), p. 238. 

31.e., 1952, ~lmendorf's field-work was done between 1939 and 
1956. His doctoral dis.sertation was written in 1948. l am not awal:e 
whether Swadesh had acc.ess to this work, nor whether any phonological 
matters are discussed in it. The earliest phonological analysis ~~de by 
El8endorf is probably that summarized in the chart accompanying his word-
lists of 1954 (see discussion below, Cl!ap. 1 1 ijec. J.3.2). 
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The omission of shwa is more serious, :md can only be attributed 

to u theoretical predilcctjon: Swadesh was, .,is commented upon clsewterc 

(Chap. II, sec.. 20.1), much .concerned wit:h the non-phonemic st.itus of what 
Boas had called 'the pepet vowel. 1 lt will be seen that shwa indeed has a 

_filb'::Cia 1 Status in Twana, but thta is far from .agreeing with Sw;'lcic,,h I s view 
. ;t h ltnat. as no status. 

As will be seen from the corpora for Twana in Chapters 1r and III, 
T • ti ~ If 1 · d l2~ nave no· c:;.:,r a n cases or: 2!, t 11'! rcnt-vc a:r spirant, an can on y sur-

mise (since I do not hove acceRR to the Boas MSS referred to nbove) that 

the forms which Swadesh is using may well show the affricatP. oil-glide to 

velars. 3 

p t C if k kw q w q 
b d - (g) -

(m) 

s l \I 
S X (h) 

w 1 y 

) perhaps I i. 

~ 

a 

u 

.J 
I 

i£ ~ 

Fig. 4. -Elmendorf I s Twana segments ( 1954). (Rearranged 
tor comparison with Swadesh 's chart) 

.. 
q ? 

a 

1sec Chap. II, sec. 4, for sl:wa in stems, and Chap. IV, sec. 4 .t~. 
for shwa aa Lax. 

2se{! Chap. IV. sec. 3.5 for the sound-shift effectively removing 
x from the Twana inventory, and sec. 4.2 (p, 214, fn.3) for another 
explanation. 

3cf. Chap. I, sec, 3.3,2 in Elmendorf 1 s inventory, and Chap. IV, 
sec. 4.2. 
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As will be seen from the above figure, bas.cd on Elmendorf 16, !
., 

occurs, but not ~. although Elmendorf .notes the allophonic(.!!£) status 
of the latter; · The segmentp !!!. and _g; are bracketed, with the comment I phonemic 
status doubtful.' At this stage of.his field-~ork, Elmendorf had collected 

comparatively few lexical items (approximately five hundred appear in the 

list referred to), and it seems his judgments are based on frequency of 
occurrence. The same hypothesis would· explain the omissi.on of !!., as well 
as his bracketing of hat this time. 1 The inclusion of .::5: 1 as commented 
on above (re Swadesh), seems again based on Elmendorf's interpretation of 

2the on-glide to a velar, this time following the vm.,•el ~-
So far as surface-contrast analysis is concerned, the suggested 

di,tribution of vowel allop~ones ~nd their assignment to phonemes is 

largely confirmed by the analysis in this thesis, with the special excep-

tion of the·treatment of shwa~ Hof;!ever, it is not possible to comment on 

the implications for Elmendorf's later analysis of Twana, on the 

basis of his remarks in 1 The Structure of Twaria Culture' (1960), since the 
inventory listed there is expressly intended to cover both Twana and the . . 4 
neighboring western Washington Indian languages. 

I.3.3.3. The Inventory of this Thesis 

Figure 5 presents the contrasting (surface) segments of Twana5 to 

be utilized in this thesis. 
6We· tentatively adopt a feature-composition of segments, more or 

1See Elmendorf (1961) where h is included without comment. 

2ct. his d&xwha,de~qwbad, ste~qeyu, with .d.>xwh;,deqwb.ad, steqew of 
the present corpus. Note that the Augmented sqte<@.!:!'. establishes the 
representation *ste~: see Chap. II, .sec. 4, V-a. Cf. Chap. 11, sec. 
15.'J on Cll-m:!tathesis; and Chap_. IV, sec. 4.2 for another interpretatfoQ. 

3See Chap. IV, sec. 4.4. 
4Author's note, par. 10. 

5For illustrative data, see Cµap. IV, sec. 1.1. For shwa, see also 
Chap. IV, sec. 4.4. 

6As explained above (Chap. I, sec. 3,2), the Twana vocalisms are not 
discu~sed in Chap. II. The introduction to Ch~p. ~iI will give a tentative 
feature analysis for the vowels, to be modified as dictated by the shapes of 
the rules and the required phonetic ·Output (see also Chap._ IV, secs. ~.3 
and 4.4). 

http:omissi.on
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i ·t 
t 

J 
C 

'I 

" C ; ' kw , 
q 

,w 
q ? 

p t C "C k kw q w q 

s 
y 
s ll· (x] 'w 

,c 
w 

X X• • h 

b d (3) \)) - (g) (gw) 

l m - 'I y 
.. 
1 ';J 

w 

m n y l w 

2 
e d 0 

6 a J 

Fig. S,~-The surface contrasts of Twana 

l Bracketed segments are found only in loan words 
(see Chap. IV, secs. 7, 8). The segment {x] is in doubt 
(see Chap, IV, sec. 3.5). 

2Elmondorf's choice of /1,u/ was obviously made on 
typological grounds: by far the most frequent allophones 
are (e,o]. See Chap. IV, sec. 3.3.2 far discussion, 

less mechanically substituting the names of binary feature~ for the articu-
latory terminology we employed above; the text will establish our motiva-
tion for any modifications we shall hereafter make. 

The transcription of all forms in the figures and text of Chapters 
11 and Ill (The Augment and The· Attenuative) are in terms of the.above 
(surface) contrasts, and utilize ·the SY:ffibols of this grid. Chapter IV 

(The Phonetic Output) and the Appendices, on the other hand, employ dif-
1 2ferent transcriptions for different purposes. 

l See Chap. IV, sec, 3.3. and Appendix r. sec. 1. 

2Main conventions used are: 

* Underlying representation
** Incorrect form 
II 'Phonemic' representation, only in Appendices 

$ Utterance, initial or final  
# Word, initial or final  
& Morpheme boundary in rules 
- Morpheme boundary elsewhere 
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voe - + - -
obstr + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
nasal - (+)(+) -

~ --- , 
+ + 

cont - ,. + + + +. + + + + 
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round + .- + - + + + + + + + 

lateral + + + 

diffuse 

strident 

+ + + 

+ 

+ - + + + 

+ 

+ + + + +' - + -
N 
'IO 

retracted + + - + + 

checked ± ± ± + ± t ± t t ± ± ± ± + 

Fig.' 6.--Tentative distinctive-features (matrix) for Twana consonants 

( ) Denotes segments attested only in loan words. 
[ J Denotes a putative segment, the distinctiveness· of which is to be debated in 

the text (Chap. IV• sec. 3. 5). 
-t Signifies a (surface) segment occurs for each value. 

?1The .assignment of h/? to [+obstruent] mak~s it impossible to distinguish ? from q. 
We shall show that h/? must be treated as semi-vowels (see Chap. II, sec. 18; cf. also Chap. 
IV, sec. 4. 3). 

j/1 



CHAPTER II 

THE AUGMENT· 

II.I. The Mo~pheme Strings Involved 

Preparatory to the discussion of the phonology of noun and verb re-
dupJication as e:xponents of 1Augment~ 1 we briefly characterize the {minimal) 
strings of morphemes involved. 

The majority of Twana verb roots are of the shape CVC, Since third 
person singular subject commonly has the phonological shape 'zero,' the 
intransitive verb stem with •unmarked' aspect may appear in the shape of the 
bare root. 

Examples: 
pakw fl!Skes a. spot on bends 
kw,ap corrects reddens 
·-1, .. 
so.;; grinds pierces 
w,1q a paints t6b heals, scars 
hW yaq washes 1ep covers 

The .corresponding forms for I continuative I aspect simply prefix be-
to t_his .stem; thus be-qwec 'he I s dancing, 1 For the I stative I aspect, in turn, 

? ~ I \11the prefix !!.!- is prefixed instead; thus, as·p~k I spotted. 1 

It might be maintained that, apart faom particles, all roots in 'l'wana 

are verbal. This would imply that all Twana nouns are derived from verbs; we 
here give some examples of such derived nouns, taking for sim~licity the least 
complex derivational process, viz. the Nominal in 

Examples: 
Verb Root Derived.Noun 

t&q close I 
.§.t.1 q log jam 

f'axw 
; .. " ces 

freeze 
help 

.,!_qax' ' ~ .. 
y~,..,,.! e$ 

ice 
power (spirit-given) 

w,.q ec dance sqwec dance .,,.
coc: rain '1 .. 

_!CDC rain 

JO  
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\,1 ,.. W,  q ac vomit _!lq ac vomit  

xwakwkw w,..kwkw breathe 	 SX a breath 
"I , )pJc defecate ~pJc ordure  

1 ?e!ad eat ~?e1:ad food 
'lelal sing 1. ~elal song 
'?obit name s1obat name 

'cwad invite slewa<l invitation 

Despite the theoretical claim that all roots in Twana are basically 

verbal, there remains an unhappily large number of noun stems as yet unrelatable 

to any corresponding vexbal root. Of these, some are round as ~it£Jtic.>n-forms 

with .• nominal prefix, while others lack this prefix. 

the pres~nce or absence of the §-nominalizer does not seem predictable 

for stems not directly derivable from verb roots; the dictionary entries for 

such .§_- forms must accordingly contain _!-. We gi.ve examples of non-derivod 
2 nouns with root-shapes CVC and CVCVC, citing§_- and non-s- forms. 

Examples: 
eve s- nominalizer nos- nominalizer 

VI 
s:x:ac rib 	 cat elde·-i: brother-· 	 kw,oy mother 

, •w ",!!_C<3k angle-wonr. 	 cap aunt 

.§.p"	exw gull stomache 
w. sx op bracelet 

cvcvc 
,.,

£tac.ad slave 	 calns hand 
~"". stone 	 kw • master2.catas opec  

.!,qS:bol dug-out canoe y-adcs tooth  

iteqew horse baqwab field  
I I 

~a1ib year waq.i,b ho>:  

~.haded mountain l&kwal moon  

l There are a few I frozen I noun forms, derived from verbs but Lacking 
initial ? . Such are sU\baJ 'half-brother' (cf. 'Pel-s:i'q 'split,' sa4 'split') 
and s61ad 1 provisions'--although tbe glosses for §.ef.ad and slelad were some-
times reversed by the informant. 

2The lack,of near-minimal pairs for the monosyllabic forms is at~ 
tributed to the limitations and accidents of the corpus, rather than to 
any kind of complementary dist-ribution. 
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cvcvc s-nominalizer no s- nominalizet 
?ebac:: grandchild 
.... w,as.ax seal 
1ad:ac species of duck 

There is a clear distinction between forms withs- nominalizer and 

those it'l. .which .§.. is part of the root. In the case of noun and verb roots in 

assoc·iation with 'augment, 1 s-initial takes part in reduplication, while s-

(nominalizer) and 1as-(stative) do not. 1 This may be briefly illustrated by 

the follo'll~ing examples: 
Examples: 

Un.augmented Atisn!ented 

£ as root-initial 

scl saf? -sel cloth 
,.,w ,w .,. 't),l] ') 

soq ay q -soq ay elder sister-
J ,, ')., s-sqace (h) s-q- saqcc (h) finger 

?as-s6t-~ad '~s- t-sot-r;aci. I. know 3 

s- as nominalizer 
I

s-talad s-d5-ta~ad slave 
., ., J 

s-cota,;c $-~t-iotax halibut 
' 

s-teqew s-q-teqaw horse 

?as-i6~ ?as-) l:...;.~~ 1.. t • O I.d4S 

10n1y one form occurs in which the grammatical irefix fipparently 
partakes of the reduplication. This is 1asi/.ax.w; tasx sxwl/.ax"' I old; e.ld,~rs I; 
from te- article, def; s- norninalizer; :t.w- agentive (?); /.axw root. 

2The Corpus is unfortunately not so rich that we are al-ways able to 
select data showing only the po:(.nt un1er discussion. Morpheme-boundaries 
are therefore indicated (e.g. 1as-t~~t~tad) ~here this facilitates matters. 
In the-Present case, the obscuring factors are cluster-simplification 
( 'w ~ 't.,, ) . (? ~ ~ <l) 1q -soq ay, gem1nate simplification a~-t-sot-ca , and s- assirni. ation
<!-ct-cot,q<). 

3 ?as- .._,l.ss- alternation. See Chall, II, sec. 3.2. 
I 
<+Ibid, 



Unaugmented 
(a) 	 tabed 

yi.ti'd, 
wadaw7 

>w~ wsk ax s,3d 
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II. 2. Taxonomy 

1I.2.l. Plural Types 

Gloss 
hair 1foot; rny foot 
horn 

the Clallam  
Puyallup; the Puyallu~  

(tl"ibe) 
Sqaxon; the Squaxon 
big tribe 

c'o-sltwiixw,.;;;,d 

q,i~-Ob.)s 

w.,,(b) sx e:;;ay sheep 
~6kw book  
c'M  night 
steb1at. man  
c{''oqw57  er.eek; the Skokornish 

the Suwamish 
parents 

~ 

(c) 	 cca1yac q.i:'?e:qpa:l:. child 
;eqwadc(h) scabade(h) cheek 
sesed pesat big 
d.iclh debat I, .we 
d;,,wJh ow~i1w,lap you, ye 
be'lah t!) bzi s tc~d betxwac~d 1'~ killing him, lots 
'i'abotcl;;lxw ±aqe l '1;>tx\'':> sit d01,m !3 
'Pas,£ tndb.-t~d ?astflap I'm stanclLng up; th~·'re -

Fig. 7.--Types of Plural in Twana 

ld p . l . 1- ossessLve st singu ar. For d-luss, sec Chap. II, sec. 19. 
Herc, ~t~d-qWf-y~iad. 

2spo1 yalapabs shows (irregular) vowel-retentionsw-µrobably a  
loan form.  

3Probablv *6h, with scress-rctrnction (see Chap. 11, secs. 15.3, 21); 
thu~ ;':-l,a9.el~txwa1i. 

http:abotd_.xw
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B~fore embarking on the rnai11 theme of this chapter, we shall briefly 
survey the total range 0£ 'plural' in Twana, Since it is not the purpose of 

this thesis to examine Twana syntax as such, sufficient examples are given 
only to clarify co~occurrence possibilities and to avoid the cruder semantic 
ambiguities, 

C_ertain 'plural allomorphs, 1 it will be suggested, are perhaps best re-
assigned the status of collectives, othets that of quantifiers. 

Examples Fig. 7(a) illustrate the use of six prefixes making plurals . 
. w, .1 b q ~- may e used alone, but is most frequently found in conjunction with 
ta-. 2 h~h~? 'lots' is a free form, best considered a general quantifying 

. w 
adverb;. it may be used together with ta -q l. dos- occurs only once in the 
corpus for Twana. 3 On the other hand, lt- is a common collective prefix 
used with tribe names. The homonyniy with the prefix lt- 'decade' as in 

lt-b6sas 'forty' is almost certainly not accidental. lo- is occasionally 

used with tribe names. qa~-4 occurs three times in the Corpora, in q~x-ob~l 
- 5 -~. 

1bfg tribe, I ~"tal&h I lOtS Of ffiO~ey, I and ~-ed~7W~t 1Wise: clearly an 
adverbial prefix of 'magnitude. 1 

Examples Fig. l(b) illustrate the use of the suffix -6b~l. -*(V)mr 

is in widespread use within Salish, both in tribe names and as a generic 
pluralizer. In Twana it's use seems to be even wider, for it is clear from 

• • 1 • ". i 6l Itexts tath t here LS no genertc tmitat on. The suffix -tad, on the other 
hand, is found only once, in 'parents. 17 

1cf. Upper Chehalis (Boas [ 1934 l) "collectiva 11 -qwl7-l (a suffix!). 
Also Kincade (1964). 

2cp. Kincade ta-, as well as ta-qwl?l, ibid. 
3 . 

I have p-resently no check, but the informant's Clailam background 
makes me suspect a direct loan from Clallam. Cp. ns-tn (below, this section). 

4Cp. ta-qa~l, and (q~~i 'many'), in Upper Chehalis (Kincade, ibid.). 

5talah 'money, 1 European loan; ed~?wat undoubtedly related to y~d:') 1was 
'heart.' The s ..... t alternation is obscure. 

6For example, b'okW ob~sV 1 books I is used o f a sma 11 number of quite 
specific books in an autobiographical text. 

7 ,.,
Compare its use in 'instnmEDml' nominalizations of the type s~p-tad 

'club,' from ~P 'to strike.' Also compare Upper Chehalis type ns-tn, used 
only with kinship terms. 
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Examples Fig. 7(c) are of suppletive plurals; a very limited class in 
Twana. 1 The verb forms (except 1killing lots. 1 ) are probably verbs of gro~p 

or collective activity. 

We take _now representative corpora <;>£ Twaha forms sho,win·~ that a'llomorph 

of 'plural I which consists of a pre-posed unstressed red1.1plication of all or 

part of the initial CVC- of the root, Th.e i:Iefinition of what exactly is pre-

posed,. it 'ts noticed, is here left somewhat vague, for reasons .that will be-
. 2 

come apparent as _the argument progresses. 

3The lex-ical items to which such an Augment is pre-posed correspond. . 
roughly to English Noun and Adjective.· Some preliminary examples are given 
l:ielow. 

Exam12les: 
-Unaugmented Gloss Augmented Gloss 

v V V,.." " halib1.1t halibut (coll)s-c6ta~ s-ct-cota}} 
. ~" " ,,.,, 

s-paco berry-basket s-pc-paco berry-baskets 
,-,as-p6s having a boil 11 s-ps..:pos having boils4 _ , ~ ~ 

?a~-le~ paid ~al-;~-le~ all paid. 
7 a~-cel la&y all lazy 

?as-:XW~?}-~ad I'm lost ?..,s-xwa 11 -xwe11-~ad 
· I 1ve lost them 

We notic~ immediately another respect in wh~ch the English glosses 

may be most misleading. Wherea;s for the Twana noun the addition of the aug-

ment corresponds, fairly well with English plural agreement, the Twana verb 

11 child 1 may contain .,-pal (cf .. Reichard [1933) 39Q-- 1 a plural prefi; 
[sic] meaning 1 boys 11 ). But cf. also Kalispel -ul (c'o_llectiv~}; Twana 
- 1 c>l, 3rd person plural, also wal 1 andr; also possible is a root *q~p plus 
Attentuative -al (see l:hap. III,_ sec. 1); · 

2Because of special problems associated with hand glottal stop as  
or c2 of stems, we reserve these for separate treatment (Chap. II, sec. 17), c1 

3 ·.' . , , . 
"Et}§lish glosses can_be very l'llisleading. For example, 1 fire' in Twana 

is ?as-qW;t, cl.early a stat1.ve form. · 

4 ' , ' · Another dangerous gloss~- In Twana, 1 having x' is rendered hr, s-., as 
in b-as-·ca'>wascad, 1 I 1 ve got a wife 1 (ca1wa!, 'wife. 1 ). Here, better 'be-boiled'; 
'all-be-boiled. ' . 

http:stat1.ve
http:halib1.1t
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11ugmerit· may correspond to English glosses denoti.ng multiple subject, multiple 

object, or even increased or totally achieved action. 1 

However, the 'augment' is by no means an obligator:y agreement in Twana, 
. 2 - . 

even in the absence of any other ~greement marker in ·the same phrase, ~s the 

fol lowing examples will illustrate in si~ple fashion: 
Examples: 
qw,it;bvt.:1b 

1as-sot-qa-tabs 
my less frightened them. 

l.?s-xcad they didn't und¢rst~nd what 
would happen. 

t-qw, ec bc-lawa lb;, s the ,P.eople were dancing. 
lCompare y~s-ed; te1y;lad 'foot; feet.' 

'las-sot; 7 Js-st-sot. 1 know 1 : (?as-s6t-qa-cad 'I understand') 
Uwalb3(; fo 7-lawalh;t 'Indian; Indians.' J 

II. 2. 2. Augment Type·s 

Considering only the shape of the reduplicating syllable, surface 
forms of the following types m:e found in Figure 8. 3 

. 4  
Type (a) ; c 1 a a c2 ? c1 c2 c 2 c1 

(h) ~ o o 1 e 7c1 c1 c1 
(c) = ci 1 c2 v1 c2 ~ ; c2 o ; c2 c ? · 

fg? 
Cross-cutting this taxonomy~ ho.,ever, are the following features. 
·vowel-' loss in the e.g. 1ear 1Stfim -Vowel-gain 'cockle' 

(c) Vowel-gain 'gather' (v ..... a)" " 
'sunk', .{V __.a) 
1 sing 1 (V ,-,e,) 

11 Increased action' is, for Twana, .£2! synonymous with 'intensive, 1 for 
wliic:h another type of reduplication (stressed c1v1) is employed. 

2rt is probably best to consider the augment, so far as verbs are 
concerned, as including both number and aspect. It is really number, then, 
that may remain unmarked, in both noun and verb. (Compare p, 49, fn. 1.) 

3compnre the taxonomic analyses in Kincade (1964)) Hess (1966) for 
Upper Chehalis and Snohomish. I hope to show elsewhere the rule-governed 
relationship between the forms foi: these languages and those of Tr,1ana, are 
least as far as Augment and Attenuative are concerned. 

4c1, c2 refe~ to stem consonants. 

http:denoti.ng
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(a) 

Unaupented 

V ',,_, so-... 
s-~6tax. . ,
s-xpab 
'a;-pqWeqWad 

b~da (h) 
lob 
bale(h) 
y:,l'lix
qW~ 1. ~de (h) 

sela (h) 
,va<la\v1 
yades 

Augmented 

"x' v",.1,)s -,. -so,... 
!-t't-cotax 

I •~-xp-~apab
1 ' ,W I },W W 
0 s-pq -pa_'l q ad 

b;,d-b1'd.l (h) 
lab-lob 
hal-bale(h) 
yal 7-y;,la~ 
qWal ?-h'"1~lde (h) 

sal 1-sela (h) 
wad 1 -w..:aaw 
yct<l1 -y:1da s 

grind 
halibut 
cockle 
feather in hair 

child 
scar 
roe, bait 
gather 
ear 

grandfather 
horn 
tooth 

(b) d~?wat <lo-d~?wat wave, surf 
kw6y kwe1-kw6y bend 

!awalbais 
tawf 
$aw'1 

lo1-lawalb.)l
t:o7-taw 
lo1-saw7 

Indian 
mussel 
bone 

1 '(c) tkayas k-Uke1,H 	 basket ,,,
s-tiq s-q-t3q 	 logjam 
'2axQd :xa1a '$cad bed  
'1eial ie1ela l,., la1elal sing  

, 
b~qs<>d q~-b.:qs~d 	 nose 
w.;1q,fo d.-w,qab 	 box 
1as-hobsad 1;;}S-~bo-hobsad red-foot 
w.iqW~tab 	 qW.a-W~~Watab sunk 

w 	 w"~ q"\sl 	 q o-q :Jf water; river 
V (

yasad le 1-.Had  
,.... [e 1-yatad  

Fig. 8.--Twana Augment Types 

(d) Gain of "t in the stem e.g. 	 'basket' 
ll ,r(c) 	Loss of 1 'wave' (medially) 

'horn' (finally} 

(-f) 	 Stress-retraction It 'ear' 

The exuberance. of such a typological survey must surely obscure 

rather t:han reveal the structure of a language, the more so since (quite 
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apart from questions of·constituent structure), the features involved appear 
ngai,n and again i'n Twana morphophonology. 

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a re-anal}'sis of 
substantial sub-corpora of data such as that given above. 1 

II . .3. Monosyllabic Stems 

II.3.1. Voiceless Obstruent Stems 

Unaugmeri ted 	 Augmented Gloss 
Nouns 

s-t~~d s-tf-d~~d 	 slave., .. ,lat ct-cat 	 elder brother 
... ,J;s-cotax s-tt-~d'tax 	 halibut.. ~, . 	 ~ ~;V •s-catas s-ct-catas stone 
kwacap~d kWc-kWacapti:>d blanket 
s-qW6J:qabac s-qW~-qW61:qab;c blue-bills-qaiad s-q.j-qa,lad 	 snail 
~wopaptad ~wp-qW6papb d cushion 

Verbs 
'las-poc ?.>s-pc-p6c floating
1as-pakw ?;)S-pkW-p,kW spotted ... ,.,. .. ~"'1as-t;c ,~s- t'i- t.Jc 	 put on 

1' V I.,.~1as-lei '?as-tc- tee 	 pulled
- 1., :,, _,,...,'1as~6l; 1as-,J.c-.joc knotted 

"las-sot 1as-st-s6t known 
.,, 1,/ I 'V, ,ii,)1al-s6-l 1~s-s~-so-... ground up 

?a~-se~ , ..K-si!-ile! paid
,?W ,W,-tas-J.<.Wap 	 1as-~ p-1< ap corrected ,w l ,w~-;iJas-~wo~ TdS-q ~-q O?. 	 hidden .. .. .. w 	 ... • w ~, w•as-qa-x 	 r~s-qx -qax frozen 

' 1Fig. 9.--Monosyllabic Stems, Voiceless Obstruents 

1c1 and c2 are voiceless. 

From a consideration of r'igure 9 we might tentatively characterize 
the augment as a reduplication of shape c1c2 , i.e., a copy of the first two 
consonants of ~he root. 

1No apology need, I trust, be made for the somewhat pedagogical step-
by-stcp nature of the treatment, which is adopted partly because the data will 
be unfa~iliar to most readers, but also to ensure the vulnerability of the 
argument at all points. 

http:s-t'i-t.Jc
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Two othet' points of interest are the 'following; There is an alterna-

tion in the shape of, the 'stative' morpheme,. giving 1as-"' ?asM • For· the 
moment, lt is not clear whether'this 'alternation is associated•wit.h un4ugrnented 
as agai.nst augmented forms, or whether 'the conditioning factor is purely 
phonological, e.g., remoteness from stress. 1 . The morphemes- (nominal) as-

• . V V 2SLmilates its point of articulation to a fqllowing initials or c. 

II.3.2. Voiced-Obstruent and N Stems 

Unaugmented Augmented Gloss 
Noun 

1sa-baded n-bad-biide (d) mount2in 
b,da(h) bad-bldi) (h) child 
,s-q_W6bay1 s-qW,;i b-qWobayl brain 
kWababJxW kWab-kWabh,xW' root (of.tree} 
t;bexW tab-t-'baxw land, earth 
c;idel cad:-cadal he 
baqsad q;1- blqs;,d nose 

Veirb 
i'as-16b 1~s-bb-~6b scarred, 
'ta5-feb 1as-xfb-xcb wdnkled. ',,
9a S- (!~})-' C -tas-q~ b".' q;,bac shrunk  
tas-x ,id 'f;!)S-XWa d-xWad tired  
tas-kwe'dad 'l~s-kwad-kwadad held  2 
1as-xidiqW-c!e(h) 'l&S-~dd-f.t<laqW•<!e (h) sore hand 

' . 
9as-bax 'hs-x:ll-bax worn out 

• ,. I••?as-ma~ 1.as~a-m~,! proud 

Fig. 10.--Voiced Obstruent and Nasal Stems 3 

l See Chap. 11, sec. 8 for d-loss finally.  

2 See Chap.· IJ;, sec. 5. 

Jc 
1 or c2. or both, as voiced stop or nasal. 

Comparing Figures 9 and 10, fresh problems emerge; but so also do 
tentative solutions to problems already encountered. First, we are so far 

1which prov~s to be the case (see Chap. II, sec. 3.2). 

2Except in slow (citation) speech, s-nominal is lost when it 
gemina tes with SJ or with ~ (i. E!, 1 after assimilation), 
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unable :to deci,de on the status of the. ~- segment for the form sJ.bided: · 
·S,!Rq,b,ide(d) ·•mountain. 1 • 

We note too th~t.t regardless of the vowel in. the fiTst syilable· of 

the r0..ot., a 2 . appears .·in the teduplicating ·syllable for all the -forms of 

Figure 10, It is reasonable to associate this with .the occurrence ,of voicing 

in either of the consonants involved in the reduplication. However, the content 

of the corpora so far cited does not allow us to decide whether this.~ seg-

ment is best treated as~ weakened grade retentipn for the cases concerned, or 
whether we m1,1st consider, it as an inse-rtion. 1 '!'he latte-r solutio11, it is im-

portint to note, perhaps allows a simpler statement 0£ th~ rules for redupli-· 
cation; but this in itself ·would not be conclusive. 

We note, in forms such as teb'exw : tabt,baxw •earth,' and ·1asqsb;;'c; 

~~sq~bqlbac 'wrinkled/ an alternation in stress between unaugmented and 
Sllgmented forms. Tenta.tively, we may say that in the presence of the augment, 
the stress shifts to the _first syllable of the root. This we shall later con-
firm £-com other cases, and shall discuss fully (~ee Chap. II, sec. 4) •. 

We note, too, that for thos~ forms with alternating stress just re-
ferred to, the· stressed vowel of the unaugmented.form is normally ~eplaced 
by .!. ·tn the augmented form; the exception in t;his corpus is baqsid : qe bJ.qyd 
1nc;,se.' We shall return to this alternation in detail (Chap. II, sec. 4) below. 

, , 2
The form b~qsad: q&b~qsad 'nose' itself, entered in Figure 10 as an 

csxception to the vowel-replacement just discussed, is also, however., an ex-
ample of another phenomenon to be treated in <;tetail below; this ia the problem 
Of ,clUS.l;er-&i,Utplification; 3 Which alSO iUV0lV88 the forms for 1 WOrn Out, I 

1 proud. 1 

One problem carried over from Figure 9 may, on the other hand, now 
be profitably mention~d again~· The existence of !!!!.augmented forms· such as 

1For the shwa-insertion condition in this case, see the argument on 
p. 44 . 	 Further discussiun on the wider application of such a rule will be 
found 	at Chap. II, sec. 20 1 shwa insertion.' · 

·2 . . . . I ·I .
The importance of forms of the type b~s~d : q;bbq_sad 'nose' extends 

to their bearing on the problem (already mentioned) whether certain i. oc-
currences are best considered as retentions or insertions. It is crucial thatI 	 ,in q-i-baqs~d, it can only be an insertion. The exceptionality of q~b~qsad. 
as reg_ards the a-altern~tion is explained at Chap. II, end of sec. S, 

3Chap, II, sec. 7. 
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I W · 7cls:isad11q ~f!(h) 1sore hand' shows clearly that the alternation ?as-N?as• 

in the stative prefi½ cannot be associ~ted with the alternation~n~ugment~d~ 
augmented.' The altenrnti.on is no,,, seen to be connected with the proximity 

of stress, or rather with its remoteness. The rule will be formulated more 
precisely when we have considered further evidence.on vowel-reduction in general. 

II.3.3. l,w,y Stems 

llnaugmented 	 Au&!,1;1en ted Gloss 

~ 
(a) 	 sel;;l{h) Sul'1-sela (h) grandf;:i the r  

selq;d s3l"'l-selq~d shell  
qWele(h) q_Wal'l-lJ''1cle (h) cedar tree  
sxalt~d S,:t~l 1-J:t"•'il t~ d cradle-board  
~.ital c~l1-calas hand  
qw<> lade (h) qwa1'l-qwJ1de(h) ear  
ya111 s~d Y.J l "1~ yell? sad moccassin  

-wabp 	 tawal't-w~lap you 1  
bale(h) be,1-bale(h) fish roe  

Verb 
tas-qaldaxw 	 ?as-qalf-qald~NW don't want 

') I . W?a s-qa 1a bda/1 ras-q&l -q~labd,x pr-cparcd  
'ial-cel 1::)s-~~11-C:e1 L:izy  
?as-xW~l 11as-xw:ii l 7-xwa'l picked  

, I 
1as-~al.1tb 'las-f'I, 11-q~}'lab Slink 
1as-x 'e11 11 ... s-x"'• l'?-x el 1 lo st 
?as-;Sl '2 'tas-~a11-x~l't marked, written. .  • 

(b) tiiwaltias 	 lo?-l:awalbas person, Indian 
"l ' ., .f'· \Iq~wa1 ace (h) qo ?-q-a1~s'Qce(h) cane~ walking-stick 

wadawf w•d1-wldaw horn, antler 
1:, s-!aw.f'i ld.a b 1as-¼0'2-Uwa1ldi b left behind 
'fo S;} -wa¼J !lW ?;> s-!31-w:S°laRW crazy 
w~qah QiJ-waqab box 
ya des yod?-y6das tooth 

... 	 I'"Y-'Md se1-y~ sad foot 
1as-yasadcl 1as-le1-yas.~del carrying a baby on the back 

;'\iya(h) 	 ke7-by~(h) grand~mother 
as-kW6y ?fs-kWe'1-kW6y· bent 

k5-'6y k e?-!Voy mother 
s-~ii'1 yat s-c.e1-~51yat salmon-gill 

Fig. 	11.--1, w, y Stems 

1Unaugmented 1 you 1 is unstressed; only used as enclitic. 

http:proxiJ11:i.ty
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We examine next the behavior of 1,w,y in reduplication (Figure 11), 

For simplicity of expos i.tion we have cited reduplications involving 1 
separately from those involving w and y, since the latter introduce furthe1: 

complication owing to their simultaneous function as non-obstruents and semi-
vowels. 

1We note that if there is an 1, w qr y in the root, a glottal stop 
often appears in the reduplicated (i.e., the augmented) fonn. This at once 

2distinguishes l, w and y from b, d, roots with which never behave in this 

way, as may be seen from Figure !O, To formalize the distinction we have 
made, we reformulate our first observ.stion as follows; 'if there is 3 non-ob-

struent, non-nasal segment in the (initial CVC of a) root, then . We 
tentatively characterize such a segment as a 'resonant. 13 

Unless further complicationR disallow it, we shall tentatively treat 
the stem glottal stop in forms like yii1 1~<l as a 'separate' segr:ient. This 
does not necessarily imply a similar treatment £or the added glottal stop in 
Augmented forms, a fuller ju$tification of which must be sought. 

Iri their function as 'resonants,' wand y clearly behave in similar 
fashion to l; that is, their occurrence in roots often gives rise to a 
glottal stop in the augmented form, as may be seen from Figure 11 (b). However, 

a number of important observations must now be made concerning Figure ll(b) 
I 

(as against Figure ll[a]). 4 

.. , 'l 12Certain forms (e.g., w<lq~b ; q~-W;)'tab 1 hox 1 ) fail to show t.he expected 
( ,W ~ ,!W 1 ,~W, t t r) I: lglottal stop; same forms e.g., k Qy; i;. e oy mot[\er s 1.ow an a ternation-K 

Letween y/e (as also w/o) in the augmented forms; one form (w~daw~~ wad1-wtdaw 

'horn, antler') shows loss of glottal stop in·the augmented form; while for the 
last form of the corpus (s-~;:{lyat; s-~e7-ca?yat 'salmon g:Lll') it will he 

1balc(h) 1 fish-roe,' bole(h) 1 spring (water), 1 bol1'6qw 'tangle' are 
forms that do not follow the rule; the importance of such forms will be shown 
later (Chap. II, sec. 9). 

2The corpus contains non-forms, and only one rn-form, in augment. 

3rt is not implied that 'resonant' is considered a distinctive feature; 
it is merely a convenient cover-term. 

4For the form qwalade(h); qwal'-q":.'lde(h), with the stressed vowel of 
the unaugmented form lost in the augmented form$ see 'Tri-syllabic stems with 
se·cond-syllable stress' (Chap. II, sec. 5), 

http:ternat1.on


seen that we must sometimes, posttil,ii,te .aii underlying rep·resehtation of more 

abstract shape t,han that of the unaugmanted form.. 

Now it. is clear that these anomali.e.s -are. all closely bound up with 

the behavior of. the glottal stop found in :the augmented forms, and that our 

· earlier statement on the conditions for the appearance of glottal stop in 

. those fpr-ms must b.e refined. 

We have stated that this glottal' stop is often producecl fo association 

with·roots containing at Jeast one 'resonant,' the glottal stop then occurring 

between the reduplicating syllable and the root. We note that it always occurs 

if a I re~onant' stands finally in the reduplicating syllable, regardless of 

the nature of the initial·consonant. 

From Figure 10 in particular, we further observe that no glottal stop 

arises.. in the augment where the reduplicating syllable (CVC) .contains.2 or.£!. 

as one consonant, and any other non-'resonant' consonant, r~gardless of.whi.ch 
i 

of ·the twq stands syllable-final. 

It is thus reasonable .that we should asso.ciate the appearance of the 

glottal .stop with the occurrence of!,~, l• but not with the occurrence of 

!!, .2· Howevet\ if thi~ is so, then augmented forms such as wad"t'-w/daw 'horns, 1 

. / 
and yad1-yadas I teeth I present a puzzle. As we have just shown, the glottal 

stops in these forms are to be associated with the presence, not of th~ syllable-

final, d in the reduplication, but of the syllable.,initial. ~ and Y.· We are 

thus motivated to ask why the glottal stops. in th~se forms are in fact heard 

after the end of. the reduplicating syllables. 
. L -
Consonant with the_ view that the proper formulatiop ·.of a rule .handling 

an irregularity in a grammar must follow from the most plausible expla:aation 

of that irregularity, we offer the following tentative explanati.on of the ap-

parent anomaly in the shapes of the above fqrms. 

First, we assume that the glottal stop arising in au~menta:l forms con-

stitutes .a separate segment--as, indeed,we have (although so far merely for 

typo.graphical convenience) written it. 

Second, we shall hold that this glottal stop derives from the .lost 

·vow_eL in the unstressed reduplicati~g syllable. However, the derivation 

1 rt will, easily be seen from the following discussion that a 1 morpheme-
alternant' analysis would necessarily be extrem.ely complicated. involving 
many quite ad hoc: Aiders to account for the alternations found. 

http:explanati.on
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.cal! hardly he a direct on~j rather·, we propose that the 'i~st'vow~l'is first 

unvoiced, .ind that the. to·ss of 'position' features whi,ch this enta'Us results 

ip a segment ~hich we shall identify ~ith ih. 1 It is this 'h' which then dis~ 

simHates its continuousness (becoming ·glottal stop) if its·abuts a voiced 
. . . . l 

consonant, but is otherwise lost.  

Thus, we shall require two ordered rules to produce the augmeiit·  
glottal stop: (1) Reduplicating vowel becomes h  

(2) h in the Augment becomes 1 in certain environments. 

It may be argued. that the piese'nt formulation is· to be less prized 

than one in which the Jo.st vowe~ becomes glottal stop direc.tly, sin,ce we have 

used two rules instead of one. But it is clear that the criterion of .economy 

is here to be over-ridden by that of naturalness, a clai.m which we shall fully 

justify later2 by showing. that other instances of glottal stop must· in turrt be 

derived directly from h. 3 

If we adopt the two assumptions made above, then the fo1lowirig im-
plications are to be reckoned with. If the glottal stop·referred to derives 

ft'om an'original' vowel in the reduplicating syllable, then obviously the 

rule for reduplication must specify a vowel as well as the c1c2 already es_: 
tablished, This vowel -could logically be any .Twana vowel whatever.· It could 
in·· fact be shwa. However, there a.re many cases (some already cited) where a 

shwa appears in the reduplicating syllable of the augmented form, in addition 

to the glottal stop. This shwa (as in the forms ~ta1Lqwele-(h) 'cedar trees 1 

y~d?..;yadas 'teeth') cannot, of COUl"Se, come from the •original' vowel in the 

reduplicating syllable, even in a·weakened grade, but must be the product.of 

an epenthesis rule. 

To allov: this epenthesis rule as wide a power of application as  

posstble, we now assume that .all sh'wa vowels appeaTing in the unstressed  

syllables of augmented forms are.attributable to it; this extension of the  
rule thus also P!='Ovides a source for the shwa in forms such as kwab.tlaxw ;  
w w wk !_b-k ah~RIX 1 rOOt, I 

1see Chap. II, se·c. 7 ('Augment clusters'), where the Y-metathcsis 
rule forces us to modify this position somewhat. For a richer acco·unt of the 
derivation of glottalization, see Chap. IV, sec. 4.4. 

2See Chap. II, sec. 15,l'~ 'h - mutation.• 

3cqmpare the discussion in Sapir (1938). 

http:product.of
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' ' ' 1

We cannot prove this with the data so far presented, but we never• 

theless find it most plausible to assume that the reduplication rule for the 
Augment specifies ·'a copy of 

. 

the· first ·\rowel 
' 

of the root. 1 It is this vowel 
which yields the h from which the Augment glottal stop derives. 2 A shwa vowel 

is later inserted (again, in specifiable environments) in certain reduplicating 
3syllables. 

We turn next to the shifted giottal stop in forms with roots of the 

shape 'resonant' -V-b/d, raised for the cases of wad1-wadaw 'horns,' and 

y~d 1y.;'das 'teeth' above. What has happened here is to be characterized as 

'glottal metathesis, 1 the glottal stop having been attracted .by the stress. 
4 . 

The appropriate rule, tentatively formalized below, may clearly be general-

ized to account for the shift of all glottal. stops generated in augmented 

forms, to ·the end of the reduplicating syllable. Within this frameworkt 
wad'f,-wa'daw and y:ld '>-yidas arc just as· 'regular' as forms of the shape of 
(e.g.) q~lLqwele(h) 'cedar trees/ etc, 

1 / 't , ..But what of forms such as w~q1b; qa-w~qab 'box, 1 in which, despite 

the occurrence of an initial 'resonant,'~ glottal stop appears in the augment? 
) '•q-;1-waqah in fact demonstrates a most important constraint, viz., that when 

the final consonacit in the reduplicating syllable is not voiced (i.e .• is not 

b,d,m,n, 1,w,y) no glottal stop appears in the augment. But we do not neces-

sarily conclude that this' is a constraint on the rules for generating glottal 

stops. From the evidence so far, we might just as plausibly assume that the 

glottal-stop is generated regularly, but that forms of the shape 'resonant'-V-

unvoiced-consonant fail to meet the conditions for glottal-attraction. That 
the glottal stop is thereafter absorbed and later lost is a hypothesis which 

we could so far fairly maintain. 5 

l See Chap. II, sec. 17 for evidence that the root ~owel itself is 
involved. 

2Since mariy Salish languages (such as Snohomish) simply 1·eduplicate 
eve of the stem, without vowel-loss, it seems that Twana has added a rule 
her.e. The consequences of this rule are the subject of much of the rest of 
the present chapter. 

3Chap. II, sec. 20. 

4cl ? c2 --- l 3 2 in env. / - & clv (with exceptions).
l 2 3 

5see the discussion, in a larger· context ill Chap, II, sec. 7 
(Augment Clusters). 
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The forms typified by 1.asawittkw 1~.da 1-w~t~kw 'crazy, 1· and 

ya,Jad; le'ly~~.a~ 1 foot 1 .in turn demonstrate.·t&at ~he giottal attraction rule 
ap~1~es equally to roots o.f the s.h~pe I resonant1-V-continuant. alt:h01,1gh here· 

again there ar~ complicaHons1 to be commented on furt:her i 
For the complications arising with. augmented forms based on roots of 

the shap~ C-V-semi-vowel. (y,w), typical cases are kw6y; ~we 7-kw6y 1lll0ther' 
and lawalb~ti lo1-1awal.b;,J 'Indian, person.' Assuming the hypoth~s~s above~ 
concerning the shape of reduplication, the augmented forms should be based on 
the shapes '>°rlc,woy-1f·"oy and *1-aw-Uwalbal. We derive kw?y-kwoy, l~w-:-Uwalba¥ 

(by loss of unstressed vowel in reduplication); then Rwy1-~w9y, iw?-lawalba! 
(by glottal 1netathesis). 

Comparing these derived forms with the proper outputs above, we see 
that i and_!! have become£ and~ respectively, that is, 'semi-vowels vocalize 
when syllabl~-£1.nal in augment reduplication.' The environment 1 b~tween 

obstruents' is in £act sufficient for a formal rule, and is here obviously 

met. Howev_er, on the da,ta, so far p~esented. the environmental conqition is met 
just- as well before glottal metathesis (k.w~y-'!_""'oy) as after it (,!wy~-,w6y). 2 

Thus 
Semi-Vowel Rule 

Obst-ruentOhstruent {!} 
1 2 3 

The form s~a<tya~ ; s~e'-tH'yat I salmon-gill,• in t1..1rn exemplifies 
the already explained vocalizatio_n of semi-vowels, but it also requires a base 

form!1£!_ identical in shape with the unaugmented form. lf we t~ke *s~a;>yat 
as our base, we are forced to complicate what was a very simple formulation 

of the process of reduplication. Reduplicating CVC, we derive **s-laL<.!a<yat, 

1m particular, the shwa· in l~?wataicw arises through shwa-insert:ion 
while the £. in ls1-:;•asad requires a special metathesis rule (Chap. 11, sec. 
7 .4); both form·s show cluster-simplification·. 

In qo1-~-7wace (h) 'canes,' the 1-att~:action has oper~te.d on ~oth 
augmentardstem (cf. q~wa1~,!e(h); in addition the originally-stressed vowel 
is lost (see tri-syllabic stems, Chap. n. sec·. 5); shwa is later inserted. 

2we shall resolve this ordering problem, togethe~ with other problems 
of ru~e-ordering, when a suitable number of rules is available for.the dis-
cussion (see Chap. II, sec. 9 end). 
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from which it is impossible to derive the correct augmented form without a 
completely ad hoc substitution of e for the reduplicating vowel a, 

I.tis clearly prefcruble to assume that the base form is in fact 
'~scay1at, and that the glottal attraction rule has operated to give 

sca'Zyat: the augmented form is then pe-rfectly regula,, i.e •• follows the 
rutes we have so far discussed, 

The following forms i11ustrate the same phenomenon, and arc thus, 

similarly, supposed to derive from roots of the shapes indicated: s-c6?b; 
,. l 	 A v ..rl9, 'l ,./ v v 1 "9S-Cib-co·rb crab-apple 1 from ,',s-cob<; '?a,s-Cd'D; ~s-cab-Ccl4'b, 1 jam.med, 1 

f . ., " "' 'b ~ w L~.. w I) 	 ' rom .,,ias-C.} <; and d;x - a•rw-b;.-d; d.:lX -lo"Llarw-bad 'baking pan, from 
,',dxw - l.i,.,1_ bd. 

One further anomaly exe@plified in Figure ll(b) must be referred to. 

The loss of final glottal stop in wadilw! ; w~d1-wldaw cannot be explained on 

the basis of.processes so far discovered; a possible explanation will be of-
fered later, after we hnve considered the proper underlyiog features of die 

tionary ~.i {see Chap. II, sec. 15.4, 1h-mutation'). 

II.4. Disyllabic Stems, Oxytone 

Q_naugmentcd Augmen_ted Gloss  

Noun  
1 I?(a) 	 s-~pab' ~ s-fP-f.Jpab cockle 

yesed se?-y~sad .foot 
cadel c1:>d-cida:l: he 
t;)be,.::"' tab- tiba:/;r l::rnd, earth 
s.-y... ~b s-y.e,1.?-y..:lab yecir 
w:rbp w~11-t,1c.'1ap you (b6und, free) 
yades y~f-y:ldas 'tooth 

., 1,' , 	 q.J-w:,,qa bw.~b 	 box 

Verb 
?W •Kr W1'.,>s-q t-q ;;; tax thin 

1';)s-~b-qtbac shrunk 
!as-q al f~w.;lab sunk 
fas-c :i.l f ~c a7 las rattled 
.( as- ta'-wtlnkw cr;izy 

Noun  
'../ J , .... ~, 

(b) s-ctay 	 s-ct-c.:>tay pan 
V : ~ , 

,v s-ct-ctay 

Fig. 12.--Disyllabic Stems, Oxytone 
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Having treated a variety of stems from the point cf view of the behavior 
of the different consonantisms in the reduplicating syllable, we turn now to the 

complications found in certain augmented forms, the underlying dictionary entries 
, 

for which we shall hold are best considered to be di-syllabic roots of the shape CVCV 

Consider the data in Fig, l2(a), where we _present forms grouped together as 

sbm.-ing similar behavior in the environment of the augment. These examples arc not:, 

however, identical in shape in the unaugmented form. Some are di-syllabic (e.g. 

s-y;,lJb 1 year 1 ), while others have the shape CCVC (e.g., a-~pab 'cockle'). We also 

note that the di-syllabic forms are stressed on the second syllable in the unaugmente 

form, but on the first in the augrni;mted form (s-y;;,l~b, but s-y.;,11 -ytl.sb), 1 Wh.11t is 
more, whatever the stressed vowel in the Lmaugmented form, such shapes CVCVC ;:ill ex-
hibit the vowel a in the second (now unstressed) syllable when the augment is 
present2 (s-y~1 7-yalab), 

Comparing riow the unaugmented forms of shape CCVC> we note that they too 

have the shape CVCV, as well as the same vowel-alternation, when the .augment is 
.. w 'W w w., w ' present. Th~s (e.g.) •es-fL..!tN , but '~s-q t-~x 'thin.' 

We now have the motivation for assuming that the types represented by 

s-~~ib and s-y~lib are in fMct of identical underlying shape, and shall represent 

both as dieyllabic in their dict:ionury entries. Thus we avoid the need for special 

i·ules for the alternation CC......, CeC between unaugmented and augmented forms; a singlE 

rule deletes unstressed shwa between voiceless obstruents. 
The question musti l1owever, be raised; are all lexical morphemes (minimally) 

eve in shape'? In parti.cuLn, do the vet·y few forms e:xempli.ficd hy 'pan 1 (sub-corpus 
{bl) not in fact witness the existence of stems of underlying shape CCVC ? Should 

this prove to be the case, then we must oodify the Constituent Structure ruli= for 
Augmentative and explni.n the alternative s-tt-iitay as an analogical remodelling on 

Lhe basis of the statistically predominant CVC root shape, 

However, other factors must also be taken into account, and it will be held 

that the anomalous Augmented fon11 for 'pan' shows stress-alternation rather than 
3hdcvi.ant roots ape. 

There remains the problem of specifying the v-a alt1n-nation. Once 

stress-attraction4 is assumed to have operated in these augmented forms there 

1ct. Chap. II, sec. 3.2. 
2compare s-te~w; s-q-teC!!!.w 'horse,' b;-cqfl; 1 hc 1 s going up' but 

1ae-cSllil.1 ·1 up, 1 etc. 
43see Chap. II, sec. 21.l, 'Stres.s Alternations.' Cf.Chap. II, sec,3.2. 

http:Cf.Chap.II
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is no way to distinguish disyllabic stems with or,gl,dl second-Kyllable stress, 

from similar stems with original first-syllable stress (e.g., y.?des; *y,;;,d7yi>des; 

s~baded; s:iob~<l baded). Thus, from the unaugmented form alone there is no way of know-

ing to which forms the !!_-producing rule must apply. The a-rule might be applied before 

the stress-retraction rule, a recourse which would certainly ensure the correct forms; 

but in an important sense such a solution is to be regarded as an illegitimate device, 

for it runs counter to the intuition that the vowel alternation is a result of the 

shift· in stress; we assume, that is, tha-t an originally-stressed vowel does not re-

tain the feature [-compact) when it ceases to carry primary stress. 

We thus prefer the equally simple, but more satisfying assumption that the 

re-assignment of stress to the first syllable does not wipe out the original stress 

but merely reduces it to secondary stress. 1 The positive condition for the a-rule 

is thus 1 in a syllable carrying secondary stress. 1 

The two processes just described may be illustrated from another part of 

Twana morphology. Consider the following examples of transitive verb forms, each 

form consisting of a stem plus first person singular -fad. 

Examples 2 
Unaugmented Augmented Gloss  

lec-e-lr.1d lec!-a-~lld I scatter  
, w " <l teqw-ec'~a tcq -a-cai I play with 

~e:i:-e-t11d !cl-a-c8d I hang up 

l.lwas-a-ca.d Rwas-a-cad I cut 

>; 
wac-at:>d Xwac-a-c':>d I lift up 

pac-a-t.;1d pac-a-~;,d I sew 
w j -Jq O -o-cad q	wofi.-a-~a d I hide 

.,. v.,pollw-o-~,')d "II 	 (bread)pok -a-c;)d I raise 
w t, W v toq' -o-iod toq -a-cbd I find 

f(w~-6-~.i)d llw.n(-a-c'~d I count 

t:kw-a-ced ciikw-a-taa I pierce 

sq-f-~a,d s04-a-~~d I split 

1~ q -.i5- c..1<l laq-a-c':;,d I buy, get 

lt will be seen that each stem in the Corpus consists of a CVC root plus 

stem-formative vowel, and that the stem-formative is either identical with the root 
vowel or (for the last four forms) corresponds to a zero-vocalism in the root, 

Now it is cl.ear that the latter cases are in fact quite 'regular,' behaving 

l A weaker claim might be simply that stress-shift is accompanied by vowel-
ablaut. But see Chap.11, sec. 21, for further justification of the position taken 
here. 

2rt is entirely possible that we have to do with aspect here, as well as 
(or, instead of?) plurality (compare p. 36, fn 2). 

http:lec-e-lr.1d
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in precisely the same way as .the forms of Figure 12(a) (Chap. II, sec.4) of (un-
; 

augmented) shape ffVC, such as s-~pah; s-~p-~pab 'cockle. 1 We thus reconstruct 
the underlying forms here as (e.g.) *lwi! 'count, 1 ,t-b~kw 1 pierce, 1 *s~q 'split, 1 

and *liq 'buy, get,' noting that the vocalism in l!_q-J-t;d must be considered a 
full vowel, parallel to those in the· first nine forms of the corpus, and not a 
glide-vowel in an incompatible cluster resulting from the of a stressless Sf. 
. ( \,) 1in a root compare 8-fpab. 

The content of the unaugmented .transitive-stern-formative vowel may thus be 
defined a5 a 'copy of the stem vowel, 1 The question now arises as to what is the 
proper status of the ~-vowel which appears invariably in the second syllable of these 
augmented forms. We might choose to assert that the augment involves tbc addition 
of a vocalism (or even a consonantlsm), in conjunction with which the stem-forma-
tive vowel gives!!• However, there seems no cogent reason for not assuming, quite 
simply, that 'augment' in a transitive Verb Phrase is to be understood as 'retract 
the stress to the root syllable': the replacement for the originally-stressed vowel 
has then the status of the parallel vowel in the disyllabic second-syllable-stressed 
Noun and Stative verb, i.e., it is an automatic result of the re-assignment of 
primary stress, and has for its environment 'vowel under secondary stress.' 
Thus: Rule 1. Definition of Constituent Structure for Augment. 

Rule 2. Stress assif1ment--stress initial syllable of stem, in Augment 
Rule 3. Ablaut rule --vowel under secondary stress~ a. 

II.5 Trisyllabic Stems, Paroxytone 
We now illustrate the behavior of tri-syllabic stems stressed on the second 

syllable in the unuagmented form. 
, Once more, it is clear that the stress retracts to the first syllable in 

the environment of the augment. Consider (Fig. 13[~]) qw~!ade(h); 4w.ol?qwelde(h) 
'ear. 1 Secondly, as with di-syllabic stems (compare Fig. 12[a), Chap. II, sec.4) 

we must consider inital CC to derive from an underlying Cf!:,, as in forms such as 
kwtabac; kwtkw4t~bDc 'husband,' for which we postulate an underlying *kwatabac. 3 

As distinct from the disyllabic forms of Figure 12, however, the tri-
syllable forms now under discussion lose an oxiginally-stressed vowel when this 
vowel ceases to bear primary stress in the environment of the augment. However, 

l Compare the argument on s-~pab, in Chap. II, sec. 4, above. 
2cf. Kincade (1966), pp. 343-348 for vowel ablaut (involving shwa - a) 

in Upper Chehalis. 
3And similarly, therefore, *s-~tqa~ad 'arm,' *i~kayas 'basket.' and 

*t~XWalaS 1 Steam, I 
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despite the juxtaposition of voiced consonantisms resulting in some cases, no 

glide vowel appears: we get 4W...,..1?qwalde(h), not **~wQl?qw;l~e(h). 

Unau~ented Au,&m;E:nted Gloss 
Noun 

(a) 4w~lade(h) qw.91''-qw~lde (h) ear 
kwtabac kwt_kwi:1tol)b.)c 1husband 
s-lqa~ad s-q-~§q~d arm 
s-sqa~e(h) s-q-s~qc'e(h) finger 
qaw.- 7 ac"e (h) qo 1 -qi-Pw.,~e (h) cane, walking-stick 
tkayas k- teke7~s 2basket 

ws-:i:.q J.i'qs S-t1t-t.Sctqs nostril 
Verb 

"?~ s-y.,lc{a~e (h) w w1<7-s-q e-yaq le(h) washed hand 

'., s-cxwalas 1~s-xw-c~xw.9l '.;is steamed 
7;, sa-w~qoc;d~xw 

">;J s-q.,1-w.iqcad:;>xw open 
1.a- s-tqocad "1 , wa s-q-t.:i<p,d;ix closed 
7as-pr,t~ weq a a 7 ~ s-pqw-p~qwqwe-d feather in the hair 

(b) b.;iiq sad q..i-bPqsvd nose 
'ti., y..,.,

(c) sqw*hap s-~ · -sq Phap tree-trunk 

Fig. 13.--Trisyllabic Stems, Paroxytone 

lkw kw 1 b 1 b h l f h't- ..i..£- .,,c a so occurs: ut since no ot er examp e o SllC a 
C,,.., C alternation is found, we must tentatively consider the alternation 
to be governed by dictionary marking (optional). 

2The form k-iJkel~s 'b~skets' shows a 'secondary,' post-tonic 
glottal stop within the stem. We reserve discussion of such occurrences 
0£ glottal stop for the treatment of the Attenuative. There, the stress-
ing of the prefix, with consequent vowel-losses in the stem, ensures a 
usefully large mass of data with which to supplement the sporadic and un-
systematic cases to be found in the corpus of ,rngrnented Noun stems. 

On the other hand, a comparison of the augmented forms for 'husband, 1 1 arrn, t and 

'nostril I strongly suggests that the -vowels appearing i.n post-tonic. syllables ~ 

to be considered as inserted glide-vowels, and not weakened forms of full vowels. 

1Compare shwa-insertion in the reduplicating syllable (Chap. II, 
sec. 3.3). 

l 



The implication is clear: for tri-syllabic stems> we must consider 

both post.,-tonic vowels to have been lost in the augmented forms, But what of 
1 ear, 1 1 finger, 1 1 can.e' and 'washed hand,' in the augment of which a final 

VO C alisrn remains J apparently counter to the above foi;mutation? 

We first note that all these forms show the altern.otion I final h1v zero.' 

Since, as.we shall show, 1 final h is op~ionally lost after an unstressed 
vowel, these forms must then possess final h underlyingly. The surviv~og 

2vowels must then be attributed to a limitation on the vowel-loss rule; tbat 

rule must be supplemented hy 'but not a final vowel before h. 1 

Tho augmented 1 ears' has the further interest £or us that no glide-

shwa is inserted (qw;}11-?ta'Ideh}, our first hint that a distinction must be 

11:a.de between compatible and incompatible resonant clusters. 3 

We are now, incidentally (sub-corpus [bl), able to explain the ap-
, / r 

pcnent failure of the V-> a rule to operate for the case of baqs..ld; q.ibuqsa<l 

, noseJ , 4 where we expected the augment to give \(*q.ibaqs~d. If we assume th.'.lt 

'n.ose 1 is un<lerlyingly net disyllabic but trisyilabic (*baq,1sa"d), then stress-

retraction gives baq~ btqasad, and the 'I..H' a rule gives baq-btqas!d quite 

regularly; but, of course, both post-tonic vowels will be lost (bq-baqsd), 

the initial cluster will be simplified (q-b(qsd) 1 and the output will gain ,
shwas by later insertion--thus CJ.lb3q~d. 

But there is an ·apparent contradiction to the above formulation: if 

b ,tqsad is rom ·,,b,3qasa, , t en s q aqs nostri must c rom "s- .. ,,,_t a ~s.,, f ' "d h 1 1 W I' 1 l' b .f ' 1 J, W 

llut Ln that case, why is the final vowel lost in the output form slq"~qs '? 
Although' the corpus for this phenomenon is slender, it will be suggested5 

1See Chap. II, sec. 15. The rule of course applies to all ,the forms 
of the corpora showing fina 1 (h). 

2Note that ·it is not feasible to re-interpret these fi.nal e vowels 
(e.g.) as derived from underlying· semi-vowels (y); a form such as (augmented) 
s-q-s;4acyh would then irregularly retain its middle ,,owel, giving 
·::·.':q-saqncyh, thence *'""qsaqacch. 

3A distinction that will~ of course, be reflected in the rule fQr 
shwa-insertion (see Chap. II, sec. 20). 

4Cf. Chap. II, sec. 3.2. 

5The evidence for this analysis must come from the Attenuative (see 
Chap. III). 
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that a final shwa in paroxytone disyll~bics is lost between voiceless con-
sonants. 

The augmented form for I tree-trunk' again raises the qtmstion of CC-
stems, :referred to above (Chap. II, sec. 4 1 disylla,hic' stem.i). 
Again (Chap. II, sec. 2.1, Irregular str~ss) the discussion must be postponed. 

U.6. 	 Rule Summary 1 

For convenience, we shall here briefly and informally summarize the 

rules we have stated or implied so far, with an indication of their ordet:ing 
insofar as this is as yet clarified in the text. For the momeut_, we constrain 

all these rules to 1 augmented' forms. 

l. 	 1Augment' (for non h/Lini.tial stems) consists of c1V1c2 
reduplication, unstressed. 

Before 3 2. 	 In the environment of the augment, stress retracts to the 
stem-initial syllable. Stress on an originally-stressed 
non-initial syllable in the stem falls to secondary stress. 

After 2 3. 	 A vowel under secondary stress changes, to a. 

Before 5 4. 	 An unstressed vowel in a reduplicating .syllable gives h which 
is replaced by giottal-stop if either of the 'consonants of 
that syllable is a resonant. 

After 4, 5. An unstressed vowel (but not a semi-vowel) is lost in the 
before 9 following conditions: 

(i) 	 in the reduplicating syllable, 
(ii) a shwa in 	the first syllable of the stern. 

(iii) 	 postutonic vowels in closed syllables, in tri-syllabic 
stems. 

After 4, 6. Glottal stop is attracted to the stress across a consonant 
before 7 which is voiced or contioµant. 

' After 4t 7. A semi-vowel vocalizes between conso.nants. 
before 9 8, A glottal stop is absorbed by an adjacent resonant, 

After 6-8, 9. Some tri-consonantal clusters arising in reduplication lose 
before 10 the first element. 

10. 	 Shwa-insertion; except for certain morpheme-internal 'compatible' 
clusters. 

II.7. 	 Augment Clusters 

II.7.1. General 
· So far 1 the augment reduplication1 has been characterized. as consist-

ing of a c1v1c2 copy 0£ the stem-initial syllable. However, Figure 14 consists 

1For stems with other than .h~ or ~lottal stop as c1 or c2. 



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Unaugmented 

;/s-taq 

~~4pe(h) 

s-iltw/qs 
s.;.ckab;ad 
tllwaps'..ld 

sa'xwtad 

7as- te.q 
, " ..,., w as-saq 

, w1as-liq 
'las-Ukw 
... ., w 

· '8S•Cef 

Y, cap ,
sa~tad 

,. ' ' •as-cap 
?as-lap 

s-pa4w 
kwiib~laxw 

7as-p~q 

'las-I.wap 
tabcxw 

'las-.lob 

haqsad 

b.;iqsad 
~as-bol 
?as-mai .. 
-?as~-de~ 
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Aug!,ented 

~ 
s-q-:-t/q ..q-taqpe(h) 
s-4w-~;4wqs 
s-k-cikabs;d 
111."W ,~w ., 
K -t~l\. aps.>d 

xw-stx:wtad 

Verb-.-
1es-q-ceq 
... w !!" w•3s-q -saq 
7-.,s-q_W-!Jrt 
1as-kw-lak,w 
... w , w
•as-:i_c -ce~ 

~ 
y, p-cap 

p-stptad 
Verb ,

f.es-t,-caf, 
"tas-p-ltfp 

s-pq';,sqw 
kw.) b.:kwababxw} 

N kWp-kWabal.;, XW 

7as-pq-peq 
-r.. s-11.:wp-B;wa_p 

t•b-t/baxw 

1a s-l.>b-lob 

qa-ba'qsad 

qa-blqs.ad 
1;:,s•h-b6l 
?as-~~-m~j .. .. 
1a~-~->-del. 

log jam 
fir tree 

nostril 
shin 
shoe 

grease, fat 

r~d 

smeared 
ext: inguished 

pierced 
boiled 

aunt 
stick 

flooded 

hung over and down 

fe4ther 

root 

white 
correct, straight 
land. earth 

scarred 
nose 

nose 
suckled 
proud 
grazed, scratched 

http:qa-blqs.ad
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Unau&l.!!en ted Au S!!'en ted Gloss 
', ' , w . 1 I Wl;a s_.-w:ilat 1-:)s-:-i~ -wa!alt crazy 

I?as-lax 	 7~S-.:J;':>,17;~ lit, bright 

(e) •Iya ""qsce ... ?, ,., "c! se ~sqs e long finger 
ya~"!d ~e'ly,aM'ad foot 

.,. w 
'1as-y.illx W I W7as-x e1 -y~x disappeared 

. 'las-ya~ 1~ s-xc?-yfx. . sort.ed 
I1as-yaq / 

1d s:-qe-y.:iq filed 

"? ' ' ,._;,(f) 	 ·7as-xwot as-t-x ot soaked 
1:> s -xwecos 1-:. s-c-xwfcas fighting 
faS-}t1aC 7as-c-xwd'c lifted up 
7as-~,c 1;-,s-t-~at

, 
measured 

'las-J;:~l 'Zas-t-:-x6t flicked. 
7a s-:te.i q 	 7..>s-q-~oq landed 

,/ "(g) 	 ta~ Vs-cas elder sister 
' l~tta'i'esad 	 s'le-ca'lesad eyebrow 

1asq{cx~d 1~sq-q.{c~ad short a1:m 2 
w , w wk opec k 	-k 6pac master 

w w ~ k3.sqwopla11al s~6-q apc~l'1~s} .cane, st1.c 
"' Sq o-:qWapl,l!)l1a $ 

Fig. 	 14.--Augment Clusters 

l>l, .. 	 th 1 •caL: e across ; -ayas pronominal eye -Vd derived Norn. 
2>,,:c 'short 1 -a~a' d pronomi aa l 1 arm. ' ~o ; 

3s- Nominal ; qw6p 1 root 1 ; iv1vs ; connected with cala~ 'hand 1 '? 
For anomalous stressing in Augment, see Chap. II, sec. 21. 

of forms which, at first sight, appear to contradict that f6rmulation. Beside 
~at; ct-~at 'elder brother,' 1as-iwap; 1as-lwp-lwap 1 corrected 1 (as in Fig. 

9)j there are also s-t~q; s-q-t~q . 1 log jam,• ya~td; !e 1-y~sad 'footj' etc, 

One simple way to handle the difference between the -forms of Figures 9 

and (present) 14 might be to assert that, quite simply, another type of re-
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duplkation is here involved, a type theti characterized as ,follows: 1 'the 

augment may c,onsist of initial repetition of the terminal consonant of the 
. 12 

stem syllable. We might then conceive of the relevant dictionary-entries 

as including the rule-feature3 (reduplication type 2 J (o, some other simil.<:1r 

notation), in conjunction with a minor rule4 in the grammar. 
On the other hand, it would clearly be preferable to.treat these 

forms, not as subject to another ('minor') reduplication rule, still less 

as individual exceptions to the c1v1c2 rule, but rather as behaving differ-
ently because of their phonological shape. It will he shown that the re-
duplicating syllable of these forms simply loses its init.ial consonant, and 

tha.t this loss results quite straightfon,ardly ,!:rom the constraints on 
clusters. The clusters in question arise regularly through the loss of . 

the vowel in an unstressed reduplicating syllable, for the root-consonant 
pairings to be defined below. 

11.7,2. Clusters with Velar as c2 
We now consider the forms of Figure 14, on which we shall base our 

account of the constraints on augment clusters, referring also to forms of 
earlier corpora in an attempt to distinguish between non-permissible clusters 

and those merely non-occurring. 
In forms Figure l4(a) 1 note thnt if the second element of t.he cluster 

is a velar5 i;,top or spirant (whether or not labialized and/or glott8lized), 
then the first element is lost. Forms (b) suggest that it is [-grave] first 

1Thus Edel (1939). par. 23. Cf. Haeberlin (1917), passim. 

2Better, for our purposes, ·'stem-initial syllable.' 

3See Lakoff (1965) fo~ the questioD of linguistic irregularity in 
general, and the use of 1 ru1e-foatures' in particular. 

4The distinction between rmajor 1 and 'minor' rule, important in 
Lakoff I s formulation, is still fraught with difficultie;s, especially insofar 
as (as· in the present case) it ts based on essentially statistical consider~ 
ations. 

5The corpus is deficient in forms containing 1, but there is no 
evidence to suggest the need to distinguish between [+Retracted) (i.e., q-
type) and [-Retracted] (i.e., k-type) velars 1 from the point of view of the 
present rule. The absence of k-forms is here to be considered 'accidental.' 

http:c.ons:l.st
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elements that are lost before 	 l+grave] second elements, and that the 'environM 
[+grave ]ment' must not be confined to d "ff consonants (viz., velars). 

- 1. use 
Forms (c) confirm that tho left-h.md side of the cl1.ist(rr-simplificathm 

rule must specify [-grave] consonants. 

The rule now takes the following tentative shape: 
[+cons J __,. / -[+cons l &Ru le I: 	 ¢ in env. )-grave 	 +grave Aug.redup. 

This formalizes the gonerallzation that in the unique cluster-type c1c2 & c1-

found in augmented forms, the sequence (-grave) [+grave] [-grave] constitutes 

an incompatible cluster, 1 to be resolved by deletion of the first member, 

A further constraint is dictated by forms (c) of the type tab6xw; 

t~b-ttbaxw 'land,' and ~s-i6b ; 1as l~b-l6b 'scarred.' Comparing such 

forms with 1as-!£p ; 1~s-p;,,i,a'p 'hung over & down' of forms (b), note tbat 

a {-grave] segment is lost before .e., 2 but not before.!,:, fllthoL1gh both .P. 
and !2_ are both [+gravel segrrents. For the moment we fonnalize this di.stt.nc-

ti.on iii simple andl obvious fashion by .<iddirig [-voice] to the specific;:ition of 

the 'environment' of Rule I above. For convenience, we now re-write Rule I, 

as follows: 
+ cons J 

[+cons ] 	 [+ gr~vein env. /~grave 	 - voice )Aug.redup. 

In the same sub-corpus, on the other hand, note that while initial 

E is retained in s-pqw-p;qw 'feathers.' initial bis lost in q~-btqs~d 

'noses~ r 

For q.'.)-b.fqsdd, etc., however, it is not: feasible to amend Rule l 

to make it operate at all, for we have already been forced to specify the 

left-hand part as rgf~rring to segments {-grave]. We muse apparently add 

a sub-rule to Rule I to deal with the anomaly. 3 _____,. ___,.____________ ----

1The rules for cluster-simplification in augment could, perhaps more 
powerfully, be framed in terms of .tri-segmcntal str:i.ngs, but it is for the 
moment not certain that identical strings could not arise elsewhere in 
·Twana than ln augment reduplication, We have thus chosen, at least 
t:emporarily, to limit the TIJJE' to Augment. 

') 

-The distinction is a priori implaus::.bly assignable to the glottali-
zation of £ in lap 1 hang down. 1 This is confirmed by the exist1rnce of 
forms such as cap; p-cap 'aunt. f 

\1e might add to the left~hand 	side of Rule I the following: 

[:;~::eJ ' to allow b-loss (baqsad; q~-b-tqs~d) but not p-loss (p~w-p;qw), 
+voice 

http:di.stt.nc
http:left-h.md
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II.7.3. Clusteis with Voiced Consonant as c1 
Howevet, consider 'the forms of sub-corpus (d). bot b(.:b6l 

'suckled' (et_c.) is a member of a class in which the initial consonants are 

[+voice] and the following ones are l-voice}; the constraint then, is really 

on the total sequence [+voice] {-voice] & [+voice] 1 ~n augment, and the first 

element is lost. This being the caset the addition of a sub-rule to Rule I, 

in order to allow it tQ handle q;,-b.i'qs~d as part of the natural class of clusters 
having a (+grave] second element, would not only be superfluous but would also 

21 'k t he exp 1anatory power of t1e ana 1 nowac l ysis proposed;  
Rule II thus reads:  

[+co~s ] . ____  rp in cnv. I r+cons ] -
+voice -voice )A d _ ug. re up: 

II.7.4. Clusters with Y Plus Voiceless Consonant 

Figure 14(e) presents another kind of problem. If we assume th.at these 
forms follow Rule II abovej we disappe!frs. 
Let us r,econstruct this stage, for the augmented 'feet,' and com-
pare the identical stage for the parallel form 'crazy.1 

Both forms are of the shape 'Resonant-V-Continuant, so we expect: 

,..~ , 'Y y •s-ybsad , y~1-ya"sad , i:.'l-y/tad 
3,,,, ' w 1-1-wtia~""w11-w.fhl'<w, wl "'-walaf< , 

operating the rules for V ~ h, h __,.. 1 1 glottal-metathesis, 

cluster-simplification, and shwa-insertion. 
" I WHowever, whereas l.3'-walali is the correct (and only) augmented form 

,~w " "' ,.,, h dof w~l~K, s~•-yasad is one of three alternative outputs forte augmente 
form of y~~ad. How do the other two augmented forms of ya's.{d arise? We take 
first th~ alternative se1-yJsad, then te1-.flad. 

Recall forms such as kwoy; kwe1-kw6y 'bend' (Fig. ll[b} , Chap. II, 
sec. 3.3). We note that the ~-vocalism in t~?-ya~ad is in the proper environ-

1compare (Fig. 10, Chap. III, sec. 3.2) s~-b~d-baded 'mountains, 1 

.Ya.£7-y;das 'teeth,' for the underlying sequence [+voic;]-[+voice] & [+voice]. 
)Aug. redup. 

2'For the same reason, these rules·must be ordered so that-present 
Rule II precedes original Rule I. 

3Note the shwa-insertion in env./#C-1, Cf, Chap. II, sec. 17.2. 
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mellt {viz. , C-C) f<;ir the vocalization of a ~emi"'.'vowel., in the present case 1.• 

Supposing this as a possibility, what is the source of the 't. .in the (recon-
~ 7 ,.,structed) form *sy -y~sad ? The most plausible explnnntion we can offer 

lis that metathesis of original~ has occurred, A Y-metathesis rule, 
operating after glottal-metathesis, will permute the segments Y + voiceless 
consonant, the derivation being as follows: 

" t,/,yas-y.111.-d by Constituent Structure 
V 'v"'yas-yas.<l by stress-assignment 
.,, ,.,

y..s-yasad by V "" a mutation  
yhl-yalad by V --.. h (loss of voice and position)  .,,,. ,..,
Y's-y~sad by h-;.? 

ys 1.y:~ad by 1 metathesis  
.; 1 r.,,, sy -yasad by y metathesis (optional) (Compare yll-ya'sad above) 
" n ,..,se <-yasad by vocalization of semi-vowels 

V fWhat then of the altern«tives of the shape se 7-asad ? To understand 

these forms it is necessary to revert to the 1-metathesis rule. As tenta-
tively formulated (see Chap. II, sec, 3:3),it permutes the 'l with the nex:t 

segment towards the stress. The present cases seem to constitute evidcnc~ 
that the metathesis may occur across more than a single segment, as far as 

the stressed vocalism. 2 The derivation of the output forms, taken from the 
stage at which a two-segment ?-metathesis can occur, is as follows: ..,., ,., 

y •s-y~sad 
.. ?.'" .ys-y asad by ? -metathesis (2-segmcnt option)  

.., /'v  "' sy-yr.i sad by Y-metnthesis : ~-application gives ys-y 71"~sa.d 
.,,,. f' '., , 

vocalization of semi-vowels. ¥'se-y?a sad by Also ys-e 7-'"a.sad 

remains by cluster-resolution. Also l-e 7£sad 
Note that there are theoretically four, not three possible outputs 

for the rules given above, since we must allow for both one and two-segment 

metathesis of ? , and also the application or non-application 0£ the Y-met.a-
thesis rule. In the case of the two-segment ~-metathesis, application aod 

1Not I semi-v01:.,ei metathes i:'l • 1· for the output i.1-w='laft:w requires 
!!£ previous stage **l~?-wahltw , and thus no w-1 metathesis, For the ap-
propriate features for yin this rule, .!lee Chap .. II, sec. 7.5, end. 

2There are even one or two cases of metathesis across the stressed 
vocalism itself: but l do not have suffi~ient st~uctured .naterial to cto 
more than note this for further study. 
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non-application of Y-metl:lthesis are seen to give identical phonetic outputs, 

for there is no perceptual distinction between ~ey L and ~e 'L 
Most of the forms of Figure 14(e) may be explained by the same rules. 

-, ti IHowever, forms such as <as-yaq; .?a.s-qe-yaq, which present no glottal stop 
in the augmented form, may not be thus explained. ·Reconstructing, we assume 
th.1t the underlying form for the augment is -1, ?as-yaq-yJq. This shou1.d give 

** as-y1q-ya~. The glottal-attraction rule here failing to operate, it is 
obvious that x'-1 cannot metatheeise unless we introduce a further rule to 
delete the !. segment. 

Consider the alternatives. The addition of a further rule to delete 
the unwanted glottal stop would guarantee the correct output; but the lack of 
any further need for such a rule at least warns us to seek another solution. 

1Suppose, instead, we constrain the generation ·of the glottal stop. This may 
be done at either of the two stages V to h, or h to ?, We may assert that the 
unstressed V gives zero (Le,, no h) if a voiceless stop follo-ws; or, that h. 
i.s produced but is lost: before (or instead of) becoming glottal stop. 

2Since, as will be shown, Twana h is lost in environments which in-
clude that of the present case, it is clearly preferable to adopt the latter 
sohltion. 3 The rules involved are thus: 

l. V to h in unstressed syll of Augment. 
2. h --~ 0 with following voiceless stop. 
3. h to glott:al stop, abutting a voiced consouant. 
4. Glottal metathesis 

ir. 7. 5. Clusters with Velar Spirant Pl\1s Oral Consonant 

The rcm~ining sub-corpus, Figure l4(f), makes it clear that in con-

straining the specification of the left hand side of Rule I to [-grave], we 
robbed that rule of the power to handle cluster-simplifications of the types 

l , ,
Cf. p. liS. Although forms such as w;>q;,b ; q.1-waqab could in 

fact be subsumed under a glottal-~bsorption rule (see p. 45), it. 
simplifies the glottal-stop generati:p,g rules to allow the co11straint to apply 
there too. 

2See Chap. II, sec. 15. 

3The _important generalizations thereby preset'vet;l are (l) that un-
stressed vowels are always unvoiced and give h in Twana, and (2) that h 
gives glottal stop, adjacent to a voiced· consonant. 
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oaqs{d ; q~~biq~ 1nose' (cp. plw·p»tw 'spotted'), 
w,, · w vuX¾'6t t-x o t 'soaked' (cp. x:.d-xad 'tired'), and 

1 . 'q-~.i.q" landed' (cp. ~p-~apab 'cockles'). 
tIt was shown above (Chap,. II, sec. 7. 3) th~ t the type q~-baq5c1d 

'noses' falls under the domain of the constraint on sequences [+voiceJ 

(-voice] & {+voice]. What is the relevant constraint in the remaining 
\i,'I'., , types (e.g., X O t, )f<>q) ? 

1The element deleted is clearly [+gr.ave, +continuant] . The en-

vironment, however:, constitu;tes a disjunctive set of features. For }_{;J(j 

q-~aq I raked, 1 we require the environmet1 t to be I+grave} ( q), yet E.£!!-
d if fus ,:: 2 (since ~P-:i:;:frnb 'cockles,' does not lose its x in reduplication). 

On the other hand, the remaining cases are all subsumed most easily under 
the features minus grave, and [-voice]: the feature [-voice] is requiredJ 
to exclude xad-x;t)d 1 tired,' etc. (i.e., second elements b,d,l,w,y,w '"'" 

wbefore which X is not lost). We thus formulate the following rule: 

Rule Ill! 
+cous1 +cons·~ Ir+grave in env / ( +grave (fo1,- type ~aq)+cont -diff 

(+cons) w ...( for type x p t) 
-voice 
-grave 

) Aug. redup. 

Throughout the present chapter, Wt: have been concerned to show, whether 

explicitly or by implication, the explanatory powar inherent in the use of 
distinctive features. liowever, far fro111 exemplifying this, the above rule 

is in a sense far less revealing than the simple statement 'A velar spirant 

is lost before any voiceless consonant e;,;cept E·' This s irnple environmental 

condition cannot be expressed in the featu,es we have been using, for th!:! 

feature of gi:avity required would also exclude loss of~ before (e.g) -q, 
as in ~.(q; q-~~ 'raked, 1 giving **;q-~:q. 

On the other hand, the statement 'except pr merely gives us the bald 

1A Twana segment marked [+grave) and {+cont) cannot also be [+glottal}. 
2 .[-voice] is not required for such cases, for no [~diffuse) segment 

can also be [+voice]. 

http:disjuncti.ve
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fact of the exclusiont as if this were a quite arbitr_al'y exception1 in the 
'language, a conclusion· we a_re lor3th to accept without further examinat_ion,, We 
should prefer some-pos1,.tive manner of expressing the exelusion, while at the 
same time implicitly suggesting a reason fo'r it. 

What is wrong, from our point of view, is.that there is no.one featur~ 
which set~ .e_ apa~t from all other obstruents. This we propose to remedy by. . 	 . . 

assuming the existence of just such a feature. Since all. other obstruents are 
articulated within 	t:he o-ral cavity, let us call this feat_ure 'intra-oral, 1 or 

2 more simply 'oral.' The segment · p is now uniquely specified as [+cons, 
;..oral, -voice] . 

Rule III thus reads: 

+cons 1 +cons l[ +grave 	 in eny. I +oralf
+cont. 	 ;.voice )Aug. redup. 

The theoretical status o( the arguments in favor of the emplQyment 
of a new fe.ture, 'oral,' in the above rule, may reasonably be said to out-
weigh the fact that there may be.no other us~ £or this feature in the descrip-
tion of Twana. 3 

4'Ihe cluster:..r_esolution 1=ule thus reada:  

{+cons [+cons] 	 [ 2 ] -voice] UH  
[il ( 2]  Conditions: {	(1) is [+voice) 

[11 is [-gravel, {2] is [+grave] \ 
[ll isl+grave1 [2) is (-labial]+cont • 

1c£. the argument on d (but not!) loss, Chap. II, sec 8. 
2Better, perhaps, 1 labial '-.-wl).ich I use in the rule. 

3T1iat only Y is metathesized (and not w too)_is perhaps made more 
plausible if we hold th.at only the [+oral) (Qr [-lab.i.al]) semi-vowel is 
i~volved (Chap. II~ sec. 7.4). Cf. also n-toss (~hap ll, sec. 19, esp. end). 

It is not without interest to note that the loss of the component 
of labiality from all obstruents in Tillamook (Edel 1939) may perhaps be 
understood as simply an exclu!3ion of the same feature. This suggests the 
borrowing of a single rule from Lower Chinook, the neighboring language,.also 
lacking the feature. .On the other hand, Th0mpson (l966) states t.hat 
Garibaldi Tillamook does possess iabio-velars, although utilizing, a special 
kind of rounding. See Chap. LV, sec. 6. See a lao Hamp (1967). 

4The extraction of 1 conditions on rules 1 here allows the clearest 
formul::ition; in particular, the constraint in segment [2] on voi.cing. 

http:lab.i.al
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I!.7,6, Residual Form!:), ands- Assimilation. 

Figure 14(g) contains five forms which, it seems, must be marked in 
the dictionary for anomalous cluste1:-simplification. 

1 JUder sister,' 'eyebrow': there are too few forms with clusters of 

this shape for us to be clear, hut it ia possib!e that there is a regul~r con-

straint, viz., against sequences of affricates. 
Whereas 'master' must be assumed to have lost its reduplicating vowel 

regularly, •cane 1 suggests the operation of a 'minor' deletion rule for c2 
of the reduplication when anomalously stressed. 

It remains to note that Figure 14 presents several e;.ramples of the 

assimilation of ~- (of prefix ?as-) to .a following 's! ~. Of especial inter-
' , •? 

est are chose forms, such as 1asade~ ; 1;s~.tde~. 1 grazed, J showing th.e 

assimilation only after the simplification of a cluster, and thus, of course, 

partly ordering the rcq:iirod rule for s-assimilation. 1 

II.8, Representation of b,d 
Before attempting to spec-ify the underl,ying representations required 

to handle the limitations on glottalization in the augment, we survey the 
classes of consonants involved. 

For cluster-resolution, it is recalled, we employed the feature of 

[voice.] to distinguish l,w,y,b,d,J,J,g,gw,m, and n from the rest of the Twana 

consonants. Here, on the other hand, we must distinguish 1,w,y, from the 

rest of this set. The simplest distinction to be made is to characterize 

l,w,y as ['."obstruentl, leaving bid,~,1,g, and gw as [+obstruent, +voice}, and 

rn,n as [+nasal]. 
But the distinction.we have newly made between voiced obstruents 

(b,<l) and nasals (m,n) requires a more searching examination. Consider the 
2 corpora of Chapter IV, sec. 3. 7, from which we draw the £allowing observa-

tions. 

1 '-' " I I ~..... "'il I 1Since forms like *ras-s6tc;d, I know it, and ~,as-sec, paid 
are commonly reduced to [1a2 6tc~d, 1alJ~J. s-assimilation precedes 
(optional) geminate resolution. For the moment, we place both these rules 
after cluster-simplification (se_e Chap, II, sec. 9). See Chap, IV, secs. 
3.2 and 3.4 for the shape of the rule for s-assimilation. 

2Loan words and allophony are both discussed in full in Chap. rv, where 
fu11 corpora wi11 be found . 

http:distinction.we
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From the notes to Figures 57 and 58 we see that ~,n occur in Twana 

probably only in loan words, whether from European, Puget Sound or other 
Salish languages; but in all word~positions (Fig. 59). While Twana is one 

of the few languages of the world apparently possessing 'no nasals, 1 it is 
clear that Twana b,d in all cases go back to Salish nasals m, n (Fig. 60). 

On the other hand (as Fig. 61 illustrates), utterance initially, b,d freely 
alternate with ~.nd (Fig. 6l[a]); an occasional occurrence is also found 
intervocalically, although almost only in texts. 1 Figure 61(b) illustrates 
that (only in texts) b,<l occasionally appear as m,n before,:, morpheme-boundJry 

before a dissimilar stop d, b. Lastly (Fig. 61lcl), we note that d is often 

lost 2 morpheme-finally before morpheme-initial voiceless stops, while tis 
noL 

From the above sumnmry, we conclude that we might simply utilize 

lnasality] to distingqish .Q,£. from l,~,l.· On the other hand, the occurrence 
of·m and.!!, in words not clearly.borrowed requires us to distinguish between 

band]!, and between _g and!!• 

Suppose we have defined ,b.d ;;is including [+nasal], .as well as 

[+voice} in the correspondi.ng segments of the relevant dictionary entries. 

If, then, the proper environment for glottalization in augment reduplication 
· · d H d (+voice] b an~ d segments are excepted by virtue of their bein°·LS e ne as -nasal , 0 

specified as {+nasal]. But this is counter-intuitive, for it hardly seems 

plausible that it is nasality that inhibits glottalization--we should expect 

the opposite~ What is more, we have not distinguished b,d from 1 true' m,n 

in the dictionary. 

So f::ir as occurrences of 1 truc' m,n are concerned, it is open to 

us to suggest that, since certain morphemes contain segments which .;;;_;;;..;...__,...,__ 

have phonetic m,n as their output, we may simply label these morphemes 
[-native]. This would allow them to pass through the grammar unaffected by 

LFor both positions of occurrence, it is curious that the dental is 
involved very rarely, in comparison with the labial. Compare the inverse 
relation for Quileute initial-position, Andrade (1929), p. 156. Quileute, 
of course, has bJd, and g. 

2see n-loss, Chap. II, sec. 19. 

3The informant.would accept the pronunciation, .on·_!:!Z partt of b/d in 
such words w.ithout comment, bu·t neyer herself replaced m/n by b/d except as 
delimited above.. 

http:correspondi.ng
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any rules marked as applying to [+native] morphemes; thus we require merely to 
mark rules applying to b,d as [+native]. 

The question now arises, whether it might not be preferable to ~ark 

only the .segments involved, and not the entire morphemes. If we do this, 
however, we are implying thtt there may, within tlle same morpheme, be seg-

ments tobenmkedas [+native) and other segments to be marked as [-native}, a 
situation that seems not to occur in languages generally. With this in mind, 
we seek an explanation of the following apparently 1mixed' forms in Twana: 

Examples:
'~ 	 ;~:..qa!!b':1.£!, (,..,, ~;,q_:)db#£ ) landing-place 

.. 	 w '1 ws~•wesamd,x (,v a~ wesabd3x) it flooded 

ta..m.6lec.)s!_ barrel 

ta!!!11Ua_2. rope 
The first two cases are tri~morphemic, and represent dissimilations 

0at morpheme-boundaries (i11 fast speech) mentioned above. 1 For the oth!:!r cc1.ses 

too, however, all our understanding of Twana le.ads us to be almost certain 
2that these are not single morphemes. We are thus enabled to assign [native] 

to the relevant morphemes as a morpheme.,-feature. 3 

We return now to the question, how are we to avoid the completely 

arbitrary implication that segments marked as nasal .ire nevertheless !12.E, 

liable to the glottalization rule? One simple way of accomplishing this 

would be to assume that the sound change producing b,d from Proto-Salish m,n 

was a change involving not primarily a loss of nasality (the allophony and 

dissimilation phenomena mentioned above would militate aga i.nst that in any 
case), but rather a change of obstruency for [+nasal] segments in [+native1 
morphemes. 4 If we assume that the sound-change was of the type ch.n.-acterized 

ns 'unconditioned,' it is implicit in a generative formulation that there 

has been a re-structuring of tbe phonological specification of segments of 

dictionary entries . 

. lF · · i Ch IV 7or re-interpretat on, sen , ap. , sec.. 

2we shall rehearse the evidence bearing on the possible etynia in 
another 	place. 

3By a convention we shall, however, mark only [-native) morphemes. 

4For further discussion. see Chap. DJ, sec. 3.7.1. 
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+nasalSuch an assumption would l.ead us to define b,d as [ ]+obstruent 
in dictionary entries. 1True 1 m,n may then he: distinguished as 
[+nasal . · 
-obstruent]• a distinction whose rare employment we are forea:i to explain

' l as resulting from their [-Native) (i.e., loan) status, although we observe 
that no such morpheme-feature is in fact required in the dictionary in the 
present formulation~ 

Suppose now. alternatively. we wish to infer, from the allophony 
and dissimilation phenomena mentioned, that the change of obstruency by 

which the glottalization rule may be prevented from operating on b,d in 
fact represents ,a conditioned sound change, and that it operates only 
optionallx for these allophony and dissimilation environments, and not 
at all for m/n segments in morphemes containing 'true• m,n. 

In this case, we should require to leave all the m,n,b,d segments 
as underlying ~ob~truent nasals in the dictionary. At some point prior 
to the glottal-stop rule, we should then insert a rule [say, rule X], op-

tional for the relevant (e.g .• assimilation) environments, changing, the 
ohs'true·ncy of m.n to plus. To convey our assumption that I tl'ue' m,n are 

exc'eptions to the rule, we must then mark all forms containing them as 

lnot rule X]. 2 

In the present analysis, the glottal~stop rul~s .are formulated in 
exactly the same way as before; either formulation will still leave the 
need for a later rule to (optionally) delete the nasal quality of nasal 
voiced obstruents. What has changed is our interpretation .of the historical 
fac'ts~ iristead of assuming an unconditioned sound change, with immediate 
restructuring of dictionary segments, 3 we have here assumed the addition 
of·a rule to the phonology.4 

1The use of [-Native} as a cover-term for 'behaving differently' 
is potentially misleading. See fn. 2 below. 

2Thie corresponds to our ignorance of ~he conditions on the excep-
tion. If we knew these, we should of course incorporate them into the rule 
for the change of obstruence. We prefer to avoid the term 'Native,• which 
hides our ignorance. 

3Perhaps more correctly; 'restructuring of dictionary segments as a 
result of a change in morpheme-structure conditions.' 

4Fro~ the point of view of external reconstruction. we imply that 
Twana differs 1 not in its dictionary entries, but by the ·addition of this 
particular rule. Although the shapes of dictionary entries do not ch.inge, the 
w,n forms are affected to the exteDt that a rule feature ·has been added to them. 
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bale 

bole 
bol ?oqw 

,-
bi'iyac } 

- bay1~c 

sa-d~lwat 
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II.9. Glottal Absorption 

Augmented 

bil-bale 

b.al-bole 

bi>l-b61laqw 

. '' sa-do-d~1wat 

Fig. 15.--Glottal Absorption 

l  
I  
I  
lfish-egg; bait 

spring {of wate_r) 

tangle up. I 
Imeat 

l 
wave {in the sea) 

I  
I  

The motive for attempting to distinguish h,d as a natural class -

from l,w,y·, was that the. output strings for augment showed a glottal. ·stop· 
1 

derived with the latter but not with the f~rme_r. ·However~Figure 15 shows 

that there are forms where an expected glottal ·stop is in fact not present ! 
in the output. The underlying forms for the augment are, re_spectively: 

*bal-bale 1 bait, I *bol-bole 1 Spring, I *bol- bol?oqW 1 tangle, I \ 
*s-~w-dlw?at 'wave. •1 

But to derive the ~orrect outputs we must still make one of two I 
alternative assumptions. We could, firs_t, assume that these forms are 'ex-

ceptions' to the rule for glottal stop in augment, marking the relevant l 
dictionary entries appropriately. 2 However, in the light of the.distinction 

we have just discussed concerning the underlying nature of b 1 d 1 another al- I 
ternative is now open. Suppose·we assume that und_erlying segments specified I -voe as [+v . ] are all relevant environments for the glottal stop rule, so that

01cc -- 3 
underlying m,n are affected as well as l,w,y. For clarity at this point, 

1rn accordance with the analysis of s-cob'l 1crab-apple, 1 _etc. See p.47. 

2That is, although they meet the structural description of the rule 1 

.they are not to follow it. SeeLa~off {1965) for the notion of 'structural 
description' and • rule 1 features·, within a general theory of the nature of 
linguistic exceptions. 

3We allow 'true' m, n to produce glottal stops -in the same way. 
This allows our rules the greatest power we may give' them, bearing in mind 
however, that the evidence for the behavior of 'true' m,n is so scanty as 
to be quite inconclusive. 
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we re-write these forms with m,n for b,d, recalling that they are specified·

[:::!~]'as +voice 
' ;.i, w ' "JThus: mal- male, mol- mole, mol-mol,6q s-n~w-n~w'at .1 . 

With the above assumptipn on the dom~in of the gl~ttal-stop rule, 
and applying the other rules we have developed in their original order, we 
now derive: 

m'Zl-mole, s-n 9w-n,w1at (stress-retractim, and 
dcvelopmeri t of 'O . · ,

ml ?-mole s-nw1-na1wat (1-metathesis).. , 
11 " " s-no1_~·1wat (semi-vowel rule). 

' l 
The glottal-absorption rule as originally conceived did not require 

us to specify how a choice would be made in the case (as at present) of a 
glottal stop falling between equally applicable segments. Since we shall 
hold that the loss of glottal stop for the above forms rests on the incom-
patibility of glottalization and voiced obstruen:ce in the~ segment, 2 

. 3 
it is crucial that the absorption should be by the segment towards the stress .. 
We must not derive **ml-mole, for this would (implausibly) make that form 
an 'exception' again. 

The above account might be summarized informally as follows: 'after 
attraction across any consonant, towards the stress, a glottal stop is 
absorbed by an adjacent:voiced consonant. 4 Nasalized voiced non-obstruent 
qmsonants (except in certain morpheroes5 so ma.rked i11 the dictionary) at"e then 
made obstruent. Such obstruents then lose the glottal G:.Oroponent.' 

However, there are certain forms in the corpus, in which a glottal 
stop does appear adjacent to a voiced (nasal) obstruent, which apparently 
contradicts the.above account. Thus it seems that either the glottal-

1See p. 45. 

2The matter is argued in Chap. IV, sec. 3.7.1. 
3 I W I'We assume that .tab-tabax 'lands,.' y~d?yo)das 'teeth, 1 etc., are 

derived in parallel fashion; the rule.must thus allow absorption to a 
voiced segment towards the stre~s, .2! to an adjacent preceding voiced seg-
ment, in that order. · 

4compare the penetrating account in Sapir (1938). 

5The 'true' m/n forms. Cf. Chap. II, sec. 8, end. 
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absorption·:£!. tne glottal-loss rule must be constrained so as to operate 
only in the environment 'Augment 1 ; the 1 ~momaJoust forms ure n·ot augmented 

forms, and would thus be di~tinct from the latter. 

Although the constraint of rules to particular morphologically-
1defined environments is by no means uncommon, we 'should still prefer a 

more· powerful formulation if possible. We shall there.fore examine some· 

typical environments in which glottal stop is retained next to b/d. 

neld ,..., hed< a long time 
s-c,o 1b ,'\,J s-c6b 1 crab-apple 
d.}~a td ...... a.,,c'ad t where 

V ,1 I P.b'asc.a d - baU.ad ,z louse 
cda 1d ...... tat.ad 1 coal 
s-J:61l, - s-lob? soup 

1 '1b was-so -d~x sob26d-as smi:!lled; smell it 

qw,
e~ d~xw-~wex-abad. fry; frying 1 pan 

, w bs-teq a d:::i:x""-teqwob-?ad toy; game 

tabed tabc ldab.tc hair; body-hair 

Fig. 16.--Glottal Stop Abutting Voiced Stop 

1dxw-stcm-bd is a collb~on instrumental nominalization. 
Cf. be-te?-ab -ab is a verb-deriving st1ffix; be- is an 
aspect prefi.x. 

Leaving aside details not germane to the present discussion, we note 

the following points of interest in Figure 16. First, there is cleariy an 

optionality in the glottal-attraction rul.e, at least for the environment 
1 in pause.' Since there is a priori no reason to suppose that 1pause' at-
tracts a glottal-_-stop, whereas stress clearly does so, we must assume that 
the fonnr, C00Cerned (he 1d N he<l'1 etC •) are Underlyingly Of the Bh8p€ -eve? 
Le., contain a final glottal stop in their dictionary entries. 

Forms of the shape of 'as61b~xw may reasonably be assumed to be 

1If only because of the histotical·implications of the general ac~ 
count of the sources of glottal stop in Twana. 
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~·-sob~, parallel to s-cob 7, which we have already discussed (see p.47 ) . 

The norninalizations of type dxw- r,tem -bd contain glottal stop if 

the stem~final consonant is also "£.i clearly, there must be a geminate-

resolution rule, one of ,,1hose sub-parts de1:ives l-b from *b-b. As has 

already been shown, such a rule must follow s-.assimilation (cf. Chap. II, 

sec. 7.6). The same geminat~-rcsolution rule will also handle tho case of 

tab61cbb.-c 1 which is clearly derived from *tabed-dabac, applying the rules 

for vowel-loss beyond the stress (tabed-dbc), then geminate resolution 
(tahe<dbc), then shwa-insertion {tabe 7dab:tc) . 1 

Thus, for the stage characterizable as 'immediately after the glottal-

attraction rule, 12 th'e forms of Figure 16 have. the following sbapes--taking 
only the segme1.1ts innnedi.ately adjacent to the glottal stop: 

i) for -he?d -v hed1 , etc. i.1CV?Clf rv 1}CVCtt,/ 

By contrast, now, the relevant augmented £0::ms are given, at the 

same stage of derivation: 

i) for wj-_!-gdaw 
ii) for hl-.!-J?.ole -c 7cvc-}

iii) 	 for tb- ?t,;baxw 

It seems that the environments are sufficient to distinguish the 

p1-oducts of an absorption rule form\11.ated in the following terms: 
3Glottal-absorption: 

r-cons1 
11] 1+voicc] 	 l 11 J r +voice 	 t+stres 

f +cons 	 [ +con, l { 1!~-voe 
in env. Il+voice1 	 +checkeciJ[ 1] 	 ltc,ons l+cons 	 2 

Obstruency Rule:  

r+voice  [+obstrucmt]+nasal 
Glottal Loss Rule: 

l+ob~truent] [-checkedl+vo1.ce 
----·---------

1The final ordering of these rules will not invalidate the argument here 1 

though of cotirse many more rules are intercalated. 

2And thus, of. course, e~cluding the forms with glottal-stop oot yet 
generated at this point in the rules. 

3Glottal stop is to be defined later (Chap. II, sec. 18). This rule 
is modified later (Chap. II, sec. 13). N.B. The bracket numerals~ the 
sub-parts of the rule. 
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1As already mentioned, 1 true' m,n will be exempted from the 

Obstruency Rule by virtue of the morpheme-feature. [not Obstruency Rule] 
associated with the relevant dictionary entries. The Glottal-Loss Rule, 
in turn, requires no 'environment,' since the Glottal Absorption Rule 
unambiguously creates glottalized, voiced obstru'ents only in environments 

where we suppose the Glottal-Loss Rule to operate. 

In the light of the foregoing discussion, the ordering of the rules 

for 1( a.rid Y) metatheiils, glottal absorption, and vocalization of semi-vowel/ 
may be clarified. 

For y~~/d; ie?ytlad 1 £oot,' the order is not crucial. 
Thus, y~i-ytsad, y1s-y.j!fad (V-loss), {'./l-y,lad (1,Y-meta th)! 

Now, (i) glott-absorp ~y-y£sad : (ii) S/V se-jl~ad 
) 	 " '( Iv ) ,r ;, lyor ( i S/ V se -y,rnad: (ii glott-abs::n:p.se-y1sad 

t d 	 k" n.W• u.W 1 uW• 1 'h I h dOn t he other 11an , ta 1.ng K oy; i.,. e ");\ oy- mot er, t e or er proves 

to·be crucial. Thus: 
w w w1 w; w 1 wk oy-k oy, l y-l oy (V-loss), ! y -~ 6y (1-metath) 

) <1.W.:,, w. l f d . i 1t.w t eW" 
I.'.Now, (i g1Ott-absorp y-1 or --t1is leaves no way O er1v ng Ke-Koy 

wh :ich is not ad hoc, whereas 
(ii) S/V t'\/-R?oy is correct, and glottal-absorption docs 

not 	apply. 
It is thus clear that the order of these rules is: 
1. ? 1 '( 	- metathesis. 

2. Vocalization of semi-vowels.  
3 .. Glottal absorption.  

n.10. Rule Summary 2 
(Ordered, but still tentatively confined to Augment, except where 

otherwise specified.) 
1. 	 Reduplication Constituent Structure~ c1v1c2 , unstressed (for non-

laryngeal stems). 
2. 	 Stress assignment--to first syllable of stem (and original stress 

is diminished) . 

3. 	 Mutation of vowel under secondary stress, 
v- h in unst1iessed syll of Au~ent. 
h -i,, 0 in/ - voiceless· stop. 
'h-,.. fin/ abutting a voiced consonant. 
v- 0, Conditions: shwa pretonic; post-tonic, except before 

final h. 

1See 	p. 66. 2Cf. Chap. II, sec. 3.3. 
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*5, ? methathesis, across any segment, towards the stress.  
**6. Y-metathesis.  

7. S~mi-vowel vocalizes, between c·ons.onants. 
*8. · ? -absorption by voiced consonant a) tow.ards the } Constrained by 

. .stress Structural 
b) otherwise Description 

Nasals become Obstruents. Not limited to Augment, 
**10. ? - loss on voiced obstruents. Limited by S.D. of Rule 8. 

*11. Cluster-simplification. 
**12. s-assimilation (?as- prefix). 

*13. Geminate resolution. 

*14. Shwa insertion, conditions partly established. Not limited 
to Augment.. 

**15. Nasal obstruents (opt.ionally) lose obstt;uency befor-e dissimilar 
nasal obstruents at morpheme boundary. Not limited to Augmented. 

,h'<l6. 	 Voiced obstruents iyse nasality (optionally) after pause. Not 
limited to Augment. 

II.11. Summary of Stress and Vowel-Loss Phenomena 

The above discussion completes our basic account of the development 
of glottal stop, so far as its appearance seems to depend upon the morphology 
of 'Augmentative.' This is a suitable point at which to sum up the condi-
tions under which post-tonic stem vowels are lost, using the same basic 
Corpora as our data. 

For di-syllabic stems with primary stress on the first syllable 
..,, ,,, ., ,

(type 5,-cotax s-ct-cota~ 'halibut'), the stress-retraction rule oper-• 
ates vacuously on the augmented form; this leaves the correct stress as 
s-ct-~6ta~, ·no vowel-loss occurring. 

Fo1; di-syllabic stems with primary stress on the second syllable 
-,W ' W( type t~bex ; t.ib-t;,bax 'land'), the stress is retracted in the augment; 

the second syllable, now carrying secondary stress, has the vowel~. re-
gaFdless of tne quality of the original vowel. If the f-irst vowel of the 

2stem is shwa, this vowel is lost in the unmarked form; but the augmented 
form never loses a stem vowel. 

1*signifies a modific.aticm to a rule, as compared with Rule Summary 1, 
Chap. II, sec. 6. **signifies the insertion of a new r~le, of course with 
renumbering. 

2we take up the question of the loss of unstressed shwa in the un-
augmented form of di-syllabic stems, immediat;ely foll~ing this summary. 
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For tri-syllabic stems (type s-tqa~ad 
ever, both post-tonic vowels must be considered to be lost in the augmented 

forms, with the exception of a vowel before final h. 

It is crucial to bear in mind that for many stems encountered, it 

was necessary to reconstruct underlying forms of slightly different shape 
than that of the unaugmentcd form. Such reconstructions have so far taken 
two different forms: £01· some, a shwa had to be assumed to be present in 

the first syllable (.e.g., s-~pab; s-~p-~t~ab 'cockle~' reconstructed 

*s-~~pab), 1 while in others a glottal stop had to be a6sumed to have been 

our conclusions concerning stress position and vowel-loss far. For 

attracte.d towards the stress in the unmarked form (s-ca1yat ; s-ce '<-cg fyat 

I fish gill 1 £eC0nSt£UCt~~d *s-tay'?at),2 

With these provisos, the followtng formulae represent a summary of 
3 so 

clarity of presentation, the formulae refer to stem-vowel segwents only. 

Di-svllabic Stem Tri-syllab tc Stem 

Unaugmented Augmented Unaugmen ted Au~ented 
,.

' * - V V ___,, -v V 	 *-V V V C -v ri~ C 
------,. 

, 	 , 
>'<. - V V -v a 	 *-V V V C -\I rJ ~ C 

,·,-v V Vhf/ -v ~ Vhi• 

*-V VVhf} -v I Vhf) 

1see Chap. II, sec.~. 

2see Chap. II, end of sec. 3. 

3The corpus so far discussed contains so few stems in which rr1ore 
than two vowels follow the stress. that we are obliged to postpone dis-
cussion of vowel~loss for such stems until we treat Attenuative: there, 
owing to retraction of the s~rees to the Attenuative prefix itself, we 
may see clearly the loss of. vowels over the longer spans we seek (s;;;e 
Chap. III, sec. 3). 

Pretonically,stem vowl!lS atand except sh,ia (lost between 
voiceless consonants). The vowel in the stative prefix 1as- is lost 
when it stands more than one syllable from the stress. 
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Il,12.1 ·cieaT Cases 

Augmented Unaugmented 
.,· 1 ., ,· y(a) 	 co -cawas lo,,: ,., 2!atwa; 
io1-lawd lo?al - la'lwal , 
s-yo1-yewas s-yo:l'es - s-e1w4's l 

- s-y_a'lwes J 
w 1 w, · ., . .., . 

s->e e · -x •yac-sad s-xwe1;{i-Ld · 
. " yal 1-y~lax 	 y,al1ax

•
i\al1-~ala;w 	 t,.a11;tqw 

w . , tra 1?-·qwJlab ~ ail?alab 
.,,._, 4w.,l'.lb 

fil&!.! 
wife 
road 
wood 

ankle 
gather 
gravel•cooking 
. . 	 1 
sinkin~ · 

. , 
s-ya11-yblab s-y~~~ b - s-yalab 
~w'il l '1-:~w&lde 1ral• ade~ Ila lade 

. ,; 1' ..,, sa as 
q-al•lb ,., qalJb 
i~al•/b . N ilahb 
"'as-~1-sfb,.,."as-ha1-'b 

. 14s-Ja-h&le-l hal• i 
( '3!!. a-re. alive') ,.,, qabad' 

year 

ear 
flsh 

bad2 

liver 
hot 
alive3 

axe4 

deer5 

fog6 

(c) " . , 	 ~ 
safab 

~ 
iaye'>h-al 	 crab 

w ~,,.,., w .. w, ""' x e••csad x e•-x ,11yacsad 	 ankle 
xwe1lf:le (h) wrist 
·w , 

,c: e1-a,xad 	 cut•off .a~ 
bob•tail 

da7wlh .., aa1wj7 - da?wi thou 

!a'lwa(h).t fine 
bark 

~we1i1; 

http:wal?al.ab
http:4w.,l'.lb
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(c) (cont,) Stem Gloss 
,l1.Jl1tp~le(h} cottonwood tree 
q:;l1etay willow tree 
qwe1wac ash 

Fig. 17.--Glottal Stop in Stems 

I w, .,.q ..:>l, + V1C2 post-.reduplication for Inceptive, +-(a)b derived 
lntransitivizer. Vowel-loss in the first syllable then gives glotttai-
stop, whkh is attracted by the stress to give ~wal7_..fl-ab. 

2 ' Compare qdEq;;~b (Attenuative, Chap .. III, .sec. 3). 
3For the Augmented form, sec 11/h-initial stems' (Chap. II, 

sec. 17). For h-loss finally, see Chap. II, sec 15,3. 

\~ompare qabi1d-d (Attenuative, Chap. III, sec. 7.1). 
5 . We note that gem_inates are not always simplified. Compare. 

s-Uday; s-i·aday (Augment) (seed-loss, Chap. II, sec. 19). Elmendorf 
s~way1iarl. 

6 ' . w,v 
. Elmendorf sq.;. sab. 

·Having discussed the development of glottal stop in the augment, 
together with the vowel-losses consequent upon stress shift, we turn now to 
a converse but parallel topic, namely, the development of glottal stop in 
the unaugmented forms themselves. We shall suggest rhat the development of 
glottal atop must be considered a phenomenon not at all confined to the augment, 

tut one very closely bound up with all vowel-loss in conjunction with remoteness 

from stress. The conditions for glottal absorption will require revision. 
The forms of Figure 17(a) show the alternation ~ ""'r/ not only at 

the morpheme-boundary between the stem and the reduplicating syllable, which 

has been our interest so far: they also show that glottal stop found within 
uriaugmented stems is sometimes in alternation with ~ in the corresponding 
augmented fot1J1S, The existence of forms such as th·e following, shows t~at 
the alternation is not one characterizable as 'automatic'; that is, it is not 
the case that such glottal stops found in the augment~d forms are never 
present in the unaugmented form,. 
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Examples: 

1as-x;l.? 
I -

1:)5-~_,1'1 -~:1 '1 marke.d 
s-!a1waltxw s-1.o?-:U!waltxw roofing 
1as-law? 1as-lo1-Uw? baked 
s-qw6bay_1 s-lt~ b-4w6bay_! brain 
s-~a!_yat > '2 ~ '1s-ce -ca_yat salmon-gill 

If the alternation is not automatic in the sense defined, then what 
controls it'l We notice immediately that the glottal stops with wh.ich we arc 

d , sueh as t a t .in t he unmark d e " 1' as,v ,,.., v vconcerne h . co ca, ""' was 'wife,' are again 
always found adjacent t~ a 'resonant' in disyllabic.stems with unstressed 
first syllable. Second; we recall that we found it simplified the rules to 
assume that unstressed shwa in oxytone stems such as -~~:);C.tpab 'cockle'_ is 
l.2ll 1 between voiceless obstruents,' We then suggested that, since a shwa-
insertion rule would ,in any case operate if either of the consonants of the 

reduplicating syllable were voiced, we might well assume that a shwa vowel in 
the reduplica~ing syllabl~ ia always lost. 

A similar interpretation may be placed on the development of the 
glottal stops now under discussion. If we take as the underlying forms 
shapes such as (e.g.) *y::alix .'gather, 1 *bytb 'crab' we may suggest 
that the loss of an unstressed vowel separated from the stress by at least 
a 1 resonant, 1 results in the generation of a glottal stop.~ Note that we 
frame the hypothesis in the most powerful form possible. 

The respectiv~ outputs of these underlying forms are the expected .,, ,,, ,,
y~11ax, se~~b (with glottal attraction, and subsequent vocalization of 
:1.). However, as will be seen from Figure 17(b) above, there are cases where 
sQwa must.again be supplied to the underlying form, although with a different 
outcome' in the unmarked form. As an example, take the augmented form 

w 1' w, w " q al -q a lab I all sunk. 1 Assuming an underlying stem *q a lab, we expect 
••*qw_ t1Sb for the unl'tl.ar.ked form; but the correct output is qw~ l•a'b. 

We do not possess enough evidence to be clear as to the proper ex-
2pla-nation of this alternation, although a possible source for at least some 

1The intermediate h is; of course, assumed, but omitted as not 
relevant to the present disc.ussion. 

2oata from Nisqually (a neighboring Puget Sound ianguage of th~ 
Salish family) shows that a st1;ess-shi£t has occurred, probably in rwana 
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of these st:em glottal stops may be the existence of ~eminatea in the under-
lying forms. 1 

What now i.s the appropriate e,splanation of such an alternation as 

F . 17() 1·f1 if 1 i ·1·k' ,,,~ ... " 2 ,., ?1.gure a exemp i · es n ree y-varying pa rs l. e co as.., ca was . 

The following exaf!lples show the same phen'omenon:  

Examples:  
('vs-coh? 	 s~co1b crab-apple 

caUd7 	 - caU?d coal 
....,ho161 ~ ho? 611 really 
...... s-qw.;, b'ay 7 s-qwaba?e dog 

'W 	 1;',.,,,d.ax - ta.1.1 ?- b3d daix ' -la1o-b;:;,d strainer 
.,.,,,pa17d pa '1el resurrect 

Clearly, tbl' a 1.tcrnations rest on an option Jn the glottal-attractiOL,., 
rule."'" 

IL 12. 2 Probable Cases 

Figure 17(c) shows• sampJe of further di- Jnd Lrl-syllabic ste~s 

for which, again, we might suggest the glottal stop in an unl[larked form has 

originated by loss of shwa in an unstressed syllable before the stress. The 

first three forms arc given as a parallel, for we ca,n show the alternation 

for thE:se cases. 

VI , 	 I 
(cf. Tw. y~des , Nis. Jadas 1 tooth, 1 Tu. y~l·elb , Nis. 3alad;ib 'year.) 
Con::;idering the forins for •yea,,' it is clear th~t 'fy.lana has lost a£ ; this is 
., result either of the resolution of the cluster 11 y,ld , £!. a ·loss of & before 
a consonantal affix b, after vowel loss due. to stress-shift (yalVdVb - ylVdb). 
The alternative explanations correspond to stress-shift of 2 and l syllable, 
respectively. For the d-loss 1:ule, see Chap. II, sec. 19. 

There is some reason to hope that si.tl!ations of this kind may prove 
recovcrctblc within 'l'"wana. 'rhe matter will be discussed in deta:i.1 c lscwhcre 
but can have no further place here. 

1For the resolution of geminates at certain morpheme-boundaries by 
generation of glottal stop, see Chap. II, sec. 9, esp. p. 70. 

? 
-The option seems never to be taken in the case of glottal-stops 

generated in the reduplicating syllable of the augm~nt. If we assume this 
is an absolute constraint, then we may incorporate ft into the rule: if not, 
then there seems no way of formalizing whatever statistical· knowledge we may

' ; , 
have on the application of the option. The alternan,ts wJd91boy ,.., wad:iib:ifwe 
'blackherry 1 of Figure 18 are due to the same option. · · 
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For the forms da1\'~h I thou I and ~~""lwa (h) t I fine, 1 the question 

must nimain undecidllble inside TwanB; 1 whereBs £or the rest of these forms, 

we should require to know the augmented forms to be certain that the glottal 

stop is not 'original. 1 To clarify this point, let us derive the alternative 

plurals fo:r pal'1ad. If it proved to be *,1rµ.,l<p~1J.1Jd (w:f.th glottal attraction), 
,.

the glottal stop is clearly 1 original 1 ; but if it were **P~l'-~Jlad 1 then the 
glottal stop must be 'secondary, 1 produced in the manner suggested above. 

II.12.3. A Select Twana Hcrbarium 

F:rn:i:..t Plant 	 Gloss 

(a) 	 b.>dkw ., w 
b~c;,k ay 	 blac.k-cap 

), .\, w 	 ). J.., w'iapO:X '-JJ:l..PO:' ay hazel 
? 'Wl:ab'7axw 	 t.:iib ex ay gooseberry 

qc"cay moss 

habe.bay 	 cascara 
' d~~ay 	 rye grass 

1. W, W 	 w, w ~eq eq ceq eq ay blue elderberry 

L•l ,.J(b) 	 c.e eq tel1 q"'e wil<l strawberry 
w;,d.;'baxT,, W;}d.;;?boy ,v wdd&bo?e blackberry 
y.iltih11ad y:ata1ode salmon-berryl 

, 
l ;1s!;:;laq E ~"3,:qe 	 thimble-berry., 
' ~t;i'1welas 1Jc:;i°twel1se red huckleberry 

.} 1 , w 'i l r M co yox e'.?s 1 W 	 Oregon grapecoryox a<ese } 
"' ~o 1)'OXwa1~.se1  

Compare  1~ sa11-a t-~ii1wa s two, doubly- wived2 

Fig. 18. --Twana Plant Names  
l , 
Cp. Unaugmented ya~w.l_!! (Elmendorf) and see Chap. II, sec. 8 for  

loss of d!f.  
2  -a~- makes adverbial phrases. 

1 	 , ' ~ Since the plural of da~w6h is suppletLve; thus td-w31?-walap. No 
plural is attested for ~-7wa(h)t. · The external comparison, on the other 
hand, shows gw in (e.g.) Nisqually. For Twana c~?wiis 'wife,' cf. 
Nisqually ~,gwal; and for Twana da?weh, 'you, 1 cf. Niaqually d,gwe?. 

http:p~l1p~?J.ad
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One further set of forms, those of Figure 18, will be used to 
illustrate the development of glottal stop within stems. In the cases riow 

. . -

to be discussed, bowever, we have to do with glottal stop after the stress. 
· - l 2The alternation is produced by the addition of a stem-formative suffix, -i!1_ 

'growing thing'; this results in vowel-l_oss in certain cases, according to 

the conditions summarized above (Chap_. II, sec. 11) fordi- _and tri-
syllable stems. 

Sub-corpus (a) shows the simplest condition, parallel to the case 
of unmarked di-syllabics such as ;-t6ta~ 'halibut,' where no vowel-loss occurs. 

Thus, qap~~w ; qapo~w-ay 'hazel-nut,' where the single vowel after the 
stress is retained. 

In sub-corpus (b) however, an original di-syllabic (such as s-~;iaq 
. - , 

1 thimble-berry 1 ) now becomes a tri-syllabic (viz., *s·l~!aq-ay); the result 
is that both the vowels following the stress are lost. Deriving this form in 
stages·, we notice a fresh condition £or vocalization of a semi-vowel. We have 

1<s-H'laq-ay,. then s-l{lq-y (by vowel-loss). But the output is in 'fact 

s-t.;Hq-£. It seems that -,>: vocalizes finally as well as in the environment 
C-C (as in *kwoy-kw6y, kwly-kwoy, kwy,:kw6y, kw~'l-kw6y 1bent'). 3 

The remaining forms of the sub-corpus show, in addition to the 
vocalization just discussed, the develop~ent of a glottal stop from the 
loss of an unstressed vowel adjacent to a stressed one, with intervening 
'resonant.'- Thus t:eleqw, but tel1qw-e 'wild straw-berry. 1 Although 

~ . 
no plural is attested, we may surmise that rhe form s-~.11welas ; s-l:.t1welfs-e 
in fact also exhibits a derived glottal stop in its first .syllable, in the 

>I '? ,\# v 7,11 V C v' " bmanner demonstrated for such forms as c3 was.,, co as ; co -cowas a ave p. 74, 

1Here we see, in effect, that a derived stem· (whether by stem-forma-
tive suffix or prefix (the augment) behaves in the same way as the ~marked 
stem. We shall later contrast this with the different behavior of the complex 
stem plus (e.g.) 'possessive.' For the implications for constituent structure, 
and thus for the cyclical application of the rules, see Chap. II, sec. 15.2. 

2Shown (p. 79, fn. 3) to be ?°"ayh. 

30n ~he other hand, the alternant Jo1y6xwa 1 ese..:_? 'Oregon Grape 
plant' shows a final glottal stop which, as will be seen (see Chap. II, 
sec. 15.4), can only derive from h in cluster with y, w, l. We thus 
conclude that the suffix 1 plant 1 is *-ay_h. The vocalization _of this y (when 
the trunc~tion rule deletes the vowel) is thus quite ac':OI"ding to the 
original formulation, using environmen~ 'Consonant - Consoaant. 1 
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The last two forms of the sub-corpus suggest that, perhaps only under  
limited conditions not yet fully understood, immediate adjacency to the stress  

is E.9,! a necessary condition £or the generation of a glottal stop from the loss 

of a vowel I al though the presence 0£ a I rea~nant i adjacent tmd towards the stress 

is necessary. 

Let us see whether, using only the rules we have, we can reconstruct a 
~ 

sui tabl.e underlying form £or ~o1yoxwe1~ s 'Oregon grape. 1 Ir the rules sug-

gested above are correct, then within a stem, the two vowels following the  

stress should be lost. Then assuming that the underlying form has the shape  
~ ,  

-V V VC, eitber the e in fo,yox'\,?;;, s is anomalous, .2.E the rnl e is wrong.  

The final o is irrelevant=, since it may be a shw"-insertion replacement of  

a lost original vowel.  
~ w However, the derived stem c.o1yox E_7ese 'Oregon grape plm1t 1 shows. .

'i ~ \,,~hat the underlying form must have the shape (at least) 7•co?yox 3i-

that the glottal stop may perhaps not now be in the s.ame position as in the  

underlying form (Le., it may .have been attracted by the stress), W'e tenta-

t:ively suggest that the. puzzling .!!:. .voc2lism is derived from an underlying :i..· 
t h ., ) ... ,wlf '.:.[li.s were so, we should have the rig t to -reconstruct xcofyox a1- . Let  

. ' f "7,w-, ..u~, further, 110w c1ssume that t:he !:tll 1 stop 1.n co yox a~- ls 1.n .act 

derived from a vowel after the 1 which we have newly restored. We now recon-
'} ~w -1--

struc.t '~colyox ay\fs. 
- 1' ~ w 

The form *co?yox ayV::; would produce the correct output, g1.v1.ng  
},.~w., ; w  co,yo:x y,s by vowel-loss a11d glottal ~top production, them co7y6x e?s by 

the semi-vowel rule, then lo?yoxwe(';) s by the 'shwa-insertion rule. To  
, , /. 

jt_1stify the suggested reconstruction, we cite also the form tkayas ; k-take?~s, 

where an under lying id:~kayns must obviously 	be sup?lied. The derivation here  
J ,.  T.,ij 

i.s clearly the same as £or the reconstructed *c.o?yox ayVs above. Thus 
l,, 	 , ' ,, 

·1,i:ak--cakayas gives tk-t.iky?s by vowel-loss and glottal stop generation,  

then tk-t-'ke '1s by the semi-vowel rule, then k-t;;kei"s by cluster-simplifi-
. 2 h  by shwa-inscrtion.ca ti.on, t en 

l Note tbat it is unnecessary to know what this vowel may have been;  
,,e cannot recover its quality, ·for it would always disappear i:l inflection  
or derivation. We do n.oc know the etyma concel:'ned _(etym~, for it is almost  
certain that st least two morphemes are involved), b:.it would hazard the guess  
that the last element is -ayas 'round object, 1 as in dxw~a?a'les~-b.ld 'eye,'  
analytically, 'round object,· searching ( ia 'Z), plus agei:;t-derivational  
d~xw + stem+ bad.  

2Chap. II, sec. 7.2. 

http:c.at1.on
http:dxw~a?a'les~-b.ld
http:g1.v1.ng
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As we. 	 shall amply confirm in treating the Attenuative, a form such as.. 
the derived lo1y6xwa?ese also shows that the vowel-loss rule must be 

amplified somewhat ,to handle forms in which more than two unstressed vowels 
follow the stress. If we derive this form now, we see the following: 
*io~y6xwayas-ay gives ~o?y6xw..!!_ ; that is, wed~ E.£!;. lose 'all the'vowels 

following the stress. 1 Rather, 'the vowel following the stress is re-
• r 1tained, provided at least~ unstressed vowels follow. 

It remains to point out that even the first glottal stop in the form 
t,.,~W,i f b 1 I f b l 'hco~yox e~~s may in act e secondary. If the underlying orm, y ana ogy wit 

,{ .,, 	 ~ • w*cawas -+ co1 was above (Chap. II, sec. 12 .1), is held to be )~cVwyox .ayas, 
~ 	 W ~j'>•W;,then we could derive c_:wy6}s y7s by vowel loss and 1-p.roductiou. then c~ yox y s 

? t w 
by glottal-att,t:action, • then t!oty6x e1s by semi-vowel rule, etc. 

II.13. Stem-Internal Glottal Stop and Glottal Absorption 

Unaugmented 	 AuSll'\ented . Gloss 
I(a) 	 y.;ides yad-'lyadas tooth  

c-..de± c:~d-c:i:d.al· he  
t;,,bexw tab-t-.'baxw land  

. I 
w~daw? 	 w>d-?wadaw horn 
s-lt6bay1' s-~w;o,b-qw6bay7 brain 
s-qW.Jbay1 dog 
habeb-ay casca1-.a 
hbfaxW gooseberry 

. ; I'qoh'ac 	 qab-qabac wrinkled 1 
W.tdtbaxW 	 blackberry 

(b) 	 sa-baded 
b,fa~h 
kWab~laxW 
?as-lob 
,Zas-xw.id 
1as-kwedad 

s.1-b~d-bade 
bad-b~d;,h 
kW~b-kWahu,xW 
·z'~s-l!:&b-l6b 
'l3s-xwa d-xw.td 
7;:;i s-kw~d-kwJdad 

mountain 
child 
ce<la r 	 1.-oot 
scarred 
tired 
held 

(c) Unaugrn.ented Derived 

yatawad 
!eleqw 
qwa lade(h) 

rata1w:a.d-e 
t.el1qt.1-e 
<'t;i; 111 -q~lde(h) 

salmon-berry; - bush 
wild strawberry; - bush 
ear; ears 

Fig. 19.--Stem,Glottal-Stop Absorption 
l ww~difbax .

(Elmendorf). 

1we delay the formal statement of the rule, ,for more conditions remain 
to be explicated (Chap. II, sec. 16, Rule Summary 3). 

2It alao seems from these examples that the ,glottahattraction rule 
does .!!.21 operate across more than one non-vowel segment (cf. pp.45-46). 

http:Zas-xw.id
http:c:~d-c:i:d.al
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It wsa shown above (Chap. U, sec. 9) that glottd stop must be held 

to be generated, in the augment, in association with h,d (that is, *m,n) as 
w_e11 as with 1,y,w. We have now also shown that glottal. stop may also be 
generated within stems) and that it must be held to be of phonological rathe-r 

than morphological origin. It is thus reasonabl~ to suppose that within 

stems, too, b,d are in fact proper environments for the generation of glottal 

stop. As will be seen from Figure 19, which draws.together forms from 
various of the Corpora already given, output b,d are again found to lack 
the glottal stops we supposed to have been generated. 

So far as sub-corpora (a) and (b) forms are concerned, the glottal-
absorption rule requires only minor amendment. If the vowel-loss rule is 
applied to the unstressed (first) syllable of forms such as yade.s, a glottal 

stop is produced, just as it is fo:r the con~esponding augmented form: thus, 
both y'?des and y1d-yJdas. The glottal•atty;-action operates on both these 

. ,,, 
forms ·alike, to give yd1es ; ydf-y:edas. Now the glottal-absorption rule 

operates -on yd'l-:','3das to give yd-yidas, but on yd?es to give ydes. 1 

Sub-corpus (c) recalls P?l'.'t of Figure 18 (sub-corpus [bJ), fr0rn which 

it is noted that jor the case of glottal stop generated from vowel-loss after 
the stress, the glottal-attraction rule seems to be optional, 2 at least for l. 

If this is the case, then we may also explain the form 4w~la:ie(h); 
4W~1?~q';;'lde(h) 'ear.' If we assume a derivation (for the augmented form) 

w · w, 1then q l'l-q a-1 ne(h), then we must 
assume that the glottal-attraction has not applied to the glottal 	stop after 

w ? w., >the stress, but the glottel absorption rule has applied, giving q 1 -q al_!!e(h); 

we may then assume the normal derivation for a glottalized nasal; viz., change 
of obstruency giving qwl?-qwJ1Je(h)> then loss of glottalization on a voiced 

W W~ · 	 w 'p W/obstruent giving q 11-q ~l_g_e(h), then shwa-insertion givi~g q ~l -4 ~lde(h). 
We must extend the glottal-absorption rule to handle those cases such 

as q"':t 11-qw,hg_e(h), where post-tonic absorption occurs as a result of the 
option on glottal-attraction. Schematically, the rule now has the following 

parts: 

1 	 . . 
The o~iginal rule is modified only by_ the bracketing of the following 

environmental consonant before the stress. ~t'es· _., yies now parallels 
exactly tb'-t.1baxw _. tp_-U:baxw (see· p. 70)-.-

2Compare a parallel situation in the development of glottal stops 
in the Attenuative where~ again, an optionality is Doted for 1 J al though not for 
w. 
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[+cons[ 1 ] +voice 1 ·21 
{ }'  

[+co~.s ] [ , ] 
+v-01.ce 

II.14. Twana Number Syst.ems 

Cardinal Ordinal Distributive  
, .  

dahqas U.calbh daqs one 1 

21~ sale(h) s1dsa-~aps 7~ s;salc (h) two ., , .,a'? .. 1't )i') s sc:l s.1bs ~') ::,7:, s three 
bosas· s~b6sabs bos6sas foux 
,; W' ,. Y, W ex ~s slxwasabs ex i:'X as five 

.I ..yapace(h) sy;>pa~bs . y.t.papce (h_). six 
tli.:wos s l~w~osa · b s tk~k~as seven 

, .,tqace(h) stqacabs tqa,qce(h) eight 
,;j ..l w,

}! a SJ;( ~labs XW.;?f?Jlal n.ine3 . ' 4·1opada~s s16pa-clacsabs 1'6popadacs ten 
5c~biaqw scab ,fa~wabs twenty 

Fig. 20. '"'.'-Twana NL1meral Derivations 

11,0ne' is suppletive in the Ordinal cabh 'fore, front.' 
'One' is later sl:i-own to be perfectly regular in _Disttibutiv~, 
Chap; II, sec. 15.8. 

2While 1.Jsale(h) co1,1ld derive from ?as,Heh or "lasalzh, 
distributive ?;> sis-ale (h) can oniy he from *~sa1~h. 

3The distributive 'nine by nine' is q1,1ite irregular, but 
only ad hoc· rules can be given, for it is t·he only monosyllabic 
numeral stem. The a in the last syllable suggests, of course, 
that the underlying-string is *xw.il-al-31. · 

' . 
4The irregu_lar stressing of 'ten' in Distributive is probably 

to .be attributed to the (analogicai~) ·operation of the optional 
rule for ~hifting s.tr~ss to afUxes (Chap~ II, sec. 15.6); 11: is 
clear that no ,option in- stress-assignment. i~ in'l?olved, for we 
·should _otherwise get **f6p-_!patdac!s. 

51 Twenty 1 is not attested in Distributive·. , 
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As a final demonstration of the rules for vowel reduction and 
,generation of glottal stop in stems so far explicated, we take the deriva-
tional morphology of the Ordinal and Distributive Numerals (Fig, 20). 
Assuming that the constituent structure or Ordinal Numerals has the phonological 

1 .
spelling s-Num-ab-s, the forms are discussed according to the number of vowels 
from the stressed vowel to the end of the stem. 

The stems for 1 1, • '5 1 ' '7,' •9 .. ' and '20' retain the single vowel after 

the stress. On the other hand, the_ stems for 1 2, 1 '3, 1 1 4, 1 '6, 1 1 8, 1 and 
1 10 1 lose the two vowels following the stress. 

Note particularly, however, that the form yapa~abs 'sixth' confirms 

the formulation we ga\e above (Chap. II, sec. 11) cottcerning the environment 

for vowel-loss. Reconstructing the underlying *s-yilpac~(h)-ab-s, we see 
that both post-tonic vowels are indeed lost, for the which is stem-final 

and word-final before h in y.apai!~(h) is no. longer so in the ordinal derivative. 
It wi.11 be important later, in the discussion on 1/h-initial stems, 2 

that here toot the 1:ule·s are simpler if we assume forms li.ke !~sale(h) 'two 1 

and :!6~da,cs 'ten' to have glottal stop as thelr first segment) rather than 

hold the glottal· stop as 'automatic for vowel-initial stems. 1 

The constituent stntcture of the Distributive Numeral is assumed to 
, 3 

be f 1~~\f.2 plus Vi.£2 elus the remainder of the unmarked stem.. It is from the 
Dist:ributive forms that we are able to recover the 1 lost 1 vowels of the 
initial syllables Jor the (simplex) numbers 5, 6 1 71 and 8. We are also 

able to show that a full vowel must be assumed for the second and~ 
4syllables of. '10. 1 'Nine 1 shows the development of a glottal stop in Dis-

tributive, in agreement with the discussion above (Chap. II, sec. 12). 

The full underlying forms for Distributive are thus: 

1 - 1 Nom' - Numeral - ab(?)+ s (possessive?). 
2See Chap. II, sec. 17.2, and Chap. III, sec. 3. 

3The underlying structure cannot be (e.g.) *bos-os-as, with the 
s.tress re-assigned by rule. for we should then get )'('*b!i!,s6sas. 

4we shall show that utterances phonetically transcribed as having 
initial glottal stop must also'be so described phonologically {Chap. II, 
sec. 17.2, Chap. III, sec. 3). Here,.it suffic~s to point out that the 
Distributi.ve's for 1 2 1 and '10 1 thus require,!!.!:!. speci.al rule for 'vowel-
initial Stem&, I • 

http:Here,.it
http:speci.al
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IS,' 
17 1 

I 2 1 

'3' 

,? w .. wo<c~x -;;1x.a,s 
,,, iw 'iw .. ta -# -os 
.•,'? ',, l ·· • s-;') s-aleh 

~ ' 

*f o~- 6?-v.s 

with unstressed a 
with unstressed 0 

with lowered vowel 

replaced by~ G.nd vowel-loss 
replaced by _§_ arri vowel-loss 

2 
and vowel assimilation. 

141 *bos-os-as 
'6' *ydp-ap-a~eh with vowel-loss 

'8' 
I lQ I 

'9' 

'''l"';)q-Jq-·aceh 
J ,~ lop-op-VdV~s 

w ,.~:x <> 1-a1-• l 

with vm.•el- loss 

with vowel-loss 

II.15.1. Introduction 

In our treatment of the phonology of 1'vana so far, we have attempted 

to show thq sources of certain glottal stops, and their relation to the 

procc.sses of vowel.-loss. In conjunction with this, 1,,·e have devclop0d rules 

for vowel-loss, demonstrating vowel-loss to be itself closely connected with 

stress alternations governed by the rules of constituent structure. 

At the outset, however, we exµrcssly omitted from consideration all 

stems with glottal stop or h {n the root. We propose now to discuss in detail 

certain phenomena involving glottal stop and _h, an uride::standing of which will 

enable us to explore profitably two important further problems. These are, 

first, the behavior of h and glottal st.op as c1 or <\ in slems Ln m1gment 

reduplication; and second, the source of the vocal.isms in the reduplication for 

Attenuative, and the alternations exhibited by them. 

At least five important facets of the parallel behavior of glottal 

stop a.nd _h wiU be examined, These are: l3ryngcal affection, glottal stop 

deriva::ion from lJ, vowel-assimilation, st:ress-·ultern.ition, and 1 lb-attraction 

by tho stress. In the prncess of the discussion we shall touch on some 

l 2See fn. ~, p. 84. See Chap. 11, secs. 15.3.2, 15.5. 

3the vowel-loss rule requires us to supply either no vowel or two 
vowels beyond the stress in the underlying form for ttcn.' We choose to 
supply two, on the bas1s of external comparison. ·compare U.Cheh. pan~cs. 
The Puget Sound languages have 1 ambiguous' shwa, as in pad:!_c for Nisqually. 
It is likely that Proto~Salish 'ten' had two non-shwa vowels :i,n the root; 
thus *?§p~n: contra Elmendorf (1962), p. 9:-
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e;vidence for the phone.logical Cycle for Twana, 'as w,U as deveioping criteria 
.foT the proper underlying specification of glot~al stop and .h· 

For clarity of presentation, a single homogeneous body of data will 
be used for the initial discussion of glottal~stop and h phenomena. We-
choose the morphology 

' 

of the possessive, for which a usefully large corpus 
is available, and shall supplement t~is as n~cessery with other 9sta. 

II.15.2. Affix Truncation 

Non-Possessive 

(a) 	 s-kw61 
s-cf'axw 

• yabed 

w_;1l(ab' 
s-te~ 
1as-cl ll 
da-.sad,1 

(b) 	 qwele 
caqpe 
s-p5lo 

(c) 	 s-xwakwkw 
siw{spiw... 
q ..est_ 

(d) 	 1asaxw 
kwtabac 
s:..iaday 

(e) 	 law? 
wad.aw?p-;.wv' 

· s-q a.bay? 
s-a da1i1-qol"
~dad? · 

'(f) 	 bl:Mxw vwsex 

d.txw-cac 

Fig. 

3rd Sing. 
Possessive 

s-kw61-asq4 ws- ax -as 
yabed-as 

,
·waqjb-as 
s-te~w-as't.?as-q a -as 
d:.11-sad~'t-ss 

w ' q ele-s· 
caqpe-s...  s-paco-s 

,.,., w w 
s-x ak k -sbw,s .,;)sp¼-s 
q est-s 

1' 	 wasax -s 
kwtabac  

. s-laday-s  

. la'2w-:-as 
w.ldafw-as 
f>;awafy-as 
s-qWaba ty-flS 

· s-:,.da-xw-q6t1-as· 
!alafd-as 

J 	 w'!a~o X -s 
sp"'exw,•as}' 	 w-sf.lex -sd w ....&X -cac-s 

1st Plural 
Possessive 

s-kwol-1' ws•qax -l 
'*'yabed·:l1

yabe-l 
m,qab-1 
s-·te~ew-l 
·•as-«1 .H-t 
da- a.td~'Z ;. l 

qwele-l 
caqpe-l ' 
s-pl!o-! 

w ..kwltw ls-x a . -
kw, is -,sp-

··W q est-i 

1asaxw-l 
kwtabac-i 

. s-Uday-i 

lawi-i 
w.Jdaw 1-1, 
p,itwayf-i 
s-ct.;,,bP,1-1 
s-ad:>x -~l9-1 

2L•-Affix TruncatiOn (Possessive) 

school 
ice 
fruit 

box 
horse 
fire 
be1ongs to 

cedar 
fir 
berry basket 

breath 
trout 
cow 

seal 
husband 
woman 

bon_e 
horn 
flounder 
dog 
blood 
coal 

gooseberry 
gull 

tongue 
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In the development of the rules,for vowel-loss under different stress 
conditions, we examined the behavior of the derivational vocalic suffix 

(-.ayh, 'growing thing, plant'). We now compare the behavior of a grnmm.atical 

vocalic suffix; a simple example is that of the third singular possessive suffix 

C "d F' 21 C i "'" w .., " , wons1 er igure . ompar ng ~asax ; «asax -s 1 seal I with 

8-l.;-taq i 1\-s-la±q- Y I thimble-berry bush\ We SB9 that the derivative 00\10 

follows the vowel-loss rule (Chap. Il, sec. 16), whereas the noun with posses-

sive suffix truncates the suffix but does not also lose the second stem vowel. 
.. wWe thus assume that in 'f lisaxw-as, 1asax keeps its autonomy as a di-syllabic, 

~, 1i.e., must be considered to be followed by 'word-boundary': while :',s-l;>laq-.:iy 

behaves as a single phonological unit (e.g., 1word 1 ). 

Fig. 22.--Surface Structure for 'his berry-bu~h' 

Having established 'possessive' as a potentially-truncating suffix, 

we may consider the proper form for the truncation' rule requir.ed. 

From sub-corpora (a) to (cl) above, it is seen that tTuncation occurs 

when the last two segments are unstressed. Thus s-kw61-~ 'his school 1 : 

S-xWakWkW•~ 1 hiS breath, 1 qWele-_! 1 his Cedar tree, I and S-!aday-~ 1his WOm.!10. 1 

1Compare Fig. 18 (Cha~. II, sec. 12.3) for typical derivatives. 

http:voe.al.le
http:requir.ed
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Ho~ever, taking sub•corpus (e), we find this simple formulation apparently 
Cont ra c ed . e f orm e. g, ) s-q .1 ay f ; w b'~ s dog shoudi t Th ( w b"' ·.., s-q :. a r-y-!!_ 'hi t ld , 
on the above segment;.counting criterion show a truncated suffix (**s-q~ baPy-s, 
then **s-qwabar~s, by semi-vowel rule). At first sight, it might appear that 
glottal-stop absorption~ in fact applied to stem-final voiced segments; 
and that would certainly enable these forms to satisfy the segment-counting 
rule. On the other hand, such.an assumption would largely destroy the power 
of the rule for glottal-stop.deletion, 1 for a form like that for 1coa1 1 · 

would now be cala!!-as, and we should thus be obliged to constrain the 7_ 

deletion rule so that it does ~ delete ? on .final voiced obst1:uents. 
For the moment, we should prefer. not to abandon the position we have 

taken on the derivation of glottal stops; in.particular, we should still.wish 
to hold that.glottal stops are generated in association with m/n, 2 and that 
these glottal stops are absorbed, and then lost when m/n change theiT 

. 3 obstruency. 
In the circumstances, the simplest solution to the problem of forms 

such as s-q~ha1l:-_!!., with no affix-truncation, is to assume that the en-
vironment 1non-obstruent plus glottal stop' is idiosyncratic. 4 From the point 
of view of rule-format, there seem little motivation for expressing this ex-
clusion in any other way than in words, as a rider to the rule. 
Affix-truncation: 

'I in env, / (-stress] [-stress} 5f - Affix 
(but~ [+voice] [ 1 1) 

1we :recall, that we as.serted that the implication of that rule was 
that once m/n had become obstruents they could no longer also be glottalized. 
lt is this generalization that. both for the present grammar and for its his-
to1:ical implication. we wish to preserve. 

2As well as with 1 1 w, y. 

3The alternative positions, that the change of obstruency has 
changed dictionary entries, .2! that it occurs in the grammar but before the 
generation of glottal stops by vowel-loss, are discussed at length above 
(Chap. !I, sec. 8 endh we there preferred to hold the present view, since 
(for example) it also handles otherwise inexplicable cases such as bole-; 
bal-bole! d~1wat; do-d,1wat. 

4A possible interpretation of the so-called 1 idiosyncracy 1 has to 
do with the identification of glottal stop as itself a semi-vowel, We dis-
cuss this further (Chap. II, sec, 18). 

5we hold the specification of 1 foT the moment (see Chap. II, 
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It remains .to explain the apparently· anomalous fotnis of sub-corpus 

(£)> where the affix is apparently truncated with only one consonant: between 
it and the str~ssed. vowel. 

Inst.ead of marking these forms as I e:xceptional I to the affix._ 
truncation rule, we shall hold that there are indeed two consonants stem-
finally. For 'gooseberry' and I gull' there are at first sight two possi-· 
bilities. We could assume that the final xw is in fact a cluster hw, 

which would not differ ~uditorily from x w . 1 But it will be seen2 th~t h 

exerts a lowering effect on stressed e or shwa, an effect not found in 
these forms. The second possibili.ty is that we h1.1ve to do with xw. 

One of the few stable sound-changes insi~de Scilish is that of k to c," 
\Iwith the parallel x to s. Equally to the point, however, is the fact that 

the paralleJ rounded segments kw and x w did not partake of this palatalization. 
What we are thus suggesting in effect is that the cluster· x plus w consti-

3tutes a relic fmvil:onment for the survival of originRl Salish x. 

What, however, can be said of daxw-ca~-,!i~ where we. have no obvious 

choice of re-interpretation as we had for the other two cases? If the above 

argument is correct 1 then here too, we ought to be able to assume a two-
scgm,mt unstressed environment finally. It will be 1,een from the discus-
sion on h-los~ (Chap. II. sec. 15.3), that the most plausible candidate for 
the ·'lost' segment in d.lxw-ca~-s is perhaps -h-. We thus tentatively 
re-construct *dxw-ca!,l {or *dxw-c·(h~) for 'tongue. 1 

We have now established that the gra1runatical affix 'possessive' 

behaves differently from a derivational affix such as *-:fil, 'growing 

thing, 1 in that the former truncates by. a rule dire:ct1y relating to the 

position of the stress in the stem, and have mentioned briefly the implications 

sc~. 18). For fuller specification of Affix-T~uncation, see Chap. II, sec. 
15.4, where ordering is also dealt with. 

1rn 1\:rana, xw commonly shows very little friction (as compared to 
0w • W 

~ ) , and is often indistinguishable ·auditorily £r0m hw {or h ) . 

2Chapter 11, sec. 15.3. 

3we distinguish' original xw from this by pointin° .to forms suchW/ , W C as x ad , 1 tired, 1 x ad-x &d 'all tired, 1 where the redupli~ation shows that 
xw i$ treated .as one segment. See also Chap." IVt sec. 3.5, on k - t, 

,t
X -e S. 

http:possibili.ty
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for the Phonological Cycle. Equally important 1 at least fro~ the point of 
·view of the following discussion, ie the behavior of the glottal stoE when 
stem-final (e.g.• sq\~ba'y?-) in conjunction with a preceding non~obstruent. 

We proceed now to compare with this the behavior of stem-final .h, again 
making use of the 'truncating' possessive affix. 

II.15.3. L~ryngeal Affection 

11.15 3.1. 1lL!! 

Non-Poss, 3rd Sg. Poss. 1st Pl. Poss. Gloss 
se 7a-:i: house1 

thing here1 

I 

se1,h-as l 
-se 'ah-as 1 

,,_ 
b':i)di!h ,.,, Mdt, 

selah ('v sela 
,·

m;)-"l:.>h "" m~?a 
,vk,~ah k;,a, 

,;
k.:>yah "" kty-1 
qo16tah - qo1ola 
daha.dah ,.,, d.;Jhad ~ 

b;a,liilg"'a,h ,,.., b;,.liilgwa 
w, vuY->::C a 1ah ,.., ya,.~ Zl'fa, 

y41y-,sta,h. ,.. yt'l-yasta 

b&'d-as 

sel-as 
m,"1-as 

k~"'2..as 

kty-as 
qo761-as 
dahad-as 
balalgII) -as 

w,
ya'!' a 1-as 

yi 7-y~st::i.he-s 

bada-t 

s~la-:i: 
m,1a-i 

ka?a-¼ ,
k;ya-! 

qo'161a-l 

d.>h6da-! 
~ wbalalg a-i 

W;Y_.:::C .:,la-! 

child 

grandfather 

dad 
mother 
grandmother 
1oon2 
clothes 
navel 
hawk 

3wild rose 

Fig. 23.-- h- Affection 

1For the stress alternation~ see Chap. II, sec. 15.6. 

2See Chap. II, sec. 8 ford- alternants. 
3see ~hap~, II, .sec. l~.3.1 end, 
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Considering th~ forms of Figure. 23.1 the following rule. obtains for the 

unmarked forms: 'Utterance-final !l (optionally) al t~rnates with glottal stop. . 
or zero after a stressed shwa, and with zero after a~ unstressed shwa.' 

F9r the cases of ·stressed shwa in the fira l syllable, the forms for 

third singular shOTR the allomorph of ·'possessive'· th~t we expect, viz .. t -as. 
However, the first· plural for:ms show two irregularit~es; shwa here gives 2., and 

h is lost, Since the first pluul morpheme in Twana is everywhere el.se simple 

-±t and never -V±, we do not feel justi~ied in assuming an allomorphhere, and 

thus cannot assume the source of the a-vowel to lie in some kind,of vowel-

coal'escence, It is therefore held that -h exercis~s a lowering influence on the 
preceding stressed shwa before being lost. Call such an effect 1 h-affection.' 

What are the precise conditions for this 1 h-affection 1 of vowels, and 
for· the loss Qf -h thereafter? Since we must assume· the for.ins underlying the 
alternants (e, g.) b/d&h,.., bidet to contain final -!!t .we may certainly suggest 

; . I 
that the diverse outputs for third singular as between se?.Jh ; se1a h-as and 

b;daih ; · bad-a? are attributable to the presence ·or absence (respectively) of 
stress on the final vowel. 

Restoring the b. throughout these paradigms for representative: forms, 

we have: 
Jse~h se1lh-as se1.i h-l 

le'lih :f:e1.{h-as :!:e"ah-,l, ,
bi°dah bad~h-as btdah-l 

selah sel:;,h-as se~h-1 

k31ah ka?ah-as k31ah-l 
Compare the forms for third singular with those for first plural. Note 

first· t.hat h- affection may occur regardless of the stressing of the stem-final 

vowel; all the forms of the first plural show it. Second, h- affection. is appar-
ent for those (and only those) forms of the third singular which meet the condi-
tion for suffix-truncation, viz.; .where the stress is not on the last syllable. 
On the other hand, h-loss occurs in the .present corpus only·when his followed 
by a consonant, that is, when suffix-truncation has already operated, 

The following ordered rules capture the above generalization: 

1As in Figure 23, so ·here in the text such forms are, of course, 
wrongly divided, for reasons of exposition. The prop'e:r division is .(e: g.) 
b1da•s:,. 
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1. · Tl'uncate .the· initj.al vowel of a grammaticat suffix if the stress · 
conditions are· met (see p. 88) . ' 

2. ~ a shwa to~, when followed by -hC. 
3; Delete .h betore a consonant. 1 Word-final h is optionally re-

pl~ced (only) by zero·after an unstressed vowel. 
We sho~ now the derivation of setSh 'house 1 and b(d.:th 'child' by 

the above three rules. 

'house' 3 sg. poss: 

_j 	 s.:.e1ah-as gives s-e1;ih-as (Rules 1-3 not applicable)  

l pl. poss:  

s-eiah-'l gives s-c1ah-1 (Rule 2), theµ s-e'la-l (Rule 3)  
unmarked:  

s-e ?-ah gives s-e13h;.•s-e?ft s-e1-' (Rule 3), <'<I 

'child' 3 sg·. pos~r: 
b.s'd:ih-as gives b{d~h-s (Rule 1), t.hen ba°dah-s (Rule 2)  
then ba'da-s (Rule 3).  
1 pl •. poss:  

;,
gives. bada.h-~ (Rule 2), then bada-1 (Rule 3). 

unmarked: 
' hac1ah gives' Nba.da . (Rule 3) . 

The form y~1..yJsbh-e-s 1 his wild-rose bµsh' 1s·t finally, derived 

as follows: *yt1E-yastah-ay+as, then yi'tc.-y.istah-ay+§. (truncation of affix), 

then yi'I- yst"8h'."y+s (vowel-losses). 2 then yi?- ystc:,h-~+:s (semi-vowel rule), 3 

and finally yj?_ Y.!Stah-e-ts (shwa-·insertion). 

1There must be an option ori this rule, Compare se'>/h : but bc:i-?:-se?-~-tad 
alternating with b~-~-se-?!-cod •rtrn building a house. 1 This option is prob-
ably limited to cases with following [-Cont] segments. ~,

-For. the treatment of unstressed vowels in the environment V - , _,v, 
~ 

see Chap. II, sec. 17.2. For the vocali'sms and the constituent struc-
ture of Attenuative, see Chap: III; sec. 3. Note also that the ~-final 
shwa before h is not lost (see Chap. II, sec. lt), so that h remains. 

3 	 . 
As 'W'Hl be cpnfirmed from the Attenuativet stem-initial semi-

vowels do not vocalize (cp,. Chap. III, sec. 3). 

http:initj.al
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l..l.15.3.2. ~ 

Non-Poss. 3rd Sg. Poss. Miscellaneous Gloss 

bada-l our child 

~ se1-£ h se'tah-as se7a-~ house, his, our 
eh haU(h) saleh~,s 1~sal~ -h{le-l alive, his life, 

we' re alive 
oh 

, w 
he7:>dax he was coming, 

he came 
bs-he1;-~ad l I 1 11 1 come 

~ 	las-he1;,h-~ad 5 
d:;)s~da'l mine, his, your(pl.) 

c· ? skale"l skale 1Gs anus, hi.s 

s-tci'? s·-1:.!-t.Jc!e island, islands 
. . 12sq:,ilij1 s-qi1e-qale monster, an1.ma 

a 1 xaxa 1 xax.i ?as taboo, his holiness 
? 	 ...,.,w'?0 	 q:> q :> 3S water, his water 

s'tey5? s-?eyaf:tyo remedy, remedies 
. w , w • W W/ 	 3'las-q s:)'ldax 	 --ras-4 s-q .>so strung, all strung 

Fig. 24.--1- Affection 

1l- future particle 1 plus -s- nominal. 
2 (Under 'Miscellaneous') An Attenuative formation (see Chap. III, sec.3). 

3Probably *qwasoh. 

It was seen above that. stem-final h lowers a preceding stressed shwa. 
Moreover, limited though the data is, there is good reason to suppose that not 

only does h have a similar _e.tfect on the other. vowels, but that glottal stop 
has a parallel effect. 

The cruciai forms for the presence of stem-final h arc those (such 
as 'possessive I third singular) in which a vowel-initial affix· follows. Figure 

24 shows that h-infection occurs with stressed!;. and .2 just as with stressed 
shwa., l:>ut that for the former the environmental condition 'with a following 

consonant' is not necessary, 
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It is equally clear from this corpus that glottal stop has the same 
lowering .effect as has Q, For shwa forms (e.g. s~-d~'ll-as 'his,' but sa-diP-1.;p 

'belonging to ye') the 1 following consonant' is again required. On the other 
hand, s-.lQlj'l-llis 'his anus, 1 etc., show that for ~-shwa forms, glottal stop 

requires no following consonant to produ~e what we have so far called 1h-
affection' on a stressed vowel. 

By analogy from the above argument, "\'e shall assume that forms such 
~h 	 ~ as q:>r...,')s 'his water' have the underlying shape q6 7 ; it is clear from the 

third singular possessive forms that the stem-final consonant in such forms 
must be glottal stop and not h· 

Additional support for what we must clearly re-name, more generally, as 
1 la-ryngeal affection' is found in the few relevant attested contrnsts between 
(unmarked) completive and (marked) derived incompletive. We assign to 'derived 
incompletive' the phonological spelling 'h',and are thus able to iiccount for 

1 	 w 1·" wsuch a contrast as that between he .§_d.x 'come in,' 'he came, 1 and he ~d.)x 
'he was coming along, 1 The latter is undeilyingly 0'<he 16-,!!-dxw. 

II.15.4. h-Mutation 

UnauS!!!ented Augmented 	 Gloss 

(a) 	 w~daw"l w.id-1wa'daw hara 

l:aw'l f.o?-taw mussel 
1·	.s-tq"/lW'l 1~s-qt.1qaw patched 

i.1ay 1 i.1?-i/1ay. shovel-nosed canoe 

Non-Attenuative Attenuative 
1p;j!way"l pi ftp.we1 flounder 

w ? ws-qwabay1 	 s-q i aq.i-be dog 

Unaugmented Augmented 
-., "? "'"' 1(b) 	 saw1 so -saw bone 

q~lway't q;:Jl 1-qalway'l crippled 

s-qw6bay1 s-lt.:, b-qw6bay 1 brain 

Fig. 	25,•-h-Mutation 

1No augrneµted form is attested for p~way? 1 flounder.' For 
5-qW•bay~ 1 dog, 1 the attested plural is S-qWabafy-ob~§, -obaf being 
always an alternative plural-marker to the reduplication we have 
discussed. Since the point at issue is, whether or not the glottal. 	 ,·stop appears despite retraction of stress, the use of these Attenaa-
tive' forms here is quite legitimate, For Attenuative formationt 
see Chap. III', sec. 3. · 
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Passing reference has been made to the alternation ?/' (Chap. II, 

sec. 3 [end]) exemplified by the form w;idaw_? ; w.;xi-'tw;{daw_. Figure 25 draws 

together a number of examples of this phenomenon. 

Compare first s-qw-abay7 ; s-qwi 1ee-qw~be (attenuative) 'dog.' Recon-

structing the Attenuative form from our understanding of the vowel-loss rules, 

we recover *s-qw,ife-qwbay1 then derive s-qwi1'.i-qwby.? (vowel loss), then 
w '/ w 'l w ~, w s-q i tf-q be (semi-vowel rule), then s-q ~ C!-q .i,be. Now we may not suggest 

that the loss of the final glottal stop results fro~ remoteness of stress in 
w w "7the derived form; for then, why does s-<'t ab-q 6bay_ '_bt::ain 1 retaii.1 its glot_tal stop 

in the augment? Adding to this the fact that law7 1musscl 1 loses its glottal 

stop in augment (to 1-i:aw), while saw? 'bone' retains its (lo 1-law'l). it is 

clear that something other than st,ress is involved. 

We recall that -h freely alternates with glottal stop (and with zero) 

finally after a stressed vowel, and now suggest that the respective under-

lying forms for tdog 1 as against 'brain' must be reconstructed as follcws. 

For 'dog, r with loss of glottal stop in Attenuative, *s-q~ba.:lh ; but for 'brain,' 

which retains glottal stop in Augment, *s-ltob.a..i'.!, That is, we propose that 

glottal stop which alternates with zero is derived from final h in a cluster, 
while non-alternating glottal stop is I original.' 

The rule required for the forms concerned must provide for .!:! becoming 

1 finally after a semi-vowel, provided a stressed vowel precedes the cluster. 

The case of taw? ; to?-taw 'mussel I shows that the alternation with zero must 

also be allowed for, just as with simple (i.e., non-clustering) ,!!-final after a 

stressed vowel. 

The ordering of .the rule for deriving I from final.has explicated above 
is clear; since the glottal-attraction rule is to operate on the output from 

the string (e.g. *s-qwoiba_yh-as), shapes such as s-qw.lbayf-as must be presented 

to it, for we get s-qwaba_!y-as. On the other hand, the rule for suffix trunca-

tion must itself be very slightly modified now to enable it to handle forms 

such as the present *s-qw.>ba.I,h-as as well as *saw?-as. The amendment will 

consist, simply, of adding 'or h' to the rider expressing the exclusion environ-
1ments. 

The rules newly discussed are thus as follows: 

l Seep. 88, See Chap. II, sec. 18 'Specification of 7/h.' We shall 
at length specify simply 'laryngeal. 1 
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L AUix ·truncation, b~fore laryngeal affechon 

. !~ 

Laryngeal ftffectioii ; b/d&h-s ~ bad.ah;.$ 	 , 

3. 	 h optionally gives. ii1 f~milly after-a. stressed voweTf!~:~:: 
. . · . Ld~ca 

h optionally gives fl} finally aftet.y.plus setni•vowel *w;,dawh 
--:--11 w~iiw'l 

*to?-tiwh -
~-tof-b1w  

h 1  is deleted finaily after an unstressed V plus w;d-1w~a~ 
semi-vowel 

h is optiqnally deleted fi,.:nally after a_n unstre_ssed fb~.d;,,!:!,.;  
vowel · · · l b,da  

, ·-- , IVglottal stop is deleted after an unstresse<i vowel 	 s-tc-t.ic~ 
. , 

h is opdonally deleted before a co11sommt f	l-~s-he"1.>h-~ad,.,, 
l.-~s-he1:t-c.d 

4. Glottal attr~ction 	 sqwa ba!yas 

II.15.5. Vowel Assimilation 

We note from forms in Figure 24 and Figure 26(a) that in the presence 

of a laryngeally-affected vowel; the possessive morpheme -as assimilates its 

vowel to the affected_ vowel. Figure 26 (b) adds ,a further sample of forms, 

from .which we. c,on~lude that what we shall now call 'vowel-assimilation 12 is 

a phenomenon not at all confined_ to. 'possessive' but of wide-spread occurrence 

in Twana, in phonologically-de_finable environments. The following rule con-

veys the notion simply. Notice that the rule proposed'must follow that for 

laryngeal affection, since i.t must operate on the products of th.at rule. 3 

Vowel-Assimilation: 

[ +voe ··1 ~ copy of V in env./ 1J +: } { Jf~~;:.J}
-cons  
-stress  Jb~~=..1 r - . 

1orderi_ng of tl\ese sub-rules is so far not crucial--they may be much later. 

·2Asaimilation, not 'harmony. 1 Clearly, we d.o not have to do with a 
feature of morphemes; the rule is stateable in terms of local influence on seg-
ments. Cf. Kiparsky (1968).. 

3~Q1'. 1nstanc·e, if *~-kfle1:.ae first underwent vi::,we:l..assimi.la tion, we, 
,E!hould get . s-k•l•1~s; laryl)geal-affection wquld then give **s-ka1f,1_es ·.•and 
we. should -r~qu;Lre another rule to give the vowel-adjus;ment for e.-·keli1J,1f. 

http:s-ulf1.es
http:s-tc-t.ic
http:assimi.la
http:kfle1:.ae
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ExamEle Gloss 

(a) 
I. 

d;.sotJ;ii1 

1es~d,,~ 
it's mine 
it's thine 

1 1s:id,1-as s~d..i"'-as it's his""Compare 
,vd~;>da 1-ob;Js d~sado '-6bas they're mine 

1es~da'1-obal - 1es3do 7,.6b;.)1f they're thine 
s~d::a'L6b~!-s - s~do '2'-obas-s they're his 

(b) 
{ cc1fid .I wet it~Compare s-ce~ewad wet 1.ns1-. "de2 

7e~...ad inside 
acrossrt ' 

Compare tcay.as eye-brow3 daxw-ia1.cPes-i-bad eye 4 

·N d~xw-f,,J'll '2es-~-~di/..a?; da'll.w search! 
skwol school s-kw61-as his school 

skal&'t anus s-kali 1t1s ~N his anus 5 

Compare s-k!la1is . 
sp-alwi.·'t swan(?) his sw:an ( ?)sp~lwi'lH }"' 

sp::.lw•4h 
h;;>li: alive s~lah•s his life 

S.JlChh J"' 
{ l ..WH-ab got be-wived 

Compare h~lih-•b got well  
halch-,b  

gull s-pi?xw-al·- baby gull{ s-p~xwCompare 
w~h.;,w owl we:hi'w-d baby owlr5· -- ' 

water { q"':::i'l:Ss- ~~yabed fruit juice6 

Compare .., cf'.~~s 
h:>h:,"l lots { h~h51::,b got to be lots 

,., h~h=>1.,b' 

Fig. 26.--Vowel Assimilation 

1compare se1ah-as,..; se'lah-as thouse, his house.' But a stress-less 
suffix vowel does~ ·assimilate to stem i. Cf. Tense-Lax) Chap. IV, sec. ,4.4. 

2cf. te'l-eqw;;d.ab· 1wet yourh.ead' (-eqwad 1 head'): but ca?-ac~b 1wet 
YOU hand 1 ( -SC;(h) I hand, 1) 

3.,., cac 'across'; -@yas 'round object' suffix; 
4d.:.xw--h.11d Instrull'\ental derivation, ~'rnxw-- mn, thus *nxw..:;.ii 7-ayas-mn. 

" 5For stress shift, see Chap. II, sec. 15.6. 
6Genitival constructioni!tJ,wof-as t-~-yameri 'water-of fruit.' 

http:te'l-eqw;;d.ab


, II.15,6. Str~ss Shift to Affix 
A further alternation is illustrated by the forms of Flgtire 26. This 

is the alternation in the position of the stress between the last vowel of the 

stem, and the initial vowel of suffixes such as -as 'possessive,' ;J!.E. 
'verbalizer.' 

. .le 
The occurrence of forms such as se.;.h-,!s 'his house' ,., se-1!,_h-as, 

demonstrates that the alternation is not limited to stems with {+compact] 
vowels; on the other hand, it_!.! limited to forms containing h/? as stem-
final consonant. 

Could a rule providing for this opti.onal stress-shift in fact operate 

on the converse situation, i.e., could it be assumed that the suffixes con-
cerned are in fact stressed, and that the optional stress-shift then puts 
the stress 01;1 the stem vowel? Clearly not, since for e/o stems 1 laryn-

geal-a ffe c t,i o rt' requires a stressed vowel, and the latter rule is 
~ optional. Thus the rule for optional stress-shift follows that for-
' laryngeal.- aEfectibn, 1 

A further question is that of ~he interpretation of the alternates 
with unstressed a (as se1~h-as) 1 in the case that the stress-shift option 
has been taken. Recall that in di-syllabics with stress on the second syllable 

it was found expedient to assume a preceding (and lill_Stressed) shwa is always 
lost; in certain definable conditi9ns, a shwa would then later be inserted. 
lt will be shown, 1 in connection with ?/h-initial stems, that any unstressed 
vowel before 1/h preceding a stressed vowel is optionally lost. 

11.15. 7. ·C-h Metathesis 

Another aspect of the behavior of his illustrated by the forms of 
~ 

Figure 27, Here the cluster -VhC is in free(?) variation with -VC we 
hear qahse(h) rv qsse(h). First, this variation is found in a number of 
forms, but nev~r found in others; it is thus difficult to dismiss the. 
phenomenon as 'sporadic intrusive h,' 

Much more important than this is the fact that for the few attested , 
augmented forms corresponding to -VhC stems, we find 'that the reduplication 

l See Chap, II, sec. 17.2. 
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. h-Form Non-h Form Gloss 
. ..,

bahcad rv bacad shng 

w l"'q ~ ahq - w q ~laq late 
s-pahqwai l'V s~ct'a~ waterfall 
.iahl~b-lad N iatJJb-~d I gather· wood 

cahp.11(h) l'J cap3(h) daughter-in-law 

dahqas ,..,, - daqas - d./qas one 
qahse(h).. 
laht:as ,....., 

qase(h) 
') 

~atas 

pl. 

pl. 

qs-qahse (h) 
~ J,., . 
ct-cahtas 

uncle 
stone 

s-tah'b d - s-takad t pl. s..;k;_t.3k,,Hl stocking 
""' s-tak~j 

la'1waht l'V i.)1wKt fine 

Fig. 27.-..:C-h Metathesis 

apparently takes 110 account of the ,h segment. We get q.ahse(h) N qnse(h) but 
Only (augmented) S@,-qahse(h) N .9!!-qase(h); ~ •,'c'~qah-qahse(h) OT ,h':..9.!-(lBhse(h), 

etc. 

It is, of course, open to us to modify the reduplication rule to ellow 

for such forms; that is, we could say that 'reduplication (?Onsists of 

CV(h)C. 11 Th-is is certainly better than marking the individual forms in the 
dictionary as h,wing al lomorphs of the shape (e, g.) [ qahse(h); ·qase(h) 

(AugL'lent) I. 
However, recalling that a glottal stop is attracted by the stress, 

and that in other respects .,!! behaves in parallel fashion to glottal stop, we 

-could now suggest that h is likewise 'att-ractable' by the stress. We might 

then propose that forms like qahse(h); qs-qahse(h) in fact derive from tmdel'."-, 
lying forms of the shape GVCh- and then show h-metathesis in the stressed 
syllable of the stem itself, while the reduplication 	shows simply the regular 

2CVC st~ucture we have so far assumed "for the Augment. 

1rt being understood that the ,a would bf? lost in the resultant: 
cluster ghs-. 

'2This is perhaps related. to the problem of I lost x' in Twana. 
Compare Elmendorf's Inventory (Chap. I, sec. 3.3.2), and see als9_ Chap._ IV, 
sec. 4.2 for an alternative ~xplanation {fn.J pn p,214). 
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How, now, are we to account for variations such as d.!bqae,.. d1_qas N  

d1qas, etc.?· First, it can be shown that in certain of these forms, the  
underlying stressed vowel cannot be!: such a form is s~pahqwai, 1 where  
the a vowel must then be attributed to 'laryngeal affection.' With this  
in mind, we may well suggest that the alternation ~ - a must result from  
an option in the rule for h-attraction. 2 If, as is clear from the corpus,  
the h-loss rule is also optional, then it follows that: (1) if h is  
metathesized we get dahqa,s; with (optional) h-loss, daqas; while (2) if  

I 3his not metathesized we get only daqas. 

It is now clear that, despite the parallelism between the behavior 
of h and glottal stop, the h-metathesis rule cannot be incorporated to-

gether with the glottal-attraction rule into a single 1/h attraction rule. 
h-metathesis precedes laryngeal-affection, v·owel-harmony, and optional stress-
shift; while glottal-attraction cannot operate until the stress-shift option 

has been taken (or not), whereupon the vowel-loss rule will produce certain 
glottal-stops4 then to be attracted. 

IL 15.8, The Derivation of 1 0ne by One 1 

/As was seen above the underlying form for 'one' must be *da.9.has. How-

ever, the Distributive 1 one by one' is dags: how can this be derived from 
*da'°qhas if the constituent structure of Distributive is, as we have shown, 5 

CVC-VC plus stem? If we attempt to reconstruct using *d/qhas, we get 
**daq-aq-has, from ~hic.h it is impossible to derive the correct output. 

1see Attenuative. It is clear that s~pe1E-pqw~t 'small waterfall' 
,l,W W -- "'W can only derive from l'<s-p~hq aL *s-pahq al would give**s-pa rapq a¼ 

2Thia parallels to some extent the option we have already noted on 
the g~ottal-attraction rule (e.g.) in word-final position. Compare cala?dN 
Calad'1 I CQ8l, l 

3 ' 
The implication~ of course, is that i,d,ghas is the proper underlying 

form for I one. 1 

4we recall that the vowel-loss rule proceeds by 'counting' the vowels 
following the stress. 

5See Chap. II, sec. 14. We are, of course, at liberty to assert that 
1 one by one' i$ simply (suppleti~ely) d~qs, with appropriate dictionary mark-
ing. It is, of courser clear, on the other hand, that we cannot derive 
(surface) daqs from *daqs. 
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Consideration of the vowel in.dfqs, howevex, suggests a solution. 
Clearly the original! has llndergone h- affection; we therefore reconstruct 
the first tbi:ee segments as "·d;h- . Now if this must stand aa the initial CVC 

for the underlying form, then that underlying form must have the shape >'cdahqas. 

If, now> we reconstruct the total underlying Distributive form, we have 
*d·<lh-:h~qas. The shwa in the unstressed syllable before th.e stress w·ill be 

~ 

lost, giving dh-a-h-qas. This, too, is incorr~ct. We recr1ll, however, that 
' r ' Ithere iS SU Optional Stress Shift (compare ~:)22_2.Js ,._,, c_2.'2'j1'J5 I three by 

lthree') from the infix ta the initial syllable. Such a stxess shift parallels 

tbe shift dE!scribed in connection w:f.th suffixes (Chap. II, sec. 15.6). Let 

us assume Lhat, like th.:it rule, tbe present: ~tress-shift ope1::ates before the 

vowel-lo.as rule. We then set up *d~h-ah-qas,which gives dah-ih-qas (h-affection), 

the.n d~h-ah-qas (vowel-assimilation), then ti,!h-ah-qas (optional stress shift), 

then <liih-h-qs {vowel-loss) and finally diigs (h-loss). 

No contradiction is involved, 0£ course, i.n deriv the c;1Tdin11l 

1 oner from '\'di.9.has, but the distributive from ,;,da~as, for these arc simply 

examples of allomorphy in the dictionary. 2 

11.15. 9. h and the llnvoicing of l 

1-Fm:ms t-Forms Gloss  
w 1 {a) 1elal-d;;.x sang  

ty.'t.,,. r.,;  
q al-d,rn pa iri t:ecl  
i_J• 1 ~ ,,., s.:cpa -(,.1&,1 afraid 

. . 2laqel-d~xw many sitting  
1osel-daxw dived  
tcl-dax'W lazy  
(l 

wOl-d,/1 X 
w filled  

. 13skwol scnoo 

1cf. alsn ?6p-op-~da~s, 'ten by ten,' Chap. Il, sec. 14. 
? 
-Note that we are unable to utilize the l;"Ule for metathesis to solve 

the distributive <laqs, since the C.S. rule would give us **d~q-lq-~as. It 
is precisely the notion that d;;h-:>h is sup?lied by the C. S. rule, that is 
recaptured by the use of dictionary allomol'phy, 1Distribt1tive 1 simply selects 
d£hqas, 

http:vowehlo.ss
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1-F~.;.ill§. l-Forms Gl_oss 
w,. w 

'X ~ 1-d<i::,: gathered 
IJ,w-.{l"daxw cooked 

(b) 

(c) 

s-lokw.,, lab 

lqw;;,dalad 
,;,} ,,. ~ !q ~c;sl-ob.1i; 

'2op€1-ab 
d-ax'!;, - 1 aca-w ii}l-b~d 

daxw-'l;'qa1wel-bod 

1.<J S-;) b-.i,co lat:;, b 

befi ~ad~wal-ab-st 

1• s6lah-d.ixw 

1~s61-daxw 

tokwa± 
!qw~ d1H 

7opaUd<JXW 
" 

'?acawai!d~:,cw• 
be-:::qa 7we± 
b:..co! 

?acadol 

4moon; sun 
5grave-ya~d; ghost 

ghosts 
one eats it; eat it! 

vehicle; on board 
landing-place; landing 
it's festering; pus 

made s'one pregnant; preg-
na.nt6 

a legacy; left him 

he takes him (1 goes him r) 
7he took it; go) 

(d) "' \\l1~sold:;i:K: it was t"1ken 
'1;) s6! ld;;.,x''' 

~ 
go now! 

so1'1 going to (a place) 
s-lok\~.. lab moonlight 
l6kwa! moon 

,rnnshine 

Fig, 28.--h - Unvoicing of 1 

1 w
d:x: . Coniplet ive suffix. Homonymous with 1 unmarked 1 Imperative. 

2iaqel. Supplet ive collective µlurnl stcrr. 'many sit.' Ci)mpare 
?abOt-daxW 1he Sat down. 1 

3~-k~''o1 1 school. 1 A loan from En~iah, with characteristic labia U.za-
tion of k before or after .2· Compare b~b:._ 'book. 1 

,~'l'he exact relc1tiot1 between tol·t·~ l~;,;ib (appareritly a derived intransitive) 
and iokwa± is not clear. Also unclear is the rel at ion of these to 1as-kw;1, 1 
' sunshine .1 

5Tho suffix -d (lost before~) makes derived nouns. The vocalism is 
rarely present. and it is not c.le.ar whether -d is reduced from -ad or is 
a11other suffix. 

6The 1-form is derived intransitive (-b).cau$at.ive (-st-). 
7The relation here is explained in the ten. But the relation of 

http:s6lab-d.xw
http:o;l.-d.lx
http:c;sl-ob.1i
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Fig, 28-..~. 

Lhese (t~ indeed they are related) with aol~ 'going 1 is obscure. Compare 
?as-kw,11 in footnote 4 above. If s617 is connected with ~.s61-da~w, 
then we must of course re-write the latter as *1as 

. 
.. s61•dx 

~ 

.· 

Figure 28 cite·s forms in which l alternates with its voiceless counter-
part!. 

Sub-corpus (a) gives.a small sample of £oms for which no lN l 
alternation is attested. Sub-corpus (b), on th~ other hand, shows that the 
alternation between certain parts of the total word-paradigms involves lN !. 

We recall the distinction made above (Chap. II, sec. 15.4) between 'original' 
glottal stop and glottal stop deriving from h in certain clusters finally: 
aftex a voiced semi-vowel (w,y), h gave glottal stop in such forms as 
w•daw1 1born' and ~~way1 'flounder. 1 We now propose that the forms in the Iright-hand column of sub-corpus (b) in fact contain g, and to interpret the l 

alternation. 1 ~ i as arising from the operation of a rule by which 1 
assimilates its voice to that of a following semi-vowel (h), 1 

What, then, is the domain of such an assimilation rule? Note that 
the forms of the left column in sub~corpus (b) all contain J. in .!!..Q!!-final 
position~ on the other hand, some of those of the right-hand column contain 
final l but some do not. From the Notes to the corpus, however, it will 
be seen that the left-hand column conslsts of fot'tlls in which the hypothesized 
-lh cluster is not stem-final; conversely, those of t~e right-hand column all 
contain stem-final lh. The domain of the rule for h-assimilation is thus 
clearly that span hounded.by whatever marker suiU.bly char~cterizes 'stem-
final.' 

The foms ~o far cited clear show the environmental contrast by 

1The one form in the total corpus 1,1here the alternation. l l,oo# 

is patently attributable to the presence of -h- is, unhappily, a form 
which we at'e unable to explain fully. This i.s 1'as-he-h,U.-(!ad 'I'm happy.' 
If, as seems likely, this form has the same root (*h~leh) as we find in h~lc-!ad 
'I'm alive,' then we may ·reconstruct tbe sbape *1as-h.-haleh-~ad, a Stative 
which follows the 'intensive' derivation. But we are unable to account for 
the stress-shift and vowel-lose which would give us the derivation-stage 
*?as-he-htlh-cad from which the i-form must arise. - w wIt is pos1iible that li. !lo(*~ eloh 'l) 'cedar bark,' and 
q"'e¼~!> y .,., ~weh13 y (*4weloh-ay ?? ) 1 leaf I are also examples of the l"" t 
alternation (Chap. II, sec. 15.9), 

l 

http:hounded.by
http:stem-fin.al
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me~ns of which they ate to be distinguished by the (h) voice-assimilation 
rule. T~e forms of subHcorpus (c). however, seem to contradict this formula-
tion. We thus assume that they are not to be considered as precisely pDrallel 
to the forms of sub-corpus (h). What, then, is the difference? 

We recall that the distinctiou between (.e.g.) he~ -d;ni:1'1 'he was 

COmin.g I. and he'io-d,il'XW 1COme On! I WaS attributed tO the presence ip the 

former of ttw constituent 'derived incompletive, 1 to which we assigned the 

phonological spelling -n~. 1 It Eeems reasonable to maintain that the same 
asuectual distinction holds here be.tween 1~s6:l:\dax"" 1go'. 1 and '1ds61-daxw 

'he took it. 1 We thus re-spell these as -~ras-sol-h-dxw and 1,?as-s61-d:./1• 

The rule for h-assimilation of l is thus: 2 

4 -cons3 +voe 
(+lateral J ~ [-voice] in env. / -syllabic-checked 

-\•Oiee 
+cont )stem 

his of cou~se assumed to be deleted later in the environments c-
(oblig~torily) and -c5 (optimally). 

With Figure 28(d) we re-open the question, mentioned in the Notes, 

of the a 1ternat ion l ,., l ..., 1 111 making the anumption that the groups of 

forms are :i.ri. £net semantically and. phonologically related. 

It is likely that the intevpretation of the h-mutation phenomenon as 
6' 1 i l d ·1 .on~ app l ytng on y to sem -vowe s y an w was unnecessa~i y narrow; it may 

well be that 1 i.i; also involved. If this is so, then we have a further 

criterion for asserting tli.at the rule for h-unvoicing must precede the 

h-mutation rule (compare footnote 2 below). On the other hand> it is 

l See Chap. II, sec. 15.3.2. 

2h must clearly unvoice l before the h--31>? tule; we should other-
wise get (e. g, f"'!qW~d~l ( with no way of deleting the final "'· For :I: l, see 
Chap, II~ Sec. 20.3. !I 

[-checked] is r~quired to distinguish l from ,J • in the rule. 

4 1~ unvoices 1. We thus exclude the (-co~t) semi-vowel. 

~Compare Chap. U, 5ecs. 15.3/4; h-loss is optioual in V-~~t~~he1_;h.,.~ad). 

6chap. II, sec. 16.4. 
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'diffi,,91ilt tQ se, Just what difference 'in ah~pe or'.'.ions·utuent '.structl.lr.e would 

:gua~an,te.e the outp~ts s6i'1. and 1askl!14'1,1 : One can' only ~u~eat that th,ese 
,be sli'i-tably marlte~ in the1 diction,ry with the .rule-~eatute (not 1-':,lnvo.i~ingJ, 

·. for they would the.ls automatic;.ally arise from *solh . and *1.iiskwllh', by the 
l'h-~utation rule.· 

1. 	 Constituent Structure~ for Aµpe~~· 
2. 	 Stress assignment .for Augment. 
3. 	 V - a mutation, under secondary stress.  

Affix truncation. ** 4. ... 

*~'t s. 	 C-h . metathesis, 
Laryngeal affecti.on. ·** 6. . . 

*~'r 	 1. ·VOWel: ass!aiiilation. 

** 8. 	 Stress-shift to affix (optional). 
. 	 . 

** 9. 	 h unvoicin~ of 1. 
V-losses (to h){ in uns~i:es.sed (Augment) Tedu;_>lieatio·n. *10. . by modified_ •counting' rule.  

·.h- _,. before yoiceleu stop {JI} 111. 	 . . ~ 2 abutting R. 
12. 1- metathe.sis •  
13 .. Y-metathesis. (/u.igment only?)  
14. Vocalization of semi.:vowels. 

*15. 	 Glottal absorption. Eilviroriment very cons'i:raine!i,, but probably 
occurs within stems too. 

16. Change of c:>bstrueucy·fqx- N. , 
~ 

17~ Blose glpttalization. 

1It is, o{ course, just as reasonabJe to ~old that t~ese fo~m~ 8~v~ 
been re-shaped. and are to be wtitten in the dictionary *sol! and *1ask al? 
dJrect:ly. Compar~. 14,ictionary final 'l ' in(e.g.) sedaxw-(611' 'blood,• 
~ Ht • ~ose,' t~l? 1 take off.' . 

2c~are Sum:inary·.2, Chap•. II;. sec. 10 (p. 71 ); * shows rules· 
modified;**' shows rules.added; of cQurse, with re-numbering. Npte _that 
the rules.are no longeT all confined to the Augment. 

N ~ 	Nasal · 
' . 	 'B = Voiced obstruent 

R.,. 	Resonant 

http:affecti.on
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18, Cluster-simplification, 

19. s-asaimilation. {Prefix 1as-)  
20, Geminate simplification.  
21. Shwa insertion  

22/23. Treatment of voiced obstruents.  
'l'r,'rN, B. Rule for loss of remaining h in cluster with consonants--ordering 

unclear, but follows Rule 10. A form like ?al.asqah 'outside' would 
otherwise lose its final shwa--which is not replaceable by shwa-insertion. 

II.17. Larxngeal Stems 

Unaugmented Augmented  
1a~C(')d };a. 7axcaid.  
1ales la?alal  sister2(m.speaker) 

3s-Hptsad s-pa-?aptl~d,.., s-pa?aptsad hee1
. 4d:)xw-1 ac:.-walb.;,d d;..xw-co-?ac,1w~lh2>d vehicle 

1as.:.? lit, 'l~s-pa'?ap - ?cts-pa ?ap wiped 
'lebac be-?eb,ac grandchild 

s-1elal s-le1elal rv s-l.-1elal song 

1as-1ex 1,a s-xe-1 ex 1as-xe'?ei< scraped. . ;v 

1a:,;-? ewad ?'~$<lrwe1ewad invited 
5bo-'i'ola sqa (h) ba- L;,."'o"ta sqq (li) go out  

s-1 obii"t s-b~16bat name  
s~7 6laxe1ad s;;>- l'ei'?olaxefa d dish6  

charitable 
~as-16xws':ab ..., Wo-·,,~oxW-.,s..b,.,-,~s-x,,,, W.:,,m:Wvs~b having bought wife 
'7as- 1t6sab 

,;ir.s•x ,.~ a 

-?as-1opH '1as~po-?6pal eaten ,. 7 
13- oo.tabed b~-1abHc>bM 	 seat 

~ 1 	 .. 
'las-~y 1~ s-y~-1ay7 paid  

. I W 1a. s- ?a 1ehcw 1~s-l~-Pa lax 	 hunter 

fas~hobsad 1;;JscJ-ba-h6b~ad red foot 
. I 8 

haHt-~,>d 1as-lel'-h1'>le-l 	 I'm alivc,
Werre alive 

Fig .. 29,--Laryngeal-Initial Stems 

1 compare 1axec 'go to bed'; thus i,'?a~ec:-Vd aa Nominal derivative, 
with normal vowel-loss following stress-retraction. 
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Fig. 29--£2!!1, 

2Fat the optional vowel-loss in l fala~ (later 1~7ala~, by shwa-
insertion) see Chap. 11, sec. 17.2. 

3 , ~ ,iFor optional stress-shift giving s-?a ,apts~d, see Chap. TI, sec. 15.6. 
4 · wCompare 7~cawal- 1 be riding.' Here Nominal derivation dx -stem-bd, 

with retraction of accent. Stress-retraction in derived nouns is common, but not 
~ntlrely predictable. 

5The glottal stop in ba-1.76?l~sqah results from vowel-loss after 
the stress (see Chap. II, sec. 12) followed by glotcal attraction. The final 
shwa remains, before final h. 

6s~16la~;_c'>ad apparently contradicts the vowel.:.Joss rule: we there-
fore reconstruct ,·,s-1ota:i,:-~, by analogy with forms like tkiiyas ; k-l:{ke'tc.1 s 
(see Ch.ap. II, £ec. 12.3 [end]). 

7compare 1abot 1 he sa:;; down.' Here, with Nomi.nalizing suffix 
uniquely, the suffix bears primar1: stress in the. unmarked form. 

8From >'<h;-;leh ; eompare h;,.leh-td<>"-b1:>t 'he snved himself,' ,:; transi-
tive (-d-) reflexive-(-bbt:-) formation. 

II.17.l. Introduction 

With t:he insights on the behavior of glottal stop and h already gained, 

we tGrn now to the question of the behavior 0f stem.glottal stop and h. We 

shall show that, although stem, init'ial '7 /h behave differently from other 

consonants, their idi.osyncn1cies there parallel those shown by 1 /h elsewhi?re. 

In per:icular, no compelling motive will appear for ~c-iaterpretiag 7v-
initial stems as underlyingly vowel-initial, that is, for assuming that 

initial glottal stop is automatically inserted before what are really vowel-

initial stems. 
Similar idiosyncracies occur in the augment when the final consonant 

of the initial syllable (C2 hereafter) is gloctal stop or h. We shall 
characcerize stems having a laryngeal as or c2 simply as 'laryngeal stems, 1c1 
for the remainder of this thesis. 1 

~----··~------------
1Thus, 1 laryageal-initial I refers to ?/h as stern-initial; while 

'larynge~l-flnal' refers to 1/h as of a stem.c2 
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!I.17.2. Laryngeal-Initial 

Suppose we attempt to derive the augmenteu forms for some of the 

examples in Figure 29, assuming that the 'spelling rule' for Reduplication 

in the Augment is exactly the same as for forms with other than 1/h -

initial, viz., C1VC 2 . LBt LH3 take 1ex 'scrllpe 1 and 7clal 'sing. ,l 

·,'r'lex" 1 ex g1ves 1~-?e:i;: (by vowel-loss) theri ~7-1eY. (by glottal attrac-

tion), then -:f,.-1e)f. (gemiuate-simplification) 2 then ,-;.,-1'e:x (shws-insertion). 
' '. 

We notice that, unless we invoke a second vowel~assiniilation rule, we can-

not get the aLternant outpuc, 1e~ (or ~:§.1.e~, by [optional] operation o.f' 
3stress-shift). 

The case of ~~1ela l is even worse. * 2'el-'<'elal gives 7f 1-?elal (vowel-

loss and 1 production). Then, assuming one glott:cil stop is attracted, we arc 

left with !11,.1ilal, with no way of deleting the initial glottal stop. The 

completely ad hoc convention that both glottal stops will be attracted must 

then be matched by the equally ad hoc conventioo that the triple glottal stop 

now appearing after glottal attraction ("'<>~u,.:."'telal) is simplified by the 

g~rninatc-simplification rule. As with "/e~, of course, tfiere is no way to 

produce. the. (commoner) a 1temant le'Zelal. 
With the h,...initial stems, we arc in no better a position. Deriving 

the augment for a form such as 1as--h6bs'lld, we get *'?as-hob-h6b'sad, then 

?~ -h1,b-h6bhd (by vowel loss, ;md 'glottal stop development), then fs-hb"l-hobl;)d 

(by glottal attraction), then >s-b_!-h6b!ad (by b-loss before n consonant), 

Now while the medial glottal stop wI.11 be absorbed (by .!!) , there is (as before) 

no way to derive the alterr.ant 1:as-bohobs~d without invoking a second vowel-

3SSimilation rule, 

One simple solution to the problem of the additional glottal stops in 

these derivations is to .,dopt the convention that '1/h-initial sterns d·o not 

develop glottal stops fro~ the 'vowels lost in Augment, even if 'C2 ' is a 
voi.ced consonant. Thls cert:iinly gives the altcrnants xa7ex ;rnd 1~7elal, 

assuming only that geminate glottal stops are simplified. Ilut how ant we to 

derive .the alternants xe1~x and 1£'telal, without an addition;;il rule for 

vowel-harmony? 

1compare the argmuent from tne Distributive Nu.me rals, Ch.ap. II, 
sec. 14 .. 

2Chap. II, sec. 7.6. 3see Chap. II, sec. 15.6. 
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The notion that the presence of stem-initial ?/h somehow inhibits 
the deve~opment of a glottal stop, is clearly not powerful enough to enable 
us to generate the second alternant (e.g., lg,elal). Recalling that a 

laryngeal may in certain circumstances be lost when stem-final, we now pro-

pose that stem-initial laryngeals are in fact also lost in the unstressed re-
duplicating syllable. 

The fact that glottal stop is not developed for such stems in augment 
is then very simply explained: If •c1 ' is first lost, then there is no 'c-c,. 

environment, and the vowel itself is~ lost. What, then. becomes of the 
vowel in such a case? We do not get forms such as ~b',el-lelal. . We propose 

that, after the loss of the initial ? /h segment, the vowel of the reduplicat-
ing syllable metathesises with the 'C I segment. Thus, the derivation is as2 
follows: 1el-?elal gives el-?elal (loss of initial ? /h), then le-·reial (by 

metathesis), which is the 1 common 1 alternant. 

We found it implausible to derive the alternant le1elal from the 

alternant l!_~elal (above); can we now hold that 1!_1elal may be derived from 

l~?efol? ·rn the light of what has been discovered concerning the loss of 
vowels in unstressed syllables, especially those preceding the stress, the 

suggestion seems most plausible. Let us review some supporting evidence. 

1'wo situations in which an optional vowel-loss occurs in pre-tonic 

position are the following: 

l. With the present-qmtinuatlve aspect prefix be-. Thus we have 

b=.1el.al"' b~ '-elal 'he's singing'; b~-lec-e-c.l d 1 1 'm scattering,' but 
(conuuonly) be-!ec-a-t~d 'I'm scattering them.' 

2. In di-syllabics containing shwa in the first and unstressed 

syllable (see Chap. II, sec. 4). Here we contrast 
, 1 · I'gathered, 1 with s-y;,li,b; s-y;;ffl-y;,lab 1.year. 1 

With the above data in mind, we see how the alternants such as 

1~1elal can be derived from those such as le?elal. 
We suggest that, as above, the unstressed pretonic vowel is optionally 

lost (with following laryngeal) in the forms under discussion. Maximum 
productivity is gained for the rule if it also deals with forms like 
be1eLal.... b;a?'elal above: thu·s, the proposed rule must follow the Augment 

I I . I . 
Altemant to s-y&_ka b. We should expect s-ya-1!.•b if the rule were 

obligatory. 

http:b=.1el.al
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metathesis that gives lefelal f~om the stage el1elal (i.e., after deletion 
of· initi~l laryngea~. Thus: 

1. ?/h deletion. 
2. Augment metathesis. 
3. Optional deletion of v1 in env./ -Z/hv1 . 1  

But if we derive (augmented) l-'1elal according to this series· of rules,  
i.t is immediately obvious that the shwa-insertion rule will ~ be able to 

operate to give the desired i!?elal 1 for glottal-absorption (which neces-, 
sarily precedes shwa-insertion) will give id,1-elal, the environment for sbwa-
insertion being thereby lost. 

-It is ther~fore in order to re-examino glottal-absorption. Here we 
note that (Chap. II, sec. 13) • in order to allow for~ glottal-absorption 

(thereby including cases such as yadesJ, sub-rule 2 was modified to read: 

,, 
in env. / - (C) V 

. l w 
This allowed -for both tb'l-c-,i,bax and yd?es. , 

To prevent the same sub-rule taking 1-1elal to **1-elal~ it is clear 
that we must constrain glottal-absorption from operating when the Hbsorbing 
segment is initial (l-t'elal), if there is no consonant following. This con-
straint is best expressed as a 1condition 1 on the $uh-rule above, reading: 
Condition on sub-rule 2: If C_is null, 

Tl1en [+cons ] b 1 / Ji.+voice may not e ~ env. ~ -

II.17.3. Laryngeal-Final 

The reason for the retention of the vowel of the reduplication syllable, 
as suggested above,was that the 1c1 1 segment had been lost, since it was a 
laryngeal. Consider now the forms of Figure 30, where the reduplication seems 

to be •g_1y1 . ' It seems reasonable to maintain that the retention of the 
vowel can be attributed to the same ~ause, viz .• the loss of 1, this time 
as 'C 'of the reduplicating syllable.2 

1For the generalization and furthe~ ordering of this rule, see 
Attenuative (Chap. IV, sec. 4). 
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(a) 

UnaUB!!!t'!nted 
qw;1 

, 
d:)., 

ia11d· 
da'l s>d 
datad 
qa?be 

Augment~ 
w wi? q o-q.::, 

do-d-6"1 

ta-t~n-~ . 
da-datlad 

ladabd 
4a-4afbe 

Gloss 

water; river1 

rotten 

branch 
foot ..pt'int 

foot-print 
girl 

(b} ca1yat ~e 'l-~alyat fish gill 
I 

d~fwat do-d&7t..1.at wave waves 

Fig. 30.--Laryngeal~Final Stems 

l W WI "' I W W.L,. l tsq oq ~th~s Skokomish' is thus s-q o-q ~r-b~ 'river people, 
regularly derived (from the plural of 'water' as 1 rivert) withs· nominal 
prefix, ao.d -tal 'people' (probable related to pluralizing -dbal). 
*s-q"'o.-qw61-ob9s would give the correct output by the rules already'given. 

We ther-efore propose amending the rule for laryngeal1 deletion (Chap. 

II. sec. 17.2), which now reads as follows: 

ff in env. 

We thus derive not only: 
,!el- felal --,\> ~1-1e1a1 -:-+ ls-fetal - {opt) L7elal --:> 1!7elat. 
but also: 
., ~ ..,.,,y

qo,!_-qO" --'> 

1There is no certain attestation of Aug111ented fot111s from stems con-
taining h as 1 C2.' Nevertheless, the parallel behavior of. h in ocher 
respects lead$ us to suppos~ a parallel here, too. Cf. Attenuative with h 
as c2 • 

A $blitary form, $7tdad• (h) 'money,' may prove to be ou.r single ex-
ample. If it is indeed an augme1ited form, then its underlying shape would 
be *s-d,h-dJh: but this suggests that •1aryngeal affection' precedes the 
loss of (c2)h. Cf. Rule Summary 4, Rule 3, where it is assumed that a 
larynge.af as either or_ is lost earlier than laryngeal affection.c1 c2 

http:d-afw.it
http:larynge.af
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It is crucial to distinguish these forms from those of sub-corpus 

(b), I~ we postulated underlyfo.g forms such as ·A-*~a1yat, **da'1wat, we 

could not derive the correct outputs. Thus (e.g.) **6a7-da1yat gives 

**la-ca?yat (~y deletion of c2 as glottal stop), but this would require 

a completely ad hoc rule to replace the.! by~ to get t~1li1yat. The 
underlying form:J as has already bee·n shown (see p. 46) must be *lay?at. 

IThe case of d~1wat is even more interesting. If we assumed 
. t · I 

,\·*da4 -da1wat, we should derive *"'d.;)-d~?wat, which is clearly wrong just 
, ~ 

as we saw a bove for catyat. But the de-rivation which will give the cor-
rect vowel in t,he reduplkation c::an only result from an original E· How-

. ' 7 ., ,ever, reconstructing with a ~ gives us *d~w-d<11w at, then d 'w-d;,w'lat 
(by vowel loss and ?~production in the reduplication), then dw1-d~7wat 

(by '-attraction, both in the reduplication and in the stem), then 
Ido1-d~i'wat (by semi-vowel i:ule). Why, then, do we get do-d~~wat as the 

correct output? Clearly, the glottal-absorption ruie must operate here, 
so that the glottal stop is later deleted when non-obstruent nasals change 

their obstruency. 
Let us recapitulate the derivation, restoring the underlying nasal 

segments for clarity: naw-n:w?at, n1w-n.:W-1at, nw 1-n£~wat, 
no1-n~?wac; then no-n~7wat (by glottal absorption)) then do- a_;1wat (by 

Ichange of obst1:uency), then do-da1wat (by loss of i?;lottalization on voiced 
obstruents). 

The case of da1sid,.,, daszid da-dafs&d ,N ~&dasa,d in turn shows 
that we must on occasion recognize free alternants in the dictionary; but 

the augmented forms match these alternants perfectly! For da?~ad, the 
form da-da1si,d corresponds, as shown above; while for das~d, s~da~;,d 

corresponds• derived from ~"'na~-nat.:m with the addition of the cluster 

simplification rule (Chap. II, sec. 7.3). 

11.18. Specification of hl w/y 

II.18.1, General 
From the whole of· the preceding discu.ssion, the following summarizes 

the behaviot of glottal stop, h, and y. 
First, these are the non-vowel segments which participate in 

metathesis. Glottal metathesis (or attraction); h-metathesis (as in 
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qahse; qs-qahse); arid y-metathesis (as in y-.ihd; se-1y;tad) are all well 
attested in the preceding corpora. Setting these segments apart from both 
the vowels and the other non-vowels (including ]:) , let us call them the 
class of [+oral]l semi-vowels. 

Glottal stop and h behave distinctively as regards laryngeal affec-
tion, vowel-assimilationi optional ·stress-shiftt and deletion as stem 1 c1 1 

1C2 1or stem in reduplication: these constitute the sub-class of voiceless 
semi-\•owelst a class divided internally by th(! feature of [continuousness]. -? 

By the same token, wand y constitute the sub-class of voiced semi-vowels, 

distinguished primaiily3 by the feature of [oral]. 

11.18. 2. w/y and the Semi-Vowel Rule 
So far as the specification of the segment alternations w/o and y/e 

is coocerned, the definition of w/y as semi-vowels would nonuallv include 
the feature· {-vocalic J, the alternation being then defin~d as a change of 
[-vocalic} to [+vocalic] for both. 

Tl:ms:  

-Cons l [ -Voe [+Voe], in certain environments. 
+Voice 

However, although the formulation just given is certainly simple, we 
should prefei one more closely corresponding to the notion that we have to 
do with the syllabification of certain segments. How may we convey this 
notion within the present framework? 

It is most probable, questions of 1 phonological markedness' aside, 
that any universal theory of phonology will require the addition of 

1For the motivation of 'Oral,' see Chap. 11, sec. 7. 

2The classification of h/? as semi-vowels bas thus been made 
purely on the grounds of similarity of behavior with w,y. We note that, 
for Twanat it would have been difficult to consider h/7 as·obstruents, 
for we already have a segment marked [+,;rave, +compact, +checked, -Cont), 
viz., ~- for discussion of h, se·e Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.3.2. 

31 Primarily I ref~rs to. the minimal specification possible in the 
rules (her&, the Semi-vowel Rule). 
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1·S_yllabicity to the total roster of distinctive features. If we assume that 

t~is is sq, then clearly we are at liberty to use this feature; indeed; we 
are required to use it. if its use in any sense clarifies the phonology of 
the language under discussion. 

Suppose, then, we specify all the non-vowel segments of Twana as 
[-syllabic]. We are· now able to define the process of vocalization of semi-
vowels as a syllabification, as we desired. We do not want this syllabifica-

tion, however, to apply to w,y by virtue of their partaking of 'voice'; we 
should also prefer to avoid having to reverse the sign on the feature 
[vocalic] (for w,y ate at present defined as I-vocalic]) in the rule in 
question. 

We may avoid both these problems by the simple expedient of re-defining 
w/y as [+vocalic]. As before, the binary quantity of a single feature 
(syllabicity) is reversed in the semi-vowel rule; instead of -cons J , the 

[ -voe 
+voice· 

left hand side of the rule will require to specify f+~:::licJ , for w/y are 
l-syllabic 

now distinct from 7/h by the· feature of vocalicitx:. and not voice, but distinct 
from 1 primarily by consonantality. 

We now define the 'environment' of the semi-vowel syllabification rule. 

Ex.ample~:  
llw~  oy tlwe?-ll~oy mother, pl. 
lawalb.!lli! · lo1-Uwalb.ll Indian person, pl, 

,. z 
s-hbq s-hlq-eh thimble-berry,-bush 
yact611walt:xw e~w61 ?w.>ltxw washing the house 
?as-law daxw-la1o-bad baked, baking~pan 

' 

~, .' tkayas k-u,ke'2as basket, pl.  

s-yo?es } wood, pl. 
Is-yo?-yawas,.., s-e ?wes 

dog, puppy 

1This suggestion is owing to MacCawley (personal communication). He re-
marks that 1 Syllabicity 1 wHl he re.quired £or any language (such as Sanskrit) 
exhibiting both semi-vowelNvowel alternation and syllabification of rand l, 
and claims that the new feature must therefore find a place in the roster 0£ 
features. ,See· MacCawler (1967) • and fn.2> p. ~15 on redundancy of vocalic. 

2' . 1 ;, h"s-.,..~ ,,,a q-~ (Chap. II, sec. 12.3). 

http:lo1-Uwalb.ll


Taking w,y, t, h,b and 'd· (at this_ point~ ·Ill_~-~) as non-ob~true~u, the 

a~ove sa~~le corpus shows that all combinations of obstruent and non-obstruent 
are prQpet' environme.nts for syllabificad.on of a s~mi-vow~l. In· addiUon, 
syllabification occurs (optionsUy) word-inttia Uy. before ati obstruent. 

. . 
·We note, finally, .the alternants s-yo'1es....,. s-elwes, which illustrates 

the alternative syllabifications of semi-vowels.that follow the ·stage of deriva-
tion ·s-y1wes (frc:>m. ui1del'.'lYing *s-yaw~s,l c9mpa~e ,u.ipented .s-yo?-ya:,was), 
depending on _whether or not glottal attraction occ~:i;s: with g~ottal attractim, 
we get $-)rw1~s, the.n s-~es; without glottal attraction, we get s-y~wes, 
then s-,e?wes. 

~he semi-vowel rule may thus be formulated as follows:· 
. ,. . 2

Amended Semi-Vowel Rule: 
1..:~ons J 3

1 {-cons]
["'.cons) ___.,....,. {+syll] in ~nv. I -~yll -syll 1 
+voe 

(•syll). 1 

[;.,ayll] 3opt. { # l ' 

II. 19. d-Loss I n-Loss 

'Our final topic so far as Twana consonants are concer~d, will be the 
loss of 'ifinai d'. 4 

Comparing ,igure 31 sub-eorpora (a) and (b), we note that stem-final 
-d is lost befor,: third singular possessive -s and fir qt pluxal ·I:, but that 
stem-final -t is !ll?£ lost :lµ the.se environment'.s. .This· s_ug~sts that we. ·con-
sider the segments lost' to 'be S'till distinctively !!.2!! obetruen~ at the. point 

1By the vowel-loss rule, ~pJ:>lyiug to the unstressed shwa in pret~mic 
position. · 

2 . . ' . 
But see the re\rised formulati<m (Chap. IV, sec. 2. 3) made posdl:ile 

~Y redefinition of the Major Class features as Sonorant, Consopant, and 
Syllabi~.. Note that this rede.finit1on makes the F~ature [Voc~iicf redundant. 

.. .3The atfix-trunc,ti~n i:ule ·must.also b~ am~~ded acc~q.iingly. The 
'exceptiQn ri~el'' mµs~ now read '.but n()~ [+voic~} [-.cC>nj · 

.· -VQC 
-syl 

4conipare the discuesi.on of the specification of 'outpµt: b,d. • See 
Cl1ap. II, sec. 8 • . 

http:discussi.on
http:syllabificad.on


(a) 	 s-'obat 
w, q est 

(b) 	 y;it~j 

s-q-sad 
s-g-s.fq-~ad 
s-..-badeci 

bact.iH; 

bad 
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1st Pl. Poss. 

s-'1obct't-l  
w, \.', q est-s s-q est-! 

""" ~"'o?b,'lt-l:::,o'lbat-s 

\l,t 
----,---------

y2s~d-as 

' ""ds-q-s.f -as 

s-q-s~q-s~-s 
s,;-bade-s s.11-bade-! 

bat:!L~-; 
bad-as ba-,l 

name 
CO,, 

paddle 

1leg 

toe 

toes 

mountain 
flea 

father 

(c) lek'".:,-c-:.d 
lekwa-~ 
lekwaG: 

wlek a-:!:. 
.# ~¥ ..,lek a-cp 

lck''1ad-1d l 

I S?eak; we speRk 
you speak(sg,,pl,) 

ahe speaks;they speak 
pesat pcsat-ce big ones;big hands 
taw~d s61 7 taw.;,-l:8d town; I go to town 

I went; I went down 

I <l.::rnc,;!; I just 
dance3 

W.- V ,., d' .., ,.w b w,be-q ec-c. ,.; a-c-'i - e-q ec you dance; 	you just 
dance 

Fig. 	31.--d (n) - Loss 

1Note the relation of the 'bcund' to the free form for 'leg, 1 in 
the form for 'toe.' Compar~ 'las-~6 'split' for the other etyrnon involved. 
The plural must f.!Y.hibit duster-simplification, but the pt:'esence of s-
nominal masks the simplification for s-initial ste:.is, since s--::; in any 
case gives E- by geminate simplification 

2The person markcr·for third plural is *w3l, the output from which 
is -1wal (the vowel-loss giving glottal stop, which ls then attracted towards 
the stress); this gives allomorph 1a! after consonant-final stems: oo 
general w-ioss rule obtains :Ln Tuana, so a specisl rule will he required he:'e. 

3~ada{h) is one of a number of pre-posed 1 auxiliaries, 1 Since sub-
ject person is marked only once per phrase (?~dii-cad-), the following main 
verb (e.g., ,qwec 'dance') is marked far aspect (be- continuous, ne.utral 
tense) but: E..£E, for subject. 
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of loss, i.e,, that the rule for (what ~e must re-name) 'n-loss' precedes 
1the r:ule.fo1: change of obstruency, 

Snh-corpus (c) consists of the (urn:inrked) p::irndigrn of the ve~b 
1 speak.' Thirq person singular is the 'unmarked' person, and only there 

and in third plural does stem-final *-n remain. We thus add I consommt.al 

person markers' to the list of environments for n-loss. Support for this 

interprt!tation is offered by the loan word 'town' Jn the same sub-cot?US. 

Sub-corpus (d) shows .that the one n·~final person l!larker (first 
singular) also loses its ~ before a word-initial consonant. Here, however, 
che attestation from te-xt:s suggests that then-loss rule is one which may be 
suspended in slow speech, or where a phrase is re-·(l :l.v ided for rbytbrnic pur-

poses. We comp.are. the citation in (d) with tada-~ad f.' qw-ua-lalali 'there 
I . . ',2wns, Just rowing. 

3n-Loss Rule: 
. 4 _____,.,.,+nasa 1, 

in i!llV. I & !+-cons]1 -graveJ 
)stern 

II.20. Sin,..a-Insertion 

11.20.1. General 

Swadesh5 refers to' ... the false vowel, a.vocalic murmur between 
conson~nts in clusters, whose timbre is much influenced by the neighbouring 
consonuuts. . , the fact that the false vowel is actually recorded 

with the same symbols as the phonemic vowels caused errors even in Boas 1 work.' 

1For the relative oidering of 1 n-lo.ss 1 and 1 glottal absorption' rules 
see Chap. II, sec. 20.S. 

rom "The Storm !fountain.'' r.'I signifies phrase-internal pauso. The 
unity of the total citation as a single phra5e is proven by the single occur-
rence of the subject morpheme -loo 1 I. 1 

3Despit.e the phrasal unity sh.own by the syntax (fo. 2, above), 
-·fa,d(r..) above must be consi.de:red as word-final still, And hence not liable 
to 'n-loss. 1 

4P h ,+nasal) . b er aps t+oral is etter. This parallels the cluster-re.solution rule 
which requires [oral} (Chap .. II, sec. 7). 

5swadesh (1952),.. 

http:consonant.al
http:1n-lo.ss
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We have shown above that: certain occurrences of shwa must be con-
sidered segments of dictionary entrieB, while others are the result of <111 

insertion rule--even, in certain cases, replacing an 'or-1.ginal I shwa where 

the latter was deleted by the vowel~loss rules. .L.ne 

spond to Sw.adesh' 1 false vowel,! although it must be clear that, for a given 

environment, all unstressed shwas :i.n Twana have the same phonetic shape. 1 

"!" inserted shwas corre-

Augmented 

(a) 	 q-c1baqsad noses 
i-amJj, 	 proud 
:;:-..:1!_1?;f:	lights 

t-abM 	 suckled 

t-adel, 	 scratched 

d.1-·S•;:;ld;'E } 	 mine 

d;i-kwtab2c Unatrgmented ruy husband (non-definite) 
t->d-kwtabac ' my husband (definite) 

s - ~- s / q- a.)d 
I q-;> b;i,qso1ci 

lawa lb;~ 

kw	t-kwr 
V t~b.i,c. 

w , w wpq -pa~-~.,
k-t~ke1~ 

r.(c) 	 ..'.E.!?.-q-abad 
4w::;l 't-qw.£lde 

l,;:)b-h.% 

s-.,b~d-bade-

~-1wadaw 

y<Jd-1y3das 
' 

toes 

noses 
Iodian peraon 

husbands 

hair all feathered 

baskets 

llXCS 

ears 

scarred 

mountains 

horns 

teeth 
Unaugmented 

(d) 	 p:atab when 
p ()t6 7las spring 

t.....-(e) 	 s~U'i1:l 1k d s , his speech, language 
1~da~~~-qw~beteqwab I 1m just playing 
'la<la--~~ct~beteqwab You're just playing 

Fig. 32.--Shw~ Insertion 

1See Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2, 
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We deal here fully only with those aspects 9f shwa-insertion which 

9re purely phonological, mentioning in a brief note (Chap. II, sec. 20.4) o_ne 

or two complications attaching to the specific morphemes s- nominal and 
'las- stative. 

Figure 32(a) exemplifies two regular environments for shwa-insertion: 
these are, after an initial voiced consonant (e.g., d- first singular pos-
sessive, as in d!,_-kwtabac 'my husband') and befo1:e a voi~ed consonant· pre-
ceded by a single initial consonant (as in forms such as q-,!b.i'qs~d, with 
cluster-simplification, from.*baq-baqs•d). 

Sub-corpus (b) adds the two environments 'before a final voiced con-
sonant preceded by a consonant,' and 'after a voiced consonant preceding a 

final consonant,' as io s-q-s&q-l~d 'toes,' and kwt_kwltab&c 'husbands.' 
The form k-ta'ke1as1 now shows that 'voiced consonant' is not a wide enough 
term for our purpose. If glottal stop is to be included, then it is rea_son-
able to suppose that shwa-epenthesis precedes the change of obstruency of the 

nasal non-obi;truents, and that its environment refers to 'non-obstruent,' 
instead·o{ 'voiced consonant.' 

Sub-corpus (c) generalizes the first environment we found in 'sub-

corpus (b), to 'before any voiced consonant preceded by a consonaoti: · thus 
¼~b-lob; from lb-lob. On the other hand, two important constraints on shwa 8 

insertion also appear. 
CL qwaladc; ct.. 1'1.:ct"'lflde with kwtabac; kwt-kwa't_!b.:X:: then 

t:he · original· .!! of ~walide is lost in augment without shwa-replacement, 
W Iwhereas the a lost in augment from k tfbac is replaced by shwa later. It 

is reasonably clear that no shwa is inserted between a seg~ent specified as 
[+vocalic}, [*syllabic], (i.e., w,y,l), and a following nasal within the 

i e.g., ~ ;,vyatali_e• d ' sa l mon• berry; l' lb 11 1 Iprmary stem, yatawad 2 I awa_a,5 ndian 
perSOO, 1 8-&1W8S8ld~XW I Sky. I 

l • ' h *" k '-'k• ,, Compare ~nmarked tkayas, and t us augmented t~ -t~ ayas, , 
tk-taky1s. For the same environment initially, compare the many cases. of 
7~s - "l@_s- , then ?!s- in stative augment. · 

2The corpus attests the. interesting doublet y;;ita1ode""' yatawde; 
the former showing glottal-attraction and syllabification of w, the latter 
showing n·o ·glottal-att"raction but subsequent absorption and loss of the 
glottal component (from *yatawad-ayh)(see Chap. II, sec. 12.2). 
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The second constraint is rather more problematic. For th-e type 

ta·bal6b 1·scarred' or c~d-c.klal I they' we require no explanation £or 

the non-appearance of inserted shwa at the morpheme-boundary, since we asserted 
that (except for initial and pre-final voiced consonants) the shwa-glide is 
always inserted before the voiced consonant. However, the augmented b~-b.(d~h 

'children,' etc. (sub-corpus [c]) sbggests that the constraint must also 
operate for morpheme-initial voiced consonants within a stern. 

Shwa-Insertion Rule: Cf 

{ cl -~21 in pause111 l(Condition l. Either or both c1 ,c2 is [+voice]. 1 
2. c2 is not a laryngeal 

cl - C 2[condition 1. c 1 is not 1 w y ] 
[+voice] 2. Not across Augment '& 1f:ft C -? 3 [Condition (?) but not with s- Nominal I 

rr.20.2. With n-Loss 

We asserted above (Chap. 11) sec, 1.2.l) that in di-syllabic sterns we 
could assume that unstressed shwa in the first syllable is deleted by the 
vowel-loss rule: the 'saving clause' was, of course, that the stems then 
considered never showed a shwa in the position concerned except where 'c 11 

or 1 C2 1 was voiced. How, now, are we to explain forms such as p2 tab? 

If the vowel-loss rule deletes the shwa, as it should (since shwa 
is between voiceless consonants), is the shwa-insertion rule to operate and 
replace it? 

Consider sub-corpora (d) and (e). Clearly, the answer to the ques-
tion above is that the shws is lost and· is in fact replaced. It is thus obvious 
that then-loss rule which produces forms of the shapeP1tab must operate after 
the rule replacing lost shwas (as well as supplying !- glides, as in 

, ) 2 ' ., wq-~bdqs~d . However, while *p~n-ce~ gives p~-cex, just as *lek an-;n 
gives lekwa-~ad, we note that p~d-q;(p, pad-sei~(~) 3 and p::id-qa1ar~d 
have uot lost -_!'!. Suppose we hold that we have to do with instances of 
1 frozen forms': how is such.a notion to be formalized within the theoretical 
framework we have adopted? Specifically, we·must represent the constituents 

l I IIn pause here me·ans initial or final. 

2But see Chap;·11, sec. 20.4. 
3cf. selad 1 food.' An ill-understood d-loss. 

http:Chap;.11
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involved in such a way that the n·loss rule operating on '~p2n-ce)I does 

not operate on *p~u-sei3(h). 
There are t·,w ways of achieving our purpose. The first is simply 

to mark the dictionary entries concerned wich the feature (nol n-loss rule). 

However, although this marks the apptOpI"i.ate forms as 'exceptional' and 
guarantees the correct outp~ts, the· marking suggested does not seem to cor-
respond in ' any way to the notion we started out to explicate, viz., 
'frozen form. ' 

A better correspondance might well follow from the assertio:i that 

a forLl like *pan-se~eQvis !l2_I being treated as a compound. I£ (e.g.) 
" ',,, lp::iG-ce:~ 	 is considered to contain 1 sf.mp1c: morpheme hound~1ry, 1 then we might 

l 
repreSeUl p~d-sclz,(h) Wt Lb I internal WOcd hound.Jry r: chU!J '~p~n-~e~t bu1-

1'•p.:rn,iisela(h). It is now quite simple to explain the different treatment 

of the two forms; the rule (p, 117) for n-loss refers to 'simple rnorpherne-
t d ' ,, "1 '! )bound,-iry, an "p~n7r1sw~-~it:. thus requires no funher special n1,nki.ng to 

2 ensure that it will not lose its 

(a) 	 With following - b  
sell-bad half brother cf. ?e!-slq split .. 

Ibe-,;;,H••ba7yac••c;.d 1 1 m N,ting meat cf. 1~lad eat : b,1yac meal. 
a snack (Atten,) 

(b) With following - d 

!'i?1t.-a:J: 1-d,;,xw 
" 

it spilled pour 
s-ld 1,1-Hdc(h)

• 
little girl (At.ten.) cf. s-!aday woman 

-!e 7eU-daxw 
~ • , ; 

da1w£h w~ll ddc.ah 
* 

he's way over 

you and I 

there cf. le1et yonder 
and the other 

sea rred (Aug.) 

(c) With 	following - w 
s-kwac-a-llw~lbos half-breed cf. iawalba~ Indian•/ wbut ii!_W~Z)dax he got frightened 

1The view h~rc held concerning tbe nature of junctures iv th1:1t they 
simply delimit the spans over w_hich rules operate. There is no implication 
(cf. Joos, ~nd Texas Conference) that internal open juncture corresponds to a 

1 delay within the utterance, 1 or indeed to any constant acoustic property (see 
Lehiste [1960]). 

2Since iJ.. is a higher 'ranking' boundary, forms containing it will 
simply not be affected.' 

http:n1,nki.ng
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(d) With following - y 

sesed-~11 ya-d~1waa• big-heart C £. y:;;d1/waS heart 
but: 1~s6! y~4w6sab go and wash' t~solk.};!xw.. go: 

Flg. 33. --SyllabHicatiorn of ,l 

II.20.J. Syllabic Offglide with! 

The forms of Figure 33 show the development of a syll~bic offglidc for 
± in cert,:1in environments. Thus, 1 half-brotiier' as against rlwlf'; I'm ~,al-

ing meat' as llgainst 1eat,' etc. 

On the other h.an<l, while the offglide only develops where l. is fol-

lowed by a voiced consonant, forms st1ch as 'he got frightened,' 'scarred,' 

and 'a snack' shO'i, two complicati.orrn. Fi.rst, iniliul nnd pre-final l before 

a voiced consonant do not develop the offgli.de; t:md secoud, these same forms 

show an I inse;;ted shwa. 1 

However, despite the evidence of the inserted shwas, it is by no me;c;ns 

clear that shwa insertion precedes the insertion of the syllabic offglide for 

±: if it did, we Ahould derive (e.g.) ·/n';7et._!dal'i'waltx'"', instead of 
1 e-ild~liwaltxw. 

~ 

It mus.t further be noted th.st' whe-reas the S_Yllabk offglide develops 

in 1 and me.' and in 'half-breed'. and, 1 hig-heart,' it does not do so in 'go and 

1<1ash! 1 We must consider w.i± ('and') enclitic to d~c£h ('I, me,) in the 

phrase 'you and !, 1 just &s 'half-breed' and 1 big-heart 1 must be considered 

as phonological words. 
The order of thr> rnles must thus he: 

1. Syllabic-I rule, with positional constraints. 
2. Shwa insertion rule. 

The Syllabic-! rule may be writ.ten: 

[+L,t 1
---) l}·-voice . r11 cnv. Il+Lat 1 ill 

-checkeaJ +Syll 

1 

1# Stands for a. word boundary, and [+seg]1 means 1 ~t least orie seg-
ment;' thus _the rule only applies within, and not.§!_£ word boundaries. B 
r~presents b,d (but see Chap. II, sec. 20,5, wher~ it is shown that b,d are 
still nasals at the point of applica.tion of this rule); 

http:offgli.de
http:pre-fin.al
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II.20.4. Shwa Insertion with Nominal and Stative 

s-..>baded mountain 

s-~deba la! ours 
s-n:mi:illey.:,.h diving duck 

s-1'WP16s chief 
s-~16p covering 

s-ynHb year 
1 as-b,il sated 

~ s-.;,boloqw round 
?as-i,d!:P1 totten 

"ltw?tJs-awt'h 	 crazy 

"las-mo,~ proud 

'1.as-lepet covered 
7as-y;,l 'lax gathered 

Fig. 34. --Shwa Insertion with Nominal and Stative 

As.will be seen from the sample corpus in Figuxe 34, s- nominal and 
1as- stative are idiosyncratic in their behavior as 'preceding consonant' as re-
gards sl1wa- i nserti.on.. For n and y-J.n1.t:i.a· ' l stems, preceding s-nomi na 1' 	 l 

no shwa. With 1'1as- stative, .!22 .shwa is produced in conjunction with stem-
.initial m,b,lJ and y. 

II.20.5. Ordering of Shwa-insertion 

It is clear from forms SUCh as bvqs;,d > ~eb:JQS9d I nose, I lepec"; 

p-vlepac I covered I that shwa-insertion must follow cluster-simplification. 

We should otherwise derive forms such as **b~q~sad, whereupon the cluster-
simplification rule would he rendered inoperative. 

On 	 the other hand, assuming that the unde~lying form for 1 1st person 
2singular subject' 	is -lfo, the shwa-insertion rule must operate before the 

I 	 , W y W> Jl 3
1 n-loss rule; this is because, in a string such as hedab-dsx -.£,!-X te , 

1No m-initial forms with a-nominal occur in the co~pus. 
') 
~We assume non-root morphemes may be of the shape CC (see Appendix I, 

sec. 5.2). -
3Chap. II, sec, 19, Fig, 3l(d). 

http:nserti.on
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·tpe environm,eqt_ for ~hw~-insertion ~nly e~i_sts so .long as .the -n is still 

_present~ 

A crucial forin ,in the prt!sent argument -is_: s:-lanay; s-l·iinay 
twoman.' From *s-lan-lanay we "derive s-1'Zn-lan~y, then s-in ?:.u:nay. 
N<)w to derive the corre!,:t .output,_~~ .!!!!!!1 assume the operation of the 

'n;.ioss' rule, before the shwa-insertion rule.- for·we should othe,:-~be get 

**s"."'!!_n1-Ianay, from which the ~orrect output is impossible to derive. 
Thus we seem to :require, for 11 went down,' the rule order: . 
1. 

. 

·~hwa-epenthesis, then 2. 11-loss but for· 'women' 
l. n-loss, and then 2. shwa-epenthesis. 
How are we to resolve this .apparent co_ntradiction in rule ordedng? 

Noting that in 'I went down' the -n is stem-final, while in' 'women' it is 

stem-internal, it is apparent that 'we have to "do with a cyclical application 

of the rules. Taking .the const:ituent 'stem, 1 we apply- the rules in the 

order 1. n~loss then 2. shwa-insertion: .-thi~ guarantees the correct out-

put for 'women,' for "."n will be lost. At tpe s~me time, a morpheme such as 
-nxw or -~ri will gain a shwa; thus henam-n_!xw-~~nD, Taking next (on the 
s~cond pass ·of the cycle) the next-largest comstituent bedab-d!_x"'-~_!d.fi xwtel, 
the n-lOSS rule DOW applies, givf_ng correctly liedab-d~xW.:~a-~Wt_ei, 

But we have thus created a fr~sh problem. We have written 

he4a!?_-4.ixw-~.>ithcwlel as the .constituent that meet~ the second pass of the 

cycle; but we have conti,nued to call the rule the 'n-loss' rule. It is 

c,lear1 that the rule for change of ohstruency (giving b,d for underlying m,n) 

must_ he delayed until the last pass of the cycle, which is accomplished by. 

the simple expedient of marking that ru~e (ari<l those dependant on it) as re-

qutring the environment $ - $.~ The spelling of -the constituent given above 

is thu·s correct, insofar as it is a. complete utterance~ 

It r'emalns .to point out: that the form for 'women' (s-l•aday) also 

enables us to det~rmine the relative ordering of the glottal-absorption and 
n"".loss rules. Clearly. if we assume there is a stage s-'in1•lanay, then 
the glottal'stop must be absorbed before n-loss, for we should otherwise get 
an output such as **s-l!-1.aday. 

1Provided we insist on the interpretation given above (Chap. II, 
sec. 19)., which motivated our placing of this rule before change of 
obstruency. 

2$ ' t b d 'represents utterance oun ary. 

http:bedab-d!_x"'-~_!d.fi
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The order of the rules here referred to is thus: 
1. Glottal-absorption. 

2. n-Loss.  
3, Shwa-insertion.  
4. Change of obstruency. 

II.21. Irregular Stress . 

TI.21.1. General 

Non-Possessive 3rd Sg. Possessive Gloss 
~ .I..-' w(a) s-pex 

,,., 
s-pex -s gull 

hl!Id"eqw hadeqw-as -~ hump-backed salmon 
, w"" h<1deq -s 

' 1~ Wtab;)X bb~xw-s gooseberry 
t~bexw t.bexw-s land 
s.alexw sc1lexw-as hunter 

.!, ... 
~atas catas stone 
>V ,,.._ }
catas 

ca las calai-as 1 hand  
,.., catai 1 ..... cala~-s )  

~-"was ~ .-'t,1,H-s wife  
vf 
S;) las s~l;;,s fish  

~ h1~£s  1 
Augmented 

,,. w 1,/ 
7,;, S-Xo-d-x-":iaqWce hurt hand(b) '1i) s-:r;.;i.d;;,,q -ce . . 

, w~ }
,.; 1;} s-pd-~-.,d3q e 

1~s-hwa 1 lda-b 13 s-io 1-bwa 7ldc1b left behind 

'1-,s-c;,il ?ap ?;is-c.aol 'l-c'tl lta p smothered 
W .· I w. w /

1.;, s-x e"l-aq ?a,s-x e"1-x e1~q passed 

sqw.ihap sqw-s,?t-Jhap tree-stump 

.. ~ ;} ,"~ (c) sctay sit-ctay pan 
., t , 

...,. sct-cc1tay }  
spqals~d spq-pqall:ad foot  

,.., spq-p:a'qalsad J 
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(c) ~. 

Non-Possessive Augplented Gloss 
'1 ", w w w was-,; a:x tsx -ax -,. ~i ax elder 

w w1·txwi; ?was x -tx ;; 1was l enemy 
"' xw=tjxw87was J 

Unaugmented  
w, (d) w.-.~ ':l!Ub drifted 

pal~qw g1-avel-cook 
w,.., s-~ e ~ ay sheep 
w,. ~ 11 " s-q ope;; as stick, cane 

(e) W, 'tf .,-
s-q ope~ 17;,s t~ 8 w ?. ..,2s-q o~q apc~lf~s stick, cane 

s-~elal-a~ "' !) '? Js-ce -cayl->l baby 

t~'t'is-pewce ' 2 
t:t 'la s-p6-pewce follower 

tap.tdac.s ?6p~op·.;id~cs3 ten(by ten) 

d;}hqas daqs one(by one) 

Fig. 35.--Irregular Stress 

l h . W f W, '>For t e reduplication to be s-; ~. we must postulate *s-~ 3:.J,¼;. ay; 
*s-~w a y-}fWif:t.,)f.. ay. We are quite unable to explain the loss of -y- in the 
Augmented form. But see Note 94 1 ,Appendix I, sec. 5. 

2The loss of 1C2 1 in I stick, 1 and of t:he expected glottal stop io 
·• followet' is not well understood. For the latter we derive *te- Pas-pew-pewee) 
then t'? s-p?w-pewce, then t?s-pof-pfwce. then stre.c;s-shift to tf's-p_&'i'-pewce. 

3see Chap. II, sec. 14. 

It remains to consider, albeit tentatively, the problem of certain 

stress-irregularities which appear to contradict some of the conclusions given 
above. We shall show evidence that at least Elli! different phenomena are in-
volved, these being stress allomorphy in dictionary entries, non-operation of 
the stress retraction rule for augment, secondary stress-shift, and stressin:;t 
of the reduplicating syllable. 

http:stre.RR-Shi.ft
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II.21.2. Stress Allomorphy 

First, it hi noted that many disyllabic stems, in cltation a$ well as 

in the texts, have freely alternating stress. 1 Such are xwesqam 'fe'-1', 
lokwai 'moon, sunj s-?obat 1 name 1 ; sedaq 'fly'; (>estab 'all, everything.' 

Figure 35 consists of a sample of those forms showing streas"'alternat:ion in 
contexts where it is possible to show which must be considered the underlying 
stress; from such forms we are ahie to shed some light on the general nature 
of the problem. 2 

Suh-corpus (a) gives forms which cffec:tively 'control' the underlying 
w stress and spelling of selected dictionary entries such as h;djq 'hump-backed 

salmon.' By comparison with s-pexw~s, which was earlier (p, 89 ) re-spelled3 

*s-p,h.-w, we see that we could explain the alternation h.1deqw~as hudeqw-_! 

by re-spelling the latter as h::>de~ws. Similarly, we might re-spell the 
forms bb"ttxw and t:.bexw as *t-b1£:icw and >'<t.:>bexw. 4 

'stone' andHowever, consideration of the forms 
t!lat ,;,,, lal!s 'hand' suggest anoth.er pos sib il !t:y. The a llomorphy which 
we assigned to che spelling of the earlier forms may well, at least for the 

non-monosyllabic forms, in fact be an ollomorphy of stress. 
The expression 'allomorphy of .stress' implies that we assign the 

alternation to the dictionary entry itself. But this is by no means an 
inevitable choice. For the forms gi~en, we have no criterion within Twana, 
but 1t· is not implausible to assert that n very Lite option.al stress-shift 
cuie5 is responsible fo~ an output such as ~~1was-s (instead of c~1was-es). 

11B t 1 "'l l ' i · ' " 1 'l ' btt.. b 'murdered'; b.,..,:,bu compare ea s ng; <ea weep; • • v....,.. 

2The problem is extremely importar1t from a compa1.'ativist 1 s point 
of view, too, since there are stress alternations between (e.g.) Twana and 
Nisqually, Further internal reconstruction of the kind here attempted 
should offer a starting point towards understanditJg the comparative situa-
tion. 

31 Re-spelling 1 of course implies re-analysis; here, a single seg-
ment is re-interpreted aa. !.:!t£ segments. 

4see Chap. IV, sec, 3.5 for the bearing of this re-analysis on the 
question of *x in· Twana. 

5The affix-truncation rule operates at earliest during the second 
pass of the cycle; it is quite possible that the ~ecoodary stress-shift is 
in fact a post-cycle rule. · 

http:anoth.er
http:option.al
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II 21. 3. 'Not Retraction Rule' 

Sub-corpus (b) of Figure 35 gives forms showing another aspect of 
stress-alternat ion. In these cases, the stress has not shif ted, when we 
expect it to do so. According to the stress-assignment rules, stress retracts 
to the first syllable of the stem when the augment is present. Here; other 

1details aside, the rule has failed to operate, so that the augmented form 
of (e.g.) "l~s-c~l~p ' choked ' is 'Qs-c~l-,l-c~l1fp instead of the expected 
-lc*1c)s-c~l ?-cil.2.P· 

2It is not clear from the total corpora for Twana whether we must 
consider the stress - retraction rule to be optional, or whether the forms 
concerned must be marked in the dictionary as [not augment-retraction rule}. 

While the existence of doublets for forms such as (sub-corp~1s [c]) 
'pan' and 'foot' tends to confirm that we have to do with either a rule option 
or an exception to a rule, there is still a further possibility, viz., that we 

3have to do with further cases of CC-stems, or with CC"' CcJC- stem allomorphy . 
For 'pan' and 'foot, 1 stem allomorphy is suggested; we recall that the shwa 
will not appear in the output of the unmat·ked form, where it falls between 
voiceless consonants. For 'elder' we have to do with a (unique) case of rc-

4duplication of a compound prefix. No vowel is hypothesized for this prefix. 
sPor 'enemy, 1 a similar morpheme-structure is supposed, again without vowel 

in the prefix. 

1 . " W 'I ,. W I*x~d~q -ace , *!VwSlVdab, *c~lap, *x ~yaq are reasonable under-
lying forms. 

2nespLte' t hca l t ernat i on 1· n ' I lur t hand . ' 

3See p .47. Compare the argument on s-~pab (Chap. II, sec. 4). 
The case for holding that all 1'wana roots are (minimally) CV~ is ca l ibrated, 
OOt COOtradicted , by the eXia~eOCe Of fortnS like S•itay; S-~t-Ct3y 'pafl I 

For t he shapes of morphemes, see Appendix II, sec. 2, Fig. 76. There is ooly 
one other form like 'pan,' and it is not clear whether we must modify the C.S. 
rule for reduplication or employ dictionary markings for the two cases. 

4t- article; s - nominal(?); xw- human agent; i.axw root. 
5t- article; xw- human agent; 1was (or hwas) root, It is recalled 

that nominal and derivative prefixes do~ elsewhere partake of reduplica -
tion. 

http:1_.s-c~ll.ip
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If_we here concede 1 contrary to our former assertion, that CC sterns 

occur in Twana, then the Constituent Structure rule for reduplication must 

be modified accordingly: it must allow cc 1 as well as CVC to reduplic~tc. 

11.21.4. Secondary Shift 

Sub~corpus (d) shows the most interesting of all the stress-alterna-

tions, viz., a secondary shift back to the (unaugmented) stem-stress. 2 
De-

riving the output of (e.g.) f.!U~ent:ed 1•pzl-pal-'qw, 3 \.re get p;:,l-p£.1;qw, 
l '1~ w bthen p~ -p~ ~q y the ablaut rule for vowels under secondary stress. We 

should then derive p~l-p~'iaqr.,1, then pl_!-p;,laqw; then p~l ?-p.iil£qw. Note 

that we cannot hold th@t in p<Jl ?-p~l!qw the stress has failed to retr.act; 

for it is only through this retraction that the original shw~ loses one degree 

of stress and thus is ablauted to a. We must therefore assume that the 

stress has first retracted; giving ~. and later shifted back to its original 
4·position, 

As with the forms of sub-corpus (b), it is not clear just where the 

(optional?) rule for this secondary stress-shift should operate; certainly 

after the ablauting of vowels under secondary stress, and also after the vowel.-

loss rule. If stress-reversion preceded ablaut, we would not get an a vowel 
in the stem; if it preceded vowel- loss, we would then get >'(*p:.il '7-pal1aqw (as 

i.n the unaugmented form). Further, the secondary stress-shift must follow 

glottal metathesis and the semi-vo~el rule for we should otherwise not get 
' , :, 5 

shapes like ?ast.§.1-taw.jlb (e.g.). 

The rule has the shape: 
Second.a1:y 1 3-Cons J [ +cons] -Cons ]
Stress- [ +Voe -Voe [ -Voe ~ (-Stress][2J[+Stress](Au) 
Shift: +Stress +Stress'- opt. g 

1But note the special condit.ions on laryngeals. 

2comparison with ~~s-C.)11-fs; 1~s-c~l1-ci7las 'rattled' suggests 
that there· is no purely phonological explanation for the anomaly. 

3See pp. 74ff. The unaugmented form is . 'Wp~l?~q, with 'secondary' 
glottal stop. 

4we have in a sense recaptured the notion of 'analogical levelling,' 
here under the influence of the unmarked form. 

5compare unaugmented ?as- t61wab 'guessed. 1 
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Since·such a stresa alternation occurs only with forms having original 
~econdari stress, the necessary environment here is, perforce, 'in a vowel 
having secondary stress. 1 This confirms the position taken on the vowel 
ablaut rule given earlier (Chap. n~ sec. 4), 

Two fotma in the corpus show a further process at work. Atsume (as 
we shall show below that it must be ·assumed for the forms of corpus [d]) that 
1 stick 1 has its stress somehow assigned to it by the stress-assignment rule 
for augment, giving s-qw6 + stem., 'rt is now not difficult, from the argument 
above, to explain how the vowel in the first syllable of the stem comes to be 
a. We must simply assume that this syllable now has seconda"t"y stress, so that 
the vowel ablaut rule will operate. 

II.21.5. Stressed Reduplication 

Figu4e 35(e) presents four cases where the reduplication is {apparently) 
aaomalously stressed. In the first two cases, the first stem vowel, as men-
tioned above> is treated as being secondarily stressed; thus ~-vo~els appear, 
for original shwa and o respectively. 1 For 'canes' and 'babies' we must 
assume that: the primary stress has been assigned to the reduplication, but 

2by a rule operating on a structure of the shape Redup 1n & stem, £?!, by some 
kind of option in the stress-assignment rule, which allows the reduplicating 
syllable to have primary stress. 

In the forms for 'follower'' and 1 ten by ten,' the stress-shift could 
well be of the sa111e typ~ as that shown above (Chap. II, sec. 15.6) in affixes 
for forms sueh as s::iiJh....,s "' s.;:i,l.Eh-is 'his life.' 

II.22. Rule Sunnnary 4 
1. Constituent structure. 
2. Stress-assignment. 

l*s-qw£P~V1V~, ~here V V are not recoverable (but perhaps< cala~ 
'hand 'lh and *c_)y,H-a¼, 

2tt,, is implied that the pl'oper structure for Augment may well in~ 
volve stressed CVC reduplication; the stress-assignment rule could then 
optionalli or exceptionally assign (primary) stress to 'the first stress' 
in the constituent 1Augmented stem. 1 
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**3. Loss of stem c1 , laryngeals, in Augment reduplication .c2 
.**4. Aqgment metathesis (laryngeal stems). 

5. Vowel-a mutation.  
,'<-6. Affix truncation,  

7. Ch 	 meta thesis. 

8. Laryngeal affection. 
9. Vowel assimilation. 

10. Afix stress shift (opt~on) 
11. h 	unvoicing of l. 

1 
Opt. V- loss in / ~ laryngea l+identical vowel. 

13. General Vowel-loss ~ h. 1 

14. n ~ {n; I {;oiceless stop 1: 
15. Glottal metathesis.. 
16. Y-metathesis 

"!, 17. Semi-vowels syllabify.  
Secondary stress-shift.  

19. Glottal absorption. 

n-loss, 
21. Cluster simplification. 
22. s-assimilation. 

23. Geminate simplification. 
**24, 	 * gains syllabic: offglide. 

*25. Shwa insertion, generalized 
26. N 	__ ,_ NB, e>:cept in / - & dissimilar N ' 

27. NB ---> Bt except (opt.) initially. 

28. 
., 
B 	-----11, B. 

29. h-losses, not clearly ordered. 

Note; 	 ~~Nasal 
B • Voiced obstruent 
R = Resonant 
* shows rules modified 

"½T* sho·Ns rules added (cf. Summary 3, Chap. II., sec. 16_. 

Ordering of Rules 12/13 clarified at Chap. III, sec. 4, 'Options.' 
1 



CHAPTER III  

THE ATTENUATlVE  

III.l. Intioductory 

IIl.1.1. Sui-vey 	of Vowel 

pec_- j'Ji,t. 

milk sew 
, w 	 ., wteq taq 

pla_y lick ..ca1 
lazy 	 night 

llw,.;as 

cow cut 

Contrasts 

fJOC 

flbat 
',, wtoq 

find 

bililc6t 

pus 
tftw6s 
seven 

pie 
ordure 

,,,. 
t.aq 

closed 
~;;1 
win 
-r"1~i 
count 

scl 13 sale(h) s6J.2 

rag. 1 ....c.to....t1 t•,.'O go 
bet bad b6t1 b;t,a.b 

dime-~- father suckle murcle:red 
,(W 	 'ye4 y·a'lt yo j y;iqw 

§9ueak turn back rot wash 
?Jxcad ?'oxW,;sa,b 1;xad 

SC L8.P!:'_.~------ bed buy wLfe, ____clear the tht'.',')Qt 

hect? s-hf.iboh 7,Hl -hobsad 

,long ti:ne tale mallard 

s-qw_. leb-as d;ixw-a l.Jb-a s 
his dryJ.ng-rack his life1 ________________ 

hc 1~a;;i)'' 

red bluff come on he was . 3coming 

Fig. 36.--Vowel Contrasts 

1*dx -h•leh-bd-as, giving d~xw-~lfbld~s, etc. 

13'2 
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Fig. 36.--~.  
2· ,"I *ho< , with 1 laryngeal-affection 1 (Chap, II, sec, 15.3) and 
vowel-assimilation (Chap. II, sec. 15.5). 

3See above, for the aspectual constituent -h- (Chap. II, 
sec, 15.9). 

As will be seen from the data in Figure 36, it is necessary to provide 
for six vowels in output forms in Twana. Quite apart from the question of so-
called 'length,' this is~ to say that it will be necessary to employ six 

vowels in underlying representations. However, it is as well to tentatively 
assign features sufficient for the segments of the output forms, before at-

tempting t~ show which segments must be considered 'secondary.' 
From what has been said concerning· 'laryngeal 13ffection, 1 it is clear 

2. h 11 b · d l S · l ·t hat at l east two vowe l he1.g ts wi e requ1.re • 1.nce 1 1s compact, 
let us for the moment call thefie heights compact and non-compact. 

The feature-definition of the distinctions between ~. a , and o, and 

between d, a, and~ respectively are for the moment not so clear. For the 
operation of the 'laryngeal-affection 1 rule, the vowels e/c, a/a, and o/o 
must obviously be paired. So far as a/o and a/:, are concerned, we tenta-

3tively adopt the feature of roundness; this suggests that the proper features 
for the vowels must also include gravity, which will distinguish o, ::l, ~ , and 

a from e, and ~ . The following 'feature-matrix (Figu-re 37) shows this ten-
tative division; for clarity, all other features are omitted. 

The various environments in which the compact vowels ~ and :, are de-
rived from the corresponding non-compact ·e and o (Chap. II, sec. 15.3) have 

1We shall consider later, in the comments concerning vowel allophony, 
the question of height (Chap, IV, sec. 3~3). 

2Again, recalling that h will be fully specified, the fact that its 
compactness is redundant is of no relevance. On the contrary, the use of this 
feature in the 'laryngeal-affection• rule makes that rule correspond entirely 
to the notion that we have to do with assimilation of compactness. 

3we shall refer to allophonic variants later (Chap. IV, sec. 4. 2); 
in particular, shwa has many allophones, especially when unstressed. The 

,identification here is simply auditory-impressionistic. 

http:requ1.re
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al0 !) a e E= 

Grave2 + + + + 

Round + + 

Compact + + + 

Fig. 37.--tentative· Distinctive Features 
for Twa~a Vowels (matrix) 

l 
From the disc~ssion above (Chap. tr, sec. 
4) it is clear that shwa, both stressed 
and unstTessed, will necessarily appear 
as a segment in dictionary entries, re-
gardless of the fact that many occurrences 
of shwa !n output forms are predictable 

. (i.e., inserted by rule). Compare the re-
marks of Swadesh (1952), KinKade (1963-64), 
Snyder (1968). 

2See Chap. IV, sec. 3.3 for re-definition. 

1 ,
been shown. We have also shown ~ome important sources of the sequence v?> 

with which the sequences e" and ,:,? are thus potetttially in contust. 
It remains to clarify some of the sources of the sequence v1? v1; it will 
then be possible to examine the atialogous sequences (V1' and v1? v1} 
found in Attenuative foYmations. 

III.1.2. Survey of v11v1 Sequences 

As will be seen from the foTms in Figure 38, the't'e are a numbeT of 
ways in which the sequence Vi>V1 can ar,ise in Twana. Sub-corpus (a) 
gives a sample of transitive verbs with singular (unmarked) object. First 
recall (Chap. 11, sec. 4) that che transitive stem-formative morpheme is 
a copy of the root vowel: then for the case of roots of the shape cv1?, 

the sequence v17v1 arises. 

1 rIn stems, as in ~be; qa-~a1be 'girl,' a-c•'qe 'sock-eyed 
salmon'; and, as a result of glottal-attt'action, as in forms of the type 
~a1yat; te'1-ca?yat {pA,6££) J as well as the type s-qw~ba1y (with glottal-
stop from an h-cluster (Chap. 11, sec. 15.4). 
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(a) ie,e~ctd. I'm ringing (-a pefl) 
. 1 

~e-da"a-dax'-4:..c.!.id I'm making a foot-print 
I , i. • d2~o,o-da-b;;.t-d',i)](w I m p,ass. ng wi.n 

• 1 • . . , w 
c;';-d.x wet it! 

*¥,a,•,a~ad 
*~a'7-ewad 

huntil'lg 

wet ;nside 

(c) he-1ewad I'm inviting 

be.? e~e.:.&;id I'm s_craping3 
' wbe-?espx ab.:!a,d I'm-smoking (tobacco) 

(d) be-" e 1e 1laI? -!• d I'm humming4 

I, 'm .eat_ing slowly 

,o,ocay very slow 

(e) 
: I , .,,be-caialbace-cad 

t,li'tisls 
l~ya1 ap 
ie1H 
?o16txs 
ho1ol 1 

qo1 6t; h 
I.: 

k.;i7ab ,. 
.m•?ah 

w # wlJ aul•x 
xJo'",Ee... 
dJ't4; l 

.s-J:.;;~ b 
~,j'~;)S 
w ,lj el:,,,y N 

i{H& ':, y 

5I'm ltstening to you 
rock--cod 

shopp i.ng-.baske t 
yonder 
ocean canoe 
really 
loon 
mother 
dad 
porpobe6 

dentaUum6 . 
.6 

still, despite 
dog-salmon6 

6,three 
leaf6• 7 

For, the ste_ni *da~, cC?IDpare Chap. II, ~ec. 17 :3. 
2compare poxw_ 'blow': if this!! connected, then it 
constitutes one of the very few instances of an alterna-
tion pf p; d ~ transitive; b~t ~ reflexive. 

Fig. _:38. -~';_' v1 Sequences 

,· 

I 

1 
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Flg. 38.--~. 

3~omp~r~ s~px"'ib 'sm~ke. ·' ;Elos~il;,le from .*lii..s-p0xw6ti~!.:1d; 
" but COinpare be .. 1el-i.?11S•CJl'd ti 1m eating' fish, I and 

,: e•) -asqxw . ,·good s~ell' (* lay-'Usqxw); 'I as-.>d,'l.. ·alqxw 
'rotten sme~l 1 (*"las~d~7-a!qx'·~'>. ', . 
4. 	 . . 

C()mpare C~eur d'Alene j -when 'dimir:i,utive I consists in. 
glottal:i.zat;Lon of ever;x 'i:esona'Qt 1 in the word. See 
Reichard. par. 614. 'The present form max ·be a relic case 
of a once-productive,t'ule of that kind. 

5-ce- is an allomorph o~ .and singular ·objoct. 
6 	 .  
-~ee ?tap. III. sec. 7.2. Simple lnfix-Atten.  

7Compare- qwelo(h) 'cedu-bark." and qweie •cedar tree·.•. 
qwele most likely is from *qwelob-ay(?). It is not clear 
ju.st how (if at all'!) 4we!i~y is· related t:o these, al-
though i.t 'appears as if h-u~ua~lat.ion ha.s occurred. 
-ay(h), 1 growing thing. 1 · 

A second sburee (sub-corpus [bl) of v1tv1 is through vowel-assimila-
tion (Chap~ II, ~ec. 15,5): again, the stem must be glottal-atop .final, al-
though the assunUation may operate progressively '{*qw61-as give qw5,:»s)- . -
or regressively .~s-gd_!'P-6bi,I' . gives s-.,d_2'i9bol}. 

Thirdly (sub.:.co1:pus (cl) v1'lv1 may resuit by ~hence collocation; 
'f~r example.~ it arises w:tten the (neutral) aspect marke;r J?!· 	 is used in 
conj~ctloti with any stem of the 'shape 'le- as in be-'elal-t(.,d. 'I'm1 

Singing' be-1eb-&d. 1 'I 1m eatl~g. I 

A foul"th source (sub-cm:-pus [d]) of v11V1 is th·e •cv• reduplication 

of the· Intensive, wh_iph _thus gives, for glottal-stop i'niti_al stems, forms 
such &fi 1'o-"1ocay 'very slow 1 (fr9m 76cay 'slow'); be- 'le 1e-h-l.id 'I'm ea:tin1 
slowl:f (from be-'teb-t':,d 'I'm eating 1 ) 

A f.ifth souTe.e (sub-c;orp.us (el) of Vi'V1 consists of (as yet) 	un-
1analyzed stem~ containing the se~uence, e.g., ?o"Totxs 'ocean cano~.' 

Fo~ this type most of ~he examples so far obtained are cited Ln the corpus. 

1such. forms. may possibly pr~ve to be.,exampleb of (a) co~plex stems 
.-1ith vowel assimilation. (compare Nisqually 1!,"l 6t~s), or (b) complex st,ms 
co~taining Vteh or VZoh, with vowel-assimilation (see Chap, Ilt sec. 
15. 5). 

http:sub-c;orp.us
http:1e-h-l.id
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In discu~sing the question of the source of the vowels in the Attenua-

tive, it must be showr1 what is the appropri.;te underlying 	structure that may 
w w.r wbe assumed, as well as how alternations exemplified by sk _!dab; sk '°'e<-k .:,d:e>b 

but sii; 1 rag,' and kwopic ; kwcpf1cal 'master' come 

about. 

A . th f h . t t . l h . l t t .s 1.n e case o t e ,-.ugmen a Lve, t e semantic corre a es per a1.o-

tng to Attenuative constitute a s:nall set of markings. For lexical items 

glossed by (English) nouns, Attentt1ative is equivalent to 'di.mi.nut:ive 1 Thu11: 

'little hand' 

s-iaday 'woman' s-!a"a!:ld<! 1girl 1 
• 

pace 'digging-stick' pa'apce 'little digging-stick' 

But Diminutive may trlso be used affecti,vely 1 to denote 1 sma11. and 

f~minii,e, 1 .:JS in 

'bad' ql'lf-q;;?Ll?b-~ad 'bad little rne'(fem,)' 
'Indian• h'a-bw;,lbds 'little Indian gir1 1 

Some kinship terms are inherently Diminutives, as: 
, "'? 	 I

a-yal•'Ec- sibling, cousin s-yal-1 yale! (pl.)  
"'t I J J,; W cabe1~qW grand-relation c~b-cab~q (pl.) 
For lexical items glos~ed by English verbs. the Attenuative sense may 

belong to the action or the object.· Thus: 
1\.w ., , -.v1y .,, d 3be-\:: I'm cutting things: be-I'- u<a-"" ::,;,-c:1 

l'm cutting a little, 
I'm cutting things small 

I 3I'm eating : 	 be.1rt'>~-b-t':,;id 
I 1 rn having a snack 

I t..,• ""' 3l 'm slaughteri.ng 	 be-c"'?6-c,;:.O ::::.id 
I'm sluughtering little ones, or 
l'm slaughtering unimportant ones 

'~See Chap. II, sec. 2. 

2,·:yJlec is obviously the underlying form; wir;h o\:,'cy,;}l_g_c, the 
Aligmented form would show the V-a :rule, giving *·1·yal?y;l~c. 

3For the stem-final shwa, see Chap. II, secs. 19, 20. 

http:slaughteri.ng
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We recall that the proper underlying forms for the Augment were .!!21 
the output forms of the unaugmented stem, but rather the same underlying 
shapes as were found necessary for the proper development of the unaugmented 
forms themselves: we formalized this conclusion by saying that the rules 

operated not on roots but on whole~· lt will become clear that the 
Attenuative, too, is to be.considered a (derived) stem. 

As in the treatment of the Augment, all stems in 7/h are temporarily 
lain aside·and will be treated later. Non-monosyllabic stems are treated 
before monosyllabic stems. · 

III.J. Constituent Structure and Rules 

III. 3.1. 1Length 1 vs. Constituent lVh) 

Non-attenuative Attenuative Gloss 

(a) 	 ~ala~ ea1 a-f.11~d hand 

s-!aday s-!a .>a-:}\de woman 

lawalb,t ±8 2a-hw.9lbas Indian 
1Sbbaded 	 s ba 1a-bode mountain 

s-~w.Had s-llt7a1a-Jtwi.-d r.it 
2 

tas-a-~,:?d ta1a-ts3la,d hit 
w • w ~ dxwac-a-¢8d x a1a-x ct;)- J lift2 

talqll'b-f.ad ta 7 a-ta:!:qib-cttd holler3 

saxwab-~;d sa'la-sxw:1b-~1d jump 

ll:wapab-c'.~d ti"" a 1 a-ll:wpab-~ad correct 

(b) 

(c) 

pace 
qale 
bale 

\h1-1l1'l(h) 

s-paio 
• w s~x o 

setad 
• w b s-teq a . 

s-kwedgb 

~edaq-1;9d 

pala-pce 
qara-~te 
ba la-b';)le 

lla '7 a-fc.fc&(h) 
., " s-po1rrpco 

s[1~ -s>r.Wo 

si~sbd 
s-t.-Jt?' tqwg, b 
s - k~ 2(!'.-k~ d.;,b 

~~16-l11daq-to:I 

4 5digging-stick' 
5turnp-1 ine 

4 5roe' 
6 crow 

5basket 
urine (male) 5,7 

food 

toy 

chicken 
fly (l sg.) 

http:talqll'b-f.ad
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Non-Atteriuative Gloss 
lekwa..~•d 

speak (1 sg.) 8 •9 

w..b " dceq e -c'I dig (1 sg.) 
w .. lx ecos- . quarrel (l•pl.). 

(d) 	 s-qwabay? 
w, s-x •de 

s-qq/le 
s-pahq~ :I: 

I.w~qab. ..tkayas 

s-:icpab 
, ...qa,I.ab-c~ 

., w b . -sax a . 

10dog  
w,.. w s-:x 6".rf-x .ode bull-head 

. ,· ' ·"' . 11s•q4'7eqale ,.., s-qe~-qc,le elk, am.mal 
s-pJ7•-pqw~l waterfall12 

wPE--1waqab box 
e-'"~-tke1.ts 13, 14 
,J 1:.~1/- cke?as basket 

. 15 s-x-.. ~ 1~-xpab 	 cockle. 
q•'•·qalab-~d bad (1 sg.) 
.,, vWs• ~-sx -::.b 	 wind 

,. 

(e) w 
X oyob w ' wx 'l ?:,.. x ayah · seu14 
• w...Joq ob 
xwoqwob 
l:.oqw6b 

'. 
j ~,., ...jqw-a b . 

. I xw,:,f>o-xwqwa b 
;.1, t..W 

-t":> ~-cq ab 

dip 
14 snore 

pick up 
loiob ·i,5'>:,-l,Ja b grind 
1-~otax 
w.. ?t>X O at 

t-! =>':>-ctx. w,. w x 'l,J~x a bat. . 
halibut 
paddle 

Fig. 39.--Attenuative, Non~Monosyllabic 

1As with the augmented form, the final -n is lost in Attenuativej 
an excessively rare and ill-understood phenomenon. 

2*tas-a-d-c!d. -d is the transittve morpheme. Seen-loss (Chap. 
II, sec. 19). In these forms -n is of course· stem final. 

3For the surviving vowel in the stem, assu~e *talVq-ab. 

4For the stress-shift, see Chap. II, sec. 15.6. Note that the 
vowel-loss rule operates regularly, 'counting' from the posi-
tion of stress after stress shift. 

5 (,/ · 1 w ,., , w *s- p~c~, *s~~ w, or *s·p~coh, *sa~ oh. 
*pac_y, *q,Hy, *bal_y; £!: *pace,h, *qa-le,h, *bale,h. 

http:e-'"~-tke1.ts
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Fig. 39, ...~. 

6The root is probably *ljh, The stem is inherently eve re-
duplicating, with 'laryngeal affection' in the first syllable.. 

7,Gender is found in the Article,a. few 'affective' Attenua-
tives, and a few suppletive stems, 

8For the glottal stop by vowel:..loss, see Chap. II, sec. 12.3. 

9For loss of unstress~d vowel in· la- 7/-17 kw~-~ad ,, (later re-
placed by shwa), see Chap. II, sec. 17. 2 - 1-a•- . Cp. fn. 13 
below. 

10For loss of final glottal stop, see Chap. II, sec. 15.4. 
11 . 	Loss of glottal stop in \j_?Vl · Perhaps better, an option on 

insertion. 
12 w. 

*s·p_!hq. •l See Chap. II, sec. 15.7 (esp. end).  
13 · , , , 

Vowel-loss leaves te·%-tky?s, explained at Chap, II, Sec. 12.3. 
14 - .For the stress-alternation, s,e Chap. II, sec.· 15.6. 

. ! 

15*s-~apab, discussed at Chap. II, sec. 4. 

Considering the forms given -in Figure 39 (a), Twana Attenuative might 
be simply defined as c1v1?v1 plus ste~. Were all Twana Attenuatives of 
similar shape, the problems remainirtg would be the proper interpretation of 
the sequence . v1,v1 , and. the na~ure ·of the stress- retraction seen in one 
or two forms such ·as pace; piPapce 'diggi~g-stick, 1 

Inspection of the forms of the remaining sub-corpora, however, shows 
that this is by no means _the whole story. Why, in the first place, are the 
vowels in Attenuatives corresponding to non-! stems ~ similarly copies 
of the stem vowei? ·Let us initially assume that all Attenuatives .!!! in 
fact alike in their underlying structure,· implying by this supposition 
that 'Attenuative' involves some process which affects all the vowels 

_alike, ~ut by its very natur~ does not change the vowel~· The notion 
that the process involved is simply 'length_'. 1s hardly sufficient,._ even 
did we suppose that 'length' is somehow automati~ally accompanied by a 

1·component of 'lowering. 1 

1 . For Upper Chehalis, which seems to show a parallel situation, 
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To say that e· and o· are lowered here is true 1 hut is hardly 

~n eA-pla~ation that relates the phonology of these forms to anythiug else 
iu Twana. What is even worse. t~ere is~ plausible sense in which one may 
assert that E'E is related to !." ~y low~ring. A more plausible account 
of the relation between e/o and e?E, ~'J would perhaps make use of the 

already-established properties of h. 
Recall that ?/h exercise a lowering effect which we have named 

'laryngeal affectiou',. giving ifor_ e, and ~ for o; the possibility then· 
suggests itself that we might supply an h in the constituent structure 

I 

. ·of Attenuative. Suppose we now set up Attenuat:ive as ,£1 V• h & stem: then 

assuming laryngeal-affection to operate just as- if the vowel were short, 
forms such as selad; si''e:slad' could be derived, setting aside for the 
moment the questions of vowel reduction, ~hwa-insertion, and the glottal 
stop in the reduplicating· syllable. This begins to look acceptable. 

However, the case of shwa-stems immediately makes such a simple 
formulation untenablej for, by the laryngeal-affection rule, a form such 
as 1wind' should give **li'f,a-ih,xwab, whereas the correct output 

" ,., ,,, wform is S.!..!.,-SX ab, Thus ~· is behaving in t:he same way as e• 1 which is 
to say that, while there are four 1 short' vowels (e, a, o, and~), there are 
only three 'long' vowels (e·, a·, and o·). 

The question now arises, how do we explain the implication that there 

has at some point been a merger of, 8• and e· ? The fact that the.putative 
merger has occurred almost entirely within the domain of Attenuative suggests 
strongly that this merger is recoverable, that is, that we expect to be able 
to devise suitable rules to produce it within the grammar. 

A rule producing the required merger of e· and a• is easily written, 
from a formal point of view. However, we should prefer, in dealing with a-ny 
phonological idiosyncracy, to show some .rationale for the processes involved. 
We thus propose to interpret the putative merger under discussion as result-

Kinkade (1964, pp. 256-267) says: 'Most diminutives are fonn~d by adding 
a phoneme of length to the stressed vowel of the stem. 1 The d'ifficulties 
attending this assumption in KinKade's analysis will be discussed elsewhere. 

1.And not as ' a plus "something'"; !,h,P, we recall, gives ahC 
(Chap·.. n;). se~15. 3).

'-. - --· ·-. 
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ing from a constraint on certain .Q.2!1·consonantal sequences, just as we showed 
the Au~ent cluster-simplificationa (Chap. II, sec 7) to result fr.om con-

straints on consonantal sequences. 
We have defined has a cont!nuapt voiceless semi-vowel; e as a non~ 

compact, non-grave, non-rounded vowel; and shwa as a non-compact, grave, non-
rounded vowel. We now suggest that the constituent sttucture of Attentuative 

,. 
be defined ss c1 v1 v1h & stem. 

III. 3.2. The VV Me~ger 
The sequence above specifies schematically the set of possible sequences 

in.Attenuative 	reduplication. Recall, first, the constraint on the sequence 
l1 non-cornpa.ct vowel plus h'; fo1: shwat the constraint operates only with e 

following consonant. But the sequences in Attenuative are all of the shape 
-ViV1h & C, ··however, so the. t shwa ll'lay here be considered as ciuite simibr to 

c and o, in respect to laryngeal~affection. Now since a is compact, aah 
is not expected to undergo change; ~nd in fact, only c1ara is derived from 
a-stems. We thus limit our attention to the non compact vowels, e, o and~ 

Since laryngeal affection is responsible for the change of compact-
uess, it is not clear whether the sequence-constraint to which we wish to at-

tribute the (now spelled) ee /e"b merger necessarily involves V1V1!;: or 
merely v1v1 . The parallel with the behavior of~consonant c1usters2 suggests 
that perhaps the sequence concernelf i.s indeed 2!h.:. On the other hnnd, the 
feet that the sequence VV only occurs in the environment of -h implies 
that we do not need to 'refer to -h in the rule. 3 

Tentatively, the constraint here might be interpreted as a constraint 
on ,gravity in stressed non-compact vowels: 1 in a seq~ence of two mm-compact 

vow<'ls, the second member assimilates lts gravi.ty to the roundness of the 

first. 1 Using Greek letters co denote variables which range over binary 

1P,irt of the motivation for assuming stress on the second vowel of 
reduplication is the desire to leave the laryngeal-affection rule unchanged 
The re.asor.· for assuming two vowels instead of adding the feature 'length' 
will be a.:>parent later (Chap. III, sec. 3.3). 

2where the constra!nt'was on certain sequences of 3 segments 
(Chap. :I, sec. 7). 

for a re-3But see Chap. III, aec.· 6.2.4 'Laryngeal-Hnal..· 
appraisal. 

http:gravi.ty
http:non-cornpa.ct
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values of phonological features; ·the dependency of·gravity·on roundness 
!!,lay be f~tmalized as follows: 

r -cons J 
/ +voe[ « grave1 in 'env. l;::::ct . 

Thus 6, which is round and grave will remain grave; e, which is ,
non-round and non-grave wi.ll ~emain non,-.g.:ave; but a, which is non-round but 
plue grave will become nOD-grave, i.e., will becomes!· 

The underlying sh.apes (e.g.) *s•baah-bdded 1mountail'), I *s-kWeeh-kWedab 
1 1 ., 'i\T · : V ' v''Wchicken, *tooh~toq od 'pick up,' ::ind ,'rs:H~h-sax ab 1\dnd' are thus devetoped 

to the stage s-baiih-baded, s-kwei_h-kwed;ib, to.§,h~toqwad, .but . saeh-sax'·~ab. 
The rnle for laryngeai-affection will now give us s-bafh-bAded, s-k'·'.:,!h-kwedi!lb, 

to~h~toqw~d,. and ~~fh-iaxwab. 
It is necessary to modify the vowel~assimilation rule only slightly 

to assimilate the first segumnt of the VV sequences to the (stresi:;ed) second. 

As it stands, .the rule allows assimilation acroas a voicetess semi-vowel; we 

require simply to allow the option of having a !lld! segment between the 

stressed and unstressed vowels concerned. 

The forms used as our examples may now be dertved thus: s-baab-baded, 
s-kw.;e:{h-kwed~b, t:;)Jh-tOqwod, lH°h-~axwab. 

III. 3. 3. Glottal-insertion and Ordering 

The motive for assigning the at:nrns to the second of the two vowels 

of the Attentuative reduplicatton was to allow the laryngeal~affection rule 
to operate within its accustomed domain, viz., with an adjacent stressed 

vowel. However, the output forms of the corpus to far given show an alterna-
tion in stress-position. For instance, although 4J .J:e 1 tump-line' giver, 

_qa'i-qle, pace 'digging-stick' gives p,!'a-pce. 
lt seems necessary to employ a rule allowing an opq.ona1 stress-

shift from the.stressed to the unstressed vowel in the VV sequerice. However, 
we hc:ve ah:eady formulated .u I."l.!lc allowi.ng just such a str:ess-shift from the 

stem to a s.uffb (Chap. II, sec. 15.6), the only ,difference b~ing that the 
•rule r~ferred _to ope:ated across h ar glotta~ stbp. 

On.the other hand, the output forms of the Attenuativ, also contain  

a glottal stop, which we have so far·auunied might well be the proc1uet of  

http:allowi.ng
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a mucrr.~ rQle, a I''11e formalizing the notion that 'th~ glot·ta1· stop 
h.eard in .thes~_forms is ·the result of careful're-a..-ciculatton of_wh~t is 1 

fundamentally~· a iong vo:i,Yel. i 1 

_ Suppi)se we insert a glottal stop in the sequences v-v of the Attenua-
tive;2 then wltere. must th¢ app~opri~te insertion r~le at~nd? Cleat_ly, before 
the rule for optional s.t.tess~shift; .and if so, then equalJy clearly' b~fore the 

rule for vowei,-a&similation too, fi:fr the latter ·rule would then niiied no modi-

fication. There seems good reason .to suppose, however,· that glottal stop in-,· 

sertion should follow the vowel-merger rule. If the vowel-merger rule is 
al.lo~ed to operate on t"he domain viv1• it. has a unique environment;. these-

quence v11v1, on the 0th.er hand, arises from a number of.sources) and the 

vowel-111erger rule would ·require sevete environ~en:tal con·straint. 

The order of the.rules here ;eferr~d·to may thus~.for convenience, be 
recapitulated: 

.. ' . ' ,. 3 
Vowel-mer~~r· for v1v1 se~uence 

Gloftal-s t.op insertion in V V (optional?) 
Laryng~al affection for stressed vowels 
Vowel-asstmilation· - across '/h 
Stress-shift (optional) - across '/h 

For the corpus so far considered, it is clear that ·the operation of 

the rule for vowel-loss will give the correct outputs, quite regardless of 

the optional nature of the stress-shift rule which preceges it. 

For example, *s-kWai:ad 'rat'; *s-kwa-ah-kwai:ad (sub-corpus [a]). 
We ·.deriv~ th'e Attenuat:iv~ aa follows: *s-kwa.:.~h-kwai:ad, ~nen (the yow~l-
merger rule operating vacuously) s-k°'\!ah-kwatad (glottal atop insertion), 

1Thus Thompson (p:ersonal connntinicati~n}. 

2Probably to be made optional. Of. sq/..,£qale"' sqt~qole 'dog. 1 

J . . . .. 
It i~·not clear w,hether a-l!'lutation under secondary stress comes  

before or after glottal-,.insertion. Certainly, if l.te·assume that the con- 
stituent-structure rule for Ati;enuative assigns v1 .with its stress, then  

·of course the a-:-mutation rule must follow the vowel-merger rule; we should 
otherwise lose the identtcal vowei ·sequence. If, on the other hand, the -
reduplication· is assigne~ zero stress in the first place1 then the merger 
and glottal insertion rules are constrained only to operate before laryngeal• 

;infection. · · 

http:sq:'>'.::qa.le
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w, wh ( l t en h•affection and vowel-assimilat.ion being inapplicable) s-k a'ah-k atad 

w ~ , w l (or s 8 k !'l'·ah-k atad stress shift option): we see now that the tentative 
rule we adopted for 'tetra-syllabics 11 operates on the form s-kwa1ah-kwatad 
to give s-kwa 1ah-kwld, where the stressed vowel and the following vowel are 

retained, but the last two vowels are lost. On the other hand, the 1 tri-
I l w 1 , W' ·syllabics rue operates on the form s-k a ah-k atad, giving precisely the  

same output, apart from the position of the stress.,  
Sub-corpus (b) of Figure 39 demonstrates that vowel~final stems behave  

just as did vowel-final sterns in augment, so far as the vm.,rel loss rule is 0 

· concerned. If *pa1 ah~pace becomes pa?ah-pace (by optional stress-shift), the 
vm,.rel-loss rule allows retention of the vowel after the stress, deletes the 

next, but leaves a final vowel intact; this gives p,Pali'.-pce. If the stress-
shift option is E£! taken, the 1 tri-syllal;>ics' rule again gives exactly the 
same result, apart from the position of the stress, which is pa?ah-pce, 

For all these cases, we of course assume the later operation of the 
h-deletion rule. However, this rule is not optional for Attenuative, <1nd it 

is necessary to mark the special environment {thus, 'oblig in env / - & 

stem') in that rule. 

III.4., Options 

Considering now the forms of Figure 40, we must account for the fact  
that the second vowel of the Attenuative prefix is sometimes lost where we do  
not expect this to occur, viz .• when the stem contains two or more vowels, as  

w,., w,,,: w " in q ~c2A~ (h) ; ~ "• ~q o c.ide(h) 'rabbit.' 
Recall that, in.connection with ?/h-initial stems (Chap_ II, sac. 17.2) 

an option roust be allowed for the deletion of an unstressed vowel in the environ~ 

ment - ?/h V; this gave le?elal or 1-?etal (with later shwa-insertion 

giving l~_?elal for the latter)_ We now ·suggest that the same option obtains 
J 

in the (converse)· environ~ent, viz., V ?/h - ; this allows for li~-l~xlad 
' . 2and HF-u,d'•d (again, with lE:"..!.b~Kc>d later).  

Since the etyma for the forms of the present corpus are as yet un- 

clear, it is difficult to offer any alternative explanation to the above;  

1See Chap, 11, sec. 11. 

2The rule must thus operate after the (counting) vowel loss rule. 
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Non-Attenuat ive Attenuative .fil2!! 
isxt;ad. 11 1-laxsad lamp 
q,1,xad I • 

q• 7 -q~l?xad fence• . 
iaq&,d il1-i:aqir,d canoe-mat 
4w;!ade(h) i.t'•'-q~!..de(h) rabbit . 

w , wr; w1,; w ., w! ls-x a1 .,oiq e s-x IE -x ~ 1 aq e clam-basket 
be-p;h?ce-c.od be-pi1-pal?!e-~~d I turn it over 
y~lbel'lqai>d yt?-yalbel"I) qsacl skirt3 

p·ff t:adexp ~?-pt1tdexp iron; wire3 
weJJ, • ay W' 'Wis-x. s-:c E-? -~ ay sheep3 

Fig. 40.--Attenuative, Options 

1*s-;w~l?Jqw-ace(?). In s-~w,1_1w•l'.!qw~e, we are unable to 
account for the shwa. Compare 'I turn it over.• 

2The vowel-lou rule applies 'to the t:1tem, (-c!d, 1st sing. 
subject). Stem-final *-~!2,{°tl~oee notlose its final vowel 

3The survival of vowels in the,stems of 'skirt' and 'wi~e'-,,is problematic. We suggest *y~l~h-x~lbqsd, *pet-d-zaiVp. 
As with 'ski:rt I and I wire, 1 'sheep I may well be a complex 
stem: in that case, -ay must be numbered among the 'non-
trunc:ating' suffixes (which include also .-6b s 1 plural, 1 

and -at 1diminutive 1) see, Chap. III, sec. 7.1, oa:-tl, A 
'non-truncating ~uffix' is one which is part of the (derived) 
stem, and is cqunted but .!!.2J:. deleted by the vowel-loss rule. 

another po,ssibility, however, at least for 1 lamp' and 1canoe-mat, • might 
be to assume that the counting domain of the vowel-loss rule is blocked 
by (underlying) -CC. Then, forms like la'xlad will give Attenuative -r-
1J%-laxsad, but the vowel-loss rule will treat this as though it were. . 
monosyllabic, giving 1'1-1~,~&d. 

We now come to Figure 41, the forms in which represent the mono-
syllabic. stems, 8$ain e:Kcepting those in initial "/h. We shall assume that 
the constituent structure of these stema in Attenuative is exactly the same 
as that for the disyllabic stems treated above: 
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Non-Attenuative Attenua.tive Gloss 
, , 

s-xac. s-x,f'-xc rib 

sel s..£'.1-s~l cloth, rag 
1e'4 1.t'-1;;~ dig 

W, 
q ec wl? w wr wq" -q ctvq ~ 7~-q C 

ldance 
J , 

j 'tes 	 t4:..,-ts' shoot 
w, WI Ws-%. *'sp! -s-ll; ¢ 7 -R sp! trout 

s-x.£1, s-x~?-xaP' mark 
d.!~ di?-da::,; converse, go:;sfr 

c~q t.J'-tq drip 

Fig. 41. --Attemiative, Monosyllabic 

1If we assume *qwecVs, then vowel losses are regulai· for thi.s 

fonn. The check-form would be the inchoative with c2 reduplication. 

If we reconstruct (e.g.) the underlying forms for s,1 'cloth,' s-~at 
'ribs 1 s-d£¥ 'conversation,' we have 

Ise-eh-sel, s-~a-ah-~at, s-d~-ah-dd¥  
se-eh-sel, s-~a-ah-~ac, s-d~-eh-d&x by vowel-merger,  

se'eh-sel, s-~a?,fo-~al, s-d;f"e,h-d3~ by glottal-insertion  

se1lh-sel, s-~a?ah-,_rn~, s-d..,?[h-dax by laryngeal affection  
s,.;",t h-sel s-xa7 ah-;a~ s-d~7th-dax by vowel-harmony, J " • , 

by stress-shift option, 1 

with stress-shift option taken 

scf'1h-sl, s-~a'h-~t., s-dJ1 h-dx by vowel-loss 
I'

s-d<f''-d~ by h-loss 
s~dc:f,·-dax by shwa-insertion 

without stress-shift option taken 
~ 

s-d~'<E-h-dai;t without stress-shift, 
s-d7~ h-d~x by 	optional vowel-loss 

(Cha~. II, sec. 17.2) 

s-xa ?-xt. . . 

l A special difficulty with a_language which can justly be characterized 
as 'hardly spoken 1 Ls that we are uncertain is to what the notion of 'optionBl 
rule' is describing. Iu the present case, the so-called 'option' is neatly 
always taken. 



s'l-sel? s-x?a.:x,a~ 
s.~i:sel, ·s-~a?a-~a~ 

Similarly, if the 
_loss option is not taken, ,

s~">~-sel, and 

III.5. Rule Summary 5 

-kl, Constituent Structur.e,. Augment and Attenuative. 

*2. Stress assignm~nt, Augment and Attenuative. 

3. Loss of initial· laryngeal, Augment reduplication. 

4. Augment metathesis. 
M15, vv merger 

··,"i-f.6. Glottal epenthesis, 

7. Vowel-a mutation. 

8. Aff.ix trunca tiori. 
9..C-h ~etathesis. 

10. Laryngeal affection. 
11 .. h unvoicing ot 1. 

12. Vowel assimilation. 

13. Affix stress-shift. 
14. General Vowel loss, 
15. v loss in /- H v1 ,1 

{0} 1 
16. 

' 
h ----> • 

T 
ln /

2 
17. Glottal metathesis. 
18. Y-metathesis. 
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, s-d'-E-d•:it by h-loss  
, sJd~~t-d3x by shwa-insertion  
~tress~shift option is not taken, and th,e vowel- 

we deri.v:e:  

for v-v (opt) 

to h ...· 
and mirror env; (opt) 

voiceless stop- R plus 

19. Syllabification of Semivowels. 
20. Secondary stress-shift, 
21. Glottal absorption. 

22. N-loss. 
23. Cluater"simplification. 
24. s-assirnilation. 

25. Geminat.e simplification. 
26. Sy~labic offglide for l. 
27. Shwa insertion. 

· stressed syllable and mirroi env. 



N28, N 	·---~ B, with exception env's. 
29. N

B ~~ ~ B, with exception env 1 s. 
30. i 	•ow-;')> B, 

31. h 	 ···--,. 0 oblig in prefi:xj hut other los~es unchar for order. 

Note: 	 H = a laryngeal  

R ~ a voiced consonant,  
N "" .J nasal  

B "' b,d. 

* shows rules modified (cf. Rule Summary (4) ~ Chap II, sec. 22) 

>b'c shows rules added since Su=iary (4). 

I1I.6. Lar:yngeal Stems 

III.6.1. Laryngeal-Initial 

!lI,6.1.l. General 

~Ion-~un t ive Attenuative Gloss 
(a) "axe.Pd 	 li:J'i'fl'l,{Cold bed 1. 

... ,. " 	 2">exe~ad ?ffr~~-ac:ad scrape 
?ela~3d 1<§:?.l!.1ead eat2 

3
?rtsawac 	 ?f:?Is ;:;r"tw»c chew 

(b) 

s-1obat 
?opal 

a-1elacx:w 

(c) 	 td?ocad;ib 

s ~ ?ec.:.baiqwe (h) 

s~?6naxe'ad 

I' 
?1::?~ad 

r 
s~? :)? bdt 

?{">pi 

s-?e">J~ CXW 

?al '>J'i:>c•dab 

s-?~?tfcdbslqwe(h) 
s-)1'7 -;i 11xe 'ad 

?J?,e y,f'?oc-d 

clear the throat 

name 
eat, feed on 
t.imber, board 

ent quickly 
clothes 

dish4 
5 

un t i0 

(d) 7exec '>a?axac go to bed 

?61asq-h 1-J?~? la sq.>h go outside--child 
goes to toilet 

http:excepti.on
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~ttenuative Attenuativa Ql~ 
?a le~ 1 'a"?a?las sister (male speaking) 6 

?ates J 
?elal sing 

Fig. 42. --Attem:ative, Lryngeal-tnJ.tial 

1.,."' ~ • h V* ra:xec-Va. T e full stem is seen in the verb form be- '>axec-cod 
trfm going tO bed. I The 'unmarked form for 'bed 1 thUS Sh0WS V0We1-
l0SSeS as for tri-syllabics. Compare be-?a?axac, with vowel-re-
tention ~sin di-syllabics. · 

') 

~The shwa in forms like be-1E :i;:xc>-~ad shows that we must suppose 
(trans:Ltive) in, the unde:i:lying '';t1·ing. Thus;"' 1exJ cd. 

3Glottal stop generated in the stern itself, as explicated at 
Chnp. II, sec. 12, then attructed to the stress in be-1J 7esa,:_w~c-c<'ld. 

4 , ... , /'
Para ll.el with tkayas; k-take?,?Ja, we reconstruct (non-attenuative) 
*s-10la~c1yad, which the vowel-loss rule reduces to s-?olaxe?.;,d. 

5Retention of stem-vowel in be-1J'?,...ya?o-cfad: there are few cases 
of this kind, but it is reasonable to-suppose that one constraint 
on vowel-loss is that we never lose both vowels in the environments 
- 7 -

6The alternation ">alf;; 7a?a11~; suggests that the underlying 
stressing of the unmarked form rnus::: be *?ales; the stressing 'iles 
must then arise by the ru~e for optional stresR shift (Chap. II, 
sec. 21). 

For the formation of the Attenuative from ste:t,s in initial glottal 

stop 1 (Fig. 42), we mak·e the same assumption as we did with ?/h-initial stem 

in Augtr:ent, viz.: that exactly the s11me constituent-structure is required 

as for stems with other initial segments. We take the parallel forms for 
'food; and 1eat 1 (sub-corpus [aJ) as a starting point, Thus: 

*selad: se-eh-s·elad *"Had: ?e-eh-'tbd 

.se7/h-s~hd 1et~h-'elad glottal-insertion 

1The corl)us unfortunately contains no example of an Attenuative 
based o.i an h-initial stem; from the account already given of h-initial stems 
in Augment, however. it is reasonable to assume that such stems will again 
behave similarlr to glottal-stop, initial stems. 

http:be-'>axec-l!'.od
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se 'i:-
I h-sel.ad 1e '~ 

I h-7 eiad la ryngi:ia 1 affect ion 

stt 11h-se:ie.ad ?~?Eh- 1eiad vowel-assimilation ., 
s~ 1,s, h-selad 7£: 7<!= h-?e!ad stress-shift (opt) 

si1E h- s!d ?E?E:h-?t.d vowel-loss 

Apart from later h-deletion and shwa-insertion, the Attenuative for 

'food' is correct; however, the Attenuative for 'eat 1 contains an unwanted . ,. 
glottal stop ( 14i 76h-~ld). We do not wish to invoke a further (and an hoc) 
rule to 'delete glottal stop following .h· 1 Rather, we recall that ?/h is 

deleted when initial in an unstressed reduplication (see Chap. II, sec. 17.2), 
and .now propose to generalize that rule to 1delete ?/h when initial in an 

unstressed morpheme.' There is no reason to me-..;;, =he rule from the place of 

the_ original ?/h-deletion rule (Chap. II, sec. 22). 

Figure 42(a) illustrates the rules so far given, and shows (e.g.) the 

option on stress-shift in the forms for I I eat.' Sub-corpus (b) in turn il-

lustrates the optional loss of an unstressed vowel after the vowel-loss rule , 
proper, e.g.; 'l(!!i?~ad 'clear the throat.' 

Sub-corpora (c) and (d), on the other hand, offer fresh problems. 
Compare the forms 'e~e-f~d; ?e)i~a-~~d 1 I scrape' (corpus [a}) and 
'a~ec ; 1 a?a~ac 'go to bed. 1 Before V-loss, the Attenuatives are 

., " " 1?£?Jh-e~ad-td and '1,a?ah-axac. The vowel-loss rule gives <e 7~h-~d-cd 
butt*7 a'ah-~c. The same apparently incorrect result of vowel-loss applica-
t.ion obtains with all the forms of. sub-corpora (c) and (d). 

The different treatment of ?.;;7{h-ex~d- and 7 a?ah-axac does not 
seem to be explicable in terms of any factor in the environment at this 

stage of the derivation. However, if we hold that the counting domain of 
the. vowel-loss rule is not here violated, that could only be because the 
shape 1 a 7ah-axac is not correct for this stage of the derivation. The 
retention of the final~ vowel would on~y be justified had the preceding 
(and morpheme-initial) vowel. already been deleted, i.e., if the shape were 

now ,a,ah-xac- instead of 1a1ah-axac . .,__ _,_ 
The solution we propose is that this is tbe case for all the forms 

of sub-corpora (c) and (d). There are at least two ways of accollnting for 
this situation.. The first is to assume that not only the initial.,glottal 
stop but also the (newly) stem-initial vowel is lost in these derivations, 

1·-d, 'transitivicy 1 is responsible for the shwa in the output. 
~d- is later lost. 

http:stt11h-se:ie.ad
http:i:-h-sel.ad
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a lose that occµrs before general vowel-loss. Thus (e. g.) : 1a,xec ; be-•.'>a-ah-7'axec, be ?a-ah-axec then be 1a-ah-~; as against 1exed'--r-- .......--' - J  

i"e-eh-?exed-~d, ?e-eh-exed-cd the additional (optional?) rule immedi-- ---- , 
ately following the deletion of initial glottal-stop. 

An alternative solution would be to suggest that we have here to do 
with vowel-initial morphemes, despite our earlier argument to the contrary, 
and that the relevant constituent structure does not here involve a repeti-
tion of the morpheme-initial vowel (e.g., that we have be1a-ah-xec instead.--
of be1a-ah-?axec).--r--

This suggestion must:, however, be rejected for the fol.lowing reasons. 
1There is no indeJ?endent evidence for the existence of vowel-initial stems 

ln rwana; in pa:rticular, the morphology of the Augment, where some of the 
same forms occur, required no such supposition. In exchange fo-r a further 
optional rule, it supposes complementarity of constituent structure--which 
we have so far eschewed. 

It is important to note one form whose derivation on the second 
analysis appears to imply a gottal stop initial base; this is "axc~d 'bed.' 

But despite the shift of stress in the (derived) 2 aon-Attenuative form, 1 bed' 

is clearly related to the stem inbe'>axec 'go to bed,' which must be *1a::cec. 
Thus we see that: the surface form of 'bed' derives from 7a~ec- ;_ whichever 

analysis we choose, the two diminutive forms are parallel, and do not require 
alternant bases. 

On· the whole, the evidence for distinguishing 1 -initial vs. V-init.ial 

in Tuana is weak; and the Jiotion seems too powel'.'ful for our present grammar 

to make use of. We thus assume optional deletion of the newly stem-initial 
vowel. 3 

1The case of the 1 field-suffixes' will be discussed elsewhere; the 
relevance of the topic for historical and comparative studies cannot be 
rehearsed here, but compare Vogt (1940), who fin9s contrast between ?~initial 
and V-initial stems. 

2Although the formatives involved in the c?mmoner derivational  
processes are clear, stress shifts are not well understood, especially  
where the derivation is not clearly syntactical. In such cases, the  
process is perhaps to be associated with the dictionary and not the trans- 
fonnational and phonological components of the grammar. Here, *'a:<ec.Y.9.  

• (with -ad[?) derivative Nominal).· 

3Even in the li.ght:. of the analysis now proposed, the diminutives  
for 1dish 1 and 'untie' (sub-corpus [cl) remain irregular. As has been  
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The unexpected glottal stops in ?a1a'lal 'sister' and ?e?~?lal 

· 'sing' in turn seem explicable. Again, two solutions are possible. We 

may assert that the initial vowel has been deleted, but not the initial 

glottal stop; this complicates the rule for initial-vowel deletion, which 

would otherwise sp~c ify the (unambiguous) environment 1 at a mor~heme 

boundary following h' but i~ not otherwise objectionabl'e. Alternatively, 

however, a parallel may be appealed to, in the h-mutation already established. 1 

This rule was ordered after optional stress shift, since it must 
operate on the output-stressed shapes, and after vowel-loss, since it picks 

I 
up the h-products of lost vowels too. But note that in s 7 ":>?Jl"~elad, 'dish' 

there is no additional glottal stop, even though the environment is appro-
1 

priate. We do not get *'l':s?~?:,?1:>xe1-id. Here it may be assumed that the- . 
glottal stop has in fact been generated, ·but that a rule for dissimilation of 

glottal stops ~liminates one when another follows the next consonant; that 

is, if the glottal attraction option has not been taken. 

The order of the relevant rules is thus: 
1. V-loss. 

2. h-mutatiuo, 

3. Glottal-attraction. 

4. Glottal stop dissLmilation.-
') 

III. 6 .1.2. Alternative Attenuative 'Structure  

It would perhaps be plausible to assume the constituent structures  
.  

of Attenuative to be f,1y
~ 

1 hV1 & stem. from a comparative point of view,  

certain Snohomish forms appear to lend color to such a view. 3 

shown, the base for 'dish' is probably ~,?61~,:rnyad; it i.s not clear why all 
the stem vowels are lost in diminutive, for we expect 1o?;laxy1d, to give

., ,, I p 

?:l1 .:Jla:xe1.-d. Similarly, ?l&"e'.y:>?ocad retains a vowel against the rules given 
The som;ce. (etyma and syntax) of many once-occurring forms is quite un-

clear. The existence of internal word boundaries may be one reason for un-
canonical vowel-retention in these forms. 

1Chap. II, sec . 15.4. 

• 2Chap; II, sec. 6.2.5. 

3rn his (M.S.) account of Snohomish chameleon morphology, Hess 
cites thi following forms: 

q{q~wu, 'short of stature' : q!-hi-~x 
' wu, 'nice w.iy of saying someone 

is short' 
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From the point of view of Twana morphology, crucial forms are 
?a?a~la~ 'sister' (Attenuative) and '?:>?~?lasqoh ''go.out' (Attenuative) 
where the original h must be morpheme-1..!m (?;;'a!!_-lai) at the point 
of the h-mutation rule; it clearly could not be ,",-hv and. then become -Vh 

by an attraction-rule, for h would have to move away from the stress. 
The priority of -Vh- may best be .defended by demonstrating the un-

feasibility of deriving a Twana form such as 1'a?a1Ial using -hV-. Thus 
'°a-ha-?ales", then 1a-ha-?al!!, then 'la-?a.:.?alai, then ?a?a-la~, wHh 
no source for the additional glottal stop we require in Twana. 

111.6.1.3, The VNa Rule 
The above account omits mention of the rule for substituting a for 

vowels under secondary stress (Chap .. II, sec. 4, Disyllabics stressed on v2). 
But it must of course be supposed that this rule. in fa ct applies to all the 
forms of Figure 42, although the vowels concerned are nearly always deleted 
by the vowel-reduction rule. Two forms, those for 'go to bed' and 'sister' 
show the operation of the V to a rule, where the relevant vowel is 
(properly) not so deleted. 

III.6.1.4. 	 Summary 
In summary, Laryngeal-initial Attenuatives behave in a manner 

parallel to Laryngeal-initial Augmentatives. 
The morpheme-initial laryngeal is lost 

in an unstressed morpheme; the following vowel is also apparently lost 
(optionally); the Attenuative h will then in certain cases be found 
abutting a Resonant, with the usual (glottal-stop) product; finally, if 
a vowel-loss within the adjacent syllable of the stem should in similar 
fashion produce a glottal stop, a dissimilation of glottal-stops occurs. 

1 ngree emphatica1ly 1 : 	 'agree by lending vocal 
support while another is talk-
ing.' 

Al though Hess has omitted the Attenuative sub,.;class c1V hV1 alto-
gether from his IJAL paper (1966), it is quite possible that we flave to do with 
the same -1h- as has been proposed for Twana Attenuative and not with -hv- at 
all. Note that, as is cotmnon in Salish Attenuatives, the prefix cf takes the 
stress in the Snohomish type. Then, although Snohomish clearly lacks the 
(Twana) rule of laryngeal affection, a stress-attr~ction rule would take w ?' 	 wan underlying *q!-ih-qx u and give qi-,h1-qx u?, 
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III.6.2. Laryngeal-final 

III.6.2.1. General 

Norh,\ t tenuative Attenuative Gloss 
l ' 

(a) Sil.:)')..} b el:tPh 7.Jb dog salmon 
' Jat:,?:n ste? t;:/::>]. herring 

beer t1~ad bec/'\i ? q"h ~ d drink 
w,,bpox o p,Ppo:?1ob l blow 

..., pe?plXW':)b J 
siPsa 7 aCdb l work 

"'se 1 sa 7 ac<lh j 

te?tahlq~ b shout 

spe?pon ? spoon 
11 ,.,. spe?pon J 

kapo kekpo coat 
steb1at stete?bat 

cookbe.so76cadab l 
,.., bes.i.,.6caidab j II 

pig 
0 

/
b -;,'q duck 

-------·..-···-------
(d) be:v."''ic,kwkw breath1/ 

II 

2tell news 
C6c. rain~ ~ 

II 

sheep5 
II 

6skate 
II  

II  

Fig..43. --Attenuatlve, Laryngeal-final 

1For 'breathe,' no related torma occur in the corp~s (sub-
corpbs d). The geminate k final seems to be a· (unique!} 

http:el:tPh7.Jb


Fig. 43.--~. 

reduplicatiou, altho,ugh this hardly hears on the present ques:-
tion. If there is 'reduplication, then a CVC-plus•ll'·stem may: 
be supposed; and we ~re of cours~ ~t liberty to ass1;1me a shape
*xWa,h~kw I. or *xWeh-kW: 

2 ' - . . 
'Tell news I is sui;plected of being a l"eduplicat:ing form in itself; 
no related forms occur, hue a tentative reconstruction might .well 
give. *wVyVcVt - 3nd no. laryngeal 'ts to be supposed. 

3 
No Augmentative for 'rain' ·occurs, but clearly the stem must 

. ei~~er lllok Like. '*'*t9hVc or simply *coc. The possibility of 
**cohc. i~ exclu1ed by the lack of loweripg in the forms (we 
would expe~t ~h'<t~c), while a stem '"* .3.6hVc. w~ul~ normally not 
lose its second vowel at all.· 

4The Augmentative b~dba'd-ah cle~rly betrays a sten:i bid.ah (we 
suppose *bid;,!!, for reasons already rehearsed). The~ in the 
Attenua.tive is therefore not explicable on. a 'laryngeal stem' 
theory.· We note, further, that there is ~ semantic shift in this 
At tenuative i the. glos~ is I doll. 1 

S, Sheep' is an especially interesting case; it is ·the only occur~ 
rence of a doublet in the Attenuative. T~ere are three problems. 
in connection with this form, First, it is not clear whether·the 

-W; , W.J' 't · " . stem is *'11!- ~ ~ ay o.r *~ u :i,; ay; the Attenuative in (?§· could of 
course ·come· from either. Second, the retention of the fina,l ·vow~l 
in the stem suggests t.hat -ay 

I 

is a non'..truncatiD_g suffix, although ·. 
its phone,ti.c homoTiomy with the· suffix -ay{t..) 'plant'. must be ~oincidentaL 
Third, whichever shape of stem we choose, we certainly 1:annot .call 
this a 'laryngeal I stem, and hence accoµnt autonuHically for the · 
al,terna.nt C~ Attepuative. 

Cf. s~wea1ad, 'deer,• however {~e~ Note 94.and fn. in Commentary 
[Appendix I, sec . 5] to Tale) . If the surmize ther.e is correct, 

1. and if 'sheep' .is indeed related to 'deer then s-·Jtelay offers 
a true. 'laryngeal-final' stem after all. 

6No non-Attenuative correirpond.lng to 'skate I has beell elicited.. A 
putative ,'1-kwe.,vl· is the shape we seek·, 

Figure 43 presents forms for which the corresponding Attenuative~ al-
ways have the preH~ Ce(jl). Note also that these forms apparently violate (at 
least) ·the rule.ts for laryngeal affection and vowel-loss. The laryngeal-: 

affection" rule is violated in the pre:fbes, where we ex.pec.t lowe-ring of ,! 

'under ~i:ress before a glottakstop; and also in most of the stems, where, 
on the contrary, we do not expect lowering witho~t stress. The vowel.;..toss 

http:al,terna.nt
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rul.e is· viols,_~ed in that both· the vwels of dhyllabics>should be lost when 

the( (monosyllabic) pre.Hx is streesed, 

Assuming, on the other hand, that th~ underlyiTig structure is in fact 

identical wit::il that previously established £or Attenuative, brings in its 

train even further difficulties. Take first t.he sipiple case of *ta-ah-tah¼q.Jh 

'holler' as ~i'n example (sub-corpus [b]). Then by stress-assignmentt i:a-ah-tah!q~b; 
by merger, th~_same; by ?.insertion, ta~ah-tah!qab; ~Y ~ptional stress-shift 

ta?ah-tahlqab; here the vowel-loss.rule is violated. Although the optional . 
vowel-loss would then allow ta?-t~hlq;>b, 1 it is clear that thii;; form must be 

·max-ked for at least two inegularitiesi{rninus ·vowel-loss], and [e-Attenuative 
prefix l. 

Take now the fo1:m b,1q 'duck,' underlying *b6 1q (sub-corpus [cJ). 

The same rules would give bo-6b-b6.'1q , bo-oh-bo?q , 2 bo·,oh.:.bb?q • here, the 

rule for laryngeal affection must be, suspended for the prefix, yet operate 

without sti;ess. for the stem; the b.est result with the present rules would be ,. . 
**b-::,7 -b?q, instea,d of be-b)'q. 

UI. 6. 2 '.2. Re.:.appraisal of Stress-assignment 

Since neither of the propo$ed solutions provides satisfa'ctory outputs, 

we must ie-app~~ise the fundamental ques~ion of stress-as~ignment. It has been 
assumed thllt the Attenuative prefix contains a stressed morpheme as a matter 
of constituent structure, and that ·the stress-assignment: rule reads'i.11 the 

Attenuative, sttess a st.ressed prefix. 1 Let .usi instead, assume that the 

prefix (of whiitever shape) is unstressed. ,but that the stress-assignment 

· rule reads I in the Attenuative, stress the prefix. 1 Is there, then, any 

distinguishing Jnark on these morphemes by which the stress-assignment: rule 

may automa~ically give the stress to the stem instead'? 
Note that> in the Atten~ative prefix CV-Vh-, th~ stress is neces-

sarily assigned to the sei;ond vowel, i.e. , the vowel imm~diately before 
the laryngeal (h). We now observe that the stems of moat of the 'Ce-' 

1For this type, the dictionary must indicate tha~ the second vowel-
loss rule is ob~iga tory and not ·optional. 

21 omit the further compll~atioa that the rule for vowel-mutation 
under secondary stress would also be suspended here or constrained in some 
ad hoc way: e.g. ; by the environment·. . 

http:reads'i.11
http:ta-ah-tah�q.Jh
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atte~~atives ~f Figure 43 are of the.shape C•V•Laryngeal; !or these forms, 
at leas~, a plausible stress~assi8flm.ent rule is thus: ~in the Attenuative, 
stres~ the (firat) vowel of a,laryngeal·stem; or (for non-laryngeal stems), 
the vowel preceding prefi:x-h. 1 Mot'e formally,.

1 

[+v-oe ] 	.:.+ (+stress.] in / 1 
-cone 	 f &C•H ~ · (stem) 

-h & C 

III.6.2.3. 	 Analogical Stress-Shift 
If, as suggested, stress is assigned to the stem for these forrns, 

th~n it must be the case that the output stres~ stands oo the prefix as 
.the result of a later, stress-switchiug rule. Such a ~le is probably the 

result of the force of analogy, 2 another example of which was illu~tr&ted 
above (Chap. II, ~ec. 21.4). In the present case, the analogical stress-
shift rule must· op~rate afte1: the rule for vowel-loss, and the lack of 

vowe1-lO$S OJ: eve11 mutation under secondary stress in the s.tem is thus 
satisfactorily accounted for. Note that this makes the present rule q~ite 

distinct from the affix-shift rule., which operates before vowel-loss. 

Further, several ;orms, such as 'man• and 1coat 1 do not shaw the operation 
of this 	T~le, wbile others ('spoon, 1 'work') show that it ts optional. 

For the moment, we shall build the presen~ conditions into the 
earlier secondary stress shift rulet which so far covers only the shift 
back to 'singular'. stress in the Augment, and suitably follows vowel-toss. 3 

III.6. 2.4. Re-appraisal of VV Merger 
To support, indeed to validate the prQposal to treat 'laryngeal' 

. 	 . 
stems as calling for the same spelli~g for the Attenuative prefix·as other 

s~ems, we must account for two further anomalies;. these are the .! vowel 
in the prefix, and the obligato:cy loss of the second vowel of the prefix, 
The stress-assignment rule distinguishes 'final-laryngeal' stems from ethers 

1The above formulation a1ain $tresses the affinity of ?/h for the 
str-ess, paratietii~g ?/h attraction by the stress. 

2The analogy is, .of cour!fe, with the non-laryngeal Attenuatives, 
with stressed p~efix. 

3Rule 20, Chap. III, sec;. 5, Rule Summary 5. 
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by giving the stress to the stem for the former but to the prefix for the 
J 

"latter;· thus, CV-Vh plus stressed atem, as opposed to CV-,Yh plus stem. Two 

questions ariae, then. Is there a suspension of the merger rule for 'final-

laryngeal' stems? If not, what role does the stress difference play in ensur-

ing the distinction in the outputs of the merger rule? 
lThe merger rule assimilated the gravity of th·e second (stressed) 

mora of a two-mora vowel to the roundne!s of the first; this gave a, e, o 

as before, but dissimilated a to e. But this rule seems ad hoc, on two 

grounds. First, the use of Roundness as one of the dependant variables was 

unmotivated; and second, the qualitative dependance of a stressed vowel on 

the preceding ~stressed one appears counter to the run of the langu.ige--

where, for instance, vowel-assimilation is certainly controlled by the 

stressed vowel. Besides this ad hoc manner of operation, the merger rule 

is of course qu.ite unable to account for the vocalism !=. in the present case, 
We now propose that the mergers, in both stressed and unstressed 

cases, are to be accounted for as effects of h on preceding geroinate ~owels. 
The difference is due to the fact that·whereas of the stressed vowels only shwa 

2 .is susceptible (as the weakest vowel ) , all the unstressed vowc.ls are affected. 
The effect is simply one of dissimilation of vocalic gravity in the presence 

of a laryngeal (h). Thus, particular qualities in. the preceding vowel, such 

as roundness, prove to be irrelevant; on the other hand, the environmental 
feature previously considered unnecessary in the specification (viz., the 
prese~ce of h) is seen ~o constitute the proper motive for the rule. 

III.6.2.5. Loss of Prefix Vowel 

· We turn next to the loss of the ~econd vowel of the prefix. For the 
'normal' Attenuative, the loss of the second prefix vowel proved to be 

. 3optional; however, since the counting domain of the vowel-loss rule requires 

1See Chap. III, sec. 3.2. 
2Of all the vowels, stressed or unstressed, shwa co-articulates most 

completely with abutting consonants. shwa ia always very much shorter than the 
othe~ vowels, even under primary stress, etc. (see Chap. IV. sec. 4.4 for 
discussion and an explan~tion). 

3Chap. III, sec. 4. 
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both prefix vowels to be present, we concluded that the ·prefix•vowel-loss 
rule must follow the vowel-loss rule. With rlaryngeal 1 atems, however, the 
loss is obligatory: we may legitimately ask whether this is not perhaps a 
separate rule. 

First, why is this vowel not simply lost by the Vowel-loss rule? To 
answer this que·stion, we as.k another; assuming it is thus lost, 1· chen why is 
the first prefix-vowel not lost at the same time, since this vowel is even 
more vulnerable, as standing further from the stress? We thus suggest that 
the vowel concerned is in fa'ct lost prior to the (counting) vowel-loss ruler 
again, we must consider tb~ agent to be the laryngeal, whose effect is here 

exercised in a preceding completely stressless environment, 2 

Since we have assumed that the first prefix vm~el becomes e Oj' 

vowel assimilation (just as the corresponding first vowel for non-laryngeal 
stems), the loss of the second prefix vowel must follow vowel-assimilation. 
On the other ha'nd, since in a stressless prefix no stress-retraction can 

occur, the two rules are in complementary distribution; thus the present rule 
cannot be ordered viz-a-viz the stress-shift rule. 

The order of the relevant rules is thus: 
L. Vowel:assimilation (oblig.).  
2/3. Vowel-loss by h (unstressed prefix) (oblig.): Stress-shift-option  
4. Vowel-loss (counting) Tule (oblig.). 

III. 	6.2,q. Rules Illustrated by the Corpus 
We now comment ·on .individual forn1s of the corpus (Figure 43) es-

pecially pointing out the sources, irr rule options, of the variants recorded. 
Sub-corpus (a) 'illustrates the• operation of the rules for stress-

assignment, merger, ? -insertion, la;yngeal-affection (in the stem), vowel-
apsimilation, V-loss by h, analogical stress-shift, and h-loss, We assume 
the following underlying stem shapes, ignoring nominal s- anrl aspectual be-. 
*!olVb 1 dog salmon, 1 ~"'i:611. 1 herring, 1 *qw6? 1water, 1 ">'<p6hw 1 blow, 1 *sc>"-ate(h) 
'work.' 

1For ~owels before the stress, the only regular rule found is that for 

2cf. glottal stop dissimilation (p. l~.3) .. If we allow Vh - hh, 
glottal d~ssimilation (now 1 lar~geal dissimila.tion 1 ) will simplify thi.s 
(Chap. III, sec. 8, Sunm1ary of Rules). 
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Sub-corpus (b) contains forms illustrating a pro'hlem witn h. It is 

fairly clear from discussion above (Chap. III, sec. 3.3) that h-losa is op· 

tional in a stem, but obligatory in a prefix, The forms for 1 shout 1 are thus 

simply accounted for. 1 Spoon I sod I pig, 1 sub-corpus (c), on the other hand, 

are problematic, These ere obvious loans, probably through Chinook Jargon, 
. 1 . 

from English and French respectively. If we assume (as I show elsewhere), 

that the vocalism ha6 been heard as a 'long• vowel and thus re-interpreted 

as *sp6hn (i.e., a 'laryngeal stem'), then the derived Attenuative is reason-

able. 

A second case of th.e re-interpretation of a loan word is that of ka'po 

'coat. 1 Here, however, no problem wilh the final vocalism arises, since no 

laryngeal effect occurs. On the other hand,.in accord with the morpheme sauc-

ture condition that no T1,ana stem ends in a vowel, we might re-write the stern 

as 7''l~hP.!'.-:, or (since the sequence -pw pet'haps nowhere else occurs stem-finally) 

perhaps ,..,k;fhpoQ. 2 

1Man,' in turn, shows th~ option on the analogi.cal stress-shift rule; 

while 1 cook 1 shows the optional toss of t:he unstressed vowel i.n a seri~s such 
as v1v. 

Sub-corpus (d) lists those Cc-Attenuativc forms for which it is prima 

fncie unl~kely that we have to do with a lnryngcol as c2 in the stem. It was 

held above that thee-vocalism arose as a result of the merger of geminate un-

stressed vowels before h. To expl~in the present forms, it must thus be sup-

posed that;. tlu;ey. present the following irregul.:irity: the dictionary entry for 

e..Bch i:s marked [~ot Ar:t"enuetive stress-shift]. On the other hand, the 

'secondary stress-shift 1 (optional) still applies. 

III.6.2.7. Contradictions in Apparently 
Laryngeal-Final Stems 

It is crucial to the whole of the above argument on sterns with 

lnryngeal' as that such stems occurring in Twana should always make theirc2 
Attenuative with (output) Ce(?). Two forms in the corpus seem at first 

;l w , /, wh d h lsig t to contra ict tis imp ication; they are spal!qair. spE-~pq<1! 
1waterfal1, 1 and XW01 batj XW')')bl!tt 10ar. I . - .. -

1Chinook Jargon 'cosho.' · 
2· .
The Augment is, however J kp-kapoh, which cannot have arts.en from 

As with 1 one, 1 we assume dictionary allomorphy. 

http:hand,.in
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However, i.t is simple to show that these stems are not in fact 1fi.na1~ 

l_aryng<c;Hl_1 stems at all. The relation of the non-Attenuative and Attenuative 

vocali.sms in 'waterfatl I show us that laryngeal affection has occurred; we 

require an e/shwa vocal.ism to produce cl in Attenuative. The h, present in 

lhe non-Attenuative form, has clearly been metathesized 1 to its present posi-

tion, before the operation of lnryngcal affection (as has been shown, the 
, w stem is ~·rs}1!q hal) 

In the case of I oar, 1 the a_ugmented shows that the glottal 
stop reaches its 011tput position in the non-Attenuntive form by rule, thiR time 

glottal-attraction. 

III. 6.2.8. Non-Vb Attenuative 

l]un-At tenua. L f.ve Attcmua t ive Gloss ,, 1b;qsid b~b;i.qso>d nose 
siip:.b 1 s.fspaPc> 1? flour--little loaf2 

S;) .:)c.i,d ".) "(lw "'> " ,t"tts_:> .,ocad s'triag things (fish) J 

4sq.:ib6l: sqa?qa,bol dug-out 
•}: 5Lb le 'las rice 

Fig. 44.--Attenuative Non- Vh 

11 Nuse 1 is here triply irregular; the prefix contains a sicgle, non-
lowered vowel (as all these forms do), the stress has not retractedto the prefix, ~nd th~ final vocalism is shwa and not!!. by alternation 

2 'Flour. 1 Chi.nook. Jargon has· shapes like sapolil, capelil. The 
vowel-losses ar,! normal for Twana, by r.ulos given, for the ...mmarkP.d 
form. The Attenuative, with semantic shLf't, !'-UE:,gests a relic shape 
of the type of the diminutive in Coeur d'Alene (Chap. III, sec. 1.2, 

fn. to Fig. 38[a]), Even assu~iog a CV prefix, we should also have,, 
to assurr.e an h in the stern (i.e., >'<s;E_pVlVl) to account for the ..2.-
voca l ism in the non-Attenuative fa:i;-m. If we assumed the Chinook 
vocalisms to be the correct underlying ones, we should also have to 
remark thc1 t the Attenu.:itive form fails to undergo the (Twana form 
of the) vowel-loss n.:le--we expect '~sas:1pal? dl?. 

3 'String things.' Here the additional irregularity is that the stern 
vowels· have been lowered, but remain .J:!E.Stressed. This links the form 

1ch-metathesis must be involved, and noth-attraction by stress, for the 
laryngeal-affection rule precedes.glottal-attraction (see Chap. 11, sec. 15,7). 
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Fig. 44.--cont 

with fo rms o f the shape Ce ?-stem The ~ in the prefix 
remains unsolved, despite the d i scussion there . 

4 1Dug-out .' The l ack of vowel"loss in the stem of the Attenuative 
i s again linked to t he Ce1 Attenuatives. 

51Rice. ' Chinook Jargon, l ike most Salish, has merged l and r 
ln 1. Twana commonl y transforms loans into Attenuative shape 
Here a shape such as *liyys must be supposed , if we assume caP)-
to be the proper structure. Then 1 £1 -layVs gives 1~? l e2a s by rules 
a lread y established. For che add it ional vocalism in, the putat ive 
stem *hy.Y,s, the f o rm. is in all likelihood modelled on Twana forms 
in -ay~s, whose semantics ('round object' ) exactly ma tch tbe gloss . 

However, two further forms present a serious problem. These arew,, ws.>do?a:) ; S;}d.{?do"q ::) ' ' main river' little main rive r I and 
spe 7 q -5.,~c s p61 pe?qw:>'::> c ' potato; little potato. ' 

The underlying f orm f or 'main r iver, ' as has been shown. is 
*s-d.>'wa-qwo? . Stress is assigned to this, giving s-d~a-q""o'? 
which by laryn&Sal infection and vowel-loss gives s-dwt-qw~;, , 
thence s ~-do7q '57 by ~he_ rules regt1 l a d y. We jus tify the c!l~ 
sequence (and thus the E?) in· t he prefix of 'little main river ' 
by assuming that, as has been shown, the attenuative does not use 
the surface but the underlying form of the unmarked stc,,m as its basis. 
But if this is so, we cannot justify t he lowered vo~el of the fina l 

syllable , since for the ' regular ' attenuative the stress is assigned 
to the prefix . 

Wi t h 1po t ato,' t he ma tter is less complex but leaves us with a 
similar problem. spelqw;,~c certainly seems like a ' laryngeal-
final I stem; ·We, must assume t hat t he stem is in fact *s-p-;,yq~o7Vc. 

Th i s guarantees the ·~, in t he attenuative prefix, and not t he Ce 
of the 'laryngeal-final' s t ems ; but again , al~hough -Pi~- gives 
-pf'- regular l y, we cannot explain the lowered vowels (-q 1':> -) in 
the s tem for the Attenuative, since the stress is assigned to the 
prefix s - p.i', from *s-pl-~s tem. 

Figure .44 contains forms who se stems cannot be sa id to con tain a 
laryngeal, and whose Attenuative r eduplication contains simply £ y1. Note1 
that these forms all contain shwa as i nitial stem v.owel. Like the non- 
laryngeal Ce-Attenuatives, these forms ·must be supposed marked in the dic-
tionary .. ln the presen t case, howeve~, the morpheme-feature involved mu s t , 

, be {not Vh Attenuative ). Thus a typical Attenuative shape will be : 
baqdd ; ba-biqsbd, with stem s tress. 

http:Figure.44
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It is clear from the form for 'string things• that, aa·for the Ce• 
Attenuative, Attenuative stress-shift does not operate, but that mtr8ss is 
(optioaally) shifted by the secondary stress-shift rule. In the present case~ 
however, it is not clear that the feature [not Attenuative stress~shift] is 
required in the.dictionary: if, as we have suggested, it is the laryngeal 
that attracts the stress to the reduplication, then its absence in these 
cases is sufficient reason for the shift not to occur. 

III.6.2.9, Summary 
Laryngeal-final stems are thus ~een to possess the following 

idiosyncracies: 

1. 	 The laryngeal attracts the stress to the stem-initial syllable. 
2. The characteristic. e-vowel in.the prefix results from the 

(re-evaluated) merger rule, here on unstresseq vowels abutting h. 
3. After vowel-assimilation, the second (unstressed) vowel of the 

prefix is obligatorily lost, by h-influence. 
4. The second (or, .analogical). stress shift rule optionally takes 

the stress to the prefix. 

III.7. Infix-Attenuative 

III.7.1. 1 ai 1 ano Obligatory Infix 

111.7.1.1. General 

Non-Attenuative Attenuative Gloss 
(a) 	 sk.w./xwec skw~f>Jxwcal silver salmon 

,4.a,K6t;ap Ja,i. ~f"J cpal ant1 
'Iii Ikw 	 ... , opec k op4!i'cai master 

Bteqew suqJ.,.wa:i. horse 
h..ideqw h.;d.f

,
1q 

w 
al hump-backed sa lrnon 

daieb d&j .bbal Datleb (place name) 

wadaw w~da'.?wal horn 

cpbad . q~bJfdd axe 
,,. I 

w»haw,.,, wahaw w1h11t'wal"" w1-bi?wd owl 



,,
~;ab,w,i:c;;,bw 
se ,,,b 
kakin1 
spexw 
xw6xw 
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Attenuative 
~;, 'ki I ?wa l 

ie"i'hal 
kal<.J'ma:l 

' sf,~''Xwal 
xw£1xwal 

butterfly2 

c~ab3 

small4 

gull 

fat 

(b) ~wel? (?) W W/ 
. ; e~ ~ ~.flal small' ,,

7as{t.>c ?,3sqqE:>cal short 
'7 wpa aq pa?qwa:i: pipe 

I 
ie'aqs 7 e 1 4S?qsal} 

,....1_,yc'Jqsat 6sood-point (place oame} 
, W 

yax a la h -v 
WI 

yax a lah ysxwe? ld' hawk 
.,.iyal I

?E-?E ?ya! pretty child 

elz. 
lal.awap 1 
1a16" wap I 

/
7 E',E 1 lsal 

1:.)1;,:,t-~ W.pa¼_N lal• -1 
1;n~">~wpal 

7Eels (personal name) 
8Lilliwap (place name) 

l.~l a~l"w 7pal . 

(c) 	 jay?6lal trawling canoe 
q£bal r..1001-dog 

w w '•sdx 4 c>cd squirrel 
16kwal moon 
M:.l>w~ 1 black bear .. 9ce7alal · 	 baby 
~ 

lsepd 	 hat 

Fig. 	45.--Attenuative; with Suffix 

11 Ant. 1 Cp. 2asioc 'tied' (-ap 'end, bottom'), thus probably a :e-
duplicating form. Cp. also iacapud •oelt, I almost certainly re-
lated, although I do not understand the 6,.., a alternation. 

2 'Butterfly. 1 One of a small number of non-monosyllabic forms 
showing complete reduplication (see Appendix II, The Shapes of 
Twana Morphemes). 

3 ' ,
• 'Crab. 1 As explicated in Chap. II, sec. 12, '*'hyab. 

4 I I . 	 , ,Sm~ll. Apparently a reduplicating form of *~m. The redup-
licating vow~l may well be ~ through the Iule for secondary  
stress (cp. 'ant'); but then why is the reduplicating vowel in  
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Fig. 45.--~. 

'small cove 1 not also a? Since this type of reduplication 
is not productive in Twana, it is probably best to consider 
such shapes as dictionary entries in their present forms. Common 
Puget Sound mem~,ad is not found in Twana. 

51 Small.' :teu 'lost' may well be unrelated to the Att'enuative 
here. This Diminutive is descd.bed by Mrs. Pulsifer as •a Quilcene 

·word. 1 (Quilcene is a very (?) closely related dialect of Twana,) 

61 Good point.' Elmendorf's form shows the option (take~ on the 
glottal inserti011 rule -[?ey/,a qs;:il l, with off-glide .) before 
velar. 

7 
'Eels- 1 The name of a missionary, well loved and hated. The 
diminutive (he was a small man!) is quite regular, so far as the 
rules are concerned. 

81 Cove.' Cp. L;\/~ 'go in.' If related, the!l 'cove' is another 
reduplicating form, like 'ant. 1 

" t91 Baby. 1 The plyral ce1Jay?lal indicates that the underlying 
form must be *cayal-al, 

Figure 45(a) and (b) illustrates the diminutive derivation in -al. l 

This morp~eme, the cognates of which are confined in (e.g.) Coeur d 1Alene2 

and 	Upper Chehalis3 usage to 'animate offspring, 1 ·is employed in Twana for 

1. 	 Animate offspring - e.g., 'master,' 'horse,' 'silver salmon'; 

2. 	 Animate/human affective diminutive - e.g., 'shorty; fatty, 1  

1 little Eels t; .  
3. 	 Inanimate/diminutive - e.g., 'pipe, 1 'axe 1 ;  

., 'b Inanimate place-name diminutiv/;? - e.g., 'Little Da)tl!. 	 . ' 

A simple description of the morphophonology of what we shall call 

Nominal -al Attenuative might be: '-al induces length iD the stressed 

l In complementary distribution with -al is -el. While -a! is 
found only in a Noun Phrase, as above, -el is jound only as the pronominalized 
object (field suffix) of a Verb Phrase, e.!\;, bot6b-d •suckle,' from bo?. 
1 SU Ck I ; la1,kWi>d-el I hold S Child, I ft',OID k ~d I hold. I 

2Reidfard par. 502. -ilt ("alt, a.Pt). It is not clear how relevant 
these f~rms are to the problem of the alternation l"' l (Chap. II, OCC- 15 9). 

3Kinkade (1963) par. 2.3.5.1., morpheme 4238, e¼. 
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vowel of the morpheme to which it is suffixed. 1 But such a description is 

o~en to the same objections to the cover-term 'length t as· were discussed above 

(Chap. III, sec. 3.1) and i.t i.s i·easonable co propose the satne solution as 

was adopted for 1Attenua tive. I 

Nominal -at Attenuative, by whatever syntacto-setnantic features it is 

to be specified in a Deep Structure, is chus to be spelled as 'ins~rt ·-efh fol-

lowing the stressed vowelJ and add suffix -al,' where Vis a copy ·of the stressed 

vowel, 11Pretty child' thus requ.ires. no special ex1,lanati.on. 2 

The formulation adopted in fact asserts the identity of the presenl 

-.Vh with the Attenuative morpheme already established, however, since we have 
already developed rules not only for laryngeal-affection but also for h-metathesis, 
it· is reasonable to consider whether the correct constituent structure here might 
not be as follows: stein-h-al, that is -h- and not -Vh. The following assump-

tions would now have to be made: (l) that h can be attracted to the stress 
w... w V/.. W 

across as many as {any) two segments, e.g., sk. V~-_!l-at giving sk v-~-~-a!; 
(2) most crucial, that h can become a vowel-with the present rul~s, this can 
only mean that we have to do with another laryngeal here (h2) and not the 
present h! 

For the moment, we see no supporting evidenc:e elsewhere in the morpho-
phonemics for the existence of a third laryngeal i.n Twana, ·and retain our origi-

nal interpretation. We thus accept that, instead of part.aking of a reduplicat-
ing prefix, the present attenuative morpheme -Vh is an infix, the relevant en-
vironment for infixatio~ being the presence of whatever semantic features are 
prop~r to the suffiK -al .. 

The forma of Figure 45(a) illustrate and confirm the rules already de-
veloped for Augment and Attenuative. We give a few typical examples only, 
before passing to some problematic forms. 

1SilveT satwon• and 1ant 1 . of-c.orpus (a) show the o:ption on affix stress  

shift not taken.  
The rest Qf the forms of sub-corpus (a) exhibit the option of stress  

shift, giving; e.g .•  
. ~ w ' h~d• • q -al 'hump-backed salmon, 

1But 'pretty child' shows ~ai without infix. The (unanalyzed) 
forms of sub-corpus (c) shot~ some similar cases; these may well contain an 
-al not identical 'with the Attenuative -al. 

21t ts simply a d~ctionary entry. ?ly-a'¼. 

http:ex1,lanati.on
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The vowd~,loss rul-e, taking the mark (non-tr~incating) 1 into account for -a;, 

then gjvss; 
w,.., w

:ic ::,• :i:< -aL 
~e?f? ba! 'cr8b, 1 shows development of glottal stop (~ 1y-) in the 

base from a lost shwa (*~!y;b). This glottal stop is then attracted by the 

stress (!y~- ), after which the X vocalizes to £ (~c?- ). 

111.7.1.2. 	 Problem Forms 

Sub-corpus (b) of Figure f15 contains p1:oblemat:ic forms, which require 
comment. 

1 Small.' If this form is indeed related to ~wel' 'lost,' then its 

morphology is unusual, for it requires prefix-reduplication hut infixed -Vh-
too. The rules would give us the triple glottal stop in 

'd w ,.,') 1 1 b . 1 'f. . ?Ii; thi.s 	 then simplified to -::; €'.'( c.;- ar y gernirwtc sunp_i Lc.::it1on. 
I 

'Shorty.' Compare "asqac I short,' No explanation can at present 
he. offered for the da.ible .9. in the Attenuative. 

'SmRll pipe.' The stem pa 'laqw .is the only form in the corpus con-

ta Lning v7'v for which an '-a±-Attenu.ative 1 occurs. How,~vcr, it proves 

to be quite regular 1 and incidentally provides a crux case for the ordering 

of the h-delctioo rule. Thus: *pa-ah- ?aqw-al by rule 13 has the shape 

P! 1ah1aqwai. Then rules 14 and 15 (vowel loss; V loss in/ ~H V) gives 
w 2p.'Ph'?q -ii¼. Now we require to eliminate the h and simvlify the gemin3te 

glottal stopi thus. the h-deletion rule must prc,cede geminate simplification, 

giving p,Pi'qwal by h-deletion, and finally pa?qwd. 

'Good point' (a placeMname). The underlying form must be ~.y-iqs-a!; 
but the unmarked form is \i 'zt qs, where the pre:tonic shwa gives a glottal 

stop which is attracted to the stress, whereupon the y syllabifies (see 

'glottal stop in the unaugrnented stem, 1 Chap. II, sec. 12). 
'Hawk. 1 The -h in the unmarked form is not norrr.ally pre.sent in 

the output, but supplied by analogy from forms such as (3rd sing. possessive) 
se?.{h-as 1 his house' which retains the non-final h~ We have postulated, 
on the basis of a number of forms of this kind, that no phonological word 

J. See .Chap. III, sec. 7,l,2·end. 

2Fin"al a is not lost here 1 since -al is I non-truncating 1 (ibid.. : 
for rules, see Chap. III 1 sec, 5, Rule SummaTy 5. 
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in Twana ends in a shwa; all forms with (phonetic) final shwa are thus tran-

scribed with final -h. 
It is, of course, crucial that the seque~ce -lh- should not arise 

before h-unvoicing of li but the vowel-loss rule which creates -lh~ is later. 

The vowel-loss rule takes the shape ~xw/1 tah-a:!:; we thus proceed- through 
t,J ,,.., . w ,. w / 	 . ) 

yax I. l,hh-al (vowel-loss), yax .-,l?h-d (h - ? ) , Y'ilX cs 11 lh-a± (1 metathesis , 

yaxwt 1 lh-d ( ? simplification), and finaUy yaxw/?ld (h-loss). 
'Pretty little one.' It wil.l be apparent that the source of the addi-

tional glottal stop (?6)6~yai) must again be the Attenuative h itself. 
~his glottal stop survives in such a case as the present, where the affix 
stress-shift option has not been taken, and the second prefix vowel cannot 

therefore be lost--with the result that no glottal gemination occurs, 

Then for the forms 'Lilliwap,' 'Eels' and 'pretty one, 1 stress shift 

does not operate, but the vowel-loss rule of course applies .. However, the 
vowel in -al, although .'counted,' is never truncated by this rule, and the 

morpheme is hence labelled [non-truncating] (compare Chap. III, sec. 4). 
1Lilliwap 1 .illustrates the optional loss of an unstiessed vowel in 

I ? i, as well as metathesis of~ glottal stop gcnerat~d by vowel loss 
with intervening w. Thus~ 

C.S. Rul,e 

Stress 
, 

lilb-ah-wap-al 

1-epenthesis 
H-affection, 

} 
& 

., 
l.ll~~h-wap-al 

V-ass imi1ation 

Stress-shift--option .!!2£, ·taken 

Vowel-losses lalE'>{ hw1p-a~ 
~ h-~ 1~1•thw?p-al 

?metath lal '1tf&1wp-d 

h-loss lal '~ 1wp-al 

Geminate simplification 

option taken, 	 l-:»1£
/ 

1t: h-wap-al 
1~1J"E h-w 1p-at. 

lale 
f 

i' h-w.,p-al 
Ll lE? h-lwp-al 
1.t1,1-1wp-al , 
1..)1~' wpal 

The alternants 	with l• in the stem are to be compared to· cases such 
I I as sy~l.-b"' sy-..l·ab 'year• discussed in Chap. II·, sec,. 12.1 (Fig. 17[bl) . 

.If the Stem is indeed l'elated tO lawjlt I go in, I then Clearly no geminate l 

is involved.. 
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III.7.2. Simple Infi:x 

( a) "aw 	 Y~.,~ qw;:1bY•. 
piH.f-,a..,b p.t>J Hadab 

kasc~d ke' 1sacad 
wai:.ikwaqab wal.;'eiwaqlb 
.. w 

q"aq e'as 	 qwhqw6 ,6 s 

s ,l,...,/"1.id* w w,
1 ~sq sq aso(h) 	 1 ascts -5.,.)rgxw 

l I': w,'!, b 3ca'b<iq·ca w 	 cab t:1eq , , .,
y~l yalec  

y;le'>1'1el"" sele'a lee  
tecl<!a~~l  

(b) ~· xec 
I 

~~)!! c 
sqq~le.(h) 
sq.»lt!" 

VI , 
sq ~le' 
be7.hE' 

sqJ1,qale(h) ,,. ., 
q~l E,&. tabcad 

w , ' b~sq ale t!. b 
I 

be "i* oct'~t-Jb 
bete?ed ' ' wh~tE"f.f leq bad 

ctelo 
,., 

ctHa"~ y l 
~We:j,,l7:Jy j 

.. Vi,,,.Kot 

'o 1ci!i)bac 
kw{":,t 
s;? ~1lab 

w # ')q ~ l:qwJ ':, d 

(c) /i'>.r'etiil" 11 s , 
qcf')illi& l 

. d ;)6 l 
f 

:-ic:/~! 
pa1,J 1 .., l•l 

W I Wq as•7~ x 
l t? 
C'J,)S 

E,t;,,b 
.. '? _j wbe~-a :>qay, 

lwash vs. Atten. 
2set out vs, Atten. 

urinate: female urlnste 
3 say crazy things vs. At ten. 

4 narrow (plural vs. sg.) 
send n~ws 

5stringing (plural vs. sg.) 
6grandmother (plural vs. 	sg.) 

cousin (plural vs. sg.) 7 

teen-ager (plural vs. sg.) 8 

9raw: dyed bark 
10elk: ani,rnalt worm 

bogey: I was haunted11 
p

backside: greedy~ 
- 13i Ifruit falls: t s 9now1.ng 

r~ngiog: ring a ben 14 

cedar bark: leaf15 

16 mat; bedding 
17please! .:merciful to many 

b '1 18wate.: u. er 

wheat: 19 

perch 
still, despite 

20dentalium 
1 . 211ps 

porpoise 

thrc/2 

dog salmon 
?1

getting cold-~ 

Fig. 46.--Attenuative, with Simple Infix 

http:5,;>dr,.xw
http:9now1.ng
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Fig. 46, -•£9,ES,  
l '  

'Wash.' y-.;4w - b (intransitivizing suffix). 

2 I$ I f>.,et out. pats~d - b. The stem vowel ought to be e/.a to give .!:i'c& 
in the diminutive. There may thus he an l! present, to account for 
the !. vowel· (Ycpaht [ 1]). 

3 , wwaiaq ~V-q- h, Pr.onominal suffix -q- 'language. 1 

4 'Narrow. 1 For the plural in -Ca, see Chap. II, sec. 21.5, It is 
so far not clear under what conditions h after an unstressed vowel is 
retained, while after a stressed vowel it is lost. The stem is 
either *qWeh or *qwe1. 

·s 1Stringing. I Stem probably compound, *q 
wasoh. 

6 ' ~w1 Grandmother. 1 Stem must be ·:r!ab,!q , to account for the lowering 
of the second syllable vowels; stress retraction in the augmented 
form is of course normal. An affective Attenuative. 

7 'Cousin.' Stem *yale;;, The augmented fom is irregular in that the  
final vowel does not mutate to_!!, according to the rule for vowels  
under secondary stress. The e vowel in one variant of the aug- 
mented form obviously derives from'vocalization of the y between  
consonants, remote from the sfress.  

8 ,, , " 'Teen-ager. 1 te-cJ-calVl. t-e- is a form of the definite article, 
here probably used to denote the class. The Attenuative 6' implies
! shwa or e . in the stem. If this form is at· all connected with 
cft 'weak,,-then a is indicated; thus *<'!,as-Vl, with mutation to 1! 
under sec·ondary stress. The terminal suffix -Vl is to be compared 
with -al 'offspring. 1 

9 . 
1 Raw:dyed bark. 1 Refers to cedar-bark~ dyed a deep red for basket-
making. 

lO 'Elk:animal, worm. 1 Compared with the bear for so much of the 
Northern hemisphere, the.elk was .for the Twana the most important 
ritual animal. See Elmendorf (1960) for lat-elk ceremony (p. 117).
sqqal ., (h) seems itself to be a reduplicated stem, possibly related 
to sqa1'~ 'bogey, monstert' or even to s/q 'split' (referring to its 
antlers?). 

111 Bogey: I was haunted, 1 *qale1. The vocalism after the stress is the 
normal 1 copy of the stem-vowel' for. transitivity. Vowel-assimilation 
matches this to the (lowered) stem-final ~7. -t•b may for simplicity 
be qesignated as 'subject as patient,' corresponding in many glosses 
to English passive .. 

· 12 'Back$ide: greedy. 1 A likely metaphorical ~xtens!on,wbased on b;s-
1possessing a - • with verbalizing' -Vb suffix. ~...q •le;, 
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Fig. 46.--~. 

131Fruit falls: snowing.' For the morpholo&y, cp., 'I was haunted . 1 

* 1 ~be' . Compare the suppletive s'Jqwaq ' snow,' from s-1itt-aqw 
fT_om a root ,>c••qw . 'Snow ' seems to be an inchoative stem, .with 
Lac2. 1 reduplication. 

14 · 
'Ringing: ring a bell. 1 The composition of the stem is unclear-; 
the instrumental suff'ix -bad is here used alone (cf , the usual frame 
dxw +stem+ b~d). 

151 Cedar bark.· 1 f' \~ · w l'h *Aw ' ea . ,.e must suppose a stern ~<q e o or ''i elo;, , the 
stress as well as the h / ? being necessary to produce the lowered 
vowel. The suffix is probably identical with -ay(h) 'plant, growing 
thing, 1 with vowel assimila tion. The stressing of qwelo is not ac-
counted for: -!Y(~does not elsewhere attract the stress. 

161 Mat: bedding.' . The relation, within t he culture, is clear enough. 
On the other hand, with the simple view of semanti.c relations here 
assumed, 'bedding' ought to be related to ' mat' as an Augmented form. 

171 Please! : merciful to many.' Compare 'es~'6l.:.bac 'thanks!' 
The semantic relationship is obvi.ous; cf. modern French. A stem 
*'>6l-ab from a root *'>o~ is supposed here. The suffix -c is 
probably identical with -c 'in.direct object. 1 (The prefix .!:-s- 1.s 
t he 2nd sing. 'possessive, 1 used with certain verbs) s- is probably 
s- Norn. ' Merciful to many' is regular as an Augmented form from 
,6!ab. 

18 . ' 'Water: bailer.' :l:qw) ~.>d is a compound stem, with prefix i-
' remote,' as ' in ie1el 'yonder. 1 :!:.)c 'that one yonder . 1 -Vd  
is a Nominalizing suffix, witq vowel assimilation .  

19 ,''Wheat. ' The etymology is unc l ear. Probably *Pet, with -Vl,a s  
''round hard object '' pronominal < ,l:elas, e1las, or el?aa.  

20 . · 
'Dentaliutn.' Comp;ire ~_:,¥, 'bite ·' (?). Dentali~m was of cultural  
importance, as one of t he media of payment and exchange.  

21 •Lips.' -dad is the bound pro·nominal for 'lips.' Compare also (?) 
p.Jl'>a d . 'tree bark. 1 The final l in 'lips' is puzzling. 

22 •three.' Perhaps related to tkwos, ' seven. ' ~ undoubtedly comes 
from Proto~Sal ish *K, and *~as thus relates to *kw6s. But Twana 
is the only(?) Salish language having glottalized ! in this form . 
The analysis *~kwos (see Chap. II, sec. 14·) of course militates 
against the parallel too, since ·it · is probably to be segmented 
*tat.w- 6s· (-os 'face') . Compare Elmendorf (1962) p. 4. 0£ par-
tidu lar interest from a comparative point of view must be the 
Sliammon 'three, I ·~y,l~s..., .~yawa s (Suttles' field-notes, cited 
in Elmendorf, ibid.), which are most suggestive both for the 
k - · ¢alternation and the archaic source of Twana 'three.' 

23 • I . I'Getting colq.' Two stems1for cold occur in Twana, the present  
*~61, and ~ ~ (as in p~dee~ 'winter,' p~d- being a pronominal  
pr~fix f or 'time').  
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As was noted above, the co-occurrence of stem-infix -Vh- with -al 
(Attenuative) is not obligatory, e.g., in the form for 'pretty one,' 73yal. 
Conversely, it is clear that some of the occurrences of V1V (where VV are 
lowered identical vowels) are in fact cases of what we shall call 'Attenua-
tive by stem-infix only. 1 Since it is not clear how far, if at all, this 
variant of Attenuative is determined (phonologically or otherwise), we shalJ 
for the moment assume that the relevant dictionary entries must be suitably 
marked. 

Figure 46(a) presents forms in which the semantic relation is either 
unmarked vs. Attenuative, or Augmented vs. unmarked. One example occurs of 
an affective Attenuative1 used for feminine, viz., 'urinate. 1 It is important 
to note that, since we hold that all lowered vowels are lowered by rule, forms 

such as that for (unmarked) 'grandmother' must be marked as (oblig. Attcn. in 
sg.) in the dictionary. 

Sub"'COrpus (b) presents forms which seem to be related by the Attenua-

tive structure and rules, but where a semantic shift makes the identifica-
tion less than cert~in. Fairly detailed footnotes are given for this corpus, 
partly in the hope of substantiating the comparisons suggested, but also as 
a basis for comparative study, Again, to avoid the need to specify lowered 
vowels in the dictionary, we tentatively mark all these forms as l+Atten) 

in the dictionary, 

Sub-co~pus (c) gathers together forms, some of which have been cited 
before, for which at least t-wo possibilities exist. These may be 'frozen 
Attenuatives,' the unmarked forms corresponding to which may continue to 
elude us within Twana, but £or which cognates in other Salish languages may 
be illuminating-. 2 On the other hand, it is quite possible that some of 

1 , ' ., 1Compare with this the form q•l;, b: q• >4. q.Jl..J bead bad: silly 
(fem.?) little me, 1 the latter in an autobiographical tale told by Mrs. 
Pulsifer concerning her youth. 

2An example of the examination of cognates in validifying such 
analyses is the case of Twana yJ~y~st.he 1 wild rose. 1 Gunther (1945) 
p. 34, gives Snohomish yestad, from which we see that the Twana form is 
an Attenuative. For the alternation d-h-.0' / - It, see Chap. II, sec. 
8. 

http:yJ~y~st.he
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these forms have (lowered) VZV sequences as a result of some of the possibilities 

already surveyed (Chap. III, sec. 1.2). For convenience, we summarize these here: 
1. 	 Presence of stem-formative V for 'transitivity,' with CV7 root,  

with vowel assimilation.  
2. 	 Vot.el-e.ssimila.tion in e. vocalic su.f'fix, following CV? stem. 
3. 	 Chance collocation, such as be- prefix with 1eC stem. 
4. 	 Intensive reduplication, with -,vc stem, with stress-retraction. 

For the forms of the corpus, we suggest the following, tWheat' and 
'porpoise' are probably frozen Attenuatives. 'dog-salmon,' 'three,' and 'getting 
cold' probably show vowel-assimilation. The rest of these forms may also arise 
through vowel-assimilation, although it is not clear how we should deal with such 
forms as dictionary entries. 'Lips' shows an uncanonical , 1

, ; we expect the 

stern to show~ or~· 

III. 7. 3, Summary 
We must thus distinguish two types of Attenuative morpheme: the prefix, 

and the infix. No conditioning is present, either phonological or semantic, from 

which we may predict when -al is to be used; .hut its use is (almost) always 

accompanied ~y infixed -Vh-. On the other hand, some forms must be marked (in 
the dictionary) as taking only the infix. Finally, some 'frozen' Attenuatives 

must probably be recognized, while some ~pseudo-Attenuatives' arise through chance 
collocations whose outcome (by rules) resembles the Attenuative formation. 

I II. 8. Ruie Summary 6  
*1 Constituent Structure for Augment, Attenuative.  
*2. Stress assignment for Augment, Attenuative.  
*3. Loss of initial laryngeal, .in unstressed morpheme.  

**4. Loss of in-itial vowel in (Attenuative) stern. 

5. Augment metathesis, for laryngeal stems.  

*6. VV merger, stressed vs. unstressed.  
*7 Glottal epenthesis (in V-V) (optional)  

8. 	 V - a mutation, under secondary stress. 

9. 	 Affix truncation, 
10. C - h metathesis. 
11. Laryngeal affection. 
12. H unvoices 1. 
13. Vowel assimilation. 
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1**14 Unstressed V assimilates to following h (in Atten. prefix),Unordered{ · 
15. 	 Affix stress-shift (optional) 

l.6. 	 Vowel 'loss'--;,, h (counting rule). 

17. v1 loss in env / - H v1, and mirror env.  
18, h - ? , in / R.  
19. Glottal metathesis, to-.,.;ards the stress, 

**?O. h-loss before a consonant (all cases?) 
·ir1,21. Laryngeal dissimilatioo 

22. 	 Y-metathesis. 
23. 	 Syllabification of semi-vowels. 
24. 	 Second (analogical) stress shift.  

_For Augment, shift to Unaugmented stress pattern. {  
Fot Attenuative, shift stress to stem.  

25. 	 Glottal absorption. 

26. 	 N.. loss. 
27. 	 Cluster simplifict.Hton. 
28. 	 s- assimilation.  

Geminate simplification.  
30. 	 Syllabic offglide for l. 
31. 	 Shwa insertion. 

32. 	 N ---->NB, with exception env·' s. 
N . 

33. B 	---->B, with exception env' s. , 	 . 
']/J'<, 	 B ·----:,,B. 
35. 	 Loss of remaining h. (Order?) 

·:ote: 	 H = a laryngeal  
R ~ a voiced consonant  
N "'a nasal  
B b,d. :.1 

* shows rules modified 
** shows rules added. Cf. Rule Summary 5 (Chap. III, sec. 5). 

1'.I'hc argument at Chap. III, sec. 6.2.5. 1 Loss of prefix vowel 1 

support~ the analysis finally preferred (soe Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.4). 
Unstressed vowels to be 1 lost 1 will become [-Tense}, and merge with h. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PHONETIC OUTPUT 

IV.l. Introduction 

IV 1.1. General Note 

In this chapter, we shall re-consider the Distinctive Features to be 
used in dictionary entries and rules for the phonology of Twana. We shall 

tentatively adapt the features to be used, to the distinctions and defini-

tions given by Chomsky-Halle (1968), hereafter referred to as SPE, taking 
as criteria the requirements (a) plausibility of rule-operation, and 
(b) phonetic reality in Twana outputs. For simplicity of exposition, we 

shall take the features in order of the major classes in SPE, relating them 
to relevant rules. 

It is important to note that, as pointed out in SPE, the Chomsky-
Halle Distinctive Features are defined in terms not of acoustics or per-
ception, but primarily of articulation. An attempt is made below, however, 
to add relevant acoustic explication, at least so far as the all-important 
concept 'neutral tract' is concerned. 

Although certain disagreements with SPE will become apparent, no 
systematic critique of the SPE features is attempted; indeed, certain of 
the SPE features (e.g., the features Distributed and Covered) are omitted 
altogether from the discussion below, since I do not see their relevance to 
a discussion of Twana phonology. 

Topics of very geneial importance discussed in this chapter include: 

l. The concept of 'spontaneous voice, I 

2. The speech-neutral tongue position. 

3. Palatalization. 

4. Underlying Nasals, and the Obstruent trend. 

5. Degrees of glottal constrict:Lon. 

6. Tense and Lax, especially the status of shwa. 
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ti 't ~ 

, 
'i 
C i k few q qw ? 

p t C 
~ 

C k kw q q 

s " s i 1lx] w 
X X 

w 
X h 

b d ; " J g w g 

sh y i , 
w 

m n y l w 

e 	 0d 

"'  :) a 

Fig. 47. --Twana Consonants1and Vowels 

1The grid above gives the surface contrasts of Twana. 
Cf. Fig. 5, Chap. I, sec. 3.3.3. The segment[~] 
is in doubt, See Chap. IV, sec. 3.5. 

Note; The contrasts supporting the above analysis 
will be found in Figs. 48, 49 immediately following 
(Chap. IV, secs. 1.2, 1. 3.) 

IV.1.2. 

, 
p-p pesat 

, ~ 
"las tap 

' wp-b s-pa~ · 
' p.)dq.tp. 

b-m bil 

waqab' 
t-t 	 tala(h) 

bot 
tab 
s?obat 

d-n 	 dada? sad 
bad 

Consonant Co~trasts 

big ones 

thick (soup) 
feather (pillow) 

summer 
over-eat 
box 

dollar 

hold up 

what·? 
name 
footprints 
father 

(Surface) 

pes 
1asia~ 
b,qw 

Iw~qab 
, .. 

m~)r;  
w ,  

x esqarn 

.tal 
bot 
dab~  

baa  
s-mrnc)l<ey.:ah 
sk~lman 

all 

asleep 

shocking hay 

box 

proud 
few 

slice meat 

_suck 

give 

~ather 
diving duck 

teacher 
~ wt-c 	 teqw. play 	 ceq dig~,t elder brother to'Uc East wind 

http:p.)dq.tp
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IV.1.2 Consonant contraets {surface) 

V t-c 

c-c 

, 
V 'I c-c 

k-q 

q-q 

w q-q 

w >.w q -'i 

h-? 

h-s 

h-x 

tab 
?wat 
ceq 

') axec 

,. 
1a :s-qac 
Mx 

,') .,.,, 
?<lC 

kas  

kawbb  

IU~k 

kapo(h) 

ka~.-(h} 
sa?ak-ay 

s-kwaxwec 
., w 

psak· 

qal 
~aq 
qa1 

, 
paq 

41'1 
yaq 
qw,; 
i..Sqw 

hoh6b  

b;,U1 SW" (h)  

~as-hob  

ci(h) 

hal 

dJ~h ..., d-.,ci? 

hoy 

what? 

someone 

stab 

go to bed 
twice 

short 

sicken 

wring out 
string 

belly 

urinate 
nourishment 

milk 

urinate 

eoat 

crow 

brake-fern 

silver salmon 

broken 

dislike 

have pain, hu-rt 

dislike 

white 
believe 

file 

drop 
lick up 

power to kill 
navel 
red-pa inted 

,spouse 

atop from crying 
I, me 

then(connective) 

~abal 
?wa~ 
ceq 
xec 
~abas 

w,. 
x. ac 
11,.
cei;:  
... ,..;. cec .. 
;et 
1 .,:
-1'C 

'f:.t~ 
kafca(h) 
sa? ~k-ay 

qas 
p/q 
kwabol,_,xw 
Ukw 
;,W, 
K 8p 

cac,fl~w 
'W,, W
k a~ adeh 
C3~W 
qa1 
i,<lq 

w,.lq a 
p.!qw 

qw,H 
,.,:.;ya'i 

1t6¥ 
. 1:aqw 

7oh6b 

J•8' wa '  
?as 0 6b  

t;i 
~alt;tld 

da':te  

xwoy  

he gave it him 
walk 
red 
raw 

he gave it him 
wake up 
cold 

pull herbs 
near 
sharp 

elder sister 
crow 
brake-fern 

scratch 
white 

cedar~root 
pierce 

correct 

lie down 

rock-clam 
angle-worm 
believe 
to land 
paint 

broken end 
ripe 

wash 
hide 
rest 

. wish 
mom:iter 

smelled 
elder sister 

cradle 

c:onveri;e 

sell 
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1as-xwal picked xw,.;l nine 
~, wU:1?1 long ..,. a~ old 

w w,.?x-x 2:~ bite ¥ a-~ catch .. cex cold cexw boil. .,, 
~-s ~aq hurts 

talax use  
laqw v, w  go through mud saq smear 
kw,~ (cw.;swild count ...,  

s-s iedaq fly sedakw sea  

~a?wa§ wife y.ttd;r, 1was heart 
le~• pay tee sc.attei.-
if,, ., 
ces help ce1 hang  

l-1
, u,c'w long .;axw old  

:t'(a°l angry 'J}~>/ bite  

l-1 Uq slip l~q bury, plant  
xw~i- without xw11 gather 

~ . ,, w 
m-m t~maq as motor.-car thin 

w~ x esqam few 
n-n 7 s-n;)na-keyah diving duck  

w. skolman teacher ., 
·1-1 lab. rum 11 ab~xw look! 

w,1.,c.ei lazy =:: e lose 
? w-w clock 1walab walk 

w-w't "W';}haw owl w::11dsw 1 horn 
1 y-y yas aim ?ya;; carry on back 

y-y 1 hoy finish h6y1 goodbye~ 

Fig, 48.--Consonant Contrasts, Surface 1 

1?b/b?, ?d/d~ are rare initially, though common elsewhere: these  
are everyw-here held to.be seguences, and not single segments (see  
'Glottal attraction,' Chap. II, sec. 3.3, and passim) .• Examples of  
the sequences in contrast with the single segments are:  

bale(h) I fish-egg_. b1'alald8XW' I get busy~ I 

?aslob 'healed' si6b,·-sio1b 'soup' 
1 1de8 'graze (wound) d7 es came 

i,d 'shake' b~scad~ 1 lause 1 
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IV.1.3, Vowel Contrasts (Surface)  

, 
e 

r{c 
to milk 

, w 
t~q ab 

play 
sel 
cloth 
wel/.j 
kick 

scrape 

_a_' 

sew 
'~ wC3!q 
lick 
?as!leh 

two 
s~~-wi_qws_.b 
lightning 
1axc;,d 

bed 

e' 
s~,s..)'alab 

work (At ten.) 
W,? W q ~ q ay 

beads 

sp{?pon 

spoon (At ten.) 

kwe'kws'::i(h) 

pig (At ten.) 

'l~s 7 al~xw 
hunter 

cloth (At ten.) 
wl w 

q ~ 1 q st 

cow (At ten.) 
sp6I 

1 x Wa¼ 
gull (At ten.) 

kw/;,kwe 7aUad 

king salmon (Atten.) 

h;,1.tc~d 
I'm °alive 

,, 
0 

'ab.§ t•daxw 

he sat down 
be?oh6b~ad 

I wish 
xwol'bat 

paddle 

he?.§.~xw 

he was coming along 
hoh§1bas 
red bluff 

0' 

r&c 
float 
,, w 
tE_q 

find 

soi:' 

go to 

graveyard 

16xw~hb 

buy a wife 

excrement 
,. 

t~q 

closed 

I 
w.'.!q 

open 

?i~ad 
clear throat 

., 
b.2,t 

only 
7as".:>hjbcad 

I'm wishing 
s ?;{:>b;at 

nickname (Atten.)  
he'::i' d;,xw  

come on!  
h?h; 7-
many 

Flg. 49.--Vowel Contrasts,_ Surface 
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IV.2. Major Class Features 

IV.2.1. Sonorant, with a Cnveat 

The concept of 'sponcaneous voice' links the sub-classes vowel, glide, 
liquid and nasal. 1 For Twana, the same concept is crucial to an understand-
ing of the contextual variants of glottalization, as shown below (Chap. IV, 

sec. 3.9). All non-Sonoranta are (by dafinition) Obstruents. 

IV.2.2. Consonant 
All non-Sonorants are Consonants, as are also the liquids an<l nasals. 

The cla$s of vowels and glides (V, w/y, h/ 1) is left as non-Consonant. 

1\1. 2. 3. Syllabic, and the Semi-Vowel Rule 
In SPE, vowels and liquids are Syllabic. On the other hand, the 

class of Twana 'Resonants' (m,n,1,w.y) would be identical with the class 
of :1cn-Syl labi.c Sonorants provided 'We asscirr:ed that liquids are n,111-Syl labic. 
Note that the only liquids in Twana are lateral~ .. 

The feature Syllabic has already been adopted in Chapter 112 above. 
Ho~ever, it was adopted in addition to, and not instend of Vocalic. With 
the adoption of Sonorant,- as in SPK, Vocalic is nnw redundant, as is seen 
from the chart following (Chap. IV, sec. 2.4): those.segments which are potential 

3syllable-peaks are Sonorant, and of these the vowels are inherently Syllabic. 
The Semi-Vowel Rule must thus be modified slightly, anµ its left-hand 

side now reads .[+Son,-Con,-Syll,+Voice} (Rule 27, SunU11ary 6, Chap. III, Sec. 8). 

1chomsky-Halle ,(196S), pp. 300-301; Halle-Stevens (1967). See Chap. 
IV, aec. 3.7.1.2 fo.r an application, It is important to note that the two 
pieces of experimental evidenc~ supposedly supporting this concept must be 
accepted only with reservations. Perkel l Is (1965) cineradiographic d.::ita 
sboiJ that pharynx-width for !! is almost as grent as that for d, ;3ga.inst 
expectation. In turn, there is disagreement between Halle-Stevens (1967) 
and Pcterson-Lehiste (1960) in the matter of increased vowel-length before 
.!.! as against !!· But these are matters that must be taken up in another place. 

2See Chap. II, sec. 18.2. 

3h12 never become syllable-peaks in Tuana, although they rany derive 
from them. The FeatuTe Sonorant in effect replaces the cover term 1 res~nant 1 

(of Chap. II), although Sononmt also includes the laryngeals h,., . The de-
velopment of I secondary 1 1 from h is thus to be viewed aa a dissimilation 
of [Continuous], for a voiceless Sonorant abutting the voiced Sonorant. 
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IV.2.4. Twana Distribution of Major Class Features 

Son Syll 
Vowels 

wy} + 
+ 	 + 

h7 

1 } + + 
N 

Rest + 

Fig. 50.--Hajor Class Features (Matrix) 

IV.3. 	 Cavity Features 

'Cavity' corresponds to 'position of articulation. 1 (Cf. SPE 7, par. 4.) 

IV.3.1. Anterior and the Need for Oral 
Anterior includes articulations anterior to those made with the body 

of the tongue, i.e., labial and dental. Noting that the feature of Gravity 

has been abandoned in SPE, we see that a rule requiring the unique specifica-

tion of labials (such as our third rule for cluster-simplification in the 

Augment) ought now to become more complex. However, provided we retain the 

feature labiality discussed in the te~t (Chap. II, sec. 7,5), the loss of 

Gravity as a feature affects the first cluster-simplification rule (Chap. II, 

sec. 7.2) for Augment only formally. 

The Conditions on cluster-resolution now read: 

·[ l] is 	[+voicel 
[ 1 l is 	[+cor] [ 2 l is [-Corl 

-Carll I is [21 is [-Lab].[+cont] ' 

IV.3.2. Coronal 
This 	feature refers to the raising of the tongue blade from the speech-

1ready position. It thus distinguishes dental, alveolar, and alveo-palatal 

articulations, as a class. The rule (Rule 28) for assimilation of s to a 

1Chomsky-Halle (1968), p. 300, refer to the 'neutral position. 1 ···~, -
is the characteristic attitude in which the subject positions~, 
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v vlfollowing s or .c might. be simply written in terms of Anterior and 
·Coronal. 2 Thus: 

3 
[+cor I [+cor Jin env. I -Ant .+cont 

IV.3.3. High, Low, and Back 

IV.3.3.1. The Support for 'Mid-Front' as  
the Speech-Neutral Vowel--a Formal and  
Substantive Universal  

These features refer to both consonants and vowels, since they in- 
dicate the position of the body of the tongue relative to that for 1 spcech- 
neutral. 1  

It 	is important to note that the basis for the choice of the features 
4High, Low and-Back is the claim that the speech-neutral position of the 

tongue-body is 'about the level that it occupies in the articulation of the 
English· vowel le] in the word "bed. 1115 SPE later adds6 1 in characterizing. 
these features [i.e., High, Low, Back) we shall be concerned with the various 
displac·ements of the tongt\e from the neutral position. 7 

tr.act just prior to speaking. While the concept is explored so far as the 
vowel-features and Coronal are concerned, no further us~ is made of it 
in SPE'.. See. also fn. 7 below and Cha'p. IV, sec. 3.7.1..Nasals. 

1See Chap. 	 II, sec. 7.6. 

2But see 'Coronal and High 1 (Chap. IV, Sec. 3.4). 

31t is unnecessary to indicate [+consl: y is (vacuously) included. 

4Most particularly, Back, without a corresponding Front. 'Central 1 

vowels are thus to·be considered [+Back, -Round], and not {-Front, -Back]. 
5 . 

Chomsky-Halle (1968), p. 300. The example shows that a lax non-high 
vowel is concerned 

6 Ibid., p. 304. 

7Chomsky-Halle stop s~J~t having dcifined 'speech-neutral' for the tongue, 
and 'spontaneous voice.' . But there is evidence that this priming for speech 
(1) involves global re-programming in the coopera.tion (?f all the members of the 
vocal tract, (2) comes into play measurably before the commands for individual 
segments, (3) is perhaps carried out in a sequence shCXo1ing hierarc~ical char-
acteristics, and (4) may well prove to be (at least in-part) language-particular. 

The search for empirical support (or rebuttal). for such a sub-stratum 
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Any attempt to utilize for Twana the same features as those in SPE 
- must, therefore, be made with the explicit understanding that the speech-neutral 

position for the tongue body as defined in SPE is not merely a formal universal 
but also a substantive one. In particular, it is implied that Twana (e.g.) 

employs the same speech-neutral tongue-body position. 

Is there any evidence to suggest that we have here to do with a sub- 
stantive universal? Put another way, is there any special reason why the  
tongue-body position should be near [E] and not, for example, near [a],  

which is traditionally the neutral vowel~  
As has been pointed out by Chiba and Kajiyarna, 1 the vowel in which  

the vocal cavity comes nearest to uniformity in sectional area is lax(~J.  
For a 17cm length uniform tract; Chiba anp Kajiyama calculate that the first  

three formants should have the frequencies 515,1540, and 2570 Hz. If we  

compare these with figures for American Engiish ~ , az. , and °J' ,2 we find the  
following:  

Fl F2 F3  

~ 550 1800 2450 Hz.  

a?. 625 1525 2500  

'1" 525 1375 1675  

from which it may be seen that is indeed closest to the •uniform tract' f 
condition for which the above calcul~tions hold, 

Note that the uniform t~act configuration is of course the one in 
which the partial tones will be best distributed, both for range and for 
intensity, since it shows least over•all constriction and {by definition) 

no localized constr.ictions. 
Thus, there seems to be an acoustic basis for the notion •universal 

neutral vowel,·' implicating the most uniform cross·sectional area of the tract, 
which in turn correspond to a mid-front lax vowel. 3 The hypothesis of SPE 

to Phonology is of course still in its infan~y. The corresponding notion in 
traditional treatments of phonetics is The Basis of Articulation. 

1Chiba and Kajiyama (~958). 

2Lehiste {1964). I cite typical figures (see List l, Table 2-Vlll, 
p. 25). 

3The significance of shwa as so-called 1 neutral 1 vowel must, of 
course, be sought elsewhere if the above argument proves to be valid. 
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seems thus to be confirmed as a substantive universal, and we shall (at  
least tentatively) assume the use of High, Back and Low to be justified for  
Twana too.  

IV.3,3.2. Tongue-Body Features and 
.Twana Vowels 

Leaving aside for the moment. the problem of shwa (see Tense, Chap. IV, 
sec. 4.,4) the Twana vowels to be accounted for are [e, E , . a, .:, , o) of which 
*!l, ~1:!!., ~·r.2. may be held to be the only vowels req'uired in dictionary ~epre-
sentations.1 Clearly, these latter may be uniquely defined as, respectively, 
+High . . +High ..

[ -Back l , ~Low], and [+Back], the precise degree of each feature may then be 

specified as an integer-value of the feature for Twana, in very 1 late 1  

rules.  
Consider, however, a rule such as that fo1- laryngeal affection. The 

influe~ce of his one of lowering, and h is properly specified as [+tow]: 
but in that ca.se we should prefer to say (what is in the end phonetically 
true) that the vowel becomes [+Low] too, Thus are better specified as 
[-High] in dictionary entries, 2 while we prefer to continue labelling them 

3 e, o .  

The specification of the Twana vowels in terms of 1 tongue body'  
features is thus:  

e, (E;)4 a ('l) 0  

High  
Low + + +  
Back + + +  
F,ig. 51.--Vowel Features (Tongue-

body) (Matrix) 

1The so-called 'alternation condition 1 (Kiparsky [1968]) has, we 
recall, been circumvented by the analysis of non-alternating cases of 
[-High} vowels as derivative, even in the absence of the putative base forms 
(Chap. III, sec. 7.2). 

2 ' • 
The 'oddness' of Twana (and other languages in the area) is thus 

deeper than we otherwise implied--there is non-maximal use of the phonological 
space (see Chap. IV, sec. 4 .4. 2. 2) 

3cf. the more common·(phonemic) usage !,~ for 'the high vowels,' 
adopted in part in the Appenalces for the convenience of Salishans. 

4Segments not occurring in dictionary entries are bracketed. 
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It is at once seen that a is not distinct from ,2. botrfLow1Back). 
'Je nssign [-Round] and [+Round] to these segments respectively, and shall 

justify the distinction below (Chap. IV, sec. 3.6). 

IV.3.4. 	 Coronal and High. The Misleadingness 
of Old Diffuse 

Dellpite the charnctedzation of Twana o as [-High], there are two 

forms in the corpora in which underlying E. hae the phonetic shape [u}. 

These fotms are *n6kwimai l dukwebai l, 'Dukwibat' (the mythical hero~-see 

the Tale, Appendix I, note 29) and *nox6yay {due~yay], 1wolf.' 

The form 'Dukwibal' is in all likelihood an unassimilated loan; on 

the other hand, the stressed ,2 in 'wolf' may well ,-epresent a rare double 
. +High +HighenvLronrnent [ B kl - [ B kl to which the vowel ~ assimilates. - ac - ac 

Assuming the reasonableness of the foregoing, it is in order to re-
evaluate the :rllle (Chap. IV, sec. 3.2) for assimilation of s to foll.owing 
"I >IS, C. The s-assimilation rul~ is thus to be re-written:.,

+cons I. [+cons] . . 	 r+cont - [+High} in env / +cor 
+cor +HigJ 
The use of High instead of Diffuse is again vindicated in Lhe re-

appraisal of the case of the high front allophone of unstressed shwa after 

s. i_ and y. Inst~ad of a dissimilatJon from Diffuseness, we obviously have 

here to do with assimilation of High llnd Back. The relevant r·u1e1 will be: 

[+Svll ] - [ +HighJ 	
[·Syll]-Tense 	 in env. I +Hi.gh 

-Stress ~Back 	 -Back 

IV. 3. 5. 'k -,:;:-. and the 'Alternatfon Condition 1" ' ~· 
Unaugrnented 	 Augment.ed Gloss , 

,,J'(a) ~aw 1 law' lfo'>saw 1 bond 
~ w .§a}/"ab "' s-.x ab xw~;xwab w1.ndl 
~ 2· ,..,,,cal a~ ~alal t~F t.ala~ hand 

..{,~ap 	 ptap ,v pcap aunt 

J, 	 3 
(b) s/Twa! ;v s.a'wal 	 mole 

,. I':.i~1was - t •'wis 	 hill 

1 . 
See Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.2. on·co-articulation. 

http:UnauB!Eent.ed
http:Augment.ed
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Una.ugrnented Augmented Gloss 
basaqwa1t.>d b;faqwa,~id I 1m smearing it ., ,, 
.., ., - ~scatq1:.i b U a tql-b bcllr 

foot(c) y~l,d ,,. ,,.,, 4 sp~co spac!o root-bnsket 
• 

1as:5~ad ?.3s::;~~d how5 

V / ,; V / J6Fig, 52.--c c and s s 

111 wind The Augmented form shows cluster-simplification. 

21 Hand.' Cf. calas, with the s.ime rr.e.:ming. One of a number of  
forms showing fre~(?) ~tress alternation (Chap. II, sec. 21),  
and comp Rm 'mole I bdow (fn, 3).  

31 Hole. 1 Cf. ~a.,wal, 1 road, door. 1 One of the very few pairs  
of lexicP.l items illustrating stress-position contrast. Compare  
1~lal, 'sing' with Pclil, 'weep. 1 But Elmendorf (1954) glosseA  
'mountain beaver.' His [s'lw1at.l shows lack of glottal attraction  
for informant HA. Cf., Puget Sound ~awli.  

4 'Root-basket. 1 I did not elicit a reduplicating plural: it is  
thus not clear whether the root shape is *s~p~- or *p{- with  
*s Nomina 1.  

5 .. ,,., ,, r 
1 How?' CL be<~ 6 '5C'lJdabc 'whatever are you doing1 in the 
text of the Tale (note 85, Appendix I, sec. 5). 

6The solitary example sedakw alternating·with sedakw 1Canal, sea,' 
shows the palatalization alternatio:1 may also apply to !'lorn<' ·ks forms. 
The etymoloizy of 1sea' is obscure (see Tale, 11ote 60, for comment), 

1ki'I s urinate (child) 

k.1s urinate (ferna le) 

k ~ ,;:) (h) mummy: 
r 

k.>yil(h) granny 

kawhb nourishment2 

3kapo cat-t.ail coat 
4kas railway-carriage 

kl'6: shut-up5 
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kcap" 	 dark 
6dakt~(h) doct::ot"

stahlQid stocking6 

' , wtk3x 	 spank 
) ;
tkayas bear-grass basket 
' ~tkacab get 	soaked 

6m,s•lk 	 milk

Fig. 53.--k - Forms 
11 Urinate 1 is clearly an affective Attenuative formation. 
kis is the non-Male root, suppletive to the (male) *sl.v.w. 

21 Nourishment.' CL text of Tale (Append-ix I> sec. 5, 
note 56). 

31 cat·tail coat. 1 French loan, through Chinook(?). 
41 Railway carriage. 1 English loan, 'car.' Borrowed 

from plural 1cars.• 
5 . 

'Shut up!' Source unclear, but ~utatively from a shape  
like *ke?\r(h). If Attenuative in format ion, then perhaps  
from *ka'h.  

I61 Doctor, stocking> milk Loans from English. 'Stocking' 
is probably to be rendered *s-t~kh~n, since the Augmented 
form is s-k- tahkad. 'Milk I shows a lax vowel J corresponding 
to the English lax /:z./, and not identical with Twana 
(Tense.) /E/. · 

lkaJa(h) 	 crow 
hi<,;1mat smal12 

:i,_£ftace (h) white pine3 

tar> ka(h) fawn4 

snan'i.°keya(h) horned grebe5 

sa1 e.kay brake fern6 

7clk.cab<le (h) humming-bird

Fig. 54. --k - Forms 

1 •crow.' Seemingly 'pan-Salish. Probably red1..1pl icating. *kth. 
21 small. 1 Cf. r.:..t,k.'.lm 1 small.' Asserted by informant, l-frs. 
Pulsifer to be a Quilcene form. Quilcene is at the northern 
extremity of pre~Reservation Twana territory (see Fi~. 1, 
Chap. ·r, sec. 2 .1). This suggests a root *1<.ahm. The Skokoroish-
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Fig. 54,--£.2!!f. 

proper I small I clear} y shows ~~a! 1 Attenuative,' which induces 
the Attcrniativc-type vocal ism by in fixing -Vh (Chap. III, sec. 
7). The stem is, of course, to be mnrked [not k-'!i>S, not m-ob-
struentJ. This accords with the observation that morphemes, 
not segments. are exceptions to P-rulea. But see Kiparsky 
(1968) for reservations on thia score. The stem here is, of 

' ~ l .. /COll'X'Se, ·,<k.)1+~hm. 

31 White pine.' The form seems to contain suffix *aki(h), bound 
pronominal for 1hand' (Semantics?). 

4-
1 Fawn.' The only snpplctive Attenuacive in the Corpus for  
Twana. Cf. Suppletive stems fo-r Augment (Chap. II, sac. 2).  

5 'Horncd gr.:,he. 1 Alterrrati.vely stressed sntt'n-akcyc1h. The iorm 
sn'inilkey~h shows the underlying vovte l f: sn~o;'}k.eyah could not 
otherwise have e (because of vowel-loss), which shows th<1t the 
latter- stressing-arises by secondary shift (Chap. II, sec. 21.4) 
(cf. fn. 7 below). 

6 1Brake fern. ' Clearly, *sa'ii-ay(h), with 'plant' suffix (see 
Chap . I I , sac . 12.3), 

7 . I'Humming-bird. 1 Clearly reduplicating, from >'<ca, t<-ane (h) (bound 
pronominal, 'eur'(?)), The surviving shwa jn the stem suggests 
that the stress falls on the reduplicating syllable as a result 
of the secondary stress shift rule, and not by CS rule (cf. fn. 
5 above). 

lCol.ville Gloss 

k. k:Ux c. taia~ hand 
wl,ceLiix ~alaxw evening; morning 

,\I 2t}..Wck s;)daxw cac tongue 
31up:;.nkst 16p::idr.)ts ten 

san~:lmika~1 saxw~a'l' c'3d back4}
- c.;le~ad 

x. k!lx s. " ~ala~ hand 

5CU:X3C' n y.>Ua foot 5 

6su·rnix sa,?wad~s spirit power 
., .,

Fig. 55.--Salish k - c, }t - s 

1The Colville forms are from Vogt (1940). The point at issue 
being clear ,enough, I have not presumed to normalize Vogt' s 

http:sanl_{am1.ka
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Fig, 55.--~. 

trans~ription. As I have already noted, Salish comparative 
studies are in their infancy, and the vowel equivalences are 
unclear, as are atso the _conditions for vowel-loss (but see 
Chap. II, sec, 11,(Sununary).for vowel-loss in Twana). 

2 
s- in the Twana form is obviously *s Nominal. *txw for other 
Salish oft~n corresponds to prefix d.Jxw_ in Twana. 

3*,6pan or *16pan is the probable stem here. The suffixes 
v~ry across Salish. 

4Here, only the bound pronominal suffix *fkan, 'back' is common. 
5Again, the bound pronominal suffix *xVn, 'foot' is common. 

6Perhaps not cognates at all. Certainly the alternation m...,(*n)d 
is a problem. Cf. also Flathead su•meli~ sume: {Krueger ): 
perhaps the (long?) .!! has rounded the [+Nasal} segment following 
(Hamp, personal communication). This would have occurred in cer-
~ain (marked) lexical items only, for no, ~uch regular alternation 
has so far been noted. 

Figure 52 presents forms in which l and ! aie in free variation 
with f and /, the latter never appearin.g without the former also occurring, 
although many forms sho'li only (plain) i and ~. So far as the dictionary 
repre·sentation of these forms is concei;ned, sub-corpus (c) shows the relevant 
consonants in positions where no morphological alternations occur, and a 
synchronic grammar could do no more than add a ~emark to the entries them-
selves. A form like 1 bone 1 would carry the morpheme-feature [optionally insert 

. 1y-glide]. 
However; the occurrence of forms-such as those under (a) and (b), to-

0)
gether with the forms of Figures 53, 54 (the k-forms of Twana) raises an 
interesting problem. Comparative studies (illustrated all too briefly by 

Figure 55) have shown that Proto-Twana non-rounded k and X shifted to ., .,
palatal C and s respectively, quite possibly as an unconditioned sound-
change, 2 Clearly, however, whether by re-borrowing or by 1 except ion, 1 some 

½rnat is, such ·a form. is subject to a minor rul:e of the Pho1101ogical 
·component. , 

2rf a conditioned change, then one quite beyond reconstruction, at 
lease within.Twana; not only have extensive vowel-shifts obscured the 
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k-forms remain in Twana. It is plausible to hold, then, that the problem-

forms of Figure 52 (the f,i alternant,s) represent a relic medial stage of 

the original sound-shift, and the question is, whether the g:rammar ought 

not in some manner to recapture this notion. 

The simplest manner in which the notion outlined might be recap-

tured in the gratlllllar would be to represent all (historically) originally 

k/x forms with k/x, in the dictionat'y. Those segments which are to become 

~ and s must then pass through the following three rules. 

1. y 
[+coo, J+Back0 > in env. / +High 

-Round 
[-Back J  

2. {+cons] +Corona in env. I y 

3. y ~ ~ in env. I [+cons J 
2The first inserts a palatal glide after non-rounded velars. The 

second palatalizes k,x with following y: note that the only clusters of 
consonant+ v at this stage are the ones-newly created, which simplifies 

the speci'.fication in the left hand side of the rule. The third rule deletes 
they, following palatali~ation. 

However, to the first .ind third of these :rules- there is a class of 

exceptions or optional exceptions. To the first rule the exceptions must 

be afl those forms· which show ~J or' x in Tw-ana. We shall take her.e only 

the k forms, as typical of the problem. 

Some fourteen Twana forms containing k occur in the total corpora. 

Of these (as the footnotes to the corpus indicate), £our are obvious English 

loans, perhaps mediated_by Chinook Jargon, while four others ('urinate,' 
'mummy,' 'granny, 1 and I shut up~ 1 ) are characterizable as affective, All of 

these, whether by direct ol· indit"ect3 marking of dicti.onary entries, must be 

made exceptions -~o. the rule for development of y-glide. 

original 'environments,' but many finall)•-occur.ring ~ti give us no follow-
ing environment at all. In what follows, I assume an unconditioned change, 
but also discuss alte~natives for Twana. 

1For the status of x as a possibly 'relic,' see Chap .. II, sec. 
15.2, and the argument below-(p.193). 

,, 
~The rounded (and glottalized rounded) front velars survive, as do 

~11 the back·velars. 
3 . 

'Dire~t' marking involves the use of a direct instructioni such 
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There are no exceptions to the second (palatalization) rule. 1 So 
· far as the (optional) exceptions to the third (glide-loss) rule are con-

cern~d12 only direct dictionary marking is open to us. Thus, a form like 
'bone' will be marked lOptionally not glide-loss rule]. However, we note 
that the alternants fti never occur in the -reduplicating syllable of the 

Augment, nor in the stem except in the segi:uent adjaceI1t to a stressed vowel. 
The constraint is simply o~e of proximity to stress; it is not clear, however, 
where this constraint is to be noted, in view or the fact that the option on 
glide-los.s seems only to obtain with a small number of lexical items. Perhaps 
we may mark the rule [optional for marked forms, when adjacent vowel is 
stressed J.  

It remains to order these rules with respect to the rules already  
given. 3  

Taking s-tllad: s-t~ta~ad slave: Augment  , 
s-taq s-qtaq' log jam: Augment  

and ?as-qaxw: .,es-qxwqaxw f-rozen: Augment  
w , w'1/lf.wab x ~ax ab wind: Augment 

We see that the present rules must operate before those for cluster-
, 4  

simplification: t is not lost before l> while it is before q; similarly,  
q is not lost before xw. while I is so lost. It is not clear whether any 
earl~er rule must ~imilarly be prece4ed by the present rules: they are thus 
operable at any poi.nt before clus·ter-simplific.ation except that, to a\,old 

' . 
complicating the constituent structure rulest they cannot operate immediately 
. 5post-dictionary. 

as [not rule X]. 'Indirect' marking involves.a feature (such as [Foreign]) 
which in turn correlates with a condition (such as 'Not in [+Foreign) words') 
attached to a rule. 

1But. compare the (x1 ] allophone of· /x./ in Quiaault (Gibson. 1964), 
and ~he (kY] allophone of /k/ in C~illiwack Halkomelem (Harris, 1966). 

2we note that only plain (not glottalized) k is in~olved. 

31 am not aware of the need to intercalate any other rules among 
these, and thus suppose them to be passed ·1n a block. 

4see Chap. rr. sec.7: 

5They are tentatively placed immediately after the rules for constituent 
structure, 
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Some support for the above analysis comes from the discussion of Affix-
·truncation (Chap II, sec. 15~2). Forms such as s~lxw •gull' givinB s~exw-s. 
\which apparently contradicts the •remoteness of stress• condition on the tru11ca• 
ti.on rule), led us to adopt the viet-i that we have to do with .!!! clusters, 
This, of course, is to say that (perhaps only in certain marked items) the 
environment / -w is a possible relic environment for proto-Twana x.1 

The above solution, while interesting in its implications for Proto-
2Twana, nevertheless fails to meet the criterion of recoverability by alterna-

tion (Kiparsky 1 s ralternation principle'), by virtue of which it is more rea-
sonable to assume that forms always~ as (e.g.) c 

., 
are to be so represented 

<,) (")
in the dictionary. In this case, k forms are represented as k, and the al-

ternating forms also simply marked as alternating. 
However, there is yet a third possibility, one which avoids both ex-

tremes--that Qf ovet-abstractness (the 'underlying k' solution), as well as 
that of over-concreteness (the 'write it as it is 1 solution), It is possible 

. .: ? . 1 *" .... 3to re-!nte-rpret the form (e.g.) saw as underlying y ~. provided that 
it can be shown (a) that the cluster is not antt-canonical, at least for under• 
lying s:hapes, and (b) that the reduplicatiOD rules for both Augment and Attenua~ 
tive can be simply modified to handle the complication. 

There is no synchronic evidence that vowel clusters occur within 
4rnor.phemes in Twana 1 and it is certa~nly most unlikely that the present cases 

ul initial ~e- and ~- constitute separate morphemes. On the other hand, 
the constituent structure rule for Attenuative has been allowed to create 

l . 
Compare the 1 relic' envi1:onments for underlying Nasals (Chap. II,  

sec. 8). In both cases, the notion 'relic' is captured by the condition- 
features in the rules by which tbe !!!S of the occurrences are transformed  
into segments of different feature compositLon.  

21 have in fact hazarded this solution so far as the rep1:esentations 
. of underlying fonns in the text of the Tale are concerned. 

3or even *Kyaw?. Compare, for example, Pentlatc (..!!£) cii1o 1 bone 1 

(B_oas l1888]). 

4The only forms I have i11 which a surface cluster cannot be attributed 
to an option on the -insertion rule are those in which lenis articulation 
of yin unstressed syllables '(pre-tonic) occurs, ·giving (e.g.) b~pete'wal 
1 £ighting,' from *bs_-[xope~ (?). 
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~eminate vowels, although these are always later resolved by the insertion of 
glottal stop. It has also been suggested that the only initial clusters tn 
Twana morphemes are those including h/~; here it is possible that we must 

extend this characterization to include clusters containing y 1 as second 
element. 

Suppose we insist that, as a result of whatever complex restructuring, 
clusters such as ~eV (or, tyV) survive in the forms we are handling. Can 

the rules so far established handle the complications? For the Augment, note 

that the optional palatalization never appears io the reduplication. We thus 
need only amend the constituent structure rule to allow an e plus dissimilar 

vowel (oT yV) cluster between c 1 and c 2 of the reduplication, provided the 

following two :rules are added. First, an optional rule will then assimilate 
the~ (or y) to the t /t segment. Second, for the cases where the option is 
not taken, the first of two dissimilar vowels (or, yin/ C - V) is simply 
deleted. Thus: 

f I 

1. flt. {e} (opt) fi/~ in env. / - Dissimilar Vowel. 
Y1 12. {Vow;l. ·1z. in env./{ - Dissimilar Vowel\ 

c-v Jz 
Rule l above was framed using the environment 'dissimilar vowel' to 

ensure that the geminate vowel created by the Attenuative constituent struc-
ture rule is not assimilated or deleted, as in a form such as (Attenuative) 

, v ~ 

*seeh-se~ (from *se~, 1 pay 1 ). But clearly, the Attenuative form of ·:,~iala~ 
" 1 "would be **c~~.£..., 1h-calas, " which ' wou l d resu tin " ,, " instead of**c6 Eceh,s the 

correct c~_?_!~ctla~ by the rule for Laryngeal affection. 
We must thus amend the constituent structure rule. If reduplication 

of CVV (or, CyV) is allowed, the two new rules would apply to the reduplicating 
2syllable as well as to the stem. ., , 

Alternatively, $ince the palatalized l// never appear in the re-
duplication, we may avoid the need to mark the assimilation rule as 'obliga-

tory in reduplicating syllable' by slightly complicating the constituent• 
structure rule. Thus: 

Attenuative Reduplication 

l In SPE features, simply segments l+Son, -Syll, -Round]. 

2The ordering of the new rules is straightforward: ,if they bot;h .6pi;?J..;t 
before the ? -inset'tion rule, the lat.tet'· may refer simply to 'vowel sequence.' 
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IV.3.6. Rounding 

(a) , , .... w ' 
S0,'10k 'c!lle (h) 

bokw 

q"'e~=>(h) 
kwot 
k"e'kw6t 

1.Jeirns Chri.st 

book 
pig 

cape 
cape (Attenu;itivc) 

(b) s6kwa 1 sugar  
w, 

s;< ., P hoop 

Fig, 56. -Rounding A5sirnilation 

11 Jesus Christ. 1 We must suppose a re-evaluation 
of\iesiu1 as *Jeso, then a re-interpretation of 
the first syllable as a reduplication 'se-to - . with 
a stress-shift to the f stem, I giving Se-so- . Vowel 
assimilation (uncunonical) would then uwke the un-
stressed reduplication vowel into o, whereupon a 
further rule (optionally7) gives the stress to the 
1 prefix 1 again. 

Nore: The k - kw shift is not considered as rule--
prod~c~d for forms such us these: rather; Lt is a con-
di.ti:n1 on the shapes of T1;,um11 di.ctionary entri.es--that 
is, a morpheme-structure· condition. See p. 196. 

Rounding Ln consonants is confined to 1,egn-ents which are [+Back, -Low), 

i. C, velar and post-velar k/x and q/,. 1 The analysis of reduplication 

already given shows clearly that no question .of re-analysis of segrr,ents such 
wask as clusters (kw) arises generally, although the,e may be such clusters 

i.n Tuana--one such case was discussed earlier. 

Two constraints on the contrnst [+Round] vs. I-Round] must be re-

1see {Chap. IV, sec. 3.5) back for the question of·the possible sur-
vival. of *x in certain rare environments in Twana. The morpheme-structure 
constraint on Rcundness to Back consonants is probably pan-Salish: the so-
C8lled /tW/ of Sm)qualmie-Duwamish (Tweddell, 1950) is almost Ct"rt,d.nly 
to be re-analyzed a$ /txW/; with very light friction, as in Twana, S-D 
/xW/ probably merges with /hw/, and the [hl element may then be lost. 
Cf. Tole, note S(d), Appendix I, sec. 5.1. 
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ferred to, !he first concerns dictionary entries, and the second the rules 
of the grammar. 

The Corpus contains no instances of either of the sequences Rounded 
Vowel plus Non-Rounded Velar Consonant or the 'mirror 1 sequence within a 

morpheme. There is thuE a morpheme-condition to be added to the Phonological 
description, excluding such sequences (sec Fig. 56). 

Ho~ever, n question arises concerning the dictionary entries for 
morphemes with initial velan followed by a Ro'unded vowel. It might be 

argued that these velars should be represented as [-Round), to be. adjusted 
by the Rounding neutralization rule. However, the 'altern.:Jtion' principle 

;;iilitates <1goinst this suggestion, ,,~hile the reduplication of the Augment 
(with its accompanying vowel-loss) in fact recovers all cases of velar plus 

d ·rounded vowel unambiguously as [+Round]. Thus kw~oy 'ben, ' gives_kwe~kw,oy, 
W I f W" W >while 7asq 6~ , 'hidden' gives asq ~ 4 6.;; . 

In addl.tion, the (£or Twana, at least 1) automatic labiality asso-
ciated with Rounding is very strong in both consonants and vowels. 2 In 

kw, iw, etc., the co-articulation is simultaneous with, or even anterior to 

the closure or constriction of the consonant. On the other hand, co-
articulation with fol.lowing Round()d vowels is so strong trrnt the contrast 

(e.g.) q vs. qw is neutralized in these cases. Thus, *yaq-o"s- 'file 
w w 3something' and *y~q -os- 'wash fac~' are both heard as {y•q 6s-1. 

The writing of a suitable rule to convey the facts of Twana Round-
ing neutralization is a simple matter. ThuH: 

(+cor:sJ~ 
+Back [+Round] in env. / (:+Syll J 

+Round-Low 

Notice that the facts ·concerning tho degree of Labinlity and co-nrticu-

lation arc not, however, conveyed by such a rule: as matters of theory 
stand today, they are to be added, if at all, as very low-level rules con-

4ccrning fine details of articulation. 

1cf. the description cf Rounding in Tillamook as ~cu~ping of the 
tongue,' .'.:::Jthout rounding of the lips (Thompiion [1966]). 

2cf. the discussion on shwa in co-articulation (Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.2). 

' w7as-y~..9. 'wa:shed. ' 

4For example, the exact degree to which .e. is optionally raised and 
rounded when abutting a rounded consona~t, without ever merging with the 
corresponding {+round} vowel, 2.· I discuss elsewhere the possibility that a 
'supero.rdinate' definition of tract-configuration (th":: 'Basis of Articulation') 
will handle such details. 
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IV.3.7. Secondary Aperture 

IV.3.7.l, Nasals, Loans, and the 
Nasal Sound-Shift 

rv. 3. 7. L 1. General 

1!!! mJri Mary 

~lk rnilk2 •9 
.I l 9mlynar.'tlz Myron Eels ' 

'lo' 2skolman teacher
i:i6l'a{h) mill 3 

/
maUye&d I marry 3 

' J'marn as thin 
4maP:~:;.iP ec tin can

'>a s-ma1." proud 
m~°'~h daddy 

rnEP~ defecate 5 

tami'ehd rope 
,w

c.>maq ap short-tail 

~-rni:i/'qs sharp-nose 
t~m.,Jte"'°aps spine6 
V,., A,
s-cilim'a p backside 

ltall:/?mal small 7 
w.. x esqam few8 

Fig. 57.--Nasala - m 

11 M.at"y' and :&Myron Eels I occur in Ta !es. The impor.tance of 
the metathesis of 1Myron• cannot be assessed from Twana 
data alone. The only productive metatheses I have found 
concern ~&y and Ch. But metathesis is held to be a gram-
matical process in Clallam, one of the languages spoken by 
Mrs. Pulsifer. See Thompson (1968). Compare also"Mrs. J?ulsifer 1 s 
rendering of the name 1Gabriel 1 as lgre!biulJ. 

2 1 Milk. teacher' are most likely to be direct English loans. 
~ote th.it they lcll.ck the plural or diminutive shaping often 
found in Chinook Jargon loans. 

http:maP:~:;.iP
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Fig. 57.--~. 

31 Mill 1 and 1marry' are from French, although possibly not 
directly from Canadian Fxench but rather through Chinook 
Jargon. 'mill' gains a final h (automatic to a final vowel?); 
'marry 1 must also be assumed to carry final h (~ad, 1st pers. 
sing.), which lowers the original i-vocalisrn (laryngeal 9f-
fection). 

'Tin can.' -Vle~-ad, bound pronominal, 'contail1er. 1 

s 'Defecate' must be marked [not laryngeal affection), since 
it retains el: but this form may be ,'tmex";l 

(i 1 Rope, 1 'spine.' These forms show a glottal stop after m 
not matched in the corresponding Puget Sound forms, which show 
plain b. The form for 'rope' is especially interesting, since 
the glottal stop seems not to have arisen from a lost vowel: 
if this is indeed the underlying shape, then we.probably have 
here further confirmation for the notion that glottal stop is 
absorbed by, then lost in association with a voiced stop. 

7 1 Small' ·is commented on in fn. 2 to Fig. 54, so :far as it shape 
is concerned. Its proveniance is unknown; certainly it is not 
a loan from the Puget Sound dialects, which uni.forrnly (?) have 
mem-:>'.ad for 1 small. 1 

81 Few.' Cf, xwesay, 'bad,' (with ?ay 'good'?) Is xwes a 
negative particle, to be compared to xWa?, 'not'? 

9 rn 'Mary' and 'milk, 1 (€:] .ls [-High,-Tensel: Cf. ~ denoting 
[~vl elsewhere i.n this thesis, defined as [-High,+Tense]. In 
'Myron Eels,' [I) is [+High,-Tense]; cf. [!] as an allophone of 
/a/ (fig. 65(c), Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.~. 

Gloss 
1 n s-n~mfceya(h) diving duck 

~an6s Chinoos2 

31 61EinJos orange 
tenten bell4 

wa~antan President 
sifolman teache-r 

I S"s-p.:,pan spoon 

s-pif1pon tea-spoon 
?epan a2ron6 

w.. w ::ca~ a~ cry-baby " 
Fig. 58.-"Nasals - n, g 

.;_. 

0 

http:mem-:>'.ad
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Fig. 58. --~. 

11 Diving duck. 1 Appears to be reduplicating, from a root (?), ~ 
*nakeyah(?) Provenience unknown. 

2 'Chinoos. 1 A place-name. 
3 'Orange. 1 A common characteristic of loans through Chinook 

Jargon is the plural formation used as a singular (see also 
1priest 1 in fn. 6 below). 

41 Bell.' From Chinook Jargon. Twana also derives the fonn 
da-xwteleqwa bad, 'bell,' from ~~teleqw, with Nominalizing prefix-
suffix complex d~xw-bd. 

51 Spoon. 1 An Attenuative formation, but fr-regular: we would 
expect sp 52,p;;,n, were this a 'l'wana formation, from *s-p6n. 
An alternative· Attenuative formation for I spoon' is based on 
a putative *s-po_b,n (see 'Laryngeal-final Attenuative, 1 

Chap. III, sec. 6.2). 
6 

1 Apron,.1 Proto-Salish r merged with l. in most Salish 
languages. No trace of original r remains in Twana. Cf, 
the (French-origin) loan lepl€d 1 ~priest 1 --with the plural 
French Article as part of the stem for the singular (see also 
, orange 1 above). 

7 •cry-baby.' This was Mrs. Pulsifer's Clallam childhood nickname. 
Clallam has 1J for proto-*m, which makes this form similar to 
Twana **Y.woxw-ab, from ltO'{:W 1 fat. IJ 

,f" T,• 

There are eighteen m-forms 1 of which four are from English (two being 
proper names)·and two from French (possibly through Chinook Jargon). Of the 
remaining twelve, six ( 1 thin, 1 'daddy,' fdefecate, 1 'backside,' 'small, 1 and 
1 few 1 ) may be considered as affecti~e. This leaves six forms to be accounted 
for only as loans, 1 possibly from neighboring Puget Sound dialects. 2 

On the other hand, of the nine n-forms, six are English loans and 
one is a place-name; this leaves only 'bell~' which is clearly an onomatopoetic 

1 'Corpus m/b, n/d in parallel environments' suggests we discount the 
likelihood of any of these constituting 'relic' nasals ip rare environments. 
While n only occurs onci initially, m only occurs once finally; I have no 
comment on the possible signif,icance of .these distributi'on-limita_tions. 

2Except 1 small 1 --see notes on m-corpus (Fig. 57). 
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formation borrowed ftom Chinook Jargon; and the form for 1diving duck. 1 

The solitary -form, in turn, is i'.l palpable Clallam loan. 

m Gloss b fil:.2!.! 
Initial 'a srr&J proud sated 

molo?(h) mill b61e(h) spring (wate1·) 

Medial sk6lrnan teacher sHlbad half-brother• 
tam7elad rope tabtP d;,ho)c hair (on body) 
w ~ Final x esqam few stab what? 

d 
' Initial sn~IUlkey~(~) diving duck s:;i.dadalBd footprints 

Medial sk6lman teacher sell•bad half-brother 

Final 1ep.n apron time 
sp5p;, n spoon cedar-bark skirt 

Fig. 59.--m/h and n/d, in Parallel Environments 

Gloss 
1'</m/ h '5 s·as mus four 

baqw~b 

Twana 

field 
• V people (pronom.)-os 

l -tabed tan;«n hair 

dawd?abac nawnamc tree-trunk 
spqab spaqm flower 
l<',13leb Rw:tlm dryi.ng :rack 

-b [verbalizer J 

,
*/n/ 	 da?wlh nawe · you (eing.) 

dad'h ?;/nc;;i I 
,.

c;de:t. cane he, s~e, it 

7 edf~at (e)nowt heart 
panacs 	 ten 

wadaw1 wnaw 	 horn 
r.ime 

head-louse 

?6p•d~es 	
, V 

Fig, 60.--Comparisan of Twana b/d, Upper Chehalis m/n 

1Kinkade (1963), 
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As wlll be seen from the corpora, Twana possesses both the nasals m, 
n and the voiced obstruents b,d (Fig. 59). Superficially, no special problem 
is presented PY su.ch a situati.on. . However, ·the tot.efl corpus of ·forms contain-
ing nasals is extr~mely limited. What is more, as has been shown (Chap. Il, 
sec. 8), the contextual variants of b,d a.re such that we must suppose these 1 
to be the output of underlying .nasals m and n, quite apart from the compara- Itive evidence showing conclusively that such is their historical source (see 
Fig. 60 for a small sample of such evidence). Il . 

Since the substitution of voi6ed stops for pasals - is extremely rare 
as a sound change, 2 it seems worthwhile to attempt some explanation of wha t I 
may have occurred; at least in the case of Twana. However, the proposed ex- Iplanation concet'ns the micro-timing of th.e muscle·-commands fo r nasalization 
and voic~ng;, thus, iather more details concerning physiology will be presented 
than ar~ perhaps ~oimal in discussion of phonology. 

IV 3. 7. l. 2. Physiological Considerations 
Nasals have already been characterized as [+Sonorant, +consonant, 

-Syllabic ]. · We may illustrate. the speech-ready (or, 'Neutral position') ad- I 
justment of the velo-pharyngeal port by contrast with its action lo quiet I 
breathing and swallowing. 

· In quiet breathing, the velum is lowered, thereby allowing air to 
pass through the nose. In swallowing, a strong sphincter-like contraction I 
of the palato-pharyngeal valve is observed. which completely disappears ~e-
. . 3 

tween sw.allows. Before and between swallows, the muscles c«?ncerned show no l 
't9nus ; 1 as monitored by EMG . Op the other hand, it has been ·shown that ·1 

I  
I 

1rn virtua lly all instances (see Figs. 57, 58 and footnotes there  
for exc-eptions).  

2Apparently occurring only in this one area, the northern part of. the 
Olympic Peninsula: . the languages concerned are the Puget Sou~d dialects acd 
Twana (both Salish), as well as Quileute and Nitioat (both Wakashan). Since 
these languages are all members of the Mosan phylum, and thus genetically· as 
well as areal ly related, it should be pointed out that the sound change is 

· areal an~ not genetic in origin: although it occurs in all three branches 
of Mosan, it is confined to two sets of geographically contiguous languages . 

. 3 . 
Bloomer (1953). 

http:situati.on
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\,111ifo Llil.! sphincter action ('which involves the pharyngeal constrictors, as 

well as the velum-raising leva_tor and tensor palatini muscles) is fo speech 
small or nil, 1 the velum-raising m~scles themselves are ac.tive as much as 

2 . 
600 msecs .before audio onset, often continuing active throughout the utterance. 

This speech-general tonus is shown by x-ray cinematograpby3 ·to raise 
the velum and h~ld it somewhat half-closed. 4 Then, for non-Nasal consonants, 
the velum is further raised, closing the port more or less tightly; while 
for vowels, the port is nearly (but not quite) closed, remaining proportionately 
less closed for the lower (especially front) vowels. However, for Resonant 
consonants, as of course for vowels, the over-all tract stance remains such 
that voicing will be 'spontaneous': most particularly, Nasals are therefore 
1 unmarked 1 for voicing. 

The problam of the sound-c,hange 'Nas~l to voiced .stop r may thus be 
usefully re-phrased as an attempt to explain how a stop unmarked for voicing 
is replaced by one marked for voicing, for this is the essence of the rarity 
of the change. 

Let us assume that the completion of a nasal includes at least the 
following events in sequence. The velum, which is somewhat half-down (as 
suggested above), is lowered furtherj 5 the tongue (or lip) contact is made. 
If the following segment is a vowel (e.g.), a 1 raising 1 command must reach 
the palate sufficiently_early to ensure no perceptual nasalization of that 
vowel. The crucial parameter to be examined i.s that of timing. Let us sup-
pose that the command to raise the palate (in anticipation of the following 
segment) is advanced; ort conversely, that the oral (or labial) release is 
delayed. In either case, an oral occlusion will obtain; however, with the 
nasal-bleed pathway severely constricted, the supra-glottal pressure increase 
will very quickly cut the Bernoulli effect across the glottis to a point at 
which spontaneous voicing can no longer be sustained.· 

1Bloomer (1953). 2Fritzel {1963). 3Bj8rk (1961) 

4But cf. Chomsky-Halle (1968): 'in the neutral position, t'he velum 
is raised, and the air-flow through the nose is shut off 1 (p. 316). In either 
case, we are saved from the absurdity of having to 'mark' [-Nasal]; a logical 
necessity if we held that ,the. velum mov-ed from the rest (i.e., b_reathing) 
position for every non-nasal segment. 

5erobably by a positive command to (at least) the palatoglossus 
muscle, implicated by Fritzel (1968). 
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Two possibilities are presented, The stop tail-off of the originally 
nasal segment may simply unvoice 1 giving [nt-]. On the other hand (and this 
seems to be the case for Twana), voicing may be maintained, probably by the 

. l 
adjustment of the stance of the glottis. 

(a) ~6sas .... b6sas four 
~~tay ,!'V bat.ay snake 
~;le.,~ s ,.., btle"~s racoon 
n ~ daqas ,.., daqas one 
n •d:>?.".ol~ d ,._, '~ " dalo~d once 
0 dqs::;a~ IV da,.s=:;:a~ I like it 

(b) tq,f1mdaxw ,.,, ' ~ tqa 7 bd~xw make bread 
s-a'wesamdaxw N sa7 wesabdaxw flooding 

I~aq;1nb~d IV 
I 

~aqadwd a landing 

(c) tyabed slqet fruit day 
yabel siqett. our fruit our day 

{ lekwad ta"w~ t he says he's fine 
lekwac~d ~3 7-wa tc!.d I say I'm fine 

{sc>xwtal?qw.:,d; s'obat ,v s1obat back of head : name 
w ~l... ws.ix ta q ~s: s'obats back of his head : his name 

Fig. 61.--Contextual Variants of Twana Nasals 

IV.3.7.1.3. Allophones of N, Allophones of B 
Within the framework suggested, it is now possible to explain the 

source of two of the contextual allophones of *m,n in Twana, viz., 

1Perhaps aided by the laxing of the pharynx, to assist 'containment' 
of the over-pressure in the oral chamber. For the original report, see 
Halle-Stevens (1967). Ohala 's EMG tests implicate the intet:-arytenoid muscles 
(personal corranunication), which tends to support the Halle-Stevens hypothesis. 

Note that a lowering of the larynx would also subserve the maintenance 
of voicing; but no suspicion of the resultant implosive character of such a 
stop appears in Twana; 
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(a) initially, b,d have optionally a nasal onset (Fig. 6l[a)), (b) stem-
morpheme finally, the nasal opti.onally survives as such before a dissimilar 
nasul (Fig, 6l[b]). 

II
From the work of Bjork already referred to, w·e note two trends: 

first, that initial closure to the speech-ready position takes place eveTI 

when the first segment of the utterance is a nasal; and second, that the 

closure-time within an utterance ia short:cr than that for the spGech-ready 
adjustment (approximately 150 rnsecs vs. 260 msecs). It follows that, if 

post-nasal raising is advanced in time, the shorter (speech-medial) open time 
will be sharply curtailed, while the longer (Rpeech-initial) open time will 

be only slight!y curtailed. 

Thus an utterance-initial nasal ""i~l become in effect a pre~nasalized 
stop, but a medial nasal will become a simple voiced stop. It also follows 

th2~ whi.le the second of two nas,;ls will hive its open time curts1iled, the 

first will retain its full 'length' since it is not followed by a 1 raising'
1 . ?

command: this would account for the morpheme-final allophones.-
An important consequence of assuming the mechanism outlined above is 

that the rules representing these processes must not l'lSSume th11t all segments 
go through two stages, viz., N to pre-N, pre-N to non-N. Rather, the spcech-
initial and nou speech-initial positions have their independent developments. 3 

Moreover, clarity ot exposition (if not additional explanatory power) is prob-
ably to be ge.ined by incorporating the timing factor in the rules-~one simple 
way of doing which i::1 to represent nasals as two-part segments. Thus, taking 

utterance-initial as an example: 

+sonorantl 
+N 
-Cont J 

... [ (+N) -Sonorant 
-N 

in env. / $ -

The arguruent for the two-part represent., tion of a segir:ent here concerns 

the nature of the segment-E!!§tl: this has a direct parallel in the case of 

1Notc that this provides a physiological basis for the classical notion 
of 'protection,' at least fer the case in question. 

2we recall that the rule for geminate simplification will by this 
stage of the ~ules have dealt with the clusters r.:&m and n&n, so that only 
dissimilar.nasal clusters remain. 

3The requirement for 'option' in these rules seems to result from 
the pressure of analogy: all *N tend to become B. 
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SPE 1s analysis of affrication1 as demanding a feature of release. There 
may wel.l be a. case for a three-part segmentation into Onset, Steady-state, 

an.d Release, at liast for certain types of segment. 

IV.3.7.2, Laterals 
, 	 . ~~ 

There are three lateral,s in Tuan.a: ~ , l_, and l. 7" is distinguished 
from the other two latera~s in two ways; it is glottalized, and it is (heavily) 
affricated. Since Stridency (Chap. IV, sec. 5.3) plays a very minor role in 

Twana, whereas glottalization is a dominant feature, we choose to assign 
glottalization as _the minitnaHy distinguishing featµre of >J.; thu$, for ex-
ample, the rule defining the conditions for development of a syllabic off-
glide of l (Chap. II, sec. 20 .3) need spec-ify l in terms of [-Glottal Cons tr) 

rather t?an {-Strident]. 
In turn, voice need play no part in the distinction betwean laterals. 

To distinguish i from 1 (in the same rule, for instance), [+continuant] might 
be used, provided 1 is at the same time defined as a 'stop, 1 Le. [-Cont). 
As will be shown below, however (Chap. IV, sec. 4.1.), l is best considered 
the Sonorant Lateral, as against. non-Sonorant l and ¥. 

IV.3.8. Other Voiced Obstruents 

IV.3.8.1. General 

Twana 	 Nisguallxl Gloss--2,
(a) 	 yacies 7ades tooth  

SY3l.& b " ,,H-.cbb year 3  

~ yap~e(h) }"lace'' 	 five 
., f 

y1s~d Ja.'s-ad 	 foot 5 

w w . {b) ?Y«.~d g '-idelax down; sit down 
~ w w., w 

<;,;adal>ax g ~dbex bla.ckberrl 

d.J,wt.h dJgwe, t:ho~4 ,7 
vlWh-.w,H: sag al door, road 

S 9 wadaw" gwicbk 	 horn' 
I 

S1:it 7 W~~~d sag;cbk 	 armpit9 

1See Chap. IV, sec. 4, 'Manner Features.•· 
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Twana Nisgually file!!- 4(c) balalgw., (h) b.;;ililga,1 navel 
W>4~b wal:[.ib box6 

w;d 10 
gwe"d.;iq .S e .Pq gweduck (clam) 

10hodolgwe:i h6dalgwe1 steamer 

Fig. 62,--Comparison of Twana y/w. Puget Sound }""J> g -l 
1Nisqually forms are taken h'om A, Malikouti-Drachman (1964> 1965). 
2Generally, an alternation of stress is seen between the Nisqually 

(Nis.) and 1'wana (Tw.) forms. From the study of the Augment, it is 
reasonable to suppose that, if the shift is by rule, Twana shows 
the· earlier (un~erlying?) stress pattern in such forms as t tooth,; 
for Th,ana. the V-a alternation would not ope.rate were the stress 
**yades. 

31 Year. 1 Twana offers several examples of *l+ stop where either  
the stop or the 1 is lost. Cf. 'five, 1 where Nisqually has lost  
the p.  

4 1 Five, 1 'thou, 1 and 'navel' show an alternation between 7 and h 
for Niequally and Twana. 

s 'Foot.' The usual P.uget $ound (Pg.S.) refle~ of *y is J. If J
y  

is contextually determined, the present data doea not show how.  

6 w ~In general. Pg.S. g corresponds to (and derives from) Tw. ,w.  
Cf. 'box, 1 which illustrates w=w-. But 1blackberry 1 shows no ,w:  
here 1 has·been lost remote from the stress. as also in 1horn. 1  

7 'Thou r illustrates the rule for laryngeal affecti,:m in Tuana:  
Nisqually shows the underlying,•.  

81 Horn' Here the final gw has lo6t labiality ae well as voice in  
Nisqudly.  

91 Armpit~! · Here compare only the morpheme Tw.-lw;d- with Nis. -g~-. 
As with 1 horn,' Ni squally shows loss of labialization, ns also in 
1navel. 1 

10 'gweduck 1 and 'steamer' are thus supposed to be loans in Twana from 
Puget Sound, 

http:wal:[.ib
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~ 
JiJala 1te! Seattle1 
Jl8wa, boge}r,monster1 

! '6lt!Ojos 2 orange 
'a!anz onion2 

so?s'l~1Ios_ soldier2 

g 
... , 
sagwq 

. 3 
carrot 

w w..dg & e ::>q gweduck  
4 hodolgwel steamer  

,, w :> l  
Jig a bogey, monster 

5bc'>lalgw• {h) navel  
v, w . 6  
c.i~ag as half-breed 

Fig. 63.--Twana Voiced Obstrucnts, non- b/d 

11 Seattle, 1 'monster.' These forms are identical 
with Puget Sound forms. If 1~eattle 1 is to be glossed 
as 'cousins,' then this form is to be added to the list 
of forms showing Twana y "" Puget Sound -, , as in Fig_, 62, 

2 'Orange.' 'onion,' and 'soldier' show the common plural  
borrowing-shape Compare French loan lepawah from  
'les pois.'  

3 . 
'Carrot. 1 I do not know the cognates, but the g could 
come from (1) ( )w-. gw-. g, or {2) kw-. g"" _., g.  
The form is certainly not from Chinook Jargon, which has  
_the expected (French-loan) kalat.  

4 . 
'Steame~.· In all likelihood from Puget Sound, although  
the vocalism in Nl~qually (e.g.) shows.! (h6d,!lgwe;),  
Twana does not possess hod 'burn' (cf. Twana 'aaqwa~.  
1 fire'), and shows -'we:l: as bound pronominal for 'vehicle,  

- wcanoe.' (See Fig: 62·t: correspondences 1w "'8 ) • 

51 NaveL1 Twana here shows gw·againet Nisqually g, But 
there is other evidence for a s"""" g alternation in Nisqually: 

in any case, I do not doubt that 'navel' is borrowed from some 
Puget Sound.dialect. 

6 I am unable to account for 'halfwb~eed.' 
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Besides forms with m,n Twana also contains foi-ms with the voiced ob-
s ttuent s ., > r, g , gw It will be clear (f~om Fig. 62 and 63, with their 
footnotes) that many such forms are in all probability loans from the Puget 

Sound dialects, which will be seen ·to possess a full set of voiced obstruents 

(b, d; J,1; gw--though not g, except contextually-determined). The remain-
ing forms are obviously loans, originally from English or French, though often . 
through the Chinook Jargon. 

When we see such loans in parallel with the existence of b,d forms, 

it is t·empting to suggest that their acceptance depends on what amounts to 

phonological analogy; that is, that the presence of b,d allows for the accept-
f V - d h f kW • 11 f h 	 fance o J, g, an t e presence o in turn a ows or t e acceptance o 

w g . Support for this view might be offered by citing the case of forms like  

English 'coffee,' 'thousand, 1 borrowed as kapeh, ti.iws.>d. Twana has no con- 

tinuant f or~, and loans like this are adapted.  

On 	 the other hand, if we examine languages like Coeur d 1Alene (an 
. w 

1 Inland' Salish language). we note the development of dt g in native forms 

(this time with supporting loans in b). In turn, 'Coastal' Comox has r,gw, 
but without b,d, while Qui~ault has contextually-determined J,gw (related 

to y,w) again without b,d, 

IV.3.a.2. The Trend to Obstruence 

It is thus suggested that ·the development of voiced obstruents in 

Salish represents but a single trend, 1 that of change of non-syllabic sonorants 

to obstruents, with a co~current switch of voicing from 'spontaneous' to 

'non-spontaneous. 1 In Coeur d'Alene 1 this trend has been confined to the voiced 

non-consonantal non-vocalic sonorants (w,y,--foy here d is from y, not from 

a riasal), with covert support for foreign 	loans in b. In the Puget Sound dia-

lects, the trend has gone furthest, with overt development of a full set of 

· voiced obstruents. On the other hand, Twana has so far confined its overt 
development to the sonorant nasals, with covert support for the small number 

wof J/J' and g loans given. 

1 •Trend,' not 'Drift': no Sapirean 'drift' is implied in the sense of 
functional' connection; rather.~ an articulatory tendency. 
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IV.3.9, Glottal Conatriction 

IV.3.9.1. Degrees of Glottal Constriction 

1 Glottal constriction' 	obtains when the glottal aperture is narrowed 
lbeyond its speech-ready stance. In Twana, two degrees of glottal constric-

tion m'ust be recognized in the output, although it will be suggested that the 

second (partial constriction) is contextually determined. 

As is clear from the corpus of surface contrasts (Fig. 48), the glot-
? 

talized voiceless non-continuants- are in contrast with their non-glottalized ., 
counterparts, except chat no plain counterpart to~ occurs. for this set, 
glottalization consists of total constriction of the glottis. 3 But glottali-

4zation also occurs with non-syllabic sonorants, although never with voiced 

non-sonorants: the nature of this glottalization on the one hand, and this 

exclusion on the other, are of considerable interest for an understanding of 

Twana. 

It is assumed (Chap. II, sec. 9) that glottalization witb sonorants 

derived from absorption of an abutting glottal stop, whether underlying or 
arising from a lost vowel (through h, as shown). But it is clear that, once 

absorption has occurred, a directly physiological constraint is faced: voicing 

would obviously be lost in the presence of total glottal constriction, and it 

is suggested that the laryngealization found in these cases is the contextually-

determined output for (absorbed) glottalization. 5 

It is interesting to note that an alternative development could have 

arisen in the case of glottalized w,y; a change of sonorance to obstruence 

could have resulted (compare 'The Trend to Obstruence,' Chap. IV, sec. 3.8.2), 

1cf. Chomsky-Halle (1968), p. 315. 

2See 'Manner,' for the distinction between stops and affricates 
(Chap. IV, sec. 4.2). 

3For release characteristics, see 'Manner' (Chap. IV, sec. 4.2). 

4As indicated above (Chap. IV, sec. 2.3), I include l among the 
non-syllabics, 

5thus the statement 1 in sounds produced with glottal constriction 
voicing can occur only after the glottal constriction has been released' 
(SPE, p. 315) must be modified to 'in sounds produced with total glottal 
constriction ' 
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with gw and ! as output. Ins·tead, allophony of glottalization occurs, 

) 

IV.J.9,2, _1-~_t_1 ~f~_b=u~t~·~b~·-d-
lt is also feasible to extend the account given for the variants of 

glottalization, to cover the·probiem,of the loss of (absorbed) glottalization 
in .the case of b,d discussed in the·text (Chap. II, sec. 9). With the 
change· of obstruence, accompanied as it is by a switch to non-spontaneous 

voicing, the vocal cords are probably~ open than they are in the speech-
ready stance. Assume that the (primary) command for glottalization in (e.g.) 
~1:'rli is switched to larynge:alization (Le., partial ~onstriction); then, with 

1the change to b, it is clear that a further modification must occuri for the 
fresh command (for non-spontaneous voice-adjustment) is now contradicted by 

that of laryngealization. For Twana this incompatibility is resolved in favor 
of continued voicing, 1 and the glottal constriction is eliminated altogether. 2 

1This has protected the coritrast with the voiceless (glottalized) 
stops, with which such segments would otre rwise have fallen together. I 

·do not know whether the other alternative (unvoicing) has occurred in any 
Salish language. 

2The assumption here, that laryngealization and non-sponta~eous 
·voice are incompatible, of course r~sts entirely on the assumption that 
non-spontaneous voice requires the. ~Ord-adjustment mentioned. If non-
spontaneous voice is maintained without cord-adjustment (e.g., by larynx-
lowering); no incompatibility arises; such may be the case for (some African 
and· Californi'an) languages showing laryngealized b and d, often in free 
variation with (or accompanied by) the implosion we should then expect. 
Cf. Ladefoged (1968), p. 16 .. 
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lIV.3.10. Twana Distribution of Cavity Features 

, 
p l: C. i l l< q ? 

V 
p t C C k q 

s t V 
s (x) X h. 

b d ., r g 

rn n 

w 1 y 

.Anterior + + + + 

Coronal + + + 

High + + 

Low + 

Back + + + 

Round + + ± 

Secondary Apert. rn n + 

.? constriction { voiceless ob,truent, = ± ' Fu 11 ' ( ~ • +) 
Non-syllabic aonorants 2 c+ 'half' [_,, Laryngealization] 

:;voiced obstruents 0 

Fig. 64.--Cavity Features (matrix) 

1For Vowels, see Chap. IV, sec. 3.3.2 (p. 185). 
2Glottalized non-syllabic sonorants (perhaps only) arise through glottal 
absorption, hence not in dictionary entries. 

IV.4. Manner Features 

The manner features of relevance to Twana phonology are those labelled 
Continuant, Release, Supplementary Movement, and Tense in SPE. 
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!V 4.1. Continuant 

Of the non-Sonorant Consonants, those articulated with constricted but  

not blocked air-flow are characterized as Continuant. In Twana, Continuants  

contrast with stops at all stop-articulation positions, except that there are  

no Continuants matching either p,· t, or non-Rounded k. 1 Thus, 6, l ~ Xw, :J;(, , 6,  

and X 
w  

Degrees of frication must be assigned to the output for (e.g.) xw as 
against xw. The post-velar continuant ~(w) is heavily fricated, while the 

wvelar continuant X is very frequently hardly to be distinguished perceptu-
ally from hw: in fast speech (see text and notes to Tale), the continuant 

element here behaves like the (weak) h, an(! is lost, leaving w. 
One problem arises con~erning ¼. While the medial cluster 1 + Nasal 2 

is what we have called (see Chap. II,. sec. 20) a 'compatible' cluster, medlal 

+.+Nasal develops a linking (syllabic) 1. Compare ¼awalb~s 'Indian'•  
with seilbad 'half brother.' It is not quite clear how one ought to motivate -.-
the rule for syllabic l: no other non-Sonorant Continuant shows such be-

•  
havior,· although the voice~ Sonorants show a parallel characteristic in the  

insertion of shwa (Chap. II, sec. 20).  

There are four alternations involving continuan·ts. First, the sug- 

geste~ (and proble~atic) rule for development of palatal l from *x, beside  

~ from *k (Chap. IV, sec. 3.5). Second, the positional assimilation of 6 to  .. .., " " "' in certainfollowing s/c (Chap. IV, sec. 3.4). Third, the alternation 6"' S 

forms (Chap. IV, sec. 3. 5). 

The fourth, _the development of i from plain 1 (Chap. II, sec. 15.9) 
presents a different kind of problem, It would be possible to hold that the 

1 ----,, +. rule constitutes evidence that 1 is itself to be characterized as a 

Continuant. The facts of articulation are not, however, decisive: if 1 is 
· looked on as showing a stoppage at the primary constriction, 3 then it is a stop, 
whereas if the incomplete nature of the blockage is emphasized, then it is a 

continuant. 

1The segment. ,.! remains problematic. 2 ~ee fn. 1, p. 213. 

3that is, total oral median constriction. It is not clear by what 
criterion of hierarchy SPE makes 'Secondary aperture' a Cavity, rather than 
a }~nner feature. If Manner, the feature might well be a feature of Release. 
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The treatment of 1 so far in thia thesis has concerned its b,havior 
under glottalization, viz., that it behaves in parallel fashion to the rest of 
the senor.ants. The motivation in the l ___,, ± rule for calling lt a contimrnnt 

lies largely in the difficulty we should otherwise have in specifying the 

strongly fricative nature of the output l. On the other hand, the degree 

of fr:f,ction could perhaps as easily be specified in terms of the following h 
which is the direct cause of the loss of voice, It is thu~ quite feasible to 

maintain the Sonorant nature of 1, providing for the fricative nature of the 
Sonorant (so-called 'h-unvoicing') by rule. 

Conversely, the non-Sonorant l will acquire its off-glide 1• before 

a nasal. in two stnges: 

l. 0 ~ [+Lat 
+Son in env. I if 

l 
)l-N[}l'f 

2. t 1 N ~ [l] 2 
[+Syll] [3] 

l 2 3 

IV.4.2. Instantaneous Release and Twana Affricates 

Since affricates may contrast for stridency, 2 a further feature is 

clearly re.quired co distinguish plain f1:om affricated stops: SPE suggests 
3that the release characteristic [+Instantaneous] be used to characterize plain

o;stops. For Twana, distinctive affrication is found only in c,5 contrasting 
P> 

with t/d, both being otherwise [+ Cor, +Ant} so far as articulation-position 

(Cavity) features are concerned. 

However, several Tw·ana segment-types are non-distinctively affricated> 

1Ac Chap. II, sec. 20.3 it: was assumed that voiced stops were involved: 
but it was then shown (Chap. II, sec. 20.5) that the relevant segments were 
sti.11 Qasal:s at tni;: point of application of this rule. 

2chomsky-Halle (1968), p. 329. 

3rt is quite unclear what importance is to be attac~ed to the taxonomy 
of the features under cover terms such as 1 Manner, 1 as here, as against 
'Source' as with Stridency. This being so, it is not considered worthwhile 
at this poi.nt to seek implication~ of the removal of the pre!lent phenom~na 
from the 'Source' to the 'Manner' features. 
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either always or in free variation ~ith non-affrication. The segment types 
1, and ~/J are always affricated, 1 although neither contrasts with a non• 

affricated stop at the same position of articulation. Likewise, affrication 

is often found with the glottalized varieties of the post-velar q, i.e., q 
and qw : it is often the caseJ particularly with Labialized t,.W, that the per-

ceptual distinction between k(w) and q(w) leans heavily on the affrication 
of <{: 2 

I have not seriously considered. the possibility of assuming that the 

release feature [Instantaneous] might in fact constitute the distinguishing 

difference between k (etc.) and q (etc); for the ~-glottalized k(w)_q(w), 

distinction is ~ carried perceptually by affrication. 3 

The time-lapse between release of the oral cle>sLrre and the occurrence 

of voice-onset in a following vowel depends on a number of interlocking 
Li 

parameters, e.g., position of vocal-c~rds, tenseness of tract, P · s. g. 
This time-lapse is often called aspiration. For non-glottaliz.ed segments 
with (+Instantaneous release}, the ti.mes for Twana correspond roughly to 
those given for American English, 5 ranging from 30-100 msecs over p to q, 6 

the value increasing with (\istance from the lips. Final stops are optionally 
unrcle.:ised. 

In sum, Twana plain stops are moderately aspirated initially and 
n:edially, and optionally unreleased ttnally. 

1The lateral very heavily so. 

2of course, this ·is at least in part a criticism of the field-worker's 
ear. Without synthesis expeTiments, it is impossible to be clear on the role 
played by affrication in such a case, so far as the native speaker is concerned. 
It is nevertheless evident to me that glottalization often masks the d~gree of 
the feature [High]. 

3An alternative explanation of 'intrusive h 1 (see pp. 26,98,99 and fn.2,p.99) 
'is that it is precisely this affrication which has been (historically) te-
evaluated ash, with resultant metathesis (see C-h metathesis, Chap. II, sec. 
15.7). 

4But see also 'Supplementary Movement,' Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.3~ see  
Kim (1967).  

5Peterson and Lehlstc ·(1960) give a range from ~8-75 msecs for initial  
stops, and point out (although they do not explain) the almost elementary rela- 
tionship with 1 place of articulation. 1  

6Initial or intervocalic. No aspiration is found in the environment /bs-. 

http:fn.2,p.99
http:non-glottaliz.ed
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IV.4.3.--Supplementary Movements: Oral Pressure  
and Tuann Glottalization  

Were it the case that the onset-timing of voicing in a vowel depended 
solely on the position of the cords at the time of release, then the voicing 
delay after glottalized stops would remain unexplained, for the cords are in 

fact tightly adducted for such stops. 

However, as was pointed out above, other factors are also in play. 

The relaxation of the cords after tight adduction is one factor, although 
not commented upon in the literature.· A second is the relative timing of the 

oral and glottal releases; in Twana, the glottal release is only very slightly 

delayed after the oral release. 
1The most important factor, widely co111ITB nted upon, is the raising of 

the glottis (probably, of the whole larynx) du-ring the oral closure of a 

glottalized stop, which increases the· pressure in the oral chamber. The time 

taken for the pressure in the oral chamber to fall-sufficiently for the 

Bernoulli effect to obtain across the relaxing glottis, is at least equal to 

.(and may even e};ceed) the para1 lel time taken for the cords to approximate 

in the case of plai_n stops: 

For Twana. preliminary indications are that voice-onset time is indeed 

(on the whole) longer2 for the glotta_lized stops than for their plain counter-

parts.' However, place of articulation seems to introduce complications, 3 for 

there is inconsistency among the velar and post-velar stops. 
Since force of release is dependent on oral pressure at the time of 

release, we must also postulate degrees of raising of the larynx, since we 

find positional variations in this parameter. Initial and intervocalic 
glottalized stops are usually fortis. Finally, they are weaker however, a fact 

that m.ay be related to the distribution of stress over the phonological word. 

1E.g., in Ladefoged (1964), Kim (1967), Chomsky-Halle (1968), p. 323. 

2An ~xpected result, insofar as the relative masses of the larynx and 
the vocal c.ords are concerned. 

3Compare the k-allophones, and the appare~t contradiction of the 
'place of articulation' explanation of aspiration-time in Petersori-Lehiste 

(1960). It may be that the larynx does not need to travel so far to·create 
the excess pressure required, in the case of velar articulations. 
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Glottalized stops are weak in force of release when non-final in a cluster, 
with following non-glottalized consonant. 

Thus, three degrees of larynx-raising are probably required for 
Twana. although all are contextually· determined. It is also clear from 

the above discussion that an automatic rule must apply, at the point of the 
glottal-stop allophony rules for. t'esonants, to reverse the sign of the 
[larynx raised] feature (normally 'plus' for segments (+Glottal constric-

tion]) to 'minus. •1 

IV.4.4. Tense-Lax 

IV.4.4.1. Introduction 
2Despite rebuttals, doubts and reservations, there seems to be strong 

empirical, as well as theoretical support for the feature Tense. Since we 
have accepted the notion that segments are to be fully specified as they enter 
the phonological component of the grammar, we must assign a value to this 
feature too, for each· segment: more interesting, however, is the question 
whether this feature is us~d distinctively in Twana, i.e., whether any of 
the rule-dictated behavior of segments requires (or is made more plausible by) 

. 1Larynx-rai$ing and larynx-lowering are not the two poles of a single 
feature, but rather quite separate.Features; the minus value for both corre-
sponds to the neutral tract -position. of the larynx (i.e., slightly raised). 

Note: It may well be the case that it is .!1.2£ always necessary to 
specify values for all the (Universal) Features in each dictionary segment: 
some feature~ apply to whole words, or even utterances, and the value of others 
is ~utomatically subsumed under the definition of the ·speech-neutral tract 
stance. The present feature [Larynx raised}. seems to fall into both these 
.categories. 

2A typical rebuttal is that of Lisker-Abramson (1964). For sample 
doubts, see Jones (1959); while for reservations, see Ladefoged (1964). 
·For dleoretical justification, see (e .. g.) Jakobson-Halle (1963), and Chomsky-
Ha l.le {1968). Kim (1965) has a good survey. and offers confirmation from 
energy-distribution, wave-form, oral-pressure and air-flrnv m~asurements, 
palatography and electromyography, using Korean data. For x-ray cinematographic 
support see Perkell (1965). 
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the use of Tenseness, For Twana stop consonants and vowels, there does seem 
some justification for the use of this feature. 

Physiologically1 [Tense} corresponds to an over-all tension in the 
larynx (extrinsic as well as intrin.sic musculature?), vocal-tract walls, and 

ltongue. The results of this tension are said to be seen in consonants as 
quicker closure and release, longer closure 1 greater area of closure-contact, 
and greater intensity of plosion on release. 2 For vowels, the concomittants 
of tenseness are supposedly greater divergence from the speech-ready position 
of the tongue, greater precision of tongue position and correspondingly lesser 
co-articulation with abutting consonants, as well as greater duration. 

lV.4.4.2. Tense-Lax in Twana Vowels 

IV.4,4.2.1. Gross Considerations 
It is of interest that Twana, like many Salish languages, makes a 

. 3 
somewhat irregular use of the articulatory space available. Thus, its high 

4vowels are in detail 'higher-mid, the highest allophones of any vowel are two 
allophones of shwa which a.:i:-e lower-high, the low. front and low back rounded 
vowels are in detail lower-mid, while only the low unrounded back vowel is 
truly low, 

However, gross considerations,of 'most common allophones' in an articu-
latory spa~e-pattern are quite insufficient as a basis for deciding whether 

1There seems no _experimental evidence to decide whether this is a 
sirtgle phenomenon or not: assuming that it is, is its status merely that of 
Manner? 

?-rt is not clear just how Tense is related to 'Heightened sub-glottal 
pressure, 1 so far as voiceless obstruenta are, concerned. 

3compare the unusually 1 crowded 1 articulatory spacing of consonants 
at the back of the oral chamber, as against the lack of aspirant at the 
labial or dental positions. Compare the even more extreme case of some Inland 
Salish languages in Kinkade (1967). For Nootkta, see Jacobsen (1968). 

4The phonetic descriptions here accord with Smith-Trager (1957). 
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there is a Tense-Lax distinction present. Consideration must also be given 

to the possibility that the vowel most closely approaching the articulatory 
position of the speech-ready tongue is Lax, in rule-behavior and/or phonetic 
realization. 

But we are not in a position to label the relevant vowel, '- 1 (or any 
1\vana vowel, for that matter) as Lax before considering the details of co-

articulation. 

IV.4.4.2.2. Co-articulation 

{a) e, a, o, Stressed and Unstressed 

~ Stressed 
Initial(?) 1 

le·] ?Had 7 eb4C ?ewad ?ispxwab 

eat grandchild invite smoking(of tobacco) 
Medial 

\ 

(e·.] a) 	pestab cet yab_gd 
everything near fruit 

[e.3] b) 	 tabe~xw ? "" 
~ 

, ....asc~~ 
earth cold 

Final (?) l 

£ Unstressed 
Initial(?) 

. ,I. ") 11W,vle] ~ ~~~ ?!:.lsaq _gs"" as ?elal 

your split throw weep 

Medial 
,I ., 

[eJ a) 	 l~'e± b:;,h~'·;> c;)d qw!,?qw u bet? a ~s 

yonder I 'rn coming now egg.. ... w,,. ...[e~] b) ~e~~-&cad b~q :, r 

it's cold drink 
Final{?) 

~nI il a) '>asal_£ caqp~ tqale sqwaba?~E,, sq"~bay?] 

two e~r fir tree eight dog 
[e8 ) b) ,~s&le~qwest 

two cows 

seii 1 

cloth 

1The possible relevance of the notion of speech-ready tongue stance to the 
behavior ·of~ is considered later (see treatment of h, in 1 Tense-Lax in consonants'). 
Shwa is the vowel implicated as Lax, as is shown in later sections. 

http:lniti.al


.! Stressed 
Initial(?) 

C~· l 19 
wipe 

Media 1 

ft:1• ] st,li 
ice 

[a• 1-l&• l ~WA" 
far 

Il:!l!! 

!. Unstressed 
Initial(?) 

.. [ Q 1 '1,!stlb 

blunt 
Medial 

[ Cl ) g!1Pay,!c 
boy 

·[4 ],.,[ .a J 	 Uw!,lba¥ 
person 

-Fina.I (~} 

ba~a?a 
Mak.ah 
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2jl 
fast 

i,iwalbal  
Indian  
xwjlt-,b  

Causasian  

?.!,bel1 

if 

!e" 8 x6cad·. -
cold weather 

sax!.v,.w b 

wind 

1!~cad 
bed 

#' wP.! aq st!b 
pipe what? 

? kw# ..kW,!bab• X W es ,!S 

cedar-root throw 

1axec-. '.!P0St9d 
so to bed towel 

)asMp,!llad '31,!ll.td 
1 1m aft:aid I 1m singing 
61;,,r!!b.'W 

snow 

E. Stressed 
Initial(?}  

;.,# w [ O •) 	 1§p~dah 1.§.bat~hs '.2,laJ;t .e,q st 

t~n bununfe&dfor gather beat 

Medial 

lo •l ~e.'1-" b§sas ?asp,2c 'as-s6t~ad ?ash§.y 

grind four float I know done 
d ....,{ lot,•} qsE,YaY dokwebal 
wolf D;tcwebal: 

l!!!!l(?) _... _ 



----
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.Q. Unstressed 
Initial(?) 

{o] 12, '>5~.bac "..9,pa1 ?ocawal )_e.sel 
please uat embark dive 

Medial 
qwo't ad ;.~c6d d.J a1 obat ~-!d,2/fad... -hide it! knot it! my name three times 

[u.] . "~ a.Q_soyay l,2?Uwa lb'i!  

wolf Indians  
Final(?)  

, .,
[o] 	 qaqt_e qwel.£ :!iihah.e Sp4'C_2 

cradle inner bark s·to:i:y berry-basket 

(b) i_ Stressed 

Wich [!receding non-lablalized st~E 
Pre-stress 

p,p 
Stressed [A}....,. ta] 

d W. #
S ~ <', X -p,e i: 

Post-stress 
t 

Gloss 
shirt (;,1ra:p) 

pi_t c defecate 

Piq q white 

Pit 
I 3paP-frtlac 

± 
1 

thick 
capsize (Augmented) 

't,t 1as-tib b blunt 

s-ti!ad V 
C slave 

"s-t!q q log jam 

(•) (!) 
c,c 

tisad 
I 

t~Pbqs 
'l I 
l1r 

s 

l? 
p 

hit him 
take off 

ambush 
' l'l.!d d shake 

c~q 
" Iv c~s 

q 
., 
s 

drip 
elder sister 

., I.
C!lab 1 lungs 

Stressed li\J"' 1-'l 
¥. s-~! ql · q wing 

I 
l( be midwife i!~ 	 .i,. al,-~')J"21ay l shovel-nose 

canoes (Augment) 
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Pre-stress Stressed [A]~ [a] Post-stress Gloss 
( .,) ("'k, q q~b' b smooth 

I q~c c weave 
I 

k~s s urinate 
I 

q!S s scratch 

q~l possible 
J 

q~x do something taboo -· I 
qal"-q~lab 1 bad (Augment) 

7 ?_,;'bati3bed b seat 

be-"'i:;cad X clear the throat 

2. With prgceding 

w q 

qw 

w 
X 

w 
X 

labialized stop or 

Stressed l~v] 
?as-kwadad 
kwt:-kw.i'tc!b:?ic 

f/'¥cade (h) 
? ,w,as-K ~s w 

s-kwasp! 
w /y: bs-q ~s .~ 

,, W WI W•as-q t-q ~taJ;{ 

?as-(!w, 
~t 

J 

T.J."f WI1as-q s-q €_so 

qwit~e(h) 
'W WI q ail?-~ _!lde(h) 

lth 
w,

s-p:x !!b 
w,

i'as-x ~d 
exW.fs 

w~, 
l{ ~1: 

xWC.:lti'>b 
WI 
~ B!l 

WI 
S-);I'. ~de 

spirant 

d 

t 

C" 
V 
s 

s 
v s 

t 

t' 
s 
w 

X 

1 

1 

b 

d 

5 

* 
1 

1 

d 

hold 
husbands (Augmented) 

rabbit 

count 

trout 

fog 

th in (Augrnen ted) 

fire 

strung (Augmented) 

finger-nail 

ears (Augmented) 

cooked 
smoke 

tired 

five 
hard 
Caucasian 

nine 
bull-head 

). With preceding voiced stop or nasal 

Stressed 

b b{d.11{h) ,,. 
batab 

[aJ,., [AJ 
II 

d 

t 

child 

murdered 



Pre-stress 
b 

rn 

rn 

n 
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[,,r' ,Stressed a p/\].... [a] , 
h?cay [a],., [ ;..J ,
1As-~l II 

b!le'~s [.{] , 
b~al [al .... [ "l 

, 
Ib~yac " 

,as~b''s [a'J 
1 as-d:~ La 1,., LlJ 

/
sa-d!::; II 

I 
d!lal II 

s~-di,wat II 

, )
?as-m:"::>: II 

tw tam~ as " 
rnfl ~ (h) " 

'w IIc~m?!~ -qs 

Post-stress 
~ 

f  

1  

y  

y  

s 

C" 
X 

l 

w q 

~ 
w 

X·• 
s 

fil.2!.! 
snake 

sated 
racoon 

start 
meat 

cave 

pressed 
conversation 

stopped 
surf 
proud 
motor-car 

dad 
pointed-nose 
thin 

4. With preceding continuant 
, ~ 

Stressed [I\) - [al 
~ I W s,s S!p-q~d p beat 

I
?as-s~tad t standing 

split1as-sfq,
!~f,-ap fall-, 
,_ Iv  
:r;~C  sharp 
, I• wide 

/ w 
·qq 

lame 
measure 
b'ite 

~,h :;:~-:;:"!'1a q 

f?.,.. ' ., 
( xaq land·-
':i: angry~ , 

markx~l''·- I we're alive (Augmented)'>:,lS-b-h~lei 



Pre-stress 
1, 11 

y,7y 

w,?w 
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I 
Stressed [A] - [a] ,, 
l :~ 
144 
'1fx 
lc1w? 

?as-tiwado 
'1 I >yab- Y! bat 

Iy.d - 1 y!das 

vtl:,_ 

?y~>l 
,,,w 

Y~'-l,, 
Y! q 
,. ? I ,. se- Y!Sad 

I 
~~ 
,w w 

y~x ax 
I 

yal? -y_!la~ 
I1 wad 

w:xi..1w~aw 

?w{cal 
' ,,q~- w~qab 

1as - -:.1w2': 

b -?w;lal<:w 

w~l?-w~lap 

Post-stress 
~ 

C 
q 

w 

b  

d  

w 
>: 

l 
cl 

d 

C 
, 
q 

X 

J. 
l 

Gloss 
bundle, ~ie up 

feel over 
light 

go into (non-animate) 
baked 
tied round (Augmented)  
teeth (Augmented)  
roll  
scrounge, bum  
wash 
file 
legs (Augmen ted) 

sort out 
disappeal:' 

gathe r (Augmented) 
down 
horns (Augmented) 
swim 

boxes (Augmented) 
dry 
crazy (Augmented) 
you all (Augment~d ) 

5. Wi t h f ol lowing w, or iabialized obstruent 
I' 

Stressed [f,.] N [a] 
I 

1 	 1 as-l~w baked 
'I Wp 	 '>as-p?k spotted 
, I Wt 7 as-tak pierced 

I W 
s ?as-p~k broken  

/ w w w  t 	 Pt!q -q ad q bandana 
t, w1:~q lap, lick 

' 
l 
f? p~P~qw grave l - cook 

w , w w 
t 	 X - t ~X 1 Wc)S :x enemies (Augmented) 

> / Wk 	 tk?X slap 
s 	 s_;xw-tad grea_se 

http:w::ici"'-7i<J.aw
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I 
Pre-Stress· Stressed [t\ ]"" [a} Post-stress Gloss 

l 
b") 

t 

l 
-l 

l 

y 

b 

C 

y 

b 

C. 

l 

l 

y 

h'xWah 

t~b?[.W 

~;)s-4w tlxw 
w ,. w4 al?~ 

1as-bw? 
? ,Ias-l!w? 

Yi_w? 
'os-';<~b~~w 

,.,_w 
C!K 

1 ,w-,a>s~-WiJ*?K 
,~_w

Y~K 
b!q"'ab 

, w ~c.!_q -s;d 
/ ws-1!4 -qs 

w ,,,.w 
~ :>1!·t 
'>as-~4w 
w "wq a-w!~ a talb 

xw 
w 

~ 

w 1 

wind 

gooseberry 
thin 

cliff 

shelled clams 

put in 

cure 

tight 
angle-worm 
crazy 
pull out 

hay 

sawbill 

nostril 
hot 

washed 
drifted (Augment) 

(c) ~ Unstressed 

l. In unaugmented forms 

Unstressed [v]' . ii\ Unau&!!ented Cf. Augmented L-a L Gloss 
[V] W_!q£b 

w~daw 
4<>wi4ab 

I 
\r.Jd ? W,!daw 

box 
horn 

w~bp w~l?wJlap you 

t!.Lade(h) 
,W ,
<J2.l•"db 
? '# l ' 'aS-C,! \.'.JJ;' 

4wil'4w5!lde (h) 

w~ c,l' li""~lab 
? .,J ?~ IDsco c_?,18.Jf. 

ear 

sink 

dry 

s- y~'wes syo? yi_wa s wood 

[I] s-~l~b 
/v

s-~b?~c 

s-yal'>y_!lab" 
I' V s - y~l') yj!lec 

s-y~le.,,ilec! 

year 

cousin 

Y_!des 

Y1ta'wade 

y:,d'yidas 
Iy.;,'y~tawde 

tooth 

salmon-berry bush 

yi.tid le"t.~ad.., sa1yj~ad} 
- te'y.{~ad 

leg 

http:t.>b'l't.cW
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Unstressed (vJ~in Unaugrnented Cf . .Augmented /a/ Glosa : 
[fi],... Ia] ?:is-~~c 1c!)s-qabciibac shrunk 

~w~7a~e qo?lJ_'wate cane 

[a] 

?11s--::;_i.d.&qwle{h) ?1s-x.tdxJdaqwle(hl\ 
,..,,tas-~.-c~daqW~e(h) J . ·-,, wt:a,bt!,bax 

hurt hand 

earth, land 
c.idel ~dc,!(la! he, she 

?as-c~Pa:'s ?as-~17c~nas rattled 
bJ_qsad · q&bfqs;.d nose 

1,._w
1as-.>w!!l.ii K 1:., s- la ?wjlakw crazy 

,w.... , w
Y!q osaa~x 

w , w w q~y~g sad~ wash his face 
1as-~lexw I W?as- La :>!lax hunter 

,, 
2. 	 Replacing unstressed prefix ~with correspondins CV- stem) 

Au~ented Unau~ented Gloss 

[u 1 w2c- .,wJcal ?w/cal swim 
kw!b-kwabalaxw kwab~bxw root 
1 W w,as-x~d-x:illd 'as-x~d 	 tired 

[I] 	 s!d -sedaq ledaq fly 
., ,I 'dh1,-~ala~ c_ala 	 hand 

J-	 'I 
c!<f-~ad !.d 	 shake 

wY,:11-yalaq yalaqw 	 return 
,

b~-bs°d,(h) ba<i~ (h) 	 child 
Is-q?b-qa,,bo! s-qab6! dug-out canoe 

Cfil? -q.ilway q~lway 1 crippled 

b~l-bcSle(h) b6le(h) spring (water) 
,Is!l? -sel sel cloth 

'X.>b-xeb xeb wrinkled·-	 . 
3. 	 Replacing originally-stressed stem vowel, in presence of 

stressed (Atten.) prefix 
~!,;r~IHiilil'1 

Attenuative Stem Vowel 'reElaced~Gloss 

b.11 w,. w
s-k .i::.,e-k ~dab s-kwed.:!!b e chicken 
r.a)a-sxw~b-~ad saxwab-~d a I'm jumping 
xw~.,.,-xw~bat. . - xwo,bat. 0 paddle 

WI W 
e-:i;c • ~,-~ ede ws•:i;;- ;(de a bull-head 
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~tru~i;:st 
Y.slli<l 

Attenuative Stem Re£laced Gloss 
w w w[ :>'1 k ,P-k aba!:..x kwabal~xw a root 

[l) ~ ,,,-s~d~q ledaq e fly 
Ma,,a-~a11ls' fa1aN a hand 

l1\l... laJ lii''-li'J 1e4 e dig 
"f:Ji, w 

X ;l ?;,-x .tytib xwoyo'b 0 sell 
Ici/<'-d;.x d1'f a converse-· 

I'r.a J S4",?-s3;l c;; cloth 
ba?a-b,!le(h) b~le(h) a fish-roe 
V ,, v ., 
S'.) ~-S~!_b ~o~"6b 0 grind 
be-p l 1-p§!l? te-cfad be-pil' ce-tlld ~ overturn 

4. Rep 1 ac in_g .unstressed stem-vowel 1 in 2resence of stressed 
.{At ten.) prefix 

[111 
I' 

~>£-s~"W_!C ?esiiwac a chew 
wJ>E->- w~q~b 

~ 

w.;qab iii box 
, ?,W 

we>,e '-w~l,K "-~¼3f/'' a crazy 
I

s-lh'. }t 'vi - tq ~b ws~tcq ob a toy 
w ,, w 

s-q e e. -q zbe '\T ?s-q'.>bay a dog 

sa?a-sxw~b- # w sax ab a jump 
±a?a- la.w~lb;.s Hwalbd a Indian 

(Ji lf1 1'f: -l?k1~d lek"·'ad a speak 

(l:) s'.l'E-S!d;;i.q ti d.se e.q e fly 

[/\l ... [•l 
1;J ,~ -tke"as ,,
qd '"-~b 

lkayas 
leqi.l~b 

.a 

-' 
basket 

bad 
{:~] w .. ,, w 

~ :J O -J;C a,blt .ii:wo?bat a paddle 

s-1wa?a-'1:.wt~d s-tit',Had a rat 

s- .<~« -s¾t_<l sehd a food 
,, w

s-?t!ll,7-latx s-'>elatxw a timber 
~;i?a-cala s c'.n1;;is a hand 

·~·--------...,... 
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(d) a Unstressed. with Prefixes 
l, 	 With S-Nominal prefix 

Nominalization 
[a] 	-b s~-baded 

w, 'n-ba,i s~ e~ ay 
(;] -d s.•d•1wat 

sa-dabapacq:td 
[u]....,[al -w s~-wa "lwe ">-,ct 

~,w b s~waq sa. 

53-?wesab 
s.1-1wat 

(a] -l 	 S.l-1-' p 
s;-1J 7 • l''k"'ad 

[.f,1 -y s-yJ~b 

[a I -b sa-bol6qw 

s;ii-b.?c5bat 

[.l] -d S,?J-debH 

s~-do'>q_,, 

[<i>] -n s-n.n.;tl<.ey•(h) 
(11]...,la] -w s~-waqe~ 

s ~-w:>ia± qwot 

lal -1 S3'-la'elal 

s.l-1&' 6la,..:e 1~ d 

[:t.]-[0] -y s~-y.;:ii'wes} 
- s-e ?wes . 
,.., s-ewi'es 
,v s-xv'>wes 

s-_-y.,~ab l 
...., s-yabb J 

Gloss 
mountain 
mountain-goat 
surf 
hip 
news 
lightning 
flood 
someone 

blanket 

talk, language 

sermon 
ball 

names (Augment.) 
we two 
river 
diving duck 

frog 

broad-leaf cat-tail 
songs (Augment.) 

dishes (Augment.) 
wood 

year 

2. 	 With 1as- Stative prefix 
Stative 

"asa-bexw~ b l smiling 
,.., 'as-be>;ws•b j 

'>a s-bil sated 
7as-maJ? proud 
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Stative Gloss 
[~] -d 1 as~-d!;,,. rotten 

1as&-de~ grazed (bruised) 
[a] -w 'as;;>-waq hurt 
[I.I] '°w .,_.s~-"'wtx clear (weather) 
(~] -1 1as-liiw bright 

1as-1Jq bought 

un _?y ?as-7y,6x sorted 

?as-"lya~ melted 
[;} -b ~s~-boP6qw tangled 

'asa-ba~b warm (weather) 

[a] -d "i,s.. -d:>''a iqxw rot ten- sme 11 ing 
I"'as~-da ~aqs flat-nosed 

l-] -w 'kw"asa-w_.la crazy 
1clsa-w.tfewad invited (Augment.) 

l~] -1 ?35-Ja~elal sung (Augment.) 

"as-1.a~lel we 1 re alive (Augment.) 

l0] -y "as-y.:Jb-'q caught 

'as-y•l* gathered 

3. With single-sewent prefix (Augment. or Atten.) after cluster-
simplification for stems--Voiced C+V+Voiceless C 

Augmented UnauS!llen ted Gloss 
{/\l .. ~] qa-baqs.1d baqsad nose 

w .• w 2qo-baq ab baqwab field 
w ., wqo-b-;tq ab ' bl4Wab shocked (hay) 

cp-la'q 1,q bought 
•q_.-W.I'qab wa~b box 

W WIq o -w;iq a tr)b w.14w.Jteb drifted 

q~-y,qssdaxw '. d wya-qosa ax file 

lt '4w"~-y';JJI ce 
it ... ,w;i.-yoq .1y~b 

y~ 4w·"ace 
.1w i'd wyoq ay -ax 

wash hand 

rotten 

?;.is-~.;i,-ba~ 1ns-ba~ worn out 

:i;.~-P·a~ l?;f'Jf. lamp 

:i;.;-~ya:>;c ?y.aJ:C melt 
~ w? ,w s-x -- Yo!llX 

'w'as-"fyax disappear 
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Augmented Uns.ugmented Q.!.2!!  
[:t] ~a~-a~ 1ya!~dab 1 "asi:,.. ?yiibdab carry on back  

,...,.-.~~ - se?aia-ddb  
.., ., , 'w  as-t...l w.ilal< 1·.s~-w~±ak"' crazy 

d~xw-t~b6t;>,b-.d dtf,Xw-b6t..1b~ breast 
.. J ~ 'as-rrr~=,.: 	 '\ts-.:Ja- rrr~ -,.., proud 

't
"I V 	 : . -~ "1;:i-ca-dec 	 'as;)-det gr.ozed 

?•s-lepec covered 

:ig. 65.--Co-articulation of Vowels 

l 
It is unlikely that vowels occur either initially or finally in dic-
tionary entries (i.e., underlying forms), 'Initially' thus corresponds 
to 'after initial?' 'Finally, 1 on the other hand, as shown in Chap. II 
above, a variety of origins are possible, Thus (e.g.) ~walade could 
come from >'•ct:-l·adeh, >'rqw_l ·adey, or even 'll'~w.:il·adeyh (ignoring here 
the problem of [-1·-J Parallel sources for 1 final1 {o] would be *-oh, 
,,.;, or wh. 

2Perhaps an option in the semi-vowel rule. 

The contextual (co-nrticuletion) variants of vowels may be considered 

as the product::, of tllrget-seP.ktng commands and the constraints imposed by 

prior and/or future target-seeking conm-~nds. Depending on the particular set 
of commands used in the rules and the segments, certain command parameters 
(intcger-value.s oi Distinctive Features) may for a particular segment be free 

to assimilate, partly or entirely, to those of a neighboring segment. 
1For Twana, the following co-articulations occur in stressed vowels. 

1. 	 ~ optionally develops a ahwa offglide before [+back] consonants. 
Final before h,~ has an allophone between lower-high[~] anc high [l]. 

2. 	 o c.o .. ,nticulates for [+High] in the double environment V s - Y, 
giving ia]. 

3. 	 ~ co-articulates slightly and only for rounding, and only with a 
precedi~g consonant. 

4. 	 a co-articulates strongly for rounding, again only wtth a preceding 
consonant. The 'remainder' alloohone of ~ is [a] while the (rare) 
allophone [.i] is not well understoo<l. 

1consult Fig. 65 (a) and (b) for examples. 
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5, 	 As is shown above, co-articulation concerns the features Round, 
High (and perhaps Low/Back); moreovei;, rounding affects only 
[+Back] vowels, and palatalization only [~Back] vowels. 'Xhe 

-Low 
[+Low] vowel t' is thus affected only vacuolisly by the rounding 
rule, while the l+Lowl vowel ~· is not affected by either round-
ing or palatalization. 

lThe 	 following co-articulations occur in unstressed vowels. 
l. 	-~ has an optional !,-like offglide before [+Back] consonants, as 

when stressed. 
2. 	 2. a~ain co-articulates for [+High], in the rare double environment

d-s. 
3. 	 !!. again co-nniculates for Rounding, again only with a preceding 

consonant. 
4. 	 j co-articulates strongly for preceding rounding and palatality 

(High). 3 The 'remainder' allophone is [ ;;i] ...... [a.}. 4 

Note that th.e rounded and palatalized variants of shwa have higher 

points of articulation than the 'main' allophones of o and e, respectively . 
.This is an interesting aspect, so fa-r ae the Twana vowels are concerned, of 
the 'use of the articulatory space• commented upon above (Chap. IV, secs. 3.3.2 
and lL4.2.l). 

S. c" and Y are, again, not affected by either rounding or palatality. 

From the point of view of co-articulation, Twana shwa certainly behaves 
as if it were inherently more vulne.able to the influence of neighboring :seg-

ments than the other vor,.:els. This accords well with the converse notion that 
shwa is minimally precise and distinct, Le., may be tentatively cha-racterized 
as Lax. 

1See 	Fig. 65 (a), (b), (c). 

2But not t-f. The case is excessively rare; were it supported by 
other examples, it would constitute evidence £or an allophony rule for shwa 
to be passed through before the change of cbstruency, for the case of t-~ 
suggests that the d concerned is (at the point of operation of the rule) 
still a nasal (n). 

3See Chap. IV~ sec. 3.4 for rule-6hape. 

4which seems (though not consistently) to be due to the influence 
of a velar, giving a 1 lowering 1 effect. 
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IV.4.4.2.3, Lensth . 
Although individual factors making for differences in vowel~length have 

been widely discussed in descripti0ns of particular lsnguages, 1 there is as 
yet little consensus concerning the exact inter-relations of these factors in 
a general theoretical framework. !here is, in particular, no fundamental ex-
perimental evidence on which to base the notion of 'basic' length, an essen-
tial starting point in the process of calculating the quantattve effect of one 
facto~ or another. 

There are at least two different possibilities for choosing the 1basic' 
length: we may assu~e·that there is a basic shortest (or longest) length, with 
various lengthening (or shortening) factors; or, we may assume that there is 
a (median) basic len~th which is shortened by some factors but 11.rngthened by 

others.· 
Two kinds of·influence on such a 1 basid length (of whichever kind), 

must be recognized. There are segment-internal (' intrinsic 1 ) factors such as 
Tense-Lax, Height, and Backness; and there are contextual (extrinsi~) factors 
such as stress, type and position of syllable, and nature of abutting seg-
ments. Note that for each factor, the ambiguity remains that we are unsure 

2whether to assign a lengtheni-ng or a shortenins rule or both. 
Assuming'that the basic length is the shortest vowel, then lengthening 

rules (and combinations of them) ~ould apply to stressed, open, or final 
syllables; to LowJ Back. or Tense vowels; and to vowels before voiced ob-
struents, ·nasals, and spirancs. 

. 3 
For Twaua, a small sampling has beeTI made, from which the following 

findings are tentatively offered (Fig. 66). 

1E.g., Peterson-Lehiste (1960) for English, 'Elert (1964) for Swedish, 
Delattre (1939) for French. 

2wh11e the work of Kozbevnikov"Chi~tovich (1965) (e.g.) suggests a 
lengthening rule for V before voiced stops and nasals, Kim (1966) implies 
that both lengthening and shortening rules must apply, for"voiced consonants 
and voiceless respectively, It is highly questionable whether this strategy 
should apply to such a factor as Tense-Lax. however; the 'basic' length 
should presumably be that of the Lax V?\-1el. 

3·To be fully reported upon elsewhere, 
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0 

Stressed 145 235 250 260 275 
Unstressed 70 170 240 230 

Proportion,  
stressed/ 2:1 4:3 20:19 9:7  
..ins tressed  

Fig. 66.--Twana Vowel Dllration 

With results averaged over all environments, it is clear that the 
lengths of e-a-:!'-o duster as a group, as against the lower figure for shwa, 

for both stressed and unstressed vowels. 1 It is noteworthy that, howr:ver tenta-

tively we must state this, the low vowel !. is not longer than the vowel.s :)", 
2 o, as one might have expected on univereal grounds: this irregularity nmy 

well be attributable to the very strong degree of rounding in the Rounded vowels 

Most markec:, however, :ls the difference in the loss of length for unstressed 
shwa, as seen from the figures giving proportions. 

These data,especially when taken together with those for co-articulation 
strongly Sllggest that shwa behaves differently from the rest of the Twana vowels 
in a u~aner characteristic of a Lax vowel. 

IV 4.4.2.4. Rule Correlation 

From considerations of the canonical shape. of stems, constituent struc-
ture, and surface contrast, there is little doubt that, granted its Lax nature, 

shwa has equal st.itus in underlying shapes with the other Twana vowels. ThLts, 

1The divergence is much greater than that for English, ., 
a e1 a ::) 60 } faterson•Lehiste(I960) 

Cf. Engl 1::.::-,, 181 200 265 250 222 Table l, p. 707. 

2We expect that, for a given degree of Backness, lower vowels will be 
longer; for Twana, len~th seems to correlate better with Roundness. Cf. the 
neutralization of k-k"" (etc.) before Rounded vowels (see Chap. IV, sec. 
3.6). 
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those aspects of the behavior of shwa which distinguish it from 	the other 
lvowels are likely to be explicable in terms of the same Laxness. 

The rules which concern shwa primarily are those by which unstressed 

vowels are lost 2 We may suppose that the process of vo;..iel-loss proceeds in 

three stages: 3 unstressed vowels revert to shwa, and shwa gives h, which in 

turn either alternates with? or is lost, in particular environments. Note 

that the motivation of an intermediate 1V to shwa1 rule need not imply a rever-

sion to some kind of 'neutral' vowel, a notion chat becomes in any case diffi-

cult to maintain in the face of definitions of the speech-neutral tract such 

as that iri SPE. 
We may avoid the neutral-tract hypothesis and the difficulty attending 

it by assuming that certain unstressed vow.els simply become [-Tense]. This is 

entirely consistent with the notion of a merger with shwa, since it is then only 

necessary to add a rule asserting that unstressed (-Tense] vowels lose voice, 

and thus also position of articulation. 

A further indication of the weak (now, Lax) nature of shwa is that it 
4 

is the only vowel to be lost in the immediately pretonic syllable of the stern. 

No special rule or condition in a rule need ,be employed to guarantee this, 

however; the major vowel-loss rule deals only with post-tonic vowels, and will 

make certain of these [-Tense}: all unstressed [-Tense] vowels will then lose 

voice, a rule that :.,rill also of course affect those (underlying) shwas in pre-

tonic position. All voiceless syllabics will then lose Position. 5 

·llmplicit here is the assertion that all unstressed shwas of whatever 
source have the same allophones. 

2Those rules connecting shwa with h, and where his an environmental 
· segment, are discussed under 'tl'ense-Lax) in consonants, 1 in the following sec-
tion (Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.3). 

3And not two, as supposed in the Summaries of Rules so far. 

4See Chap. II, sec. 3.3 for the motivation for losing all 
underlying shwas when unstressed, and replacing certain of them through the 
gener~l shwa-insertion rule. See also Chap. II, sec. 11. 

51t is not clear what status to assign to the cover-symbol fPosition] 
(position of articulation), although its use seems clearly justified here. 
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The rules concerned (without their environments) are 

[+Syllabic}1. 	 [-Tense]-Stress 

~+syllablc12. 	 -Tense [-Voice]  
-Stress  

[+Sy:labic] 	 csyll. J3. 	 :!lo--Voice 	 -Pos. 

[V.4.4.3 :n Consonants 

IV.4.4.3.1. General 

As has been show"T.., Twana b,d derive from nasals, with the concomitant 

specific;ition [-Tense) automotl.c to segments which are spontaneously voiced. 

The change of obstruency can by no means be accompanied by a change of tense-
ness, since voice (which is precluded by tenseness) is retained. Output b,d 

are thus !-Tense]. 
So far as the voiceless stops aru co11ccrned, lt is obvious that com-

plete closure of the glottis requires teneeness 1 for the p series. On the 
2other hand, it seems we must also postulate tenseness for the plain p series, 

which sho,.,s moderat"e to strong aspiration, with neither allophonic voicing3 

bet.wee.n·vowels nor voice-assimilation. 

IV.4,4.3,2. The Behavior- of h/? 

A number of the rules concerning h/? suggest that they are inher-
4ently weak consonants. They are lost in Atteuuative reduplication, they allow 

l 
·At least at the vocalis muscle. CL fn. 1 of Introcuction to Tense-

Lax, p. 217. 
2As well as [-voice]. The dual criterion is: plau~ible rules, plus 

plausible o~tput specification. 

Cf. Tillamook, as descri.bed in Thompson (1966). 'Pbin obstruents 
t,c.~,k,q,kw,qw are regularly partially or fully voiced in position befo~e 
vowels.' For Tillamook, then, one might assume [-tense] stops. However, the 
fact that these stops are aspirated ~hen voiceless obscures matters. The 
question will be taken up in another place.I 	

J 

4The loss of h, whether in reduplication or before a consonant, is 
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vowol-1ssimtiation across them, and they metathesize towards the streaa. 
We note particularly the relation between ahwa and h as products of 
streseleasnesa in vowels, and that between h and ? both in their :relation 
to stress and in their alternation in the neighborhood of non•eyllabic 
aonorantr;. 

The loss of h/? as first element in reduplication parallels the 

loss of voiced ([-Tense]) consonants as first element in cluster-resolution. 
The poaeibillty of vowel-assimilation across h/1 , on the other hand, is to 

be attributed to the lack of an oral articulation for the latter, with the 
result that total co-articulation may occur, dominated of course by the stressed 
vowel. Note that vowel-assimilation does not occur across b,d, which are as-
sumed to be [-Tense]: in turn. it is difficult to correlate glottal-meta-
thesis (stress-attracted) with the feature Tense~Lax at all. 

The hypothesis (Chap. IV, sec. 4.4.2.4) that h derives from unvoiced 
stressless Lax vowels which have lost 'position' is,however, altogether con-
sietent with the characterization of 1/ as [-Tense}. 

It remains to reconcile this vie'W of h as a La~ Sonorant with the 
functioning of certoin other rules of Twana phonology, The rules concerned are 
those for laryngeal affection and those for the treatment of geminate vowels 
in the reduplication for the Attenuative. 

So far a$ the rule for laryngeal affection of ~,£ is concerned, no 
special problem <1risea; these vowels $imply aasimi,late in height to the [+Low] 
features of the laryngeal. However. the effect of hon shwa involves in addi-
tion a change of tenseness, for shwa becomes a, 

Similarly. taking the rulea for the behavior of geminate vowels before 

win no way parallel to the sporadic loss of the spirant element of ~ in fast 
speech. Whether or not x w is in any way to be considered ae alternating 
with ao~e kind of velarised labial,. Tense does not oeem to be implicated for 
the non-Low continuante. 

1It is thus worth considering whether the cluster-simplification re-
ferred to might not be better motivated by the use of {-Tenie} in specifying 
the firat segment. On the other hand, it does not seem feasible to collapse 
the rule for loss of initLal h/~ with that for cluster-resolution with 
initial b,d, since the former rule is .much earlier than the. latter. 

2 'h -+ 1 in' /R 1 ie s Disaimilation--of [Tense], or [Cont]? 
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h, we see that while stressed ahwa and geminate unstressed vowels (including 
shwa) behave in the same fashion before h, viz,, they dissimilate to~. shwa 
must simultaneously become [+Tense]. 

At least two solutions are possible, for the motivation of the reversal 
of tenseness in shwa in these rules. We might allow the rules to generate 
{-Tense] segments corresponding to and -e (for the ahC and geminate-shwa 
situations respjctively), adding a merger rule at a very late stage of the 
grammar; such a rule must precede the rules for assigning length to Tense and 

Lax vowels. 1 Alternatively, a re-examination of the rules themselves dis-
closes the motivation required. 

For the shwa-a rule, it is admittedly ad hoc to attribute the change 
of tenseness to the environment -hC, On the other hand, the behavior of 
geminate vowels before h may well be looked upon as a complete dissimilation. 
The vowels all give geminate /ee/j thus, the affected vowels are all [+Back], 

52. is also [+Round], ~ is also [+Low], while shwa is also [-Tense]. Now 
where h is (+Low], [+Back), and {-Tense], all geminates may be said to 
undergo maximal dissimilation from h: thus, _2,,!, and shwa lose backness, o 

loses roundness, a gains height, while only shwa changes tenseness. 

1Equally ad hoc would be the device of assuming that geminate vowels 
are automatically [+Tense]. This, requiring an extra rule, is not: only ad 
hoc but also less economical than the 1 dissimilation 1 rule I at length assume. 
Any attempt to connect this shift to e for geminate vowels with the notion 
that e is the nearest Twana vowel t;-the speech-ready to'ngue stance seems 
foolhardy: not only is e not implicated in the general loss of vowels in 
any special way, but it i; by no means ~stablished that the tongue position 
for 'speech~ready' is substantively a universal (but compare Chap. IV, sec. 
3. 3. 1). 
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IV.4.5. 	 Twana Distribution of Manner Features 

p p b m w e a a a 

~ t d t'l 

t:. C 8 3 

>l l 	 1 

~ 9 ¥ 	 V 
C C s 	 yJ 
ll fw) k(w) X ('W) (w) g -
4cw) (w) (w)q l;( 

? h 

Contimiant 	 + + + + + + 
[ '5,J1a-]Inst. Release 	 + ++ 

~,l *lRaised larynx 	 + 
1Tense + + 	 + + +(h=--) 

Fig. 67.--Manner 	Features (matrix) 

l Redundancy rule: 'If [+Glottal conetriction], then [-Raised 
La ryn:<]. I For segments rn n w l y ,[+Glottal Constriction] 
(probably) only occurs as result of glottal absorption, hence 
not in dictionary entries. 

IV.S. Source Features 

IV.5.1. Heightened Sub-Glottal Pressure 

It is clear from the discussion in SPE referring to the voiced 
aspirated stops of languages like Hindi, that 4Heightened sub-e;lottal pressure' 
is to be considered a feature independent of Tense. It is not clear, on the 
other hand, whether Twana voiceless stops are to be con!idered to employ the 
former feature as well ae the latter, even if redundantly, 

Comparing degrees 	of a~piration for Twana voiceless stops and Korean 
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aspirated atops, for_ instance, there seems no reason to postulate [+Heightened 

s-g pressure) for Twana. Since there 1l're no rules in, the phonology of Twana 
that could conceivably employ this featuret it is difficult to see what further 
kinds of evidence could be hr.ought to bear on the problem. 

IV.5.2. Voice 
The Twana segments for whose output specification it will be necessary 

to include [+Voice] are the voiced Sonorants (V,l.N) and the voiced obstruents 
b,d. As was pointed out in Chapter I, section 3, 'i,'oice is not distinctive .in 
dictionary entries but must nevertheless be specifi~d for all segments enter-
ing the grammar, for reasons rehearsed. Use·was, moreover, made of this requir, 
men·t; the environment ,tResonnnt'1 in the rule for h ----.7 was to be simply 
specified, since the segments concerned are in fact the class of voiced con-

- sonant&,· 

However, as was pointed out above (Tense-Lax and h/1 , Chap. IV, .. 
sec.4.4.3.2) it is feasible to motivate the clu·ster-r:esolu_tion rule (involv· 

ing voiced consonants) as a parallel to the rule for h/? - deletion in re-
duplication, by specifyi~g the voiced consonants as l-Tense] rather than as 
[+Voice J. 

It is obvious that the h _-,.? rule might equally well employ 
[ .:.Tense] in the specification of tl:ie 11Resonants,11 with the apparent result 

.that Voice plays but-a minor role in Twana phonology. 

IV.5.3. Stridency 
As has been discussed above (Instantaneous Release, Chap. IV, sec. 

4.2), stridency .is to be equated not simply with I non-instantaneous release1I 

which pertains to both continuants and affricates, but rather with greater 
noisiness on the part of one member of a pair of otherwise identical continu-
_ants or affricates. 

Thus the contrast between Twana t vs. C is conveyed by the value 

of the feature [Instantaneous Release] and not by [Strident]. On the other 

1 
hand, non-distinct!ve Stridency must be marked for all segmeats not covered 

__in this. resp,~c.t by :redundancy rules. It is thus necessary to note that 
" .., 'ITwana s,c,c,s,J are redundantly [+Strident}. 

l . .For instance, Vowels ar,e [-S~rident] by a redundancy rule. 
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The pair xw -~w differ by stridency, but since they are phonetically 
parallel to the [+Back] pair (k)(w) - (q)(w) already distinguished by [High], 

this difference must be considered non~distinctive. 
Thus stridency, like voice, plays no significant role in Twana 

phonology. 
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68.--Distinctive Features of the Twana Consonants 

1For vowels, see Chap. IV, secs. 3.3.2 and 4.4.2.4. 
t = A segment occurs for each value in' the dictionary, and the output. 

(+)=Probably only as result of glottal absorption; hence only in output segnents. 

IV.6.1. The Distinctive Features of the Twana Consonants 



~PENDIX_ I 

TWANA TEXT 

I. 1. A Note ori the Transcriptions 

The Text of the Tale is given in three parallel transcriptions. 1 

1. Modified IPA. I employ, largely for typographical conven:i,ence., 
.., "' (w) {..,) J 
s, c, :,_< , ~. ! for J. tf ,'X ,"T'· a'!ld ';iyllabic 1,' for the con-
sonants. So far as the vowels are conc~rned, I use [ae] in·the Tale (as 
against the more convenient single symbol (Cr) in the main text of the thesis) 

for the slightly lowered -p1id-front vowel; and [ ·~r] for the slightly raised 

mid-back rounded vowel. Rounded shwa is [lv]. 2 

2. Approx~mately phonemic. This transcri~tion corresponds to a 
representation of surface contrasts (presented in Corpora Figs. 48-49 in 
Sectio~ 1 of Chapter IV, Phonetic Output); note ·that I also represent the 
syllabic-offglide allophone ot" l, thus u . • 

3. Systematic phonemic. This transcription gives the morphemes 
tl:teit' dictionary representation, Le., the representation which is submitted 
to the Phonological rµles of the grammar. 3 

1This. unusual step w:as dictated by a concern to meet the need. of 
Salishans as well as general linguists. Since it is the 'broad' (surface 
contrast) transcription thai;: will meet the criticism of many general linguists, 
it must be noi;ed· ·· that some kind of 1 phonemicization' is required if texts are 
to be printed. An IPA representation is much too cluttered on the one hand, 
while morphophonemic contractions obscure important p~ints of interest. On 
the other hand, texts can hardly be 'read' if they are to be r;:ranscribed in 
Systematic Phonemes~ for many _shapes must be submitt_ed to large numbers of 
rules if they are to be pronounceable. 

2For the Appendices.[)~] is used only in the 'p~onetic' transcription 
of the Text of the Tale,. as is [a] for *a = /a/. 

3 r indicates a p·u1:ative root t ·wherever this is clear to, me. 
~ indicates a morpheme-boundary. Always given for underlying forms; 

given for surface representations only when necessary for the argu-
ment. 

Note: *e, o, a,_. but / i,. e; u, o; a; a / 

241 
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I nowhere represent either speed of utter.nee or intonation, although 

the Commentary (sec. 5, oueaim). m,e,ntionEl further P-processes due to~ 

(undefined) speed of utterance. 

1.2. ~n the Tale 

. Although I have given the TJle a neutral titlej it is reaHy part of 
1 a corpus of 7-wana tales concerning the 'transforming' functions of the world-

wchanger and culture-giver Duk ibai, chosen as supplementing the two tales 
wconcerning Duk ibat given by Elmendorf (1961, Myths 2 and 3). 

The p~esent tale links Dukwlba~ to both the myth-world and the present-
? 

day world.~ In it, the Dukwibd is seen in two eptsodes of his journey, a 

journey whose purpose is the preparation of the environment and the people 

£or each other:. The two episodes here presented are unusual in huvlng no 

specific location, 3 although the Twana culture-a!'ea (Hood 1 s Canal and its en-

virons) is clearly implied: Loon goes 1 down to the bay 1 (inforrnant 1 s transla-
tion); the Twanamdakw, 'sea, big water 1 ; 4 and Dukwibal proceeds 1along the 

beach,' i.e., the Canal itself. 

It is important th.'.ll the behavior of Duk;.\ba± ii; in no way to be 

interpreted as punitive or merely spiteful in his treatment of the three 

'people 1 in the tale. Although arbitrary in his choice of transformations, 

Duk''\bai is in fact· performing part of the essential task of providing 'food 

for the fut~rc generations.' It is not without interest that whereas the 

vroviaion ot animals as food for mankind is fundamental to all creation mytbs, 

their creation out of men is an uncom:uon variant. 

A few points in the text re~uire explication in terms of the general 
--~-----·-·--------, -·-·--------------,----------------------

11 do not know just how wtdesp:read the Duk"\bat tales are over the 
Salish, or perhaps even neighboring language-speaking-areas. 

2For the cosmological beliefs of the Twana, see Elmendorf (1960), 
pp. 535-5.37. 

3compare Elmendorf (1961). The epiHOdcs of the 'Journey of the 
Transformer' (No. 12. in my own unpublished text collection) are attached to 
quite apeciftc place-n&ffies. 

4 'The Bay' seems to ~efer to Annas Bay, where the Skokomish River 
empties into Hood's Canal. 

http:535-5.37
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cultural background. For ease of reference, these are here given sentence 
(S) by sentence. 

. S. l, 1 They heard about it. ' 'l'he reference is to the coming of  
Dukwihd.  

· S.2. 'Shag,marked Loon, 1 · The characters are two people, although  

given tbeir later, non-human names. These two have decided to I dress up 1  

for the imminent visit of Dukwiba!.  
wS.4 and S.23. 'There was Duk ibal, watching.' It is perhaps implied 

that nukwiba± approached invisibly: on the other hand, the power to render 

himscLt; invisible is, to my knowledge, nowhere explicitly attributed to 
DukwibaL 

S,17 and S.34. The new, non-human identities of Shag, Loon and Filer 
are not made explicit in Dukwibal's speech. For Shag and Filer, Dukwibd per-
forms an act symbolic of the transformation; for Loon, on the other hand, onl)• 

the characteristic 'hollering' is presented. In each case the story-teller, 
chorus~like, supplies the explicit identity. To the listener~ the added di-

mension of anticipation is given by the names of the characters involved. 
S.22. 1 It's my gift for Dukwiba¼!• Although unclear from the immedi-

ate context, it was explained by my informant that FUer I s intention is to 
rn~rder Dukwiba! .. If 'gift' is the correct gloss (see Note 80, Appendix I, 

· sec. 5), F'.iler' s c.omm~nt is fronicatly evasive, as compared with the naive 
lie of ~hag and·Loon (S.9). In both cases covert, if not overt recognition 

wof Duk iba~ is implied. 

I.3. Text and Interlinear Translation 

S. l. 

t6fost;,bduxw 

/ tulast::,bd-;axw 

$ {tol-a-st-m-n~xw ff 1o I> feo?6l•h /j we! fl: foaka.n $ 
1 2 34 5 6 7 8 9 
They heard about it, Loon. and Shag. 
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s.2. 
w'load ">oy ~el?ata bdux qo ?ola :,0 b-,H'ad "-ada 7as;6l 

,, w .,uI 'I-ad ?(iy ~.-1.,a tabd ~x qu1ul~ ba!ad .,~d• .,aslui 

10 11 12 13 14 4 5 7 6 9 15 16 17 
and then Shag marked Loon with black, 

s .• 3. 

w w[pkwadux tasux ta'11 ~:rs ?ace paq . ] 
I w, w• pk ad3).; tasaxwtal1 ~as '.1t{ p~q' . I 
r,w, w wr ,, ? ,,

$ JP~k -a-nax 1i t-~-s-ax - tal-ekan-as I! a-c-e - Jraq $ 

18 13 5 15 19 20 21 22 15 23 
Re spotted his back with white. 

S.4 . 

[qa,we blas . atadbatab dukweba! 

/ qa 1wi b 1ass~tadb~Q'b dukwibal 

24 25 26 16 27 28 4 29 16 30 31 2 14 4 32 wThere was Duk iba!, coo, standing watching them . 

S.S. 
W, W W 'w WIx posabdux ut ~ae '?dux odux duk eba ¼., ~t 

/x'"'pus abd-..xw~ t :xe 1doxwd-:.xw dukwibai 1et 

33 

Looked up 

2 (; 5 

and 

34 35 S 
saw him, 

s 29 
wDuk ibal, 

10 

and 
37 5 

it frightened them 

' S.6 ...2S . 7. 

°lc!>d hoy balacab be?a;? ae )(-~:idub~qa~wi.. . ) 

I ?fd huy bahc_.b bi.,e7 e);l't.d:ab~ qa,wi I 

$ '~n t,[hoy n[mO.-n- s-m fJ 
LO 11 38 39 40 4 

An d then, he asks them: 

me-'eftl>5kn-m-k .f} q..-?weh $ 

41 42 4 43 24 25 
'What are you doing?' 

http:1doxwd-:.xw
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S.8 . .J S.9. 

'lq"' ,. w kw :,vd-'tebduxw 7o  

·; , ., .  

?I0 di:\ beteq ab dukwebd te~e?wi 

I ll dalqwbitfqwab /kw.dat;.bcra,xw ?u dukwiba:i tic{?wi I 
1, {i , w$ 0 $ ?~na-l /; qw {,'F me- teq -a-m $[kW.,n-/-t:.m-nxwlf1olf.{nokwemd fl t-e-ke'-~weh I} 

44 45 46 47 41 48 2 4 49 2 14 4 5 6 29 50 

'oh. We're just playing. I Dukwibd took that, 

. ._ .,, w,..., ? I 
/ t~~).W oasaq 1.cata.w.-.lb.ts ~ ± 

.. w . r:., / w 'k 1 , $1f t-a-n:x -me-..,xaq -e an-t-w -mn-as-wa" 

15 5 41 51 21 14 52 53 22 32 

what they were staining each other's backs with.. 

S.10,,1- S.ll. 

V W.,,. W ,>/[saq o?t~bdux bacad 

I 
. . 

${x£qw-d-"-t-m-nxw if frnakan $ 'asf¥6l $ 

51 13 54 14 4 5 9 16 17 

He stained him, Shag: he was black. 

S.12. 

/co 

55 45 5 43 47 19 56 22 57 

'Now you'll just be food for the future generations.' 

http:S.10,,1-S.ll
http:1.cata.w.-.lb.ts
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S.131 S • .14. 
') .w w·( hedabduxw qo?61a ax o teeedak . "aqwst&talqab. ) 

I wh!dabdaxw (u"tila 7axwu tiddak • 'alstatdqeb. I 

. 58 3 4 ·s 7 59 15 68 61 19 30 62 6.3 4 

Loon went to the bay. He went alone hollering. 

Lil• 
{hedGbduxw su?wut ba!od 1axwo ] 

/h!dabd:.xw s:i"wat b;a!ad 'axwu I 
~/hen-a-m-n~w H s-pwat i! [makan fl .,axw o Ii 

58 3 4 5 64 9 59 

He went along, what's-his-name, Shag, to 

S.15 1 S.16. 

ltes1duxwlaqwQqw•l~a?iduxwtals,ae..at4dabac.J 

/tiaadaxwl•qwaqw•lc,~idaxwt,ls?assjtadbats / 

#t-e - s- nxw·wfi'qw-eqwan $ l-cJ1y-nxw .fj ta-l-s- 'as-fs.St-a-n-mt-as $ 

l5 19 S 65 66 67 s 15 68... 19 16 27 28 ,22 

the 1wind-·fall' . There's where he'll be standing, 

S,17. 

l hoyduxwub:,,qwob~I) 

/ huyd:axw boqwub.l / 
$fo6y-nxw I {bo>q-omx $ 

11 5 69 70 

He became 'Du~k.' 
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S,18. S.19.  

{ ~,tsidubd~w dukweb«l: , 

/ pal}adabd,xw dukwibat • 'hi?6 'a! tasp!a~i ./ 

$fpn-xn-m-nxw Ii fookwemal $ {he?6-h I '>ak # t1> -· s-/~atake ~ 

71 72 45 29 73 74 85 15 19 76 
'W •

Duk ibai set off again. He was coming along, up the beach. 

s.20. s.21. s.22. 

{ des'acaduxw tei~,'Wi beyaqab . yaq~yaq. daada,bl 

${nex-a-n-s-nxw f t-e-ke'wih/hoe-/y•4-a-m· $paq 1/y•q $ n-s-foam-x D 

n · 2 39 40 s so 41 1s 13 4 -,a 78 79 19 so s1 

He got to that one filing 1 Ye4 B4' '(It 1s) my gift ~or 

S.22 1 S.23. 

I ,., d wdisac~ ax 

,w
{!ecaduk ebal. 

~...sla1' abad • / 

82 40 29 83 4 16 27 4 5. 29 16 30 2 39 

There stood 
; 
Duk"ibal. watching him.  

S.24, S.25 1 S.26·.  

[b-4.bc~bduxw. be.,e1 ed.-?wut! qa1wi , be1ae,.,l1dublqa"wi , ]  
/1:,.,1-ac~bd;,xw, bi '1'£da'watl! qa"wi , bi?e1 exEaabl; qa1wi • /  . 
$fm/i-n-s-m-nxw$ me' er en.;'wat-k Ii q,;.1weh$ me-..c P:,r-ak-a-n-m-k 1; qa'-,we4 $ 

38 39 40 4 5 41 84 43 24 25 41 85 4 43 24 25 

He asks of him: 'Whatever are you saying? Whatever are 
I 

you.doing?' 

http:bi?e1~f:<c~da.bc
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s...: 27 2 S.28 1 S.29 2 S.30. 
' 'W>o 'I . " ?tb q, hay.,.:tct,oca ey~ ad tcifow' he1Jx -.i &iboJ . ] 

I <'u 'adac!~ qwbiy,1q.;'d tisaw? . hay? hi'.Jxwal ~ahas° I 

44 45 86 47 41 51 13 16 15 87 88 89 90 2 8 

1 0h, I'm just filing this bone.' 'Give it to me. 1 He gives it to him . 

.§,. 3, s. 32, 

';' - wtea tabdux 

I 

91 13 14 -4- 5 59 :5 19 91 72 22 55 93 74 5 

Puts it on him, on his front leg. 'Now go along~ 1 

S.33, S.34. 

[ ";id ti cqwlsk.5~- ±!';), b s hedc.hd1T..:w s:/'\,;; .r du:-:1'7 . l 

/ "bda~qwhkawh.bs h!dabdaxw sxwi~s•d-xw ./ 

!;. 5 43 1, 7 68 I9 56 22 57 58 2 3 5 19 94 72 S 

You'll just be food for the-future generations.' Off he went, got to be Deer. 

I.4. Litera!I ~ranslation 

Loon and Shag he8rd that Dukwibat was coming, so they decided to 
' dress up. Then Shag painted Loon black, but spotted him with white on 

his back. Bl!: there was wDuk iba!, standing watching them. 
They looked up and saw him, and they were frightened. Then he asked 

::hnrn: 'What on earth .are you do.Lng? 1 'Oh, we're just playing,' they reply. 
Then Dukwibai took the atuff they were painting each other's backs 

with, and stained Shag so that he was ~lack all over. 1Now you'll just be 
f0od for the future generations, 1 he tells them, So Loon went down to thE 

Bay, hollering as he went.. And What's-his-name, Shag, he went along to 

http:looked.up
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a wind-fallen tree, and there's where he'll be standing generally. He became 
1 Duck. 1 

Then Dukwibal set off again, and came along the beach. He came to the 
one who was filing. ·,y.;4, y?fq I went the file. 'This is my gift for Dukwiba:i:; 

said Filer. 
:But there stood Dukwiba!, watching him. He asks him: 'What's that 

you were saying? And what on earth are you doing?' roh, I'm just filing this 
wbone, 1 is the answer. 1 Give it to me!' says Duk ibal. He gives it to him. 

Then Dukwibal claps it on Filer's arm, saying: 'Off you go now'. You 1 11 
just be food for the future generations!' 

Off went 	Filer, and now he'd become 'Deer.' 

I. 5. Commentary on the Text 

1I.5.1. Notes on the Text 

S. l. l. *t61 Root(?), 'find out. 1 

But possibly *fi.o-1, with 1-directional. Cf. I tulucad / 

'North wind, 1 with •'<6can, bound pronominal for 'mouth' and 

/tus~badid/, 'West wind, 1 i.e., 'from the mountain 1 (*s-manen), 

2. 	 *a Transitive stem-fbrmat:!.ve. 

Cf. S. 4, 5, 8, 20, 33 

Contrast Note 13, on stem-formative for transitive. 

3. 	 *st Causative(?). Probably *s, 'causative,' plus *t, 1 transitive 
(general). 1 

4. 	 *m (a) Pronominal is recipient of action (cf. Hess [1967] 

'specific goal'). Cf. S.4, 5, etc. 

(b) Action is for the interest or benefit of pronominal, a~ 

ins. 9 /kwadat.~d~xw/, 1 he took it 1 (see Note 49). 

1I am indebted tot. c: Thompson.for much valuable criticism of an 
early draft of this Commentary. 

Note: * indicates underlying representations. 
// indicate surface contrasts (roughly, phonemic transcription). 

http:stem-fbrmat:!.ve
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5.*nJxw 	 (a) Probably *n "intentional 1 1responsible' transitive (Hess 

1967) *axw (or simply *xw, with 'inserted shwa 1), 'change of 

state.• (Cp. Dative [note 40] and General transitive [note 14} 

Cf. S. 2, 3, 5, 9* 10, etc. S. 32 I l!lsu!ld•xw/, 'go. 1 shows 
0 

the same output for semantic imperative. 

(b) Nominalizing p~efix *n(o)xw. 

S. 9 	shows *n(a)xw - m(~)n 1 as Instrumental frame. 

S. 15 	shows *n(a)xw-, in suffixless Nominalization. 

S. 3 	 *s & (:,)xw- treated in notes 19, 20. 

(c) The apparently reduplicating /-d~xw-d>xw/, at S. 5 is treatec 

in riote 35. 

(d) N.B. 	 In fast speech /-d-axw/.becomes /-dew/. See S. 9 in 
w text /t:a--d~x 	-I-½ [t1tdaw-). 

N.B. 	 It is aspect and not tense that dominates the Twana verb system. 

For some of the various verb affixes, see Fig. 69. Also the follow-

ing notes, Cf. Progressive (note 41), Stative (note 16), Expective 

(note 68) (Fig. 72), Intensive (note 30), derived Incompletive (?) 

(note 74), axw change of state (note 5 ) . 

6. 	 *?t! Ohviative article, 1 for use with Agent noun (not pronoun). 

Cf. S. z. 9. 

7. *go~ol~h Noun stem only. Possibly contains * g"t>'~ • 'watet' 

8. 	 *w(.)i Conjunctive particle (NP+ NP). 

Compare* w(a)l, 3rd plural pronominal suffix (note 32). 

9. *makan 	 Root(?), 1 shag.' Possibly complex i.e., * mak-a-n, with *n 
,

Nominalizer 	suffix. ~or *ft Nominalizer, cf. S.3. *c.k-a-!! 
,w'back 1 (note 21) 1 S. 15 *~q •a•.!! 'head' (Qote 66). 

1But possibly to be compared with /·u/ in l'~xw'!:!/, See note 59. 
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.!:..L. 10. *'t(i)n Conjunctive particle (S + S) 

Cf. S.5 /"?Jt-at/ (notes 34, 36). S.6 / 11>d/ 

11 ..*h,£l (a) makes (S + S) Conjunctive phrase, in cnv *,(.)n& N 

Cf. also 	s; 6. 

(b) as root, 'become.' Cf. S. 17. 

(c) elsewhere, also •make, complete.' 

(d) cf. also /huy?/, 'goodbye.' 
, 

12. *xal1 	 Root, 'stain, smear, p,aint.' 
~ 

1Elsewhere, 'write, draw 

13. *~
I 

Transitive stein formative; for a large class of roots, as in 
• , 	 IS. 9, 19, 	27, 30, a copy of the root vowel. Contrast note 2. 

14. 	 t General transitive marker, as in S. 4, 7, 9, 10, 31 (see Fig.69). 

Compare 'intentional' .(note 5), 'dative' (note 40). 

15. *?(a)t- Complex Determiner (see Fig. 74[d]). 

(a) *'a-	 rby means of,' in env/ - & Article, as here. 
A. 	 .. .. I WICompare the usage in1oi,!last~h ,at., qubquhax , 

'he fed her on bones.' 

1\-t- 'Definite' marker. Cf. ''t, 'Completive, 1 with which 

'Definite' 	is probably: historically identical (cf. 

ntn.1 parallel for *l in notes 68, 82). 

*e- Immediate interest (compare note 82 for morpheme-

order in the environment l l - ) 

*a- Non-marked interest. 

N.B. Compare 2nd person singular possessive -A-1e(s), 

as in /ti'iskwtabac/ (*t-e-~-s-/k¼atabac) 'your 

husband 1 
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(b) 	 /1;te/ in s. 3, 

/te / in s. 13, 15, 28. 

!ta I in s. 9, 16, 19, 31. 

/ti in s. 22 (note 82). 

(c) 	 Compare also /ti~'i1wih/ of S. 9 (note 50), a Demonstr.1tive. 

16. 	*1as Stative prefix.  

in S . 4 , 11, 16 , 2 3 .  

I '~s- I in S. 4. 

See footnote to note 5, for aspects. 

17. 	 -io1 Root, 'black. 1 As in citation, so in running speech, most 

color words are Statives. Compar-e / 1asc{q I, 1 red,' and 

/'>asqw{">; /, 'gr-een. ' But contrast /p:lq/, 'white, I in S. 3 

(note 23). 

s. 3. 18. *pikw Root, 1 spot. I See Chap. II for the shwa root vocalism, and 

Fig. 75 £or the shapes of roots.  

19, *s Nominalizing prefix.  

(a) Before root in S. 15, 19, 22, 31, 33, 34. 

(b) Before further prefixes: Nominalizing S. 3 (note 19), 

S. 15; Stative S. 16; Intensive S. 14.  

*(6)~ Derivationa1 ix. ~ A 	 pref 

(a) In the present instance, the semantics of the derivation 

is unclear (see below note 21). 

'(b) Agent prefix, as in / s-(~)xw-x~l?-a-b/ 'writer, 1 cf. 

N.B. For function of -(a)xw, 'change of state, 1 see note 5. 

21. *talekan Probably *{tal-ekan, 1 back. 1 Citation form is /s~xwtaPc~d(, 

wshowing *s-(a)x - prefix complex (see nocea 19, 20, also 5). 

The bound pronominal for 1 back 1 is /-fcad/(as in S. 9). In 
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the alternant /c;l(tad/ 1 it is difficult to account foL 

the initial /c/- ~ a wholly unproductive metathesis must be 

supposed 1 from *s-t- to /ts/, with loss of morpheme-boundary. 

If we assume such a process to have occurred, then stress-

alternation of a kind fairly conttnon in Twana (see Chap. II, 

sec. 21) gives the alternants 

(1) w)\-s-(a)x - tal-ekan gives 

(2) *s- tal-ekan gives / 
,,. 

cull lad/, assuming metathesis. 

N.B. For loss of final *-n, see.Chap. II, sec. 19. 

22. *as Possessive 3rd singular suffix. /-as,..., -s /, by stress rule. 

23. 
,*~ Root, 'white.' But contrast other color words appearing as 

Statives, e.g., 1 black' (note 17). 

S.4. 24. *q&h Particle partaking i.n a number of constructions. 

(a) Here, e>:clamatory,. in env/ ·~-?weh -t" S. 'my goodness!' 

(b) In S. 25, 26, exclamatory, in env/ S + ?weh 1what on earth?' 

(c) Elsewhere i) As Aux, as in /qa 1wi~ad _9,!?ahtebad / 'May I die 1 

ii) Negative, as in /xwa'>gah, 'no' 1 

be no fish-run. 1 

iii) 	Possibility, as in /su~uc~d~b~ag3l/ 'I can 

cook, 1 probably *qah-~, with *l, 'expective, 

unrealized' (cf. note 68). 

1But *tal must also be glossed 'back, 1 as in /sdxwtal?qwad/, 'back of 
head,' where the bound pronominal for 1 head 1 is *eqwan, /-iqwad/. 

*ckan for Twana~ despite *ek for other Salish languages. Of course, 
*ekan can be considered complex, e.g., *ik-a-n, where£ is a Norninalizing suffix 
(cf. a similar treatment for *eqwan (note 66) as *eqw-a-n is possible). 
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25. *'weh Particle(?), 'existP.nce. 1 

(a) Cf. here, in e~v/ *q~h - , see note 24. Also in S. 24, 25. 

(b) Question Yes-No) particle, as in /p{q3'<'wi/. 1 is it wh ite11; 

I 
cf. 	 paq 'white. ' 

l \.;hat I~·(c) In /1w5.t/, 'who,' 'person,' as in (S. 15) / 

his-name' (note 64), and Hax..,,,.a?wat/ 'future persons, '(note 

(d) In /ti~(1 wi/, 'that one,' s. 9 {note 50) 

2Li/25. N.B. /qa'?wif ___.,, /qa1wa,, qe.?w / i.n fast speech (cf./ti~i"1wi/ note 5( 

26. -J,1(a)m Particle, 1 in addition, renewed clctivity 1 (Fig. 72). 

Cf. 	 /~~b cadil/ 'he too'; 

/ .,;,,h ?:f.lal c;.i(h)/ 'he sang again,' >':c;ib t1ere ls opti01v1l. 

27. *sat-a-n Stem, 'stand,' "" *sat, root; ·ka , stem-formative (cf. transi· 

tive stem-formative as copy of root vowel, note 2); *n, 1 transi· 

tive Lntentional 1 • (note 39). 

28. *m(;;)) t Reflexive is possibly *t , 01· *m(c,) c. If *t,. then "'m is lll:'.1-

identified, since *m, 'specific goal 1 (note 4) is also present, 

finally. Cf. S. 16 for the same verb without final *m. 

Cf. /biq.ifs~d/, 1 I scratch it, 1 (with /qae/ 1 scratch 1 ) V8. 

/b~qs_.;da,b;>t~iilri/, 1 1 scratch myself'. (with /b~qs/d/, 'nose'). 

wProper name, 1 Duk ibal. 1 The shape as well aa the etymon 
1is common to Puget Sound Salish and Twana. No sati:sfactory 

etymology has so far been offered. If the underlying shape is 

indeed -~nokwima!, then we must connider it an unasCJimi.lated 

loan-word in Twana, to be marked accordingly in the dictionary, 

for its shape contradicts Twana rules for vowel loss; it 

1I do not know how widespread this name is among Salish tribes. 



should be **[dukwabal] (see Chap._II, sec. ~i). A second 

ground on ~!lich·tbis.is an unasstmiiated l~n lies in the 
. . . l 

allophony of the stressed vowel. for we hear [d§.kwebal). 

with a [+High] vowel. Cf. /dokw/, [dokwl, 'change.' 

~o. *!! 	 Durative/Iatensive reduplication, ·c1v1 as.prefix. Here,· 

*l?am (note 31). Cf. note 84. But Intensive is usually 

c1v1. Cf. s. 14 /t!talqab/, 'holler,' from /talqeb/, 

1 shout·' (note 62, 63). 

Root, 'look.' Elmcndorf's /la?b/ makes the re-

duplicating more straightforwardly c1v1. 

Plural (3rd person only), Agent or Object (optional). 

Probably identical with *w(a)i, 'conjunction' for NP+ NP 

(note 8). 
w,· ,33. 	~"x ;pp-os Root *xwep, 'raise'(?). *os, bound pronominal, 'face.' 

Cf. /xwaca~ab~ad/, 'I raise (my) hand, 1 with bound pronominal 

*aki(h), "hand. i the difference betwee11 *./xw/p and *fowac 
wis not clear, but possibly the sub-analysis should be *x -p, 

34, *Qt A variant of * 7en, Conjunction (note 10). 

35. *x~)....- Root, 'see.' 

Apparently-redupUca;ing /-d xw/ is a problem. 
' w(a) It may be that /-dax / wmakes a derived stem l,;e~..d-ax I. 

in whkh case the second occurrence of /.d.1xw/ = *-n-(iJ)x'' 

(note 5). 

1An allophony of stressed *6 he.ard again only in [dusuyay] 'wolf. 1 

But see Chap. IV,. sec. ~.4.'2. 

http:lich�tbis.is
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(b) These 	may be the e-xponents of a 1double abject,' 

glo~sable as 'they saw him at g. r 
36. 	*~ See note 10.  

. I 37. 	 ''½l W.!9. Root, 1 afraid,' Cf. /':"ascipalt~d/, 'I'm afraid,' vs. 

, "1 ' I),," II aiawwl.t'-lcll>d1 1 with aemanti.c distinction unclear.  

we gloss 1 it frightened thern 1 or simply 'they were afraid,'  

3rd person marker is optional, and here absent.  

U!2:.. 38. >'<,:!lat Root, 1 ask. 1 

39. 	 ··~i General transitive (note 14). Here, with Dative (note 40). 

·ks40. Trans it ive Dative (purpose, or even causative [? J) . 

'call to himJ 1 
' 'W 

• * 7jw-a-t-_!!-n-(a)x . 

41. *,E! Aspectual prefix, Progressive (cf. N.B. to note 5). 

t,z. cr7e-1exkn___,,....___.___.,_ Stem, reduplicating (intensive'?). Probably *7 e:i;:k-n, 

Root ,'r 7e~,·•scrape' (here?). *k =?. If the root {or, of 

course, complex stem) is *?.f~(V)k, then the meaning of this 

element is unclear, owfog to the i.di.omatic usage here. For 

*n, see note 5. 

43. *k Second singular prono:n. particle. From theTwana shapes (see 

Fig. 74[al) there seems little point in paralleling Hess' 

(1967) (360.01) an.;lysitJ, and taking I i1 (*k) as 1 independent 

predication marker. l 

S.8. 44. ,,, ?6 E:xclmna tory p.article, I oh) I 

45. *"l !a~na lAuxiliary 1 just. 1 Cf. S.12, 28. Requires connective 

l Typically, the Auxiliary takeG person mnrkers 1 but not aspectual pre-
fixes. This is a characteristic Salish synta~tical usage (see note to Chap. I, 
sec. l). For other adverbs in AuxiliaD' use'requiring *~, cf. /h•!4w~as~alah/, 
1you look sick' ( *b,[?} 'seem') /coqw b6t sl.aday tab~q {ci 'there were ouly 
women dancing' (*coh, 'only') 
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particle *qw (note 47), with ensuing surface strings of the 

shape *?(~)na•person suffix +qw T Aspect prefix~root. For 

the shape /da/ in fast speech, cf. S. 23 (note 83). 

46, *! 	 Pronom. particle,. 1st person plural. 'we, us. 1 Contrast 

*! aspectual (note 68). 

47, *IL_ 	 Connective particle, in env/ Aux - Verb Phrase. If this is 

to be identified with the homophonous particle *qw, 'because,' 

then the common semant1cs suggested is perhaps 'evidenttal. 1 

48. ,'<tegw Root, 1 phiy.' Cf. Nominalization /sdqwab/, 'game, toy.' 

~ 49. *k~n Root 1 'take hold of, hold. 1 

w· 	 w/k 3dat.>bd3x / shows double transitive marking; *t, 'general 
transitive,' and *n, 'intentional.' We alao note the use of 

the recipient suffix *m, here signifying 1 £or one's own benefit.• 

50. 	*t-e-ke-?weh Demonstrative, consisting of *t, Definite; *e, near 

interest (note 15); *ke I that 1 ; ,-, 1weh 'existant 1 (note 25). 

*ke, is found only in Demonstrative. 

N.B. In fast speech /til!'w~ / (cf. note 25 for /qa 7w~/ ). 

51. Root, 1 stain. 1 

52 .. Reflexive suffix. 
w53. 	 Nominalizing suffix, with *n(~)~ -root-.  

*n is here lost (seen-loss, Clllip. II).  

S.10. 	 54. )':? The intermittent occurrence of/?/ in such transitive con-

structions makes it uncertain, but paradigms suggest it . 

mMy be an allomorph· of ·kn 'intentional. 1 

http:Contra.st
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S.11. 	 Note here the juxtaposition of predictates, with 1 sequential 1 

implication, Thus (S. 10), 1 He stained shag, 1 then (S. 11) 

'so he was blnck,'. 

S.12. 	 55. *coh Particle, 1 let 1 s.' Cf. /c6 bit!qwabi/ 'let's dance,' 

Probably not identical with the homophonous */c6h, Aux 

fn. 1, note 45). 

56, 	*kaw:tarn Probably* kawl•m (or even '' ka-w-l-m), 1 nourish,' here 

'nourishment' (with *s nomina 1). Dictionary marking [not k ___.. t) 

In /skaw1.b~/, the final /-s/ is problematic. The construction 

looks like a Genitival: cf. /si:>aha.e.ml'ab/, 1 dad 1 s house, 1 

Ifrom /Si?Jh/ f house 1 I and /mJ '~h/ I dad. I Thus I here the 

nourishment of ..• • and the final /-s/ is really *as, 

1 possessive 1 (note 22). 

Probably consists of 

*l, 	 'unrealized, future, I as in s. 16, 33 (note 68). 

Cf. '?bsent, fabled past, I as in Determiner in S.22 (note 82) 

and 'absent, yonder, ! as in Adverb in S. 16 (note 67). 

*axw 	 'those who, I as in No!llinalizations of the type in prefix 

*n-.:):,/1 (perhaps better, *n-axw) 1 derived agent' as in 

S. 9 (note 5[b]). But possibly *a-xw, with xw 'Deictic, 

Directional' (cf, note 59). 

*a?wat 	 is .either (a) */'swat 'last, I as in / 1 awat~d/ I I'm last,. 

or (b) *a formative, -*[1wat 1 existant 1 (note 64). 

1 1S.13. 	 58. *hen Probably *[ht, go (cf. 5.19 /hfo/,notes 73, 74), plus 1'n 

'intentional. 1 Cf. /hi,&xwa! / in S. 29 (note 89). 

59. *nxw6 Probably *'a (/?a N~ /), 'subordinate,' with *xVI o, 
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1direct.ional.'  

Cf. l"a/'1;.,w{s/ 1up, upwards, 1 with /''fw!s / 'high.'  

yY' ~ w w .., ""•- '// t.Jdisc9d ~x u aq u~ O"'oM I I arrived ~ Skokomish, 1 and 

/eta') ?~WU tisi11ah / 1 far from the house. 1 

N.B. /q...u?tibh ?oxwu., ./ ___ ,,, /qu1 ul;;;xwu / in fast speech. 

' Pro ably *sen, 2 1b · ' 360 . *sena kw h ' ig although the citation form is / sisi'd/ , 

with 	reduplication. It is unlikely that the underlying shape 
,,.

i.s l'<s-fh{n(a) (with nominal, and -f<heu(a) as in note 58), 

since we do not expect h-loss inm,ediately before a stresseu 
4vowel • '.[he second element is presumably *(a)kw, 'water, 1 

although the usual Twana 'water' suffix is 

/'as~wa1£cti"itkw / 1 boiling water' (from 

'burned,' plus *ij-yakw). 

_s_, 14. 61. >'/1c"Jkw 	 Probably ,(';,l , 'subordinate, 1 with *kw , a determinex pa1·ticle 

also found 

fa) in one allomorph of 'plural, 1 as in /taf"\
5 

Uwalbas/, 

'lots of meri' (/:L1walbaV, 1man, Indian 1 ) 

· i / w,? kw ' 1 d b(b) i n Negat1.ve, as · n x a qa_ sqo o S.if s ?u Jack /, 'Jack 

24 l ii], 19 [a]) . 

1I£ 1 0bviative' is related, then better to call *,? 'directional, 1 or even 
'Deictic 1 (for it may also mean 1 unti1 '). Then *6 is 'Emphatic.' 

2compare the place-name /qwal,s{d/ 1Quilcene, 1 at the northernmost tip 
of early Twana territory. 

3r find no bound pronominal for 'big,' although /pf.sat/ occurs i.n place 
of /sis!d/ with plural nouns. 

4 ,,
*s-hen. may still be the origin of this form, if (e.g.) it were a loan 

from a dialect or language in which hie lost in this environment. Note that 
it is preferable in such a case to assume a Twana allomorph *en, rather than 
employ a special h~loss rule for a single form. Cf. *s-haboh 'tale,' where h 
is retained after a-nominal, 

5 w wApparently k ...... q . Cf. Chap. II, aec. 	 2.1. 'Plural types. 1 

http:t.>d!rc'.vd
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62. 	 *tat Root, 1shout. 1 With 'Intensive Repetitive' Reduplication, 

'holler. I For Intensive/Repetitive in clvl. compare 

/bipa~cad/ 'I'm ttying,' and /bipapa!tad/ 1 I 1m trying 

things OU l ( /pa ~,I Itry'), 

63. 	 *.a Bound pronominal, 'language, speech.' Cf. /sqwuq...,.6?b~s!J. /, 

'Skokomish language. 1 Cf. the free form /sle1el)kw~d/ 'language 

an Attenuative formation based on *s-flekw-a-d. 

S.15. 64. *s-?wJt Here, the unstressed form, 'What's-his-name.• Probably 

better *s-1weh-at. See note 25 for ~ weh an<l its uses, and 

cf. S.10 /laxwa?wat / (Note 57). 

Cf. also /s•?watl/ 'whose is it?' with *i 'unspecified. 11 

65. 	 *liq! Root, 'lick, lap.t See note 66. 

But this may be related to /J.9,,'.,,~dal/ 'the dead' (-~~111, cf. 

Chap. II, sec. 15.9). 
,w 	 w66, *~ Possibly *eq -a-n, with *a, formative, and *n Nominalizing 

(cf. *eka.n 8.6 *ek-a-n at note 21, fn. 1). 

This is the bound pronominal 'head.' 

W'WW 	 / WJrW WThe fonn / tisadux laq aq ad, *t·e-s-n-x - laq -eq an, is 

p~obably an idiomatic expression for 'wind-fall' (i.e., 1wind-

fal len tree'). I have assumed the idiom is 'lap-head, 1 2 re-

ferring to 	the head of a fallen river-side tree. 

wCf. Nominalizations entailing 'that which,' with /dax - stem 

-b~d/, ( as in S. 16}, with the 'Actor' Nominalization here. 

1or, l tnay 	 be identical with il 'directional. 1 Here /t-l/ (*t-l) ... 
l~). 

2The present expression should then be an ·'Actor' nominalization, 
.. w ... ti / 	 , h • ', w .. wCf. /b•ta-q 	1.q ad licking his ead, from *me- taq -eq -a-n. 
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d . W1 .! W W.dN.B. 	 /. s~ :>x 'l'.e!Q ag a 
.,, "d w / i . (1 . d b dce 1 ax .~. n fast speech oss of wor - oun ary. 

Cf. Chap. II• ~ec. 19 for lass of stem-final *n). 

~ 67, ,,(ka?y Possibly ~'(l~y">, with glottal attraction (see Chap. II, 

sec. 3.3); Adverbial 'there'; with further sub-analysis, 

*±-cay? ' where *! is Directional (but not I unreal h:ed, 

absent' (see note 57, 68) despi.te the semantic agreement: 

cf. /li?~h/ 'here'). 

Aspectuai prefix, 'Unrealized.' (See note 57, N. B. ·to 

note 5, and notes 67, 82). 

Contrast *i '1st perso'n plural' (note 46). 

S.17. 	 69. *mo?g Root, 1duck.' Note the neutralization of Rounding, with 

following ~,. - om!l', .giving /b61_Lub•lr /. 

70. 	*omx Pluralizing suffix, Although the more specialized identifi-

cation 'generic plural' would cover the present case, since 

the species 'duck' is involved,.*Omx is not always generic 

in Twana. See Chap. II, sec. 2. Cf ..,,,,.mx as bound pronominal 

( for 1 people, race, 1 .as in / sqwuqwrS'1b$S/ 'the Skokamish. 1 

~ 71. *pal Root(?), meaning? (See fn. to note 71/72.) 

72.· *xn Bound pronominal, 'foot. 1 Cf. S,31 /t~scal?as~s/ (note 92), 

. w{:..," . wand S. 34 /s'1, s~dax / (note 94), 

71/72. Since *pal:.' does not re-occur i.n the Twana corpus, we may either 

attempt another analysis of /patt'a~bd;i:i/"/, or seek parallels. 

· 	 I t\T ,/jH(a) Other analyses. (i)**pa~x-n-m-n-~x ,.with *~~acx. Roots 

CVCC are rare, however: this would then be ;~pa~x. which does 

not recur· in Twana. (ii) >'d•pal-x+ etcetera, An .,.,x suffb: is 

normall:>' Benefactive, however, and. this seems not to be the 

http:despi.te


case here. Cf. S.30 /~aba~/ (note 81), (iii) ·.tpat-xn + 

etcetera is a plouaible analysis, with *xn (note 72). 

(b) Parallels. (i) Within Twana, it is tempting to seek 

a connection with /sj:lati / 1beach,' but see note 76 for 

difficulties. (ii) Squamish /n-p~1~n / 1 sole of foot' 

1(Kuipers, 1967) is a very attractive parallel, for it sug-

gests th,:. etymology 'press foot' £or Twana *pat-;:n, perhaps 

"? I 	 • • ) 2best now re- interpreted as 1'rpa -t \ :::nrnsit ive + xn. 

73. 	 *hf,6 Probably *he?- 6, or *he-16. For *he(l), cf. notes 

58, 89; for *(1)6 'Emphatic,' cf. fn. l to note 59. 

74. 	 *h Aspectu.sl suffix, 'Derived Incornpletive.' Cf. Attenuative ·.',h 

(Chap. III). Compare /hi1 ud;xw /, 'come on!' and /h\<'odin<w/, 

'he was coming along, 1 and S. 32 / ?c,su:1: ld1'Xw / (note 93) .• 
75. ~?ak 	 Preposition, 'ln(to), along.' 

76. 	 ·kn,ltake 'Beach.' Posibly *pal-a-ken. Here, *P.!t is almost cer-

tainly not connected with *f,~l: of S, 18 (note 71): 

(a) 	 Phonologically, /spt.f.i.li I can only be derived froin ,·,s-r~t-

(b) 	 Semantically, ·kpai:, 'press' seems remote from the present 

meaning. 
,I

On the 	other hanci, consider Squamlsh /pas/ 'to land, 

1Especially in view of the connection implied (dictionary entry
[~t~, pal, 'grab, seize, get hold of') with Squamish ./p!?-t/, 'grab, tr.,' 
Coeur d'Alene /pi?/, 1 crush by pressing, 1 and Kalispel /pe?/, 'to press, 
milk a cow 1 : cf. Twana /bep!cal1b;.l I 'I'm milking the cow, 1 suggesting 
that 	Twana /t,!c./ may be from earlier ,·,t,e? - t (transitive) - s (Dati.ve 
transiti.ve), 

2A historical, not a generative re-interpretation. I suggest that 
? was historically absorbed by t (giving *~ai). A similar history may be 

suggested for the c in /res-..- / 'squeeze I as element in 'milk, 1 in fn. 1 
above. 

http:transiti.ve
http:spt.f.i.li
http:Aspectu.sl
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go to shore',with Twana /bitla~bc~d/ 1 I go near the beach 

( by canoe ) . 1 Even more susgestive is Coeur cl' A1ene 1, L/A'a'L/ 

1 be smooth,' and Thompson, Tillamook /cin/ 'mouth, edge' (but 

cf. Twana /ucad/) .· Thus' possibly I smooth edge, I with loss 

of final *n as in a. few forms like Twana kah;)dbadi/ 'rnounttl ins,' 

(cf. /sabadi~/ 'mountain'). 

In any c~se. /-ati/ in this foirn is hardly to be identified 

with /-a~ih/, bound pronominal for 'hand.' 

20 	 * - 1.,JS . ' 77. ~ .- ~ ~ Probably best *n-hf-x; *h/, 'go,' with suffixes 

*x(?), *n 1 intentionali I and *s 1 Dative' (notes 27, 39, 40); 

giving 'get to, arrive at.' 

s. 21. 78. *:ti!i Root) 1 file. 1 

S. 	 22. 79. *n 1st singular possessive prefix. 1 Cf. its use·wtth obligatorily 

nominalized verb roots. such as /da,-rn/i.l / 'I want,' s':n-s--:lfa)/. 

80. *narn Probably *n-arn,. *n unidentified prefix ;*am,m 'possession.' 

Cf. /tai~sa~wada~/ 'one having spirit power,' from /s~~wada~/; 

and ~~sqwabay7 ~~d/ 1 I 1ve got a dog, I from /sqw~bay?/, Cf. *ab 

ia S.30 /taba~/ (note 90) 

81. *.:S. Benefact ive suffix. Cf. s. 30 /'tabaj/ (note 90)  

79/80/81. Thus, 'my possession for the sake of,' Le., 'my gift for.'  

82. 	*l-e~t Determine.r (cf. note 15). *l, 1di$tant, absent,' here 

1 fabled 1 ; *e, Near interest; *t, Definite. 

N.B. 	 As with *t (see note 15), the aapectpal *i and determiner 

l are probably historically identical. However, they be-

have differently. syntactically: *las aspect 'unrealized' 

1Possessive markers are prefixes .(1st, 2nd persons singular),or suffixes 
(the ?'est). (Se~ Fig. 70.) 
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follows the *t Definite (as in 5.16 /~ts-/), while 

,,.. sis Determiner 'absent, fabled' precedes it, as in 

S, 2l, the present case. 

s. 	23. 83. *na,?-rn Probably*11{:xw-a-m (cf. /daxwab.!3d/, 'there I was!'), 

where "'na is to be identified with Auxiliary ,:,?;,na, 'just' 

(note 45). The variant occurs in fast speech. 1 

S, 2ld25. 84. ·,r?e-1em, ~,,,rlt Redupl:Lcating Durative Intensive (cf. "''la. l< 5m, 

note 30). For meaning, compare /s?ida'w.;it / 'What is i.t?' 

Compare also /1wit/(note 25) 1 which suggests the analysis 

1• 7 /n-f1,;at (note 58 for *hen is relevant). Also intere:.;ting 

is 'l\,ana 'heart,' /yad:a~as/, aiternating wi.tb /f{J&?w,H/. 

WWE has /{daw?~c'f:. /, 'wnat did you say? 1 showing 

glottal stop attracted by the stress, and *s, Dative (?). 

S. 26. 85. )rf e- ?tfxak-B-n Reduplicating Intensiv;;: ( cf.. ·,'.:t:;fi-t;:i:!:-q-m, not1:- 62).----- -------------···--

But the root is probably not * 1e"x.5k . Rather, compare 
I y,,d w /Cf . ::sea .x u , 

'what did he aay? 1 in W'wE corpus, with the commGnt: 'used 

in enquiring about something not heard or understood correctly.' 

S.27/28. 86. *kn First person singular suffix. , 
87. ,'<xiiw? Root, 1 bone. 1 Free variants I Saw< - law 7 /' S(H< Ch;;ip. 111 

'' 
/ 

sec. J.5. Dictionary marking s-+ ~ optional J. 

S,29. 88. *hax Exclamation, tcome on, let's.' Cf. /hay? b~sa?atob/, 

'Let's work. 1 Cf. note 89 for possible relation to *hf(?) 

of note 58. 

1The subtlety of the distinction as 1Jell as the paucity of examples 
makes it difficult to decide, but present /na.- / may well be ,s-rni, whereas 
*?ana may in reality be *~-na. *~.> might then be identical with 1f?a-
1subordinate, 1 as in /\-xwa; (note 59). 
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89. 	 *he~ ".ixw•d ' ,*he is possibly to be identified. with *hayl (note 

88). But stressed *he occurs, as ins. 13 /hidab<l.;rxw / 

(note 58). Thus, *he here is better identified ,,;ith ~\he 

of note 58. A putative is not found elsewhere; 

temporarily, we assume a stem 

Th t'h i 	 il h h 1 f "• ' wat e stem s not necessar y t e w o e onn '·,1e-?ix a_l 

11 hring it 	to me.' *ai is clearly another morpheme. , ,'ral is 

probably to be identified with the composition-formative (often 

with adverbial force) found in /stib1atal: xwu2bat / , . 1man 1 s- . 
paddle,' from /stib~at/ 'male, man, 1 and /xwu?bat/ 'paddle'; 

cf. also /'Msa?lai 'f:.;;i":tw~t / 'double-..:ived,' from /~ sali(h)/, 

I tWO, t and 	/&?wa_{/ I 1Wife, I 

It is of course possible that the semantically significant 

morpheme here :ls *l, with ·kn as a formative. In that ca Re, 

compare *l in /lc!ia/ 1 there 1 (note 67), from which we 

characterize *I as 'Directional, 1 supported by /iaiJd~xw~t~b~§/, 

'give it to me 1 (see note 90 for/~-/). 

S. 	 30. 90. *kam Stem 'give,' probably 'make, create possession,' thus *k+am. 

For *k, 'create, make,' cf. /ba£_si1Jh/ 'build a house,' with 

><be, 'Progressive aspect, 1 and /si?,ih/, 'house, 1 also, cf. 

/cai-/ (see note 89 for 

me.' For *am, 'possess,' see notes 80/81 on /~s~d-abl/, and 

compare /d.tc'absobi~d/, 'I give it away, I 

10n syntactical grounds, almost certainly not to be identified with 
-Ra!, •quickly. t cf. Af! bJsakWswata!abs I 'He's running fast, I and 
/sisidab 'l,;ti1al I 'He's getting bigger fast, 1 which exemplify the posi-
tional constraints on •al, 1fast.' 
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S.31. 	 91. *tlk Root, 1put on. 1 Cf. / 7asi:..l!stc:ad I 1I 1m wearing it 3 1 with 

causative transitive (see note 3). 

92, kal'alh Root, 1 first, foremost, front.' Here. 1 front• 1 as in an 

animal. Cf, /01~&~h t.;,dkwtabac/ 'my first husband,' and 

/"t./lah tlc:£1'wi da.kwtabac / 'my husb,md was in front.' 

92/72 	 In /l,1tas~s/, stress~shift in the complex *k£l~h-xa"n-as 

must give *k:&lah-:xan-as. The development of ? and a follow 

the rules given (see Chap. II). 

S.32. 	 93. *?asol Root(?). Possibly *1a-s61. Cf. *sol' in /sul1 qwal?s{d/, 

I going tO Quilcene > I ilnd ~':-sol in / '1:JSUlabdJXW/ rhe tOOk it, r 

Here, with aspectual *h, 1 as in S. 19 /hi 1 6d~xw/, note 74. 

S.33/34. 	 94/72. *xweC*xn 'Deer.' Almost.certainly contains the bound pro-

nominal *xn, · 'foot,' Fl:om the Augmented form, it is cle.ar 

that the *s.:. in ls/''(!,'t~d/ is ·.'rs, Nominal. The rest of the 

shape is obscure.k
? 

1.5.2. Grarnniati.c::::l Morphemes 3 

To supplement the Commentary on the Ta.le, we here gather together 
(Figs. 69~74) a representative sample of non-root morphemes, mainly affixes. 
These have been arranged for. e.ase of comparison with th·e relevant Sections 

in Hess (1967), although (.:is indicated in the Comentary [Appendix I) sec. 5 J) 

1 do not always agree with the analyses or sub-analyses there. 
It is clear that non-root·morphemes have a variety of shapes: I 

connnent on these in order of departure from the 1 canonical' shapes seen in 

1See Chap. 	 II, sec. 15.9 for the alternation, 
2 	 . 

I shall rehearse elsewhere my reasons for supposing that the under-
lying shape of 'deer' is *xweh+xn. Is /s-·~l!;. ay/ 'sheep' related? 

3For convenience of external comparison, the transcriptions present 
surface contrasts. 

http:s-�~l!;.ay
http:elsewhere.my
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roots (ae illustrated in 'The Shapes of T\,uma Morphemes, 1 Appendix II, sec. 2, 
Figs 75-85). 

Personal pronouns (Fig. 71) resemble roots type CVCVC (Fig. 79). These 

are the nearest in shape to 'canonical' roots. 
1Chameleon 11 morphemes (Fig, 73) are those involved in reduplication of 

various kinds, 

'Grammatical' affi~es are again of various shape~. but maximally eve 
(Figs. 69, 70, 72}. 

Particles (Fig. 74) are simple (a,b,c) or complex (d). 
(a) 	Transitivity 

-d(,:x..W) general intention, responsible 

-$ purpose, causative 

-t general 
(b) 	Goal of Action 

-b specifi.e goal 

-w...l reciprocal 
-t reflexive 
-ba! 1st sing. 

-i(d) 2nd sing. 
-br,:J: ls t elural 

(c) Aspect 

bi- unmarked, present progressive 
jas- stative 

(d) Derivatf.onal 
-(a)wb by means 
-b internal

of 
ity, and medic-passive 

Fig. 69. Morphemes of the Verb Systern1 (Selected) 

1c£. Hess (1967), sec. 311. 

1A 'chameleon' morpheme is one whose shape is controlled by the 
shape of some element (usually the root) of the stem in which they occur 
(see Hockett, 1950). 
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(a) Possessive 
d-

?i(s)-

-(a)s 

-:i: 

-1.)p 

-s"-1i 

1st sing. 

2nd sing. 

3rd person 
1st plural 
2nd plural. 
3rd plural 

(b) s- Nominal ize-i: 

(c) (-ta)d Implement 

- at Attenuative 

lFig. 70.--Morphemes of the Substantive System (Selected) 
1Cf. Hess (1967), sec. 320. 

d~c~h 1st peraon sing. 

dzi:-weh 2nd person sing 

cactH 3rc: person sing. 

dib.H 1st person plural 
t,l/W"ql? wJlap 2nd person plural 

c:..,dc.fdal 3rd person plural 

7wii t Who? 

Fig. 71. --The (li'ree) Personal Pronouns1 

1c£. Hess (1967), sec. 340. Here, there seems little point 
in attempting any sub-analysis. Second and third persons plural 
are clearly reduplicating Augmented forms, regularly deri.vcd by 
the rules given in Chap. 1I of this thesis. 

change of state 
renewed action 
expective, unrealized} 
. perhaps better as t- remote aspect markers 

-al desiderative 

Fig. 72. -"'.'General Inflecti.onal Afftxe.a\selected) 

1cf, Heern (1967). sec, 351. 
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Augment reduplication (Chapter II) 
Attenuative reduplication (Chapter III) 
Distributive infb: (Chapter 11)-....-
Intensive reduplication 

Inchoative reduplication ( Fig. 84). 

Fig. 	73.--General Derivational Affixes 1(Selected) 

1cf. 	Hess (1967), sec. 352. 

(a) 	 Pronominal 

-cad 1st person sing. l 

-c" 2nd person siog. 

-0 3rd person sing. 

-± 1st person plur.tll 
-cp" 2nd person plural 
WtJi"" ?11! 3rd person plural 

(b) 	 Interrogative 
-~wi(h1 lnterrog. 

(c) 	 Determinu 
-t Definite 

-s Feminine 
' -i Near interest 

kw Hygothetical 

(d) 	 Demonstratives and Deictic.s 

tHi 7ah this 

titi'.?we(h) that 

tici?we(h) that (Fem.) 

H'.lh he,;e 

H 7 H over there 
:j.;c.;?y way ove1; there 

2Fig. 74. --Particles (Selected)' 

1For the singular only, a sub-analysis is possible. Thus> 
·C; non-3rd person sing.; -d 1st person sing. 

2cf. 	R~ss (1967). sec. 360. 



APPENDIX II 

THE ·SHAPES OF LEXiCAL MORPHEMES 

II, 1. A Note on the Shapes of MOt'phernes in Twana 

The ~orp·ora in the body of this thesis are somewhat eclectic, chosen 

as they were to illustrate the core problems of Twa.na phonology. To balance 

the picture slightly, :Figures 75-85 present a small sat!!ple of non-grammatical· 

morphemes, which it is hoped will be of som~ interest at least to Salishans •. 

For the (mai~ly simplex) forms given, the following comments are to be noted, 

corpus by corpus. 

Figure 75 represents a large number of ,CVC roo~s, most of which are 
found as verb_ 'stems 01: nouns. Probably without exception, eve;; is the minimal 

shape for a stem. 
Figure 76 shows 'roots in cc'1c. But the Augment process (Chap. II) 

clearly shows that, with rare exceptions ( 'pan' is perhaps one)', these must 
.,. 2 

be considered underlyingly *CVCVC;: e:xcept that clusters with a laryngeal 

are tolerated. 
~ 

Figure 77 shows roots in CVCC, We n9te that very few of these (sub-

corpus [a]) do not have a laryngeal: in cluster. For these non- laryngea 1 

clusters, '.milk' is clearly a loan,~ while 'breath' seem~. to be reduplicating. 

This leaves. only 'cow! and 'midday•· as possible. -CC types. 

Figure 78 shows that CVCVC ,is a common type, although the -d in 

'mountaiii, slave, food·, clear the throat' may be a formative. 
~ 

Figure 7 9 shows type CVCVC,, another common· type. He re only ' leave ( 
it' is suspect. This is probably a. transitive formation, with typical 

~ 

v 1 

1ror convenience of e:xternal comparison, transcriptions present surface 
contrasts. 

2 rt is recalled that such forms consti_tute the strongest evidenc.e fo,t 
the existence of \lnstre:ssed ehwa in diction,$.ry entries. 

http:diction,$.ry
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reduplication (Chap. I, aec. 2.·.4) and •d, 'Intentional': as an Imperative, 
however~ it b unique in lackinlJ final / .. xw/, transitive, full form (see Fig. 
69). 1 

Figure 80 presents forms wi'th. medial clusters. Sub-corpus (a) is 
again (compare Fig, 76) suspect of containing CVCVCVC forms, especially in 
'nose I and 'Caucas1an 1· /xwiltab/. /pi.st1'd/ 'CaucasiaD • is, of course, tb.e 
Salish.an shape for 'Boston, 1 Sub-corpus (b) presents a problem mentioned but 
not solved in the text (Chap. II, sec. l~.1), that of geminatea. Sub-corpus 
(e) is suggestive of possible sources 'of such geminates--but these arose in 
a number of ways at present obscuTe, 

Figure 81 illustrates again laryngeal clusters, this time medially. 
These laryngeals are all abutting a non-obstruent, which suggests that some 
of them are not 'original,' especially those with a shwa in the next syllable. 
Even a form such as l~"'i'"wac/ ·,ashes, t may prove to have come from *c}waywac 

quite regularly by .the ru,les already given in Chapter II (sec. 1.2.1). 
Figure 82 shows longer forms, almost certainly n.ot Toots as they stand. 

I group these by finals, for convenience of external comparison. Possible 
formative elements to be isolated are: 

1, /-d/, Transitive(?); /-.x'W/ (?). 

2. /•adi(h), •aci(h),'•ayu/ which appear elsewhere as bound pro-
.nominal classifiers. 

3, /l-a/, an element (elements?) in the numeral system. The /-J/ 
element·~y be related to /!t-/, 'tribelet, decade (?) 1 .(eee Fig. 85). 

·Figure 83 shows reduplicating stems for which I do not find the roots 
cited independently. Except for 1Holy 1 and 'oar,• these are all stressed on 
the first syllable--'oar'ie in auy case a re-fashioned loan from French (via 
the Chinook Jargon). 

Figura 84 present& a sample of Inchoative stems, for some of which 
independent roots have been found. These s~w the inchoative relation, e.g. 
/b!xw'bd/ 'I laugh'; /bix~fJ!!w!ad/ 'I smile': /iw~•~•di 1 I pour'; /kwll!,!~~d/ 
'I spill, 1 The root /qaxw/ 'freeze' is found with s-NominaI as 1 ice. 1 

Figure 85 illustr~tea the various shapes of lexical affixes (or field-
suffixes: 'bound pronominal claseifiera 1 in this t'besis). Lexical affixes are 

11t is of c·ourae pou~ble ,Shat the .-ax"! normally found in Imperative 
singular formations ·1s really -;,x, 'change· of state' (Fig. 72). 

http:Caucasian�-/xwilt:.ab
http:Salish.an
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commonly VCVC, with the anti-canonical vowel-initial that does not seem to 
occur with roots. For convenience of external comparison, the latter type are 
grouped by finals; this also facilitates isolation of possible formatives, 
such as /-d/. 

II.2. 

~ 
piq 

.,
Uq 

dq 
",cap 

k1s 
kW,uy 
l(Wt(q 
qwi.c 
q w{c 

w ~ax 

s!l 
.., ,. .,;
Su 

lub 
xwal 

hub 
?{x 

' 
yalg_W 

Hq 
wa4 
q'oi' 

i.e' 
?e(h) 

Morpheme Lists 

~ 
white 
close 

red 
aunt 
urinate 
bend 
salt 

vomit 

dance 
freeze 
cloth 
grind 
scar 
gather 
redden 
scrape 
wash 
plant, bury 
hurt 
water 
hunt 
yes 

,. 
Fig. 75.--Roots eve 
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Root Gloss 
(a) (s) plra°b flower 

t 'wkax slap 

tkwus seven 

cxwas five 
•(t) ~tay pan 
w, , w 

(?~s)q t2>~ thin 

(s)~pab cockle 

(b) ps~d comb 
w,

(s) px ab smoke 

cqip spear 

kwtal elk-fat 

(sHpe:11? spittle 

xwtil go down 

(?as)~~ad how? 

(c) 1 w!s high 

71ab ,...la?b(WWE) look 
') I ., 
ya~ scrounge 

Fig. 
. 

76.--Roots ccvc 
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(a) 

Root 

w~ q 1.st 

xwakwkw 

takwt 
melk 

~ 

cow 

breath 

mid-day 

milk 

(b) su.V smell 

(s)hib1 soup  

!·I~b ~ jam ( tight)  

hi"d h,ng time  

Ill f?>; defecate  

·1e'1 bathe  

biP line up  

t'I' take off 

qwul' full 

xwil? lose 

taw' guess 

t:aw ;> mussel 

taw? bone 

(1as)law 1 shelled {clams) 

~uy> incite 

huy;, good"byc 

x:iy" stop someone 

Fig. 77. -"Roots cvcc 
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~ 

(a) 	 s1.dakw 

talax 

( sa) bad id 

, ).'W 
SU'!. ay 

( ") "',s 	 cuu~ 

bida (h) 

(s)t;t.&d 

sea 

fear 

use 

mountaln 

younger sibling 

halibut 

child 

slave 

moon 

(b) 	 (s) 1 Had 

sHad 

(s)16la~ 

1axad 

food 

provisions 

seal (mammal) 

merciful, charitable 

money, something taken care of 

clear the throat 
-------cc__________ --~-

; w;
(c) 	 pa'>aq 

k•'~(h) 

(s)L67ol 

Fig. 	78.--Roots CVCVC 

pipe 

mummy 

herring 
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Root Gloss 

(a) (s)tiq:!'..w horse 

( "?.a Hwt:J:ut dirty 

(s) qab1H dug-out canoe 

yab{d fruit 

• w :(IX. up C master 

cucid mouth 

wt.abi.x land 

<lieah r. me 

~--....--,. ·~"'~"-·--
(b) 1isaw chew 

1 na1 weep 

?abut. stand 

7a::,dc go to bed 

?up.H eat 

(13)i'ubat name 

r~~s)'l'a lixw hunter 
~,..t.~w scratch 

(c) H.l H yonder 

bii!d leave ut 

Fig. 79.--Roots CVCVC 
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Root ~ 

(a) pa sud Caucasian 

baq5"d nose 

b~~l:ad flea 

b~~c'td .. louse 
\,.1. .. :x 1.sqam few 

xw'ltab Caucasian 

(b) 
w .,.

(s)qaL;;.p ashes 

qal.ab bad 

W I 
q c3Lclq slow 

(s)y.;}lJb year 

iai.;s fish 

( ) 	 w ,.,. (c) s q 2,s.ab 	 fog 

w "' (s)~ 	is .ad deer 

(d) q.>b.i d 	 axe 

(e) 	 cal.as' hand 

~-'ltas (Eels) hand 

Fig. 80.-~Roots CVCCVC 
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Root 
(n) tib?at 

w:;: u1bat 
p~Pad 
qW{p t~d 

man 

paddle 
tree bark 
skin 

' \qp.iP~ q 

,ti"wac 
c.J'wat 

gravel cook 

ashes 
fin~, well 

'(, 37was 
f c1i'wat 

wife 

road 

~a7wd mole 

d-a'weh thou 
? 'm::;)m as thin 

meat 

Hg. 	81.--Roots CVC?VC or CV?CVC 

Stem 	 Gloss 
(a) 	 tusayad oyster 

y.ttawad salmon-berry 
pawaqad crane (bird) 

(b) 	 tt:, 1adi(h) ear 

y;,pat'i Ch) six 

?asali{h) two 
I. w(c) 	 wad~bax black-berry 

kwabalaxw 	 root 
;.;, w!J ndayax 	 rat 

(d) 	 1up~.t~S ten 
d .,,,,.(e) usuya~ wolf 

iu_ tqas._i{h) eight 

(g) 	 tkayas basket 

Fig. 82--Stems C(V)CVCVC 
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,,, 	 .. 
p1.s-ps cat  

kaw-kaw goose  

lhi-bh crow  

salmon back-bone 
w 	 w q ! -q ay 	 necklace 

f 

xab-xab 	 Hamma-Hamma River. 	 . 
:xit-xa>t 	 mallard. . 

Holy, God 

~abw'>..;~a,I.awl spider, butterfly 

W ·1' W ,. 't,1 · ~ ay ii-': ay -,:; fly (insect) 

la-lab oar 

Fig. 83. Reduplicating Stems 

Stem 	 Gloss 

(a) 	 bixw-axw smile 

dll-al stop 

cay-ay mix up  

kwa'd-ad hold  

kw,a!-a! 	 spill 

4~ w wax -ax freeze  

Hq-aq slip  

?:l'..1-al sing  

(b) (sP.; qw•aqw 	 snow 

Fig. 84. --Inchoative Stems 



2B0  

C q language 

prepare, make 

cc decade, tribelet 

qs point 

eve d!s tooth 

foot 

cvcvc 	 dabac body 

vc ap end, bottom 

ay(h) plant 

clothing 

us face 

vcvc 	 ayas round object, eye 

adi(h) ear 

a~i(h) hand 

axad 
' 

lips 

back 

:(qwad head 

iwad inside 

ucad mouth 

lFig, 85.--Lexical Affixes (Selected) 

l Cf. Hess (1967), sec. 352.31. 



Al, 

AAOJ 

AnLg 
BAE-B 
CA 

HAIL 
IJAL 
JASA 
Lg 

QPR 
RSC-PT 
Sl-AR 

SJA 
TCLP 
UCPL 

UCPAAE 

ZFE 
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